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Foreword 

THE period of evolution of the automobile does not 
span many years, but the evolution has been none 
the less spectacular and complete. From a creature 

of sudden caprices and uncertain behavior, it has become 
today a well-behaved thoroughbred of known habits and 
perfect reliability. The driver no longer needs to carry 
war clothes in momentary expectation of a call to the 
front. He .sits in his seat, starts his engine by pressing a 
button with his hand or foot, and probably for weeks on 
end will not need to do anything more serious than feed 
his animal gasoline or oil, screw up a few grease cups, 
and pump up a tire or two. 

<5 And yet, the traveling along this road of reliability 
and mechanical perfection has not been easy, and the 
grades have not been negotiated or the heights reached 
without many trials and failures. The application of the 
internal-combustion engine, the electric motor, the stor¬ 
age battery, and the steam engine to the development of 
the modern types of mechanically-propelled road car¬ 
riages has been a far-reaching engineering problem of 
great difficulty. Nevertheless, through the aid of the best 
scientific and mechanical minds in this and other coun¬ 
tries, every detail has received the amount of attention 
necessary to make it as perfect as possible. Road trou¬ 
bles, except in connection with tires, have become almost 
negligible and even the inexperienced driver, who knows 
barely enough to keep to the road and shift gears prop¬ 
erly, can venture on long touring trips without fear of 
getting stranded. 

•S The refinements in the ignition, starting, and light¬ 
ing systems have added greatly to the pleasure in run¬ 
ning the car. Altogether, the automobile as a whole has 
become standardized, and unless some unforeseen de¬ 
velopments are brought about, future changes in either 
the gasoline or the electric automobile will be merely 
along the line of greater refinement of the mechanical 
and electrical devices used. 



<j Notwithstanding the high degree of reliability al¬ 
ready attained, the cars, as they get older, need the atten¬ 
tion of the repair man. This is particularly true of the 
cars two and three seasons old. A special effort, there¬ 
fore, has been made to furnish information which will be 
of value to the men whose duty it is to revive the falter¬ 
ing action of the engine and to take care of the other 
internal troubles in the machine. 

<J Special effort has been made to emphasize the treat¬ 
ment of the Electrical Equipment of Gasoline Cars, not 
only because it is in this direction that most of the im¬ 
provements have lately taken place but also because this 
department of automobile construction is least familiar 
to the repair men and others interested in the details of 
the automobile. A multitude of diagrams have been sup¬ 
plied showing the constructive features and wiring cir¬ 
cuits of the majority of the systems. In addition to this 
instructive section, particular attention is called to the 
articles on Welding, Shop Information, and Electrical 
Repairs. 

C| The great stimulus enjoyed by the aeronautical indus¬ 
try since the crossing of the Atlantic by Lindbergh and 
the conquering of this and other oceans by later pilots 
has resulted in a great number of men seeking training 
in the ground or engine work in that field. Most of the 
airplane engine men are recruited from the automobile 
field. The constructional features of the modern airplane 
engine are fundamentally the same as for the automobile 
engine. Standards of workmanship are the same. The 
best only is acceptable. There are certain differences in 
standard clearances allowed in repair work. In the 
main, however, the thoroughly trained and expert auto¬ 
mechanic may expect to find success in the airplane engine 
field if he devotes the same effort to it which he had to 
give to the automobile work to earn a name as an expert 
auto-mechanic. It likewise holds true that the beginner 
in either field must make a study of the underlying theory 
of the construction of the automotive power plants and he 
must develop skill and knowledge of proper methods of 
repair. These volumes are devoted to imparting the in¬ 
formation on theory of construction and methods of repair 
which will insure authentic knowledge of all phases of 
automotive work. 
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READING WIRING DIAGRAMS 
AND AUXILIARY ELEC¬ 

TRICAL EQUIPMENT 

EXPLANATION OF WIRING DIAGRAMS 

The first requisite in the work of electrical trouble shooting 

and repair work is the ability to trace a circuit on a wiring diagram. 
The wiring diagram is very useful both for rewiring work and for 
checking up correct connections in trouble shooting. 

In the making of a wiring diagram, it would be a difficult task 
to write in the names of the different parts of the several pieces 

of electrical equipment. The manufacturers have compiled a number 
of symbols which are used to show these different parts. In Figs. 
1 to 12 inclusive, are shown the symbols that are used in the Delco 
installation. While these symbols are standard for Delco only, 

they may be considered standard for all since they bear a close 
resemblance. These symbols should be carefully studied so that 
the different parts of the circuits can be easily recognized on sight. 

Switches, contact points, resistances, etc., are points at which 
trouble occur. If the repair man can find the part on the wiring 

diagram and trace the circuit on the diagram to the part, he can 
easily find the circuit on the car. 

Current Direction. The plus and minus, or positive and nega¬ 

tive signs, + positive, — negative, scarcely call for any extended 

explanation. They indicate the direction in which the current 
flows. It is of the utmost importance, where the manufacturers’ 

directions are to connect certain apparatus with a given wire to the 
plus, or positive, side, and another wire to the negative, that these 
instructions be followed explicity. Otherwise, the apparatus either 

will refuse to work or it may be damaged, as in the case of a storage 
battery on which the connections have been reversed. Wherever 

it is necessary that the current flow through a piece of apparatus in 

a certain direction, the manufacturer stamps plus and minus signs 
at the terminals. 

11 



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Positive 

Negative 

Fig. 1. Battery, Either Storage or Dry Cells 

Fig. 2. Generator, Commutator, and Brushes 

w- Fig. 3. The Proper Method of Showing a Coil Which Surrounds an 
Iron Core 

-mm- Fig. 4. The Method Used in Showing a Coil Where There Is No 
Chance of Confusion—Used in Field Coils, Ignition Coils, Etc. 

-WV\r Fig. 5. The Method Used to Show Resistance Such as a Resistance 
Unit and Charging Resistances 

Fig. 6. Ground Connection Where the Wire Is Connected to the 
Chassis, Engine, or Generator 

Fig. 7. Contact Points Such as in Switches, Distributors, Etc. 

Fig. 8. Method Used to Show Lighting Switches 

—iA/WW'— w 1 11 Fig. 9. Primary and Secondary Windings of an Ignition Coil 

Condenser 

Fig. 11. Upper Showing Crossed Wires not Connected. Lower 
Showing Connection in the Wiring 

Q. 
Fig. 12. Motor Commutator and Brushes with Brush Lifting Switch 

12 



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 3 

Battery; Generator. A battery, regardless of its type, is always 

shown by alternate heavy and light lines, as indicated in Fig. 1, 

each pair of lines representing a cell, so that the number of cells in 

the battery may be told at a glance. Other sources of current, 

such as generators, are indicated by a conventional sign consisting 

of a circle with two short heavy lines tangent to its circumference 

at opposite points and usually at an angle to the horizontal, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The origin of this sign will be apparent in its 

resemblance to the end view of a commutator with a pair of brushes 

bearing on it. This sign is also used to indicate a motor, in which 

case the letter M is inserted in the circle. 

Coih. Coils which are wound on an iron core are generally 

indicated by a conventional sign consisting of a few loops of wire, 

as in Fig. 3, but this is only the case where such a coil occurs at a 

place in the circuit where there might be a chance of confusion in 

identifying it. Where there is no possibility of confusion—as in 

the case of the windings of a generator or motor, ignition coils, and 

the like—the sign shown in Fig. 4 is often used. Where the lines 

are heavy, a coarse wire, such as is employed for series windings of 

generators or motors, or the primary winding of an ignition coil, 

is intended. 

Resistance. Resistance in a circuit is usually shown by an 

arbitrary sign, Fig. 5, similar in outline to a piece of the cast-iron 

grid frequently used in charging resistances, though sometimes 

shown as a coil and marked “resistance”. 

Grounds. The sign of a ground connection is the inverted 

pyramid of short lines, Fig. 6, and indicates that the circuit is 

grounded. This may be either by a wire directly connected at 

some point with the frame, as in the case of the storage battery, 

or it may be through an internal ground connection in the apparatus 

itself, as in the lamps and sometimes the generator or motor, the 

connection being made simply by fastening them in place. In any 

case, the sign indicates that the circuit is completed through a ground. 

Contacts. There are a number of signs employed to indicate 

contact points, switches, and the like, and, where they are not of an 

arbitrary character, such as Fig. 7, which shows contact such as 

used in switches, distributors, etc., and Fig. 8, which indicates a 

lighting switch (Delco diagrams), they usually will be found to 

13 



4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

bear sufficient resemblance to the apparatus itself to make their 

identification easy. 

Induction Coil. Fine lines indicate a generator shunt winding, 

the secondary of an ignition coil, or the coil of a relay or cut-out. 

The primary and secondary windings of an induction coil as 

used for ignition are indicated by a fine and a coarse coil sign, as 

in Fig. 9. 

Condenser. A condenser with its overlapping plates is shown 

in Fig. 10. 
Crossed Wires. To show wires that cross one another without 

making connection, a straight-line cross is made at that point to 

show that the wires do not touch, as in Fig. 11, while wires that are 

connected are shown by a black dot at the junction. 

General and Special Usage. While these signs are not uni¬ 

versally used in exactly the form shown here, their employment is 

very general and in the majority of cases, such as the positive and 

negative, battery, ground, generator, induction-coil windings, and 

coil signs, they are never changed. In some instances special signs 

are employed, such as that shown in Fig. 12, which indicates the 

motor commutator of the Delco single-unit machine or dynamotor, 

and shows the special brush lifting switch. Incandescent lamps 

are almost always indicated by small circles, though the lamp itself 

is sometimes drawn in. As a matter of fact, very little system is 

followed by different makers in making these wiring diagrams. In 

an effort to simplify its reading to the uninitiated, a diagram will 

sometimes picture most of the apparatus in such form that it will 

be recognized from its resemblance to the original, including the 

battery, generator, lamps, and the like, using only signs for showing 

coils and ground connections; others go to the opposite extreme and 

show nothing but signs. 

Tracing the Circuit. The correct point at which the tracing of 

the circuit should begin is at the source of supply, which in the 

automobile is the battery. Irregardless of whether it is the positiv* 

or the negative terminal that is connected to the frame of the caj, 

the current always flows from the battery through the positive and 

returns through the negative. Examples of both of these connections 

are shown in the diagrams. A line, which represents a wire in the 

system, is followed to tbe v^naratus to which the connection is 



ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 5 

to be made. If, in the tracing of the circuit, a resistance unit is 

found on the diagram, there must be a resistance in the circuit on 

the car. By tracing the circuit, the repair man finds the position 

of the apparatus in each of the circuits. 

In tracing the headlight circuit on the wiring diagram of the 

Dodge car, Diagram F, the positive terminal of the battery is 

attached to the frame of the car. The current flows from the posi¬ 

tive terminal of the battery through the frame to the ground con¬ 

nection of the lamp and out by way of the wire to the switch ter¬ 

minal 77. At this point the switch is closed and the current cannot 

complete the circuit. Open the switch and the current will flow 

out at the point B to the ammeter, across the ammeter to the battery 

side of the starting switch and then to the negative terminal of the 

battery, completing the circuit, it will be found that both head¬ 

lights are attached to the terminal //. The battery side of the 

switch for the headlights is point B. If, in tracing the circuit on a 

car, it is found that the headlights are attached to the point marked 

7(9, the repair man would know that the connection was not correct 

and he would know exactly how to make the proper connection. 

In tracing the ignition primary circuit on the same diagram, 

start from the positive terminal of the battery. The current flows 

to the grounded side of the contact points in the breaker housing 

and, when the points come together, passes through the wire and 

the primary winding of the coil, out through the resistance and to 

the ignition and lighting switch marked IG. If this switch is open, 

the current returns to the negative side of the battery by way 

of the point B on the ignition and lighting switch and through 

the wire to the ammeter. It finally passes across the ammeter to the 

battery side of the starting switch and to the battery. In tracing 

this primary circuit, the proper switch connections have been found 

and the location of the resistance unit. If there was trouble in the 

primary current to the extent that there was no current found at 

the contact points, the repair man would know where to look for the 

resistance unit to see whether it was broken or burnt out. He would 

also know where to look for other connections to see if everything was 

correct in the primary circuit or system. It will be seen that the current 

in this system always returns to the battery by way of the ammeter 

and starting switch and the supply is by way of the frame connection. 

15 



0 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

The Delco system, as installed on the Roamer car, Diagram C, 

shows that the battery negative terminal is connected to the frame. 

This is a true ground-return system and the current supply is 

furnished by way of a wire and returns by way of the frame. In 

tracing the ignition primary circuit, the current flows to the battery 

side of the starting switch from the positive side of the battery to 

the ammeter and across to the main point marked 6\ When the 

switch is open, the current flows out of the switch, at 5, to the 

resistance unit, through the primary winding of the coil, across the 

timing contact points to the grounded point and back to the battery 

by way of the ground connection which, in this case, is the metal 

part of the car. In tracing the circuit to the headlights for the 

dim position, the flow of the current is from the positive side of the 

battery to the starter switch, through the ammeter to the main 

switch at point 6, through the switch connections and out at point 

3, through the dimmer resistance back to point 2 of the switch. It 

then goes to the headlight bulbs and out from the lamps to the 

battery by way of the ground connection. All the current except 

the starter current passes through the ammeter. 

TYPICAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

The six sample diagrams here given are typical of the wiring 

systems used on the present-day car and embrace the Remy, Delco, 

Atwater-Kent and Westinghouse. The single and double units are 

also shown in these diagrams. If the operation of one system is 

understood, the other systems of the same manufacture and the tests 

for troubles will be understood. The explanation on the operation 

of the systems mentioned should be sufficient to give the repair 

man a good working knowledge and enable him to make satisfactory 

repairs in any other system. The operation and control of all parts 

of the electrical equipment as installed on the automobile have been 

explained and discussed in previous sections. The reader should be 

able to follow the points mentioned in connection with the sample 

diagrams. 

Diagram A• Diagram A shows the wiring for the Remy system 

as used on the Studebaker Models EG and EH. The ignition and 

lighting system in this installation is Remy throughout. A Remy 

lighting system can usually be recognized by the thermostatic control 





8 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

installed in the generator. The operation of this control is fully 

discussed in the lesson on “Generators.” This type of control is 

typical of the Remy and is a patented feature. The system is a 

two-unit installation with the thermostatic control used in conjunc¬ 

tion with a third brush. The relay is separate from the generator 

and is usually fastened to the outside of the generator rather than 

built into the generator itself. 

In the ignition system it will be noted that the resistance unit 

as well as the condenser is built into the coil or, at least, located 

in connection with it. 

The battery, which is fastened to the frame by the battery 

terminal, is of the three-cell type indicating a six-volt system, and 

the ground connections show it to be a single-wire system. 

It is interesting to note that the current supply for all units 

of this installation is taken through a junction block instead of 

directly through the switch as in other systems. When trouble is 

experienced in this system, the fuses in the junction block should 

be the first point of examination and a blown fuse is the indicator 

for the circuit in which there is trouble. 

Diagram B. Diagram B is the wiring diagram for the two- 

unit Delco installation as used on the Oldsmobile. The generator 

control is by the third-brush method. There is no relay in this 

generator circuit and the battery and generator connection is made 

when the switch is turned to the “on” position. A circuit breaker 

is found in place of the relay and is located at the switch to protect 

the battery should any excess current start to flow through any of 

the lighting circuits. In addition to the regular side and head 

lamps, additional low candlepower lamps for city driving and park¬ 

ing are used. 

In the ignition, a very marked change from the preceding 

Diagram A is found. The condenser and resistance units have been 

placed in the breaker housing instead of at the coil. A double set 

of breaker contacts are used and are arranged for synchronous 

timing. The battery to frame connection is negative instead of 

positive and d six-volt single-wire system is again used. 

In tracing the circuit in this diagram beginning at the battery 

terminal, opposite to the one connected to the frame, the circuit is 

regular as far as the starting switch. A lead goes to the ammeter 
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10 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

for ignition, lighting, and signal purposes. When the starting switch 

is closed, the battery circuit is completed through the starter fields 

and armature to the ground. With such short and direct con¬ 

nections and with the low resistance of the starting motor it is very 

evident that there can be little excess battery current for lights 

and ignition when the starting-motor circuit is complete especially 

if the battery is low. Low battery power accounts for the frequent 

lack of brilliancy from the lights and sometimes for the failure of 

the ignition when the starting motor is in use on any automobile. 

A lead goes to the ignition and lighting^switch from the am¬ 

meter. It should be noted that the horn circuit is so arranged that 

the current consumed by it is recorded by the ammeter. It cannot 

be broken by either the ignition or lighting switches. We do, how¬ 

ever, find that the circuit breaker is usually so arranged that the 

horn circuit is completed through it. 

From the circuit breaker, the current can be traced to the 

various contact points on the lighting switch (marked combination 

switch). The cowl or dash light can be operated from the contact 

points at will. The current can go no further without moving the 

switch which can be done by rotating it in a clockwise direction. 

The idle finger will come into contact with the supply taps. The 

finger resting on contact 5 will rest on 6 completing the current for 

the low candlepower lights, commonly called dimmers. The finger 

resting on contact 4 will soon be connected to the same contact 

and the tail light circuit will be completed. By turning the switch 

in a counter clockwise direction past the “off” position, the finger 

resting on contact 5 will be brought into connection with the supply 

taps. The finger resting on 4 will rest on contact 8 and the idle 

finger will connect the tail light circuit. At this point the side lights 

will be connected and by rotating it still farther the head lamps 

will be connected instead of the side lamps. 

On the ignition side, there is but one throw, that being in the 

clockwise direction, one finger coming in contact with the top by 

which the primary ignition circuit is completed through the primary 

winding of the coil to the breaker contacts and ground. The other 

two fingers complete the circuit between the generator and battery. 

It will be noticed that the ignition and lighting circuits are so placed 

as to “float” on the generator to the battery line. What actually 
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happens is that the ignition and lighting circuits are first supplied 

and the surplus current output of the generator is driven through 

the ammeter to the battery, giving a lower charging reading when 

lights are on than when they are off. The circuit breaker is neces¬ 

sary should short cuts occur anywhere past this point since all the 

generator output, as well as the battery output, would flow directly 

through the short, being limited only by the capacity of the wires 

which would soon fuse and cause trouble. When the engine is not 

running and the ignition switch is turned on, there is nothing to 

prevent the battery from discharging through the generator, which 

would consume about 5 amperes. It is therefore very important 

that the ignition switch be closed when the engine is not running. 

This is usually taken care of by the relay but as none is used in 

this installation the warning given is very important. 

Diagram C. Diagram C is the diagram for the Delco system as 

installed on the Roamer. This is also a two-unit system with the 

third brush regulation. The relay is in the generator and battery 

circuit. The operation of the relay has been explained in the section 

on generator control. 

A cut-out relay is used to protect the battery and close the 

generator when a sufficient charging rate has been reached. The 

horn circuit is so arranged that the current consumed by it does 

not pass through the ammeter. 

A circuit breaker is located on the lighting and ignition switch 

and, in addition, there is a dimmer resistance in conjunction with 

it, which is brought into the head lamps circuit when the switch 

is rotated to its proper position. The dash and tail lights are so 

arranged as to burn at full capacity irregardless of whether the 

lighting switch is in the dim or bright position. No side lights are 

used. The ignition wiring shows the resistance located at the ignition 

coil and the condenser located with the breaker contacts. A six- 

volt battery is used and the one negative terminal is connected to 

the frame. 

Diagram D. Diagram D is the wiring diagram for that used on 

the Pan-American car. The starting and lighting system in this car 

is the Westinghouse, while the ignition is Atwater-Kent. The in¬ 

stallation is of the two-unit type* and the generator control is by 

the third-brush method. The relay is built into the generator and 

21 
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14 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

the latter is protected against damage should the relay become in¬ 

active or by some connection becoming loose or broken by a fuse 

being inserted in the field winding. Should any trouble occur that 

would cause a heavy load to be thrown on the generator, this fuse 

will melt or blow out allowing no current to flow through the field 

winding which would prevent generation. The ignition, being the 

Atwater-Kent, is of the open-circuit t\pe. Note the peculiar shape 

of the part in the diagram which represents the breaker unit. The 

Atwater-Kent ignition system can always be recognized by this 

formation. 

The condenser is located with the contacts and the resistance 

in connection v ith the coil. A fuse block is used in place of a circuit 

breaker and the spot lamp and horn circuits are not connected to 

the ignition and lighting switch but are connected through the 

ammeter. 

The battery is a six-volt type with the positive terminal con¬ 

nected to the frame. The four-brush series-wound starter seems to 

be the common type used in most electrical systems. 

Diagram E. Diagram E is the diagram for the Delco single¬ 

unit system as installed on the Essex. The system on this car is 

entirely different from the previous systems in respect to the gener¬ 

ator and starting-motor units. The Delco single unit is one in which 

two commutators are used on the same end of the armature shaft: 

one for the generator and the other for the starting motor. The 

ground brushes are brought into operation by the action of the foot 

pedal thus closing the starting motor circuit. The ignition and 

starting motor circuits are so arranged that when the ignition 

switch is closed the battery current will flow through the shunt 

winding of the generator, causing the armature to rotate slowly— 

the driving connection to the engine being through an overrunning 

clutch. As the starting pedal is operated, it slides a double idler 

gear into mesh with a gear on this rotating armature and finally 

into the gear cut on the face of the flywheel. The purpose of rotat¬ 

ing the armature is to make the engaging of these gears positive 

and easy. As soon as the gears have been fully engaged the foot 

pedal brings the brushes into contact with the commutator and the 

starting action takes place. The rotating armature causes a click¬ 

ing noise at the generator clutch which can be heard when the 
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 17 

ignition switch is turned on and often when the engine is permitted 

to idle below the rotating speed of the armature. 

In the ignition wiring, the resistance and the condenser are 

located with the breaker contacts. A circuit breaker and dimmer 

resistance are located on the switch and all circuits, except that of 

the starting motor, are connected through the ammeter. 

Diagram F. Diagram F is the wiring diagram for the North- 

East system as installed on the Dodge car. It illustrates another 

single unit in which the armature has only one commutator on the 

armature shaft and which is used for both starting motor and 

generator. The field winding is of the differential-wound type. It 

consists of a series winding, which is the starter motor winding, and 

the shunt winding, which is the generator winding. When the unit 

is operating as a starter motor, the two windings operate together, 

that is, the series winding is helped by the shunt winding. WThen 

the unit is operating, the shunt winding acts as a bucking coil for 

regulating purposes. A fuse is installed in the field winding which 

burns out if the charging rate rises above 10 amperes. A relay, 

which is combined with a starting switch is placed in the generator 

and battery circuit. The current taken for ignition, lights, and 

horn is shovrn on the ammeter. It will be noticed that the system 

is of the 12-volt type, while in the previous systems it was a G-volt 

type. The condenser is located with the points and the resistance 

at the coil in the ignition system. The dimmer resistance, for use 

in connection with the head lights, is located at the switch. A 12- 

volt battery is used and the positive terminal is connected to the 

frame. 

While in these systems there is a little different arrangement 

of the several units, the principle of operation and the tests for 

troubles are practically the same. If the previous systems have 

been studied carefully, all systems will be understood. For instance, 

if the operation of one ignition coil or the operation of one relay or 

the test for one type of field winding is understood in one, they will 

be understood in all. 

Two typical magneto ignition circuits are shown in Fig. 13, 

wdiich is the Bosch, and in Fig. 14, which is the pixie. 

Size of Conductors. The influence of the factor of resistance 

makes plain the reason for using wires of different sizes for the various 

27 
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circuits of the ignition starting and lighting systems of the auto¬ 

mobile. If an ample flow of compressed air is desired for power 

purposes, a liberal outlet must be provided, while if only a small 

spray is required, as for cleaning purposes, a small-bore tube will 

suffice. If we try to employ the small-tube line for power pur¬ 

poses, we shall not gain the desired result because its resistance is 

so great that it will not permit a sufficient flow of air. For the 

same reason a conductor of much larger diameter and, therefore, of 

correspondingly low resistance must be employed to handle the 

heavy current necessary to operate the electric starting motor, than 

is needed for the comparatively small current which is demanded 

by the ignition system. 

Whether it is mechanical or electrical in its nature, the power 

necessary to overcome resistance is liberated in the form of heat. 

Mechanical resistance is friction and its presence between moving 

bodies always generates heat. Electrical resistance may, for the 

purpose of illustration, be termed internal or molecular friction, 

and it also results in heat. The extent of the rise in temperature 
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of a conductor or wire, depends entirely upon the proportion that 

its size and, consequently, its current-carrying ability bear to the 

amount of current that is sent through it. Roughly speaking, if 

a wire is three-fourths the size it should be to carry the starting 

current, it will become uncomfortably warm to the hand after the 

motor has been operated several times in succession. If it is only 

one-half the size it should be, continuous operation of the starting 

motor for a few minutes will doubtless burn off most of the insulation. 

Further reducing its size would cause the wire to become so hot 

as to set fire to the insulation the moment the current was turned 

on, and any great decrease in diameter would result in the immediate 

fusing of the wire itself. The wire would literally “burn up” and 

in a flash. 

It would not be practical to attempt to conduct live steam 

at high pressure through a cardboard tube. Nor is it any more 

so to attempt to send a heavy current through “any old piece of 

wire.” Electric lighting and starting systems as they exist on cars 

today are of all degrees of merit. The cars themselves have reached 

a stage of reliability where their useful life is now on the average 

from five to ten years or more. Consequently, there are a great 

many cars in service equipped with electric systems that were 

brought out several years ago. These are the cars on which the 

repair man will get a great deal of his early experience, and he 

need not take it for granted that just because the electric systems 

have worked for a certain length of time they were properly designed 

at the outset. Overheated conductors not only indicate excessive 

resistance caused by small wires or poor joints, but they also indicate 

a waste of power that is being drawn from the battery and dissi¬ 

pated in the air. The utilization of this energy or rather the pre¬ 

vention of its transformation into heat would mean all the difference 

between poor and good operation between an efficient and a waste¬ 

ful system. 

Since the amount of current received by the electrical unit is 

in direct proportion to the size of the wire or conductor, it is neces¬ 

sary to see that the correct size wire is installed when and where 

replacements are made. Suppose that a new wire must be installed 

on the starting motor. If the wire is too small, the machine will 

not get enough current to make it operate correctly. The following 
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is a rule by which the correct size of the wire may be found. Test 

the starting motor with a high-reading ammeter (scale should read 

to at least 300 amperes) after having made certain by hydrometer 

and voltage tests that the storage battery is fully charged. Care¬ 

fully note ammeter reading exactly at instant of closing switch, to 

determine maximum current flow. Measure the length of cable 

between the battery and the starting motor, i.e., both sides of 

starting switch. Then maximum starting current times 10.7 times 

number of feet of cable used, divided by .25 will give the cross- 

section of the wire in circular mils. ‘For example, assume that the 

starting motor required a maximum of 300 amperes momentarily 

to break away the engine, and five feet of cable are employed for 

the connections. Then 

300X10.7X5 

25 
= 64,200 circular mils 

By referring to Table I, which gives the various size wires in circular 

mils and their equivalent in gage sizes, it will be noted that the 

closest approach to this is No. 2 cable, which is 66,373 circular 

mils, so that the largest size cable would have to be used. If the 

starting cable used on an old system which does not show particularly 

good efficiency is much smaller than this, it would probably be an 

advantage to replace it with larger cable, assuming, of course, that 

every other part of the system is in good condition and working 

properly. Table II shows the carrying capacity of various sized wires. 

AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Electrical signaling devices are becoming more popular with 

regard to the noise signal and the stoppping and turning light 

which is placed at the rear of the car. 

Electric Horns. The use of a storage battery which is of suffi¬ 

cient capacity for starting purposes and which is kept constantly 

charged by the lighting generator has made it possible to employ 

numerous auxiliary electrical devices. The electrical horn is the 

chief of these, and it has to a very large extent displaced warning 

devices of every other class. Two different types of electric horns 

are used, in both of which the sound is produced by the vibrations 

of a sheet-metal diaphragm several inches in diameter. The only 

on 
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TABLE I 

American Wire Gage (B. & S.) 

No. 
Diameter in 

Circular 
Mils 

Ohms 
per 

1000 
Ft. 

No. 

Diameter in 
Circular 

Mils 

' 
Ohms 
per 

1000 
Ft. Mils Mm. Mils 

. 

Mm. 

0000 460.00 11.684 211600.0 .051 19 35.89 .912 1288.0 8.617 
000 409.64 10.405 167805.0 .064 20 31.96 .812 1021.5 10.566 
00 364.80 9.266 133079.4 .081 21 28.46 .723 810.1 13.323 

0 324.95 8.254 105592.5 .102 22 25.35 .644 642.7 16.799 
1 289.30 7.348 83694.2 .129 23 22.57 .573 21.185 
2 257.63 6.544 66373.0 .163 24 .511 404.0 26.713 
3 229.42 5.827 52634.0 .205 25 .455 33.684 
4 204.31 5.189 41742.0 .259 26 15.94 .405 42.477 
5 181.94 4.621 33102.0 .326 27 14.19 .361 201.5 53.563 
6 162.02 4.115 26250.5 .411 28 12.64 .321 159.8 67.542 
7 144.28 3.665 20816.0 .519 29 11.26 126.7 85.170 
8 128.49 3.264 16509.0 .654 30 10.03 .255 100.5 107.391 
9 114.43 2.907 13094.0 .824 31 8.93 .277 79.7 135.402 

10 101.89 2.588 10381.0 1.040 32 7.95 .202 63.2 170.765 
11 | 90.74 2.305 8234.0 1.311 33 7.08 .108 50.1 215.312 
12 | 80.81 2.053 6529.9 1.653 34 6.30 .160 39.7 271.583 
13 1 71.96 1.828 5178.4 2.084 35 .143 31.5 342.433 
14 [ 64.08 1.628 4106.8 2.628 36 ■doji .127 25.0 431.712 
15 | 57.07 1.450 3256.7 3.314 37 4.45 .113 19.8 544.287 
16 | 50.82 1.291 2582.9 4.179 38 3.96 .101 15.7 686.511 
17 | 45.26 1.150 2048.2 5.269 39 3.53 .090 12.5 865.046 
18 40.30 1.024 1624.1 6.645 40 3.14 .080 9.9 1091.865 

TABLE II 

Carrying Capacity of Wires 

B. <fc S. Gage Circular Mils 

Rubber 
Insulation 

Other 
Insulation 

Amperes Amperes 

18 1,624 3 5 
16 2,583 6 8 
14 4,107 12 16 
12 6,530 17 23 

10,380 24 32 
8 16,510 33 46 
6 26,250 46 65 
5 33,100 54 77 
4 41,740 65 92 
3 52,630 76 110 
2 66,370 90 131 
1 83,690 1 107 156 
0 105,500 127 185 

00 133,100 150 220 
000 167,800 177 262 

0000 211,600 210 1 312 
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difference between the two forms lies in the method of causing this 

diaphragm to vibrate, one employing a small electric motor and 

the other a simple electric magnet. Fig. 15, which is a phantom 

view of the operating mechanism of a Klaxon 

horn, shows the first type. On the upper end 

of the armature shaft of the electric motor is 

fastened a toothed wheel which strikes the 

button in the center of the diaphragm and sets 

it vibrating at the rate of several thousand times 

per minute, giving rise to the raucous squawk 

which has come to be identified with automobile 

warning signals. A variation of the Klaxon horn 

is one in which the armature is in a horizontal 

position with the notched ratchet which rubs 

against a diaphragm as in the Klaxon vertical 

type. As shown in Fig. 16, which illustrates a 

v'ew^Kiaron^Horn section of the Apollo horn, this type is nothing 

more nor less than an ordinary buzzer on an 

enlarged scale. The armature of the electromagnet vibrates at high 

speed producing a sound by taps on the rod attached to the diaphragm. 

Care of the Electric Horn. As the operation of the electric horn 

is based upon exactly the same principles as the essentials of the 

Fig. 16. Mechanism of Apollo Electric Horn (Horsdes* Age) 

starting and lighting systems, the instructions given for the care 
and adjustment of the latter will apply to it as well/ In the case of 
the motor-driven type of horn, the commutator and brushes of the 
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motor will require attention from time to time. Failure to operate 

may be due to a broken connection at the horn or at the battery; 

ground in the circuit between it and the battery; brushes not bear¬ 

ing properly on the commutator; or an excess of oil and dirt on the 

latter. If the motor runs properly, but the horn produces either 

no sound or a very weak sound, the trouble will be due to the poor 

contact of the toothed wheel with the button on the diaphragm* 

This button is made glass hard to obviate wear at that point, but, 

in time, replacement of either the button or the toothed wheel or 

of both may be necessary. 

While the brushes and commutator should be kept free of oil, 

the oiling of the small bearings of the horn should not be neglected. 

The best oil for this purpose is a thin grade of sewing machine oil* 

A few drops occasionally will be found sufficient to keep the armature 

turning freely in its bearings. 

The attention required by the vibrating type of horn, of which 

there are many thousands in use, is very similar to that described 

for the battery cut-out and the voltage regulator. The contact 

points will require cleaning, truing up, and adjustment at intervals, 

and the spring may also need occasional attention. Failure to 

operate may be caused by a loose connection or break in the circuit, 

or by a lack of adjustment which causes the contacts to be held 

apart so that no current can pass through the winding of the electro¬ 

magnet. A weak sound from this horn will result either from in¬ 

sufficient current or from lack of adjustment. 

LIGHTING 

For automobile headlights, side lamps, tail lamps, and general 

illumination, electric lighting has superseded all other systems. In 

the best electric-lighting systems the current is supplied by a dynamo 

driven constantly by the engine, with a storage battery auxiliary. 

Incandescent Lamps. Tungsten and Other Filaments. Incan¬ 

descent lamps are usually provided with tungsten filaments. These 

filaments are much shorter and much stronger than in standard 

lamps, a condition that is further contributed to by the necessities 

of low voltage and high amperage, which require short and thick 

rather than long and thin filaments. A good tungsten lamp will 

afford 1 candle power of illumination for each 1.2 watts of current. 

33 
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Mazda Type. Fig. 17 shows the standard types of lamps gen¬ 

erally used. These are Westinghouse Mazda lamps for 6 volts, 

those at the left being 15 c.p. headlight lamps; the next two, 6 c.p. 

Fig. 17. Westinghouse Lamps—Head, Side, and Tail 

side-light lamps; and the smallest one is a 2 c.p. size designed for the 

tail light, meter light, and for interior lighting of closed cars. At 6 

volts, the 15 c.p. lamps require 2.5 amperes, the 6 c.p. side lights 1.25 

amperes, or where 4 c.p. lamps are employed—a better size for the 

purpose—#85 ampere; the 2 c.p. lamps take .42 ampere. The larger 

lamps have the filament in the form of a spiral coil occupying the 

Fig. 18. BoBch Type Automobile Incandescent Bulbs 

minimum space so that the whole source of light can be placed at 

the exact focus point of the paraboloidal reflector. 

When lamp bulbs are bought for replacement, care should be 

taken to see that they are the correct type of bulb in regard to the 

voltage, amperage, and base contact. The lamps can be purchased 

with the single-contact and double-contact base but the two types 
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are not interchangeable. In other words, the single-contact base 

bulbs will not burn in the double contact socket or vice versa. 

Bosch Type. Fig. 18 shows the Bosch lamps, which are of 

special form. The headlight lamp at the right is of 25 c.p. and has 

the filament stretched horizontally across wire supports, while the 

side lamps of 8 c.p. have a loop of corrugated wire, and the tail lamp, 

of tubular form, a single filament running straight across it. Tail 

lamps are usually in series with the instrument lamp so that failure 

of the latter to light also indicates a failure of the tail lamp. 

Lamp Voltages. When Edison was asked how he came to hit 

upon 110 volts as the standard for incandescent lighting, he said he 

“just guessed it.” Evidently the 6-volt standard came about in 

pretty much the same way. It is not 

practicable to operate small lamps at a 

high voltage, as the lamp of that type 

requires a long slender filament. 'Many 

manufacturers of starting apparatus have 

deemed it necessary to employ a higher 

voltage, but the lamps are usually run at 

6 volts, so that the batteries employed 

are accordingly some multiple of 3, as 6, 

9, or 12 cells, giving 6, 12, 18, or 24 volts. 

Where more than three cells are used, 

this necessitates operating the lamps from 

a part of the battery, which is not ad- 

vantageous, as it involves discharging the mobile Headlight 

battery unevenly. As a battery capable 

of delivering current at 12 volts weighs and costs about 35 per cent 

more than one giving current at 6 volts and the attention required 

is greater, the lower voltage is generally favored. 

A recent addition to the lighting equipment on the automobile 

is the signal light placed at the rear of the car. Some of these lights 

not only have the stop signal but right-hand and left-hand turn 

direction signals as well. They are operated by a pull switch which 

is attached to the foot or service-brake pedal. Where the service 

and emergency brake operate together, care should be taken in in¬ 

stalling the lights or when the emergency brake is set it will pull 

the switch and the signal light will burn continuously and discharge 

35 
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the battery. If there is trouble 

in the stop-light system, it can 

usually be traced to the switch 

mechanism. The pull wire may 

have been broken and the lamp 

will not light. The pull-off spring 

may become weak, preventing 

the operation of the switch and 

cause the lamp to burn continu¬ 

ously. When the lamp is being 

installed, it is best to make con¬ 

nection to some current supply 

point outside of the battery. If 

attached to the battery, the wires 

will soon corrode and break off 

at the battery terminals. 

Reflectors* Much attention 

has been directed to the problem 

of defining the best type of re¬ 

flectors for automobile head¬ 

lights, and the conditions of 

lighting by acetylene gas have 

been determined to be very differ¬ 

ent from those involved when 

electric lighting is used. 

Parabolic Type, A typical 

electric headlight for automobile 

use is that illustrated in Fig. 19. 

The plain form affords a mini¬ 

mum tendency to catch dirt and 

mud and greatly simplifies clean¬ 

ing. The position of the lamp is 

adjusted to give correct focus, as 

this is essential to give a properly 

projected beam of light ahead on 

the road. 

Comparison of Parabolic with 

Lens Type. The rfefledtor in the 
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foregoing lamp is of the deeply parabolic metal type, illustrated in 

Fig. 20. The advantage of this type of reflector is that it intercepts 

a much larger proportion of the light rays from the lamp than the 

lens-mirror type of reflector, Fig. 21. 

Types for Various Locations. Fig. 22 -a, -6, -c, -d, and -i show 

the usual types of lamps employed. These are, in the order given, 

an outside side lamp, flush-type side lamp, two types of electric tail 

lamps, and a cowl or dash lamp for illuminating the instruments, 

such as the ammeter, oil telltale, and the like. Fig. 22-/ shows a 

magnetic trouble-hunting lamp, the base of which attaches itself 

to any metal part of the chassis. 

Headlight Glare. The increased efficiency of electric headlights 

has brought with it, in far more aggravated degree, the blinding 

Fig 22 Types of Side, Dash, Tail, and Trouble-Hunting Lamps 

glare first experienced with the acetylene lamps. Originally, strong 

headlights bothered pedestrians; but since the introduction of electric 

lighting, they have been objected to most strongly by automobilists 

themselves, because to the driver of an automobile, the blinding 
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glare from the headlights of an approaching car means not only 

annoyance but danger. Acuteness of vision is wholly destroyed for 

a period of thirty seconds or more during which only a slow-down 

to a walking pace will insure absolute safety to the automobilist, as 

a pedestrian or the usual black and lampless buggy are practically 

invisible. 

Dimming Devices. Owing to the fact that glare and illumina¬ 

tion are so closely related and that there is no objection to glare on 

r ^ 

L A 
Fig. 23. Type of Headlight Dimming Switch 

deserted country roads where the necessity for road illumination is 

greatest, permanently dimmed lights are naturally not practicable. 

Fig. 24. Wiring Diagram of Parallel Control for Headlights 

Courtesy of Horseless Age, New York City 

What, is required is a device under the control of the driver, so 

that either the full illuminating power of the head lamps or a sub¬ 

dued or dispersed light, free from glare, may be had as required. 
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A great many fundamentally different devices have been offered 

as a sojution of the problem. While differing radically, practically 

Fig. 25. Wiring Diagram of Series Control for Dimming Headlights 
Courtesy of Horseless Age* toew York City 

all of them may be classed under two heads, i.e., electrical and 

mechanical. 

Fig. 26. Section of Hall Double Headlight 

Electrical Devices. One of the simplest of this class that has met 

with considerable favor is nothing more nor less than a resistance 
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30 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

that may be inserted in the circuit of the headlights by turning a 

small switch, mounted either on the steering wheel or in some other 

easily accessible location. This cuts the voltage down and causes 

the lamps to burn a dull red, instead of the filaments being the daz¬ 

zling white reached at full incandescence. A dimmer of this type is 

shown in Fig. 23. An equally simple and practical device is a switch 

to throw the headlights into series for a dim light and back into par¬ 

allel again when full illumination is desired. With the series connec¬ 

tion, the current must pass through both lamps successively and each 

bulb thus receives but half the voltage and, as even a comparatively 

slight drop in voltage causes the efficiency of an incandescent lamp to 

fall off very markedly, the same result is attained. It is equivalent 

to burning a 6-volt lamp on a 3-volt current. With the normal, or 

parallel, connection, the current flows through each lamp separately, 

and both receive the full voltage of the battery so that they burn at 

full brilliance. A switch of this kind is marketed by the Cutler- 

Hammer Company. Fig. 24 illustrates the connection for parallel 

arrangement, or full illumination, switches D and B being closed and 

the button A pulled out to make C contact with its lower set of 

connections. Fig. 25 shows the connections for series burning, 

effected by pulling out button B and pushing in A, this closing 

switch E, opening D, and contacting C with the upper connections. 

The use of two bulbs in each headlight is also commonly resorted 

to, the method of effecting this being shown in Fig. 26. The second 

bulb is of the size ordinarily employed for side lights and is, moreover, 

entirely out of the focus of the reflector, so that the diminished light 

produced is entirely without glare and is mostly diverted downward. 

Inserting a resistance in the headlight circuit is also done to 

dim the headlights. Fig. 27 shows a method of adjusting the in¬ 

tensity of the dimmers. The coils are connected together by a 

piece of wire as shown. This cuts out some of the resistance and 

causes the lights to burn brighter. Any desired intensity may be 

secured by experimenting with the position of this jumper. 
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WIRING DIAGRAMS AND 
DATA SHEETS 

INTRODUCTION 

Since a great number of abbreviations are used on each of the 

data pages, a short explanation regarding the abbreviations will 

be in order and make perfectly clear the material which it is 

intended these data pages should convey. The first part dealing 

with the name of the car, model and year, or years, in which it 

was produced, is entirely clear, as is also the material with reference 

to the make of starting, generating and ignition systems. 

Under the heading of “Generators,” regulation may be of 

several kinds. The majority of cars, however, use the standard 

third brush type of regulation. Several makes of cars use methods 

of regulation other than the third brush type, such as the relay 

regulation type and that known as the “inherent” or “bucking coil” 

type. 

The maximum charging rate is that with a normal setting of 

the regulator and taken when the generator is cold. The maxi¬ 

mum armature speed at which the maximum charging rate is given 

is also shown on the data sheet. 

A reference to the speed at which the relay points close is given. 

This speed is armature speed and where this cannot be given, the 

miles per hour of the car is given at the point of relay point closing. 

The air gap is always measured with the contact points closed. 

On a large number of cars a relay is not used, the circuit being 

closed by the ignition switch when the switch is turned to the “on” 

position. 

The direction of rotation of the starter is always determined 

from the commutator end and is thus recorded in all cases on the 

wiring diagram. 

The standard method of indicating firing orders is used, and 

where given in connection with the V-type engine, the letters “R” 

and “L” refer to the right and left sides of the engine as determined 

from the driver's position. This corresponds in all cases to the 
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2 WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DATA SHEETS 

material furnished by manufacturers. Some abbreviations are used 

with reference to ignition timing. The letters “TDC” refer to top 

dead center whenever used and when such a phrase as 'TDC at 

retard” is used, it means that the ignition advance and retard control 

is set in retard position and the contacts are just starting to open 

when the piston of the firing cylinder is at top dead center. Methods 

of securing this position are carefully outlined. In some cases, the 

number of degrees or inches before top dead center are given, and this 

position can be determined from the marks on the flywheel. Wher¬ 

ever letters such as “IN-OP-6” appear, it means that these letters 

are stamped on the rim of the flywheel and that they must be brought 

in line with an indicator when the contacts start to open, the spark 

control being set at retard. In some cases, the letters “UD” are 

stamped on the rim of the flywheel. Also, “45” and “RET.” 

The bore and stroke of the engine are always given in inches 

and the taxable horsepower is also given on the data sheet. This 

material is useful when making out applications for State taxes 

and license plates. The valve tappet clearance is given in thou¬ 

sandths of an inch and should be measured only when the engine is 

hot. 

In most cases, the make of the carburetor is given. In one 

case, a Zenith-Duplex carburetor is used and is indicated by 

“Zenith-Dup.” 

The width and diameter of the piston ring is given and the gap 

distance is also shown. This material is very useful when ordering 

oversized rings and also judging the amount of wear which has 

taken place on the piston rings where renewal of the rings is con¬ 

sidered. 

The capacity of the oiling system is given in quarts and the 

type indicated is based upon the standard nomenclature of lubricat¬ 

ing systems. “Press” indicates a system where the oil is lifted 

from the oil sump by the pump and forced up to the main bearings, 

the overflow from these bearings running into oil troughs, which 

supply the connecting rods and other parts of the engine. The 

pump may be of either the gear, vane or plunger type. In some cases, 

the pressure is even carried to the camshaft and piston pin bearings. 

A recent modern tendency is to extend this pressure to the hollow 

rocker arm bearings on the overhead valve motors. Wherever the 



WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DATA SHEETS 3 

CHART OF ABBREVIATIONS 
GENERAL 

Amps.—Amperes 
V.—Volts 
C. P.—Candle Power 
Bat. to Frame Con.—Battery to Frame Connection 
U. S. L.—United States Lighting 
R. & L. of Firing Order—Right and left determined from driver's seat 
Max. Chg. Rate—Maximum Charging Rate 
R. P. M.—Revolutions per Minute 
M. P. H.—Miles per Hour 
Thermo—Thermosyphon Cooling 
Zenith-Dup.—Zenith-Duplex 

IGNITION 
T. D. C. at Retard—Top Dead Center; Spark Control Retarded 
Yl Advance at T. D. C.—Spark Control Y Advanced, Piston at T D. C. 
12° past T. D. C.—Piston 12° past T. D. C. Spark Control Retarded 

before T. D. C.—Piston 2Y/, on Flywheel, before T. D. C. 
“Ret” at Retard—Marks “Ret” on Flywheel 
r B. H. C. on F. W.—“T. D. C ” on Flywheel 1' before T. D C. 
“Spark” at Rt. Sup.—“Spark” on Flywheel at Right Engine Support 
“IN-OP-6” at RetardlMarks on Flywheel at Indicator, Spark Control Re- 
“UD” at Retard / tarded 
“45” at T. D. C.—Adv.—Marks on Flywheel at Indicator, Spark Control 

Advanced 

LUBRICATION SYSTEM 
Cap.—Capacity 
Qt.—Quart 
Press.—Pressure to Main Bearings 
Splash.—Pressure Circulating Splash 
Splash—Connecting Rod Dips 

CLUTCH 
Disc—Multiple disc, cither wet or dry 
Cone—Cone 
R-Cone—Reverse Cone 
Plate—Single or Double Plate Type 

TRANSMISSION 
D. G. & M.—Detroit Gear and Machine Company 

REAR AXLE 
Semi—Semi-Floating 
% Fit.—Three-quarters Floating 
Full Fit.—Full Floating 

BRAKES 
Front—Front Wheels 
Rear—Rear Wheels 
Hand—Hand Brake 
Trans.—Transmission Brake 
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4 WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DATA SHEETS 

abbreviation “Splash. Press.” appears, it indicates that the “Cir¬ 

culating System” is used, in which case the oil is merely circulated 

to the oil troughs, either by means of a pump or by the flywheel, no 
effort being made to maintain a pressure at any of the bearings. 

The size and type of clutch is indicated, the size of the disc 

being shown in inches for the outside diameter and thickness. The 

word “disc” refers to the multiple disc type and may be either dry 

or running in oil. The word “plate” refers to the single plate type 

or double plate type of clutch. The word “cone” refers to the cone 

clutch and when preceded by the letter “R” means that it is of the 

reversed cone type. The gear ratio has to do with the final drive 

and, in all cases, the number given indicates the number of revolu¬ 

tions that the motor must make in order to turn the rear wheels 

one complete revolution when in high gear. A great many manu¬ 

facturers give a choice between two gear ratios, the lower gear ratio 

generally being used with the closed and heavier models. 

Wherever four-wheel brakes are used, the thickness, length, 

and width, of the brake lining will be given for each of the brakes. 

Under the heading of “Front” will be the dimensions of the brake 

lining given for front-wheel brakes; under the heading of “Rear” 

will be the dimensions for the brake linings given for brakes on the 

rear wheel and the dimensions for the “hand brakes” is given under 

that title. Where transmission brakes are used, the word “Trans¬ 

mission” will be written in either under hand brake or rear brake. 

Where there are no dimensions shown, the information is not avail¬ 

able or the type of brake above the vacant space is not fitted on the 
car in question. 
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Jntoura Model. 115 Year 1928 

Ptloff-Hfwy.Starter & Generator..DeLoomfiemy.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

TIUrd BruAh. 12 mp. hot*. 21 cold. lh5Q 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

♦QlU" - •018* .015" - *025*.too r.p.m* 

BATTERY. .. .Type..XT-1516.Volta. 6 .Amps. 194 

Bat. to Frame Con.*M.i**7*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. *018* - .021*." 

Firing Order. . l^*2--5*8.~3-7,4l. Ignition Timing .6?..-.T?. A»f •P?P* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ..y/0*. ..Gap. #025" Bore 3«*V4" Stroke. U-l/Z" 33.80 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 9.A.C. .Close lt5°A.B.P.C. Open 50°.Bt.B * P*C• CloselP® A *T•D*C•. 

VALVE CLEARANCE . .Intake •Q<>6".Exhaust *908" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. fiohoblor . TypeJhmp . Cap.25 TypeJPr$*..Cap@'...91*.  

PISTON RING: Width...3^*^*... Diam..3rVV.Gap . 

CLUTCH. UM«..#lt0-A  GEAR RATIO. .^45.  AXLE.3M-Tl0*ting; 
Pry Siagl9 PI. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

*i***l. 5/^?'i4t"*25’ p«r i*.3A6"*2"*23" *ot»l 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

....Jtart*.Contact.SBL.C.P. _3_C.P. -5.C.P. 



AUBURN WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, MODEL 88 

Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Sendee 
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.intern.Model 88.Year 1928 . 

_WwJlny.Starter & Generator.telte-RfW . Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 9-12 amp,hot, 19-21 oold#lU50 r*p*mn 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.OH? - •018" .015* - *025* 600 jr.p.«. 

BATTERY. .Type *?-*3*6.Volts.. 6.Amps.3? 

Bat. to Frame Con.*0*itlT®. CONTACT BREAKER Gap *018". - »Q2li" 

Firing Order. .. Jgnitiftfc Timing . *7° A*T#I)*C. r®t« 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. Gap.-•925. .. Bore . 2*7/^3 Stroke ^-3/U- 26*U5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C..Close ll^A.B.D,C* Open 50°B.B.D.C. Close 10° A.T*P.C, 

VALVE CLEARANCE..Intake #006" Exhaust •OO0n . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. . Type ^aP. Cap 20 Qt. Type ^®ra*..Cap . 7 

PISTON RING: Width.. I/fe". . Diam.... 2-7/6" . Gap .012" . 

CLUTCH .te«C.#9°.. GEAR RATIO . .4*7  AXLE Jtai-flMtiac 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32B*li"«2l" P*r *h»ol .. 5/32"*lP*21" Mr *h... .. 5^"a2"*23" Total 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Singl* . ...Contact... .21.c.p.3.c.p ‘.3.c.p. 
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tatara. .Model.76. .Year.192B 

JDtX0O«R«By..Starter & Generator..DfloOrSjny.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

. . Third Aruah.9-12 «mp^hot>19^ oold<lU50 r*p ji. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M, 

♦Oli*" - ,0X8"..tO>5*.r. t.9?5".6(X) f(>p*B«. 

BATTERY... .Type..J0r.-X3^..Volts. j6...,.....Amps....«. 

Bat. to Frame Con>...*fc*i$l** . CONTACT BREAKER Gap.^OlB* - .02U" 

Firing Order . Ignition Timing.-^A*T#P*G«.ftt# 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. lfc>* ...Gap...*025*. Bore.. 2ml/&m.Stroke..  X9*8(l.1. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. .TQ*.Close.45?^®- ®Open5Q?P.?.®*.P.?Vf-...Close.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Ho* .Intake.. •G#".Exhaust... ♦fX**". 

CARBURETOR ' COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Type?®»P ..Cap. V? Typel^.r.9.f.Cap...6.<^4... 

PISTON RING: Width. v*".. ...Diam.. 2»l/bm.Gap... .*Q%2*. 

CLUTCH.. GEARRATIO.Iu9. AXLE..dil»l-notdHar... 
Long #B t 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/j2"xlt"jd" jMW irhMl ..par. wb. total 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Mafia.Contact..21.C.P.f.C.P. ..,r»...C.P. 
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Auburn Model 120 Year 1929 

Jteloo-ltay Starter & Generator Duloo-Bunjr Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brash 12 up*hotf2I cold, U45O r*pja* 

RFLAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R F M 

.014"- .0X8" .015" - .025" 600 H.P.M. 

BATTERY Typc XT-19X6 Volts * Amps 104 

Bat to Frame Con Po*itlT* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .0X8" - .024" 

Tiring Order 1“6'2,’5'8''3“7*'4 Ignition Timing 6® " 7® A.T.D.C. rut. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/8" Gap .025" Bore 3*lA* Stroke U“1^2" 33*80 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVF TIMING 

Open T.D.C. Close 45°A.B.D.C. Open 50®B.B.D.C. dost 10®A.t,D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intaki .006" Exhiust *008" 

CARBURETOR (OOIING SYSTTM OILING S\STEM 

Sohoblor TjpePvnp Cap 25 Qt. Type F»ro*Cjp 8 Qt. 

PISTON RING Width 1/8" Diam 3-iA" Gap #012* 

CLUTCH Urns #28 AM GEAR RATIO AXLE S«i-floating 
Doublo PI•Dry 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32"ilf"*25" pur ir)i«*l 5/32"«lJ**25" P*r "h. 3A6**4"*22|* totul 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Blagl# Contact 21 cp 3 cp 3 cp. 
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Arturo Model 8*90 Year 1989 

Dtloo«BMjr Starter & Generator D*l0O-Rn»jr .. Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

- third >rufh 12 «*p, hot,2i oold, li»50 r.pj«. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

.014" - «Q!8* ,015" - .025" 600 r.p.n. 

BATTERY 0,8,t, Type **-13*6 Volts 6 Amps 87 

Bat to Frame Con FMitlT* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .016* - .024" 

Firing Order l^-8-5-a-5-74i Ignition Timing~(fi ~ 7° 1*T.D*C* r*t* 

SPARK PLUG 'ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7fir Gap •025" Bore M/)" Stroke 4-3/V 86,45 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open CloseOpen 50^l«^0»0* Close 10®A*T«D»C« 

VALVE CLEARANCE ■“* Intake •006" Exhaust •OOB" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

llblWfr Type^W Cap22 Qt* Type^9**0* Cap 7 Qk* 

PISTON RING, Width v*v Diam 2-7/6* Gap >012* 

CLUTCH tom&C GEARRATIO. 4.45 AXLE 
Dry Slngl# PI* 

BRAKES 

From Rear Hand 

5/&"x*i"xa" p*r vh»«l 5/52"«l}"*a" p*r *h, 5/^2"a2"*24-5/6* Tot»l 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

MaglU .. - Contact 21 CP.. 5 « C P. 3 . C P, 
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Auburn Model 6-80 Year 192? 

Dftloo-Aaqr Starter & Generator DuldOwftOBjr Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Bruth 12. tup .hot ,21 oold,lU$0 r.pja. 

RFLAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut mRPM 

.014* - .010" .015" - .025* 600 R.P.M, 

BATTFRY 0.S.L. Type XT-1JX6 Volts 6 Amps 87 

Bat torramcCon Poeltlr* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018" - .024* 

Firing Order l-5-3*6*24j. Ignition Timing 6® * 7® A.T.D.C. rat, 

SPARK ri UG FNGINF Taxable Hp 

Size 7/6" Gip .025" Bore 2-7/6* Stroke 4-3/4" 19.84 

INTAKF VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C. Closed® A.B.D.C. Open 50°B.B.D.C. Close 10°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .006" Exhaust .006* 

CARBI. RETOR COOl ING S\ STEM OILING SASFFM 

Sohablar TypePttxp Cap 19 Qt» TypeToroO Cap 6 Qt. | 

PISTON RING Width 1/6* Diam 2-7/8" Gip *012" 

Cl UTCH 1*0* jfB ri CFAR RATIO 4.9 AXLE Soai-floating 
Dry 8lnglo PI. 

, BRAkrs 

Front Rear H-md 

5/32"xlS"x21" per wh«*l 5/32*xll**21" pop wh. 5/32"x2"xl8-9/l6" total 

I ighting Headlights Di^h & T id Side I imps 

SlQclt Contact 21CP 3 CP 3 CP 
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.Model.Ir6. .Year.19*9 

....SthO-SMKf..Starter & Generator.....Dalw-S.awjr...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.thirdJBruih . 9-i* mpu.JMPjPeP-Ba. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.. .*019". - .025"...91?" . ,0J0".575 r.pja.. 

BATTERY fr«»t-0-I4to.Type.6l%.i..Volta&A.Amps.. .120. .... 

Bat. to Frame Con. .. . CONTACT BREAKER Gap..*017". 

Firing Order... .... Ignition 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/!S»" ..Gap.. #^?!1... Bore. 5-3# . Stroke hrl/i*.*7.5. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.7^.,T,PtC.....C!osel(7Sk«T»D.C«.. Open i^®9.T.P*C» Close 7^A.XtP.C* . 

VALVE CLEARANCE. . **.Intake.. ...026".Exhaust.. .Q®“ . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

**nlthJfr»plo* 10500. . TypelW . Cap 6.0*1.. TypePrtW. Cap 9 .«»*.. 

Oil jA6" 
PISTON RING: Width. Oqup lA" Diam...3-jA".Gap._..0l2"„. 

CLUTCH Slagln Plata GEAR RATIO.... JU.75 ... AXLE..»W*-n!»*«»«. 
6tao-7A*iA" 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5«P*lp*5Ai*.- - .. 
( It pan ) ( it poa ) ( 1 po ) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Mad*.Contact.32.C.P. .3. .C.P. .3..C.P. 
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. fiUdcfaftWk.Model.l-B .Year 192® 

.Starter & Generator..$fl.P9.rRf(?jr.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush.10-12 «a1500 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.019" - .025"..PJ2* - ,030".50.0 r.p,m. 

BATTERY PMUt-O-Ute .Type... 61$ J.Volts. 6-8 Amps. 120 

Bat. to Frame Con.... »*A«*iY*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...«0l7." . . 

Firing Order l“6*2-5"^-3—. Ignition Timing .XO^ A.T.P. C. fMU A^T» 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/®" Gap. *022". . Bore. . 3*.Stroke 4“3^tn.2B.8 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

0pet8°A.T.D.C. .. .Close JjO°A.B„D.C. Openi*0°A.B.D.C. Close8°A.T.D.C. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE...Hftt .Intake .012".Exhaust .012" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Z^^..®?P1.«..lO5?0. Type Pump Cap 6| 0*1 . TypePrMA-Cap 7 Qt«. 

011 3/16" 
PISTON RING: Width.Owap 1/6" . Diam. .. 3".Gap... .010* 

CLUTCH 81ngl*PUt* GEARRATIO.U.75 - AXLE.Semi floating 
6|xl0-l/6zl/6" 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

36fc"xlJ"x3/l6".36j"*lt!**3/l6".20"*2j"xl/6" . 

(U Po« ) ( U pc#1 ( 1 po ) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

81n§lft. .Contact.-J2.C.P.J.C.P.J.C.P. 
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Bui ok Model 120- - 126 W.B.Year 1927-28 

Dale* Starter & Generator DelCO Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Bruoh 18-20 Mip*» 1425 r,p.nu. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

,019"- *025" ,018" - .026" 735 

BATTERY Slid* Type JXC-15-1 Volts 6 Amps 105 

Bat to Frame Con HftgmtlT? CONTACT BREAKER Gap *020" 

Firing Order l-b-2-6-5-5 Ignition Timing 17* B.T.D.C. full adv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/^ Gap »025" Bore ji* Stroke 4£" 29*4 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open25°501BTDC CloSe81°10'ABDC Open 101°50'EBDC Close lt5°10* ATpC 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .008" Exhaust .008" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

M*rv*l Type Pimp Cap Jii Gal Type Pro*# Cap 6 Qtf 

PISTON RING Width 1/3” Diam ji" Gap .006"-.008"-^012" 

CLUTCH JMlt.Msc GEAR RATIO 4.54 *4.7J»OCLE Pull floating 
5fl.D.*5/32" 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

SA6"*2"*43|" 3/16" a 2" xitjf" 5/32"xl-5/8"x4Q-H/l6" 
(2 pea) (2 poa) (2 pes) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Contact Dtl 21 C P. Sgl J CP. 5gl J C.P. 
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BUICK WIRING DIAGRAM, 1027-28, MODEL 114>6 W.B. 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Bulek .Model... lAltt-.W.*?.1 Year. 1927-3B. 

.. .Starter & Generator..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Xhlrd Bniah.18-20 to®** X?*25..r*P**«. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

...019" -.025"..018" - .026".7?5 r.p*».. 

BATTERY.fxld*.Type. .JXC-lJ-l .Volts... 6.Amps.9P 

Bat. to Frame Con... K***tlv* . CONTACT BREAKER Gap. •020" . 

Firing Order... . Ignition Timing. X7°B«T.P.C, full .ad*, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

.Gap...*025". Bore 3-1/6" ..Stroke... lt-l/2"  23.lt. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Opcn25®50,BIDC....CloSeSlo10,ABDC .. Open 101°50'BBDC close l^lO' ATOC .. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake... *006".Exhaust.. .008". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.KwrTfcl. TypeP—P. ..Cap„3j. 0«1.. Type.**««#.Cap.5 . 

PISTON RING: Width 1/6".Diam 3*1/6".Gap...*OP5",-.007"-.009" 

CLUTCHIWLt* ..%•«..  GEAR RATIO.4.9...    AXLEThr<M>-<fliar*«r flo»t. 
5® I.D.xl/te 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16"xlf"x38»5/B"..3/16^*36*5/6".3A6"*l-3/6"*35-9/l6" 
( 2 pea ) (2 poa ) (2 pea } 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..Dbl*21.C.P. .8*1 - 3.C.P. 8*1.-..J.C.P. 



boick wntnro diagram, 102*, model us wj. 
Reproduce! from National Soviet Manual by penrnuion of National Automotive Soviet 



Jstsfc. _Mode!_11S.S«.?.«..Year.1930. 

Dalno-Rtgy--.Starter & Generator-D#loo*He«jf.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Thlrd Bruah.18>2Q.«Bpa( llj5P.r*P. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

... .019* .*..-035"...0101.- ...021*"..700. 

BATTERY..Exlde.Type.JXC-IJ-IO.Volts...6-8...Ampj.90 .... 

Bat. to Frame Con.... IfHUTi. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.0Q.l8." .- p.QZk* 

Firing Order..... Ignition Timmg. ?•. ^4*. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/6" Gap....025" . Bore .&*.. Stroke.. M". 23.M . .. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Oplh-T.D.C.. .. ... Close .SU®.A.B.1).C. Open ..62..?,®*P».0<;iose 25°A.T.I).0. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.. Hot .Intake.•000" ... Exhaust .009". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Marvel I.J .. . TypePunp ....Cap. U OeJ,..* Type PreeaCap. 5 Qts. 

PISTON RING: Width... V0".Diam...3i". .Gap »006"-.010"-.012" 

CLUTCH. , GEAR RATIO.iu9.k.5..1 AXLE. JA .Pleating. .. 
5} I*D«x I/O 

BRAKES 

Front . Rear Hand 

5A6.*ali".Jt..30r5^".... .3/l6"*l£" .*.39-5/6".. 3/i$"*l-3/9".*35?9/i6." 
(2 pea) (2 pea) (2 pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact. PM.. .. 21.. C.P §gl ...J.C.P.$&}. 3L C.P. 

e» 





Model..W£,W,B,.Year.1929. 

Beloo-Beay.Starter & Generator.DeloamReay.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third..Brush.18. • 20. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

•.019".-..Q25"..018" - .Q24"..750. 

BATTERY.Exide.Type JITO-lS-l.Volts.. 6-8.... Amps.... 100.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. . CONTACT BREAKER Gap.. *Q18* - ,?0 24 

Firing Order.l«dfc*2*6j-3*5. Ignition Timing...17®...1j»T»P* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size . MotrlCl.Gap.*025"t.. Bore 3 Stroke 4p5^"  26*33. 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Opet$. 2? .A*TAp.*.C«Close. 42°A*B«P«C, Open. Close 20° A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.®»*.Intake •P.98".Exhaust.....006". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. .. . Type.A®P. Cap>.!&. ®*1. • TypeF«F^*4.Cap. 

PISTON RING: Width.Comp 1/6" ... Diatn..3-5/16*.Gap »0Q6"-.008".,Q10" 
011 3/16" 

CLUTCH...Pi*t*. GEARRATIO 4*9. AXLE...3A . 
i.d.K.7-5- O.B. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3A6"?tl-3A"*3&-5/&".. .iM*.. * 1-3/6" * 35?«A6* 
(2 pee) ( 2 po») (2 poe) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Mart* ...Contact.21.C.P..3.C.P.3.c.P. 
(two-filament) 
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JM*. .Model... .m.*.I29..I,BVear .192?. 

.D4lco*£«ny.Starter & Generator.D#lo©mR*ay.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.XMnL.XenA....18..-...® •wp.JUMi tarn*... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,019* « -025".,018" - .0®".790. 

BATTERY..Type.JWf.15-l..Volte....6f8...Amps...l3Q.. 

Bat. to Frame Con !S*SM»«. CONTACT BREAKER Gap,018" - ,021** 

Firing Order. . l*lt»2*6“5»5.i.. Ignition Timing... lT^ B.T.P. C. adr, . 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. RatriOGap .025" * Bore J-SA* .. .Stroke... 5".31*5fe . 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. ltfSfc'irpQ. Close 52t°A,B,P,C, Open. 50°®*BBW? Close»°i,A.T,p.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot .Intake.. ..,008".Exhaust.*008". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.:.mml. Type.PwP ..Cap 5-5/®0*l TypeT.e.F^tap. & Qta, 

PISTON RING: Width..<^P.l/8* Diam.5-5/8.".Gap «0p6"-,0C9"r.pi2* 
nsa »/i4» 

CLUTCH. ..PUt#. GEAR RATIO, J*.P77.. AXLE 3A Floating 
l.». 5t.7f O.D. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3A6"..*.2*.,* J0fc.3/1.6." x.2* x Itsr.... 5te*M/** 
(2 pea) ( 2 pe«) ( 2 poa) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.flUglA.Contact.21.C.P.3.C.P.3.C.P. 
(two fllaamt) * 
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B V I C K .Model....*?. Year.W5Q 

DelOAaoBany...Starter & Generator__DelAQ-Reay..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third.. Brush..1? amps, at. 25 m#p.h. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..015" - .026"..015* - .026".750 

BATTERY. .. 8*1.40.Type... I*. Plate .Volts.. . ft . Amps.. 120 

Bat. to Frame Con... J®6atiT* . CONTACT BREAKER Gap..0.18. 

Firing Order. .l-*?2-6-S-5.. Ignition Timing.. 1.® . ?»7.D.C,. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..^*.1'I’.1.9..Gap. »026 . . Bore. 5-7/lft Stroke ..*”.6/8.28.39 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 1P° A'^tPr.felose. 61°A»8«.D, Open . 52®B.B.D,C Close 23® A. T. D. C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake *008.Exhaust . *008 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.JfMSml.. Type. ?**P..Cap. ..*. 

PISTON RING: Width. l/8-?Aft.Diam.. 5-7/16.Gap.»?1.2”.010”.P08 

CLUTCH»|ltljlo Moo. GEAR RATIO. AXLE....®«a-Plo«.t. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear 

Omt..».. IfoOK*. Osn..|at*Msoh. 

Hand 

Own - Xnt. Rear Wheels 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..Slaglft.Contact.. 21«:21..C.P........ 8.C.P..*.C.P. 
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.Model.60-8Q. Year.MSQ 

-Dedotv»B—y.Starter & Generator. ..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

TblrdSrMh... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.016" - .026" .016" - ...028*._750. 

BATTERY.Ssid*.Type....!?. J..Volta......* Amps..!*® 

Bat. to Frame Con. . CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*S19. 

Firing Order 1—4-2-6-t5^6. Ignition Timing...l7?...?*!F.».39».5s...-  

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Sire.¥*tr?« ..Gap...»Q26 .... Bore. .Stroke. .. 5...*?*T6. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

OpenM%.T.p, C,..cio»e 82?rSP,ABDC.. Open 60°-Sp|B.BpC.ao«.»OATpC 

VALVE CLEARANCE... .Intake.*.QQ8.Exhaust •PP*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM. OILING SYSTEM 

Dvy «8 
.SHSSl.. Type.^Xap..*?!/*.. TVpeJ^C^JWMAM 

PISTON RING: Width..*/*??/!*. .. Diam..*??/*.. 
67-4.27-1 

CLUTCHJhJJtp!* ..%•«• GEAR RATIO.*©-*, 64-1 AXLE.-.S—W'.loat. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Gto - lot. Itooh Own-list. Roar #heel« 

Lighting Headlights , Dash & Tail Side Lamp* 

- ..ftlltta_Contact.. ...JU??!-C.P. __C.P_,._* ,„C.p. 
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Cadillac .Model.5t*I -Year . 192B. 

.Cclcp»8c*y..Starter & Generator.DclOQrBamy .Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Brush.. Hot .. iC-12 amps, 1600 r«p.m.. 
Cold 18-20 «mpe# lUOO r*pjo. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..014" -. .021". ..015" - .025".700. 

BATTERY.B*U#.Type 3-URV-15-20 Volts . 6. Amps. 1J0 ... 

Bat. to Frame Con.Potltlr*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. .022" - .027" 

Firing Order .lR-JiL-UR.2R-5L»3B»2JU» Ignition Timing...7° B.T.D.C. ret. ... 
11 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. 7^3".Gap. .032" - Bore 3-5/16" Stroke - it-15/16" 35.1 
.035" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. ll°B,T»0»0.f.Close. 59?A»B,P,C*. Open 38°B«lB.D*CLCIose 7°A*T4I)*.C».. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Cold.Intake tOQU".Exhaust •006" ... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

..9**V. TypePump ..Cap 6 Gal . TypePrMBXap. 8 

PISTON RING: Width.j/lff!  . .Diam.... 3-5/16".Gap... .025". 

CLUTCH...M*fc» .r9j". GEARRATIO.5. AXLE...JUU. floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/l6?..x.2j,!..x 1|8^"..3/16". x.2jV:r!|8i"..3/16".x .x.2Q-^3rt 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single.Contact.21.C.P..C.P.5.C.P. 
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CADILLAC WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 341-B 
Reproduce from National Service Manual by permieeion of National Automotive Service 



0*41line Model jbloB Year 192? 

DalooJBeajr Starter & Generator D*loo-J3l«ny Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brufth 

RELAY Air Gap 

♦Dili" « *.021" 

BATTERY Xxide 

Mot 10-12 aapa, 1600 r.p.a. 
Cold 18-20 mapa, 1100 r.p.m. 

Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

*015" - .025" 700 

Type 3LXV»15«20 Volts. 6 Amps 1JQ 

Bat to Frame Con Pp»i«T* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .0225*—0275* 

Firing Older XlJtf-l»U2L-3R-3L-2B-lR Igmtion Timing 7* B.T.D.C. rott 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Sire V*trl«Gap «Q25" - Bore 3“5A^* Stroke U-X5A6" 35.X 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 9l B*T«PiiQClose58&0AtB,D.C# Open^0B.B.D.C, Close 5° A*T.D*C. 

’ALVE CLEARANCE Cold Intake *001*" Exhaust *006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Type Ptflnp Cap 6 0*1 TypePTOM Cap 8 Qtt 

PISTON RING Width 3A6" Diam >5A6" Gap *010" - f020" 

CLUTCH ?UU GEAR RATIO Ju75 AXLE Ml 
6*5" x 9*5" 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3A6" x 2*" x 229,546" 3A6" x 2*" x 22-5A*" 3A6" * £" * 10-5A6" 
per wheel per wheel per drua 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Sijagle Contact 21 C.P. 2 C P. 3 C.P. 
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CtanUar .Model..65. Year. 1927^29... 

.JMtolt.tf. .Starter & Generator ...Ant oil £.4 Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.-Third Bruah.18..aapAt. 1600.r*p.nu.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M, 

.. •015"..-. -025"..omw... •oaur.500.. 

BATTERY PrO.i.tQ.Ut.f.Type. A-613?*.Volts...6.Amps. .100 .... 

Bat. to Frame Con.PpiltiTa. CONTACT BREAKER Gap....*.022". 

Firing Order.. Ignition Timing...On.f..tooth B*T• t>*C« 
full advanoo 

SPARK PLUG ENGIN E Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7^..Gap... •0.25.". Bore3"ly^?".Stroke, ll-rl/il". ?3*U  

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..T»P*.C*.Close..?."..*. Open.—..*.*.... Close. 1& tooth A*T*D.C* 

VALVE CLEARANCE.. . Hot.Intake... .•.907".Exhaust...•007". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Type. H Cap .3 .9*1.... TypePf.*** ..Cap. 7 .0^**.. 

PISTON RING: Width.Oil. .. Diam.. ..Gap.»0Q6”.« .009" . 
Comp 1/B 

CLUTCH. Single. WiC... GEAR RATIO. ..k*9. AXLE. Bldf Floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

. 5/£V*.ir * .ia".* .5/32"..* lf".x 22-1/&* 
( k po«) ( 4 pe.) ( 1 po) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Ilflglt.Contact.21.C.P.3.C.P.3..C.P, 
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...Model ...Year.JOB-3&-39L. 

.P#!**..Starter & Generator.....Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

...JfeNnMfeaft..20...«B»#..15Op..r>i.ja,.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

*015*...*..*025" ..»Qllt"..- «02lt".J60Q.. 

BATTERY...TypejM**-*__Volts.*.Ampa....lW.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.JfcflMfflU. CONTACT BREAKER Gap_.e®??". 

Firing Order...IrSsSsfeStsll,. Ignition Timing- .OR*..8.T.P tC». 
full advano# 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size„.1^!" Gap.»Q&5*   Bore... st. ...Stroke  sS.55*35.. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. T.D.C..Close..*..-.-. Open _Closelita.VfchA.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.*»*.Intake.Exhaust.*006"  

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.SohaUar. Type.....?.Cap..5 .0*1.... Type.Pra*a.Cap.8..Qta... 

PISTON RING: WidthdWA..... Diam  . .Gap.-.* 

CLUTCH?Jj>Cla DL»0  GEAR RATIO... It _ AXLE.....3^. »»»**.. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/L6".x.2".x..20i*_.. .5^2."...*..lt*..*..IO-3^!" 
( It poa) ( It paa) ( 2 poa) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

...JUtfft.Contact. 21.C.P. --J.—.C.P. -5_.C.P. 
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CHANDLER WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927-28-20, ROYAL 85 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permievion of National Automotive Service 



0fc«n41*r__. .Model... Boy»l....S5..Year.. 1927-28-29... 

. Stleo..Starter & Generator....®*1.!*®.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

..20 a&pt, 1300 .p#ptja,.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..015* .- .025" ..016". - .02U" .600. 

BATTERY.. Pr*»toHt* . .. . Type....A-615-J . ..Volts. 6. .. Amps.. .110 .... 

Bat. to Frame Con... Fds*tl?*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. *022".. 

Firing Order. 1^6-2-5*$*,*3*7*4* Ignition Timing. Qna tooth 
full advanoo 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. T/fe*1 ..Gap -*025" Bore Stroke 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open X*D.C* ..Close —- Open Close lj tooth A*T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .007" Exhaust .007" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. . Sohabltr.... f. Type S . Cap5j Oal Type. PrtttCap. 9 Ott*. 

PISTON RING: Width.011 Diam.. . .. Gap •006” - .009**. 
Comp 1/B" 

CLUTCH SlngU Pits ... GEAR RATIO.. U.U5 - AXLE.. 3A Fluting 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x2"...x.18-7/6!' ... 3/16" * 2" x 2Qj" .5^2" x. if" x.lO-3/fc" 
( k pot) ( U pot) ( 2 pot ) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact.21.C.P. .3.C.P.3.C.P. 
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.amtlm_.Model.JWP4..75.-.Year....1S?8r22_ 

_M»Utl_Starter & Generator...-.K...4S^®Wt*-Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chf. rate and speed 

.SA*«..SnMft..... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.*015*-.025*.».Ql4"-..*024*...500... 

BATTERY .Pr.enfcollta.Typ*...A-6l5n»._.Volta.6—.Amps. 110.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.5»nl«»»„. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...*022.*. 

Firing Order l.r4r^r5^Tlr7.?4. Ignition Timing...Qnn..tootlx B.l*D.*C*.. 
Ml adranoo 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Tenable Hp. 

Si*e......7^."....Gap.»Q25*.... Bdre..-3*..Stroke... hi"..26.»0. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. .„*»».*£...Close.-.”.-. Open.. - .-...-.Close.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot.Intake..007*.Exhaust..007.*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.TUlotaon. Type...Pu“P..Cap 4& Oa.l TypeFraan.Cap.0..St«... 

PISTON RING: Width... Diam.3"..Gap.»QQ6" - ..,009" 

CLUTCH...S.Lncltt.JWJQ... GEAR RATIO .4.2  AXLE...Half Floatlm 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

...5/^2.".*..l|?...x.IB".5^2" x.lt"..x..l3* ... .5/32”. x.it*.x.22-1/0* 
(Upon) ( 4 poa) (l po) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Single.Contact.21.-..CP. ..3..C.P. _3......C.P. 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, CAPITOL. 
Reproduced from National Scrota Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



.Cherrolet .Mode! Capitol.year. 192?. 

Passgr A Lt« Del* 

.. .Daloo*R®my.Starter & Generator.IfclOQ-EWKy. . . .Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Bruah.1A.ARPJ*. .3X00. jr.aP.#».*. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

. .01?"..- .017"..015" r .025".7.50 
(oontacta closed) 

BATTERY... add# .Type WR-13.Volts. .6 Amps..90 
TJ.S.L. rr-13-C 

Bat. to Frame Wn1Wrd. »«gatlTe W^?O^ACT BREAKER Gap ..0l8" - .020" 

Firing Order .. .1...“. 2 - 4 t.3. Ignition Timing_I«.D.C« retard. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ..7/^"....Gap. ..P25"... Bore. 3-U/16 Stroke.. ..4"... 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.l6° A.T.D.Cciose52°A.B.D.C... Open}&*•**• C.vClose.?6®A.T.D.C. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. ...006".Exhaust..008*   

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Carter . Type?««aP ,.Capl7i QtS. Type Pw ..Cap. 5 Qtf. 
k Splash 

PISTON RING: Width... 3A6". ... Diam.. . .Gap •Oil*". 

CLUTCH. SinglaPUt* GEAR RATIO. 3,S18.. AXLE...3f^-nQating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

_Hobs . 3/lb" x 2" X33-15/16"  5A2" x l}" x 28* 
( 2 pcs) t 2 poa). 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Singla.Contact..C.P.5.C.P__3..C.P. 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927-28, CAPITOL UTILITY Ex. 
7?i produced from National Service Manual by pcrmis&ion of National Automotive Service 
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Cheyrolet Model Capitol Year 1927 - July 1930 
Utility lx. 

D*leo«Bamy Starter & Generator &al6St*&tay Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 16 sops* 2100 r*p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

•012" - •0i7w .015" - .025" 750 
(contaota closed) 

BATTERY IxidO Type **R-13 Volts 6 Amps 90 
Willard WCB-13 

Bat to Frame'^on * *WHt* ^O^rXcT BREAKER Gap *018" - *0?0" 

Firing Order W*4*3 Ignition Timing ~ T*P*C» retard 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Sire Gap *0^5 Bore 3*11^6 5^^ 4 21*7 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 16°A*T.D»C*Close 52° A*B#DfCf Open IjQ0®* B*D*C*Qose 1^® A«T*D»C* 

V^LVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake *006" Exhaust ♦°°e" 

CARBURETOR COOI ING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Carter Type Pump Cap 7* Qta TypeP^P Cap 5 Qta* 
A Splash 

PISTON RING Width Y16" Diam 3-l?A6" Gap •OlW 

CLUTCH Singlt Plata GEAR RATIO 5*U5 AXLE Saaii-floatlnt 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Xmm 5Afe" * 2" * 35" 5/32" * li" * A* 
(2 pot) ( 2 poa) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Slngla Contact 21CP 3 CP 3 CP 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928 (AFTER JULY 1), CAPITOL 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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.Chtrrolrt.Model.Capitol.Year.1928 after July 1 
Utility Ex« aftar July 1 

Deleo*R«ey.Starter & Generator...-.B*J.PRr®**3T.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.third. Bnudi.18 ..aapa*. 21Q0.r#p*au. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

...012*..- ,017  ..0X5" «? .025".75Q. 
(contact* oloaad) 

BATTERY-. JMKt.Type...3“«^13.Volts ... 6 ... Amps.. . 9°.  
U.S.L. XT-13 

Bat. to Frame^om^?. .^C&^ITACT BREAKER Gap ...018* .020" 

Firing Order. JWNte3.. Ignition Timing... .15° B.T.D.C. adT. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size 7//fe" ..Gap...»0?5"- - Bore..3^1l/l6.* Stroke.. llT.21.7 .... . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. ,7?B.»T.B*.C.CIose75?..4.*fl*B*P.. OpenS^® 8.«B,P.C.,CIose320A«T»B"p«... 

VALVE CLEARANCE....Hot.Intake.,006" . Exhaust... .000". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Carter.. Type.Puap ..Cap.J Qta.... TypePump ...Cap... 7i.tt* 
ft Splash 

PISTON RING: Width... .V&".. ...... Diam.3-11/16".Gap _ .Oil/ .. 

CLUTCH....Si.hgl*. Plata gearratio.5»li3. axle.Swat-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Sfo? * .lh* *.38i".. 3Mn...*..Z'..x.lli".5/32" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Singla.Contact.ZL.C.P. -.5.C.P.5...C.P. 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 192S, NATIONAL 
Btprodueed from National Service Manual by permiutm of National Automotive Service 



.CfetrruXet Model..IfeMfiO.Ui-l....Year., X92B. 
Pt«|r, Sedan Del#Lt* Del. 

.JDtitttel\MV.„.Starter & Generator.-_..PftJ,!».!!BilW..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,..015"-. ,025".. 750 .... 
(oontacts el.Md) 

BATTERY..O.fl.V.Type. XX-13.Volts.. 6... Amps.. .90 .... 
told. JJtt-lJ 

Bat. to Frame &&!*. JhtgfttlY* . CONTACT BREAKER Gap. *0X8* • ♦020" 

Firing Order l«2«ij*$. Ignition Tiding .15? 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. .7/^,!..-.Gap.•020!,..-. Bore.. J^lX/JU^^Strolce it*.21*7 . *. 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 7°. 8»T*0* P«Close75°^r®T®4 P4.. Open.56°B#B*DoC#. Close 32° A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot..Intake...006''.Exhaust... .008" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.CortOT. TypePtap. ..Cap. 8%5/BQtt Type.EMF...Cap.. 5 Qti.. 
A Splash 

PISTON RING: Width 5/32". Diam...3rllA$".Gap. .. ...0ll»" . 

CLUTCH...Start*..fJ*to. GEARRATIO AXLE..8*1-fl°**1.n*. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5A&.X.J&. .*9rlA2" ... 3/JL6"..i..2* x.33-15A6". 5/55?" * lP * »" 
( Ujm*) (2 pen) C 2 P°°) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

... start*. ....Contact. M.c.p. 3.c.p...L.c.p. 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, INTERNATIONAL 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission oj National Automotive S( nice 
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Chevrolet Model International^^ 1929 

PssgrfSedan Dal, 

Deloo-R«ny Starter & Generator Dsleo-Rsny Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 18 amps, 2100# r,p,m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

.QIZ* - .017" *015" - ,025" 750 
(contacts closed) , . __ 

Exide XWR-13 
BATTERY H.S.L. Type XT-IJ-C Volts 6 Amps 90 

Willard WCB-13 
Dslco-Rsmy I3B-C0 „ 

Bat to Frame Con Ragativa CONTACT BREAKER Gap *Q3QW 

Fifing Order Ignition Timing 15° B.ToDeCo adr. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

MetriOGap *02?* Bore 3-06* Stroke 3-3A" 26-3 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVL TIMING 

Open 4° A.T.B.C • Close ^7^ AeB.D.C. Open 47°b.b.d.c •Close 4° A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake ,006" Exhaust .008" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING S\STFM 

Carter Type 2umpcap4 Oal Type Ftaf-P (y;lp 5 Qta 

I Splash 

PISTON RING Width 02* Diam 3-06* Gtp .002” - .004" 

CLUTCH Single Plate GFAR RATIO 3.818 AXLE Seel- floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32." x li" x 9.1/16" 3/16" x 2* x 16-102* 02" x lj” x 28" 

Up..) W «2U 15-«VW (2m.) 

Lighting Headlights Dabh & Tail Side Lamps 

Slnglo * Contact 21CP 3 CP 3 CP 
(In Oabriolet A 
Imperial Landan only) 
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CHEVROLET WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, INTERNATIONAL UTILITY B*. 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



.Own*!*..Model..M«rwUonal..Ycar.19®...... 
Utility «x. 

DsloO-Bsay.Starter & Generator....Bt.laft-INlliy..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

..IhMJtoMfc..3S *»•*.. aW»._r.«B..iP«... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

_759. .*0)?."...- .*01.7" .,0)5" .r .025" 
(oontacts oloaad) _ .. 

Ssida xns-13 
BATTERY.....Type*T-13r<?  

asu. b£ 
Bat. to Frame Con.... CONTACT BREAKER Gap.•???... 

...Volts.£.....Amps. ...99.. 

Firing Order. l-5.r3*4&??2Ji. Ignition Timing_ .15?.. »♦?.P.C, Mr*... 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. Ketrlo Gap.*.025?.. Bore.Stroke. 3-3/lt".26*3. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. .U?..A*.X.,JP»fi*Cloee.^..*..»*.D..C. Open.. W?l.**,».C.CloseU0A..*f.D.C..... 

VALVE CLEARANCE..ftrti.Intake.*006!!.Exhaust .•Q06*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.fiSCtJT.. Type.yiWP ..Cip.Sk.gtiL Type.*** ..Cap.... 5 (ft*. 
* Splash 

PISTON RING: Width..Diam.3s&£fc6*.Gap.*Q<?4."..- ...•008"...- 

CLUTCH. 8ia*l*..Pl»t«.. GEAR RATIO.lu®. AXLE...Oart-floating. 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

V52’ 
(u pO») 

Lighting Headlights 

? .*..2? x.lfc-l 
■ x 2" x 1J-6: 
( 2 pw i 

a 

ash & Tail 

5/&" * li" ?6" 
( 2 pea) 

Side Lamps 

Jtta^l»....Contact.21.C.P. __3.C.P. ..C.P. 

.0 lk 
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Chryaler Model 75 A ear 1928-29 

Celeo-Rany Starter & Generator Delco-R«ay Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 11-lk tmpa, 170Q - 1000 r«p*au 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R PM 

,016" .020" 575 

BATTERY "lllard Itpe - - Volt. 6 Amps 117 

Bat to Frame Con PoiIUt* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018" - .021*" 

firing Order I-5-3-6-2-1* Ignition Timing Piston ,07l* B.T.D.C. adv 
(Rad Head) " .001* B.T.D.C. adv 

SPARK PLLG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/8" Gap .025* Bore 5i" Stroke 5* 25.35 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAIS1 VALVE TIMING 

Opcn6°A.T.D.C. Close 1*6° A.B.D.C. Openlj2^B.B.D.C. (^iose8^A.T.D.C. 

\AI\E CLEARANCE Intake .00l*" Exhaust .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SA STEM OILING SYSTEM 

Penberthy Type Pump Cap 0*1 Type Press cdp 6 Ota. 

PISTON RING Width Comp 9/61*" Diam 3-lA" Gap ,005*-.007"-.010" 
Oil 1/8" 

CLUTCH5ingl« Dry PI. GEAR RATIO 3.9 A l*.3 AXLE Sesi-floating 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

3A6" X If" X 13" 
3/16" * If" x l£- 

( 2 poa) 
Lighting 

3/16" 
-29/32* 3/16J 

Headlights 

¥; ifW*' 
Da4i & Tail 

X 
X 

2 pot 

X 2" x 2km5/b* 
(I pitot] 

Side Lamps 

JSiXXglt Contact 21 CP 3 cp 3 CP 
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CHRYSLER WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29, MODEL 65 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Semes 
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.tost&m..._Modei...- 

.JfcJtataBttgt..Starter & Generator. 

Regulation 

....JMjA.-ftnwfe...;.„. 

..65_Year.19#?®.. 

AlMttoy..Ignition 

Max. Chg. rate and speed 

,ll-13*»P.»a..J.750»l@50.r.p .a 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..016!!.JQ20*...-.. ..57*. 

BATTERY.HUUrd.Type...WR*Jk.Volts.... 6..Ampe-lfift_ 

Bat. to Frame Con.X»0iKir».. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...Dig* - .02k’ 

Firing Order . .. . Ignition Timing...PlttOfl .*.030 B.T.PjtC. adT. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.7/?" Gap .025* . Bore. • Stroke-IpO/l*".83.Jl3.. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..6!*.A«X»ft».C.CloaeldS?. A* 8.P.C. Open. Ii2?.•B.P.Q^Jose,..®P.. A.X. P.*Q* 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot .Intake •OClt*.*.Exhaust.»M>6". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

..Itarimc. TypJm ..Cap. Sf. Oal.. Type.PM«S.Cap..6 8M.... 

PISTON RING: Width...J/fe1!. .... Diam... .. .Gap...«00b%«OD6!'-aOlO* 

CLUTCH. JtBKl*..]kT n. GEAR RATIO. .k»3...*..4tS AXLE.... 8eai-noatin|; 
9-7/s* nu. 

BRAKES 

Rear Front Rear 

(2 pot) ( 2 pot) 
Lighting Headlights Dash St Tail Lighting r Headlights 

.Contact.».C.P.2... C.P. 

Hand 

.s/&* * 2" * 2U-5/6" 

( 1 po) 

Side Lamps 

..2..C.P. 
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DE SOTO WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Sert'ice 
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.D#.$$t.O..Model..Year.l92£W<l9.. 

. ... .Starter & Generator_.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third.Trunk.11*13..iibp.«^^ 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..016*..020"..575. 

BATTERY. .. *lllerd.Type...Volts....®.Amp*.. ...99..v 

Bat. to Frame Con.PoalfclTft. CONTACT BREAKER Gap..020". 

Firing Order.. Ignition Timing.Pliton .OJO B.T.D.C. adv 
Red Head " .0X0 B.T.D.C. adv 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..Metrtc.Gap...*025".. Bore.3".Stroke.. Urt/fc!.2J.6. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. ®*A«?vB.C,...CIosek6<*A.B.B.C. „ Open• B. 0 • C. Close.® ,A*T.D.C* 

VALVE CLEARANCE.... Hot .Intake..QQl*".Exhaust.*006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Stpopbarg. Type P>“P Cap 2| Oal. Type.?re.«».Cap... 6 Qta 

PISTON RING: Width. Comp .9/61+".. Diam...3".Gap...»006" - .010" 
011 1/6" 

CLUTCHSIflgleBry.Pl.. GEAR RATIO.... k.7. AXLE Semi-floatlng. 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

3/16" x..li"...x 9i".3/16". x li" x.9i" .5/32" .*.2". *..2lr3/&" 
3/16" x il" x Hi" 3/16" x lj" x ni" (1 pc) 

( 2 poe) ( 2 poe) 
Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.SlagH.Contact.21.C.P.3-.C.P.J.C.P. 
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DIANA WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927-28 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Diana Model Year 1927-28 

Dalpo Starter & Generator . Delco Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third .Brush 12-15 1600 r*p*flu 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap 

,009" - *010" ,015” - .020" 

Cut-in R.P M 

600 

BATTERY U.S.L. Type XY-15 Volts 6 Amps U5 

Bat to Frame Con Negative CONTACT BREAKER Gap *025" 

Firing Order 1-6-2-5-3-3-7-U Ignition Timing T.D.C. ret. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size 7/3' Gap #025" Bore 3* Stroke hi” 28.8 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Openly0 A.T.D.C. Closcb6**A.B.B.C. Open lll^B.B.D.C. Close l^A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .OOI4" Exhaust *006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stromberg TypeP»”P Cap Ui 6.1 Type Cap li Qt* 

PISTON RING Width 1/6" Diam 3" Gap .00U" - .006” 

CLUTCH Single Pl.t* GEAR RATIO 5.1 AXLE 3A Floating 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

3/16" * If" * 9-5/6’’ 3/16" x if" x 9-5/8" 5/32" x 2" x 2I4-5/8 
3A6" x 1}" x 19-1/V 3/16" x If* x 19-lA" ( 1 pc) 

( 2 peiJ ( 2 pc.) 
Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail 

Single Contact 21 C.P. CP. 

Side Lamps 

3 c.p 

.010" 
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DODGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, 4 CYLINDER 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



Dodga Model U Cyl Year 1927 

Horthaast Starter & Generator Hprthoast Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush lj amps | I55O r.pjn. 

RELAY Air Gap 

.015" 

BATTFRY Willard. 

Bat to Frame Con PQSltlTS 

Firing Order 1-3-41-2 

Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

•020* - .025" 660 

Type *B~13 Volts 6 Amps ®4 

CONTACT BREAKER Gap w020" 

Ignition Tim mg 12° B.TePeC* 

SPARK PI UG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/&" Gap *025* Bore Jblfe* Stroke ^ 2U,05 

INTAKE VAl VE TIMING FXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 3° A*T.D#C«Qose^0A«B.D*C. Open U2°B.B.D*C* Close 1^A*T#D* C« 

VALVE CLFARANC F Hot Intake .QOU" .006* 
CARBURFTOR COOLING SYS! FM 

Stewart Type Ptanp Cap3i 

PISTON RING Width Comp 1/fe* Diam 3-7/6" 
oil 5/52" 

CLUTCH Single Dry MeoGEAR RATIO 3.7^9 

- Exhaust .00U" - 
.006* 

OILING SYSTFH 

Type ®r,T- Cap 6 ftt» 
* splash 

Gap #005" ain.comp. 
•lOOlTain. oil* 

AXLE Sspd-floating 

BRAKES 

Front * Rear Hand 

3/16" * 2" X 36-1/6" a® 3/16" * £" * 17-15/32" 
(per wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & TaiT Side Lamps 

. ContactDhl.21-21 C P. Sgle 3 CP - - CP. 
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DODGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927-28, VICTORY SIX 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Xto4ge Model Victory Six Year 1927“>28 

Horthaaet Starter & Generator. ~ Hortheast Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bruah 19 amp** 1350 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

*Q15n '.020* - •029" 660 

JRATTERY Willard Type CWR-15 Volts 6 Amps 100 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap *020* 

Tiring Order l-5“3“6-2-4± Igmnon Timing b° B*T#P*C, full adv. 

SPARK PLUG I NG1NE Taxable Hp 

Si/c 7/6" Gap *025" Bore 3“3/6" Stroke 3“7/6* 27*3b 

IN TAKE VALVL TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C. Close 1j80A,T.D.C, Open50°B.B.D,C, Closi 6° A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLLARANC E Hot Intake .001*"- ExhaustOQl*"- 
.006" #006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Strombsrg Type Pump Cap 3-9/16 GLType Praarf'ap 6 Qts. 

iPISTON RING* Width Comp 1/6* Diam 3-3/6'' Gap Copp .005* min. 
Oil 5/32" Oil .00U" " 

CLUTCH 5ingU J3ry Pi8c GEAR RATIO b«b55 AXLE Ssmi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" z if" z 22-3/16" do 3/16" z 2&" z 17-15/?2" 
(per whool) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side I amps 

m. Contact Pbl-21-21 C P. Sgl 3 C P. Sgl 3 c P 
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.Model.M*fl4«r4...Six.Year.1929 

.Jartfa*M.i.Starter & Generator.—.Hor.thenat.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

..ThlrdBruah..15.nmp«,..155Qr.,p.m.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..015"..020" - ..O25!!.660. 

BATTERY.... HUUr.d..Type....CTO-15..Volts.... 6..Amps.lOQ. 

Bat. to Frame Con.ftsrtlils*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.»02Q" ... 

Firing Order.. .1#5-3t6“2.tI4.. Ignition Timing..fullndT. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ...Tyl3"....Gap...»Q25".... BoreJrJ/fe" Stroke.. 5—7/S".27<3U. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.T.D.C..Close. I4B? A,T.,P,C.. Open.500B.B,P.C....Close.60A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Ret.Intake...0Pk"-.Exhaust..00ll" - . 
.006" .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.„ Strcwbwy. Type..PS*P ..Cap.3“3/60«1 Type..?TM.».Cap....6 Qt«... 

PISTON RING: Width JGomp .1/6." Diam.3-5/13".Gap Comp .005"min 
011 5/52" 011 .00LH " 

CLUTCH. &Lnsl«..Bry.. D. GEAR RATIO...AXLE...Seml-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/&.xJ£..a.364/&.Jto.. yi6".*..2&.".*.17^15/32" 
( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Con tact. JQfcl»&l-2....CP. $Sl.3.C.P. S*1.3.C.P< 
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DODGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, STANDARD SIX 
Rtproducul from National Service Manual by jmmutbwn of National Automotive Service 
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Dodge .Model.Six Year.1920 

.Northeast.Starter & Generator...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third..Brush. 12. amps,. 2000 r.p.m.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..015".»P2Q." . - ,025". ".660 

BATTERY.... ..Willard.Type.WSB-IJ.Volts....6 ... Amps. 1Q0. 

Bat. to Frame Con.?paitlT*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap..,020" 

Firing Order.1- . Ignition Timing.il?...?.*?.*®.*®* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..7^,, Gap Bore . .3*3/^....Stroke...^7 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. T..D* C* . Close 48%. B. D. C... Open .B. D. C. Close 6°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot. Intake ..0P4" - Exhaust .004" - 
.006" .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.stronborg.. Type. Plwp.Cap. 4 Gal. . Type PraseCap 6 Qts 

PISTON RING: Width.. PPWPtl/k". Diam... 3-3/6".Gap Comp. .005" min 
Oil 5/$2* Oil .004* " 

CLUTCH...5iJ0«lt..tSry JPiBCEAR RATIO... 4.727, AXLE.. Samirfloating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..3A6" * xr .xn-rSAi? .Sam*..5/32". ? 2t".*.19p 
( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact...PW. 2J.-21 c.P. Sgl .... 3 .. C.P ..8JR*...3 .. C.P. • 
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Dodge .Model Scalar Six.Year...l928.*29... 

.HPrfeh&Mt..Starter & Generator......Northeast.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.third Bruah..lli|. « 1550 t.p.«... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.JOSH..020" .-.*025" .-660. 

BATTERY. .. wlU»r«.Type.. 1VSB-17 .Volts. ..6 .... Amps.. .11?.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Poattlra. CONTACT BREAKER Cap..020*. 

Firing Order.J.rSdWisSIrtl. Ignition Timing.. lO^B.T.D.C. full *dv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size-7./^..Gap.•.9?5-'!.. Bore..3—3^." .. .Stroke.... .27.3U . ... 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. XaD*.Cj».Close. JlB0 A. B.D.C, Open.. 50°B.B.nlc.CIose 6° A.T.D.C., 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Rot.Intake. *00U".Exhaust .OOli" - .... 
,006" .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.SferwrtMHr*. Ty pe.Pwap... Cap.J±-5/l6. .0 .Type Proa a. .Cap.J Qto. 

PISTON RING: Width...0o»p...l/B*....Diam.. 3*3/6.. Gap. .Comp*.. .OQJ" min* 
oil 5/32" Oil. .004" " 

CLUTCH JtaAft Jta.M*"GEAR RATIO...Iull5£  AXLE.Saai-no.atia*... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/X6? 26ftt .3A6” jc 
(par wheel) ( par wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..T.Contact..Hhl.21.«2LCaP. ~..Sg! ...3..C.P.Sgl-.J.C.P. 
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Elcar .Model. 6-70 .Year. 1927-28 

.3T..Starter & Generator...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third .Bruih II-I3ijwpjf, 1^>0»2000 r 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

. ^oxv?.— ...oien..oie".- .02I4".600. 

BATTERY.O.S.L,.Type..Volts.f-®.Amps.1?0. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...r.01®!. 

Firing Order.1“5—3“. Ignition Timing.?•.?.•. C». ..to .5?*ftor 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size.. 7/#." ..Gap. •???. . . Bore Stroke .19* . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. T,P,.C,.Close . 35?A*.® •?*.<". Open**20®*®*11-C* Close?0**1*®*?"  

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.-°P6".Exhaust •0o8". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.8WW>.. Type ?«■» ..Cap.»A..®» Type.???.?.*.Cap...5. ..$*• . 

PISTON RING: Width.1/fe".Diam...2-7/&".Gap..006-.012* 

CLUTCH..®?W...®?. GEARRATIO.3*°7 ... AXLE.S*Bl~fl0?t.ing. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/16" x x£" x li&* S«e 5,/32" x 2" x lSi" 
( 2 po»J .. ...... 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..-.21“21.C.P.2.C.P. ...??.??..C.P. 
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BLCAR WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, MODEL 8-120 

Reproduced from Notional Service Manual bp permission of National Automotive Service 
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£le«r Model 8*120 Year 1928 

Eeloo-fieay Starter & Generator D«l0e-&«agr Ignition 

Rep,lat,on Max Chg rate and speed 

15 «P*» 1800 r.p.m. Third Bru.h 

RELAY Air Gap 

«0iU"-»018" 

Contact Gap 

aOW-.OA" 

Cut in R P M 

700 

BATTERY 0.8,1. Type 3 m Vohi $ Amps jp 

Bat to Frame Con Negative CONTACT BREAKER Gap ,018" 

Firing Order 1-6-2-5-8-3-7-11 Ignition Timing T.t>. C, to 5° A.T.0.C.r.t. 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

S,*7/fc" Gap .030" Bore 3-Vk" Stroke - . 33,8 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 5°A.T.D.C. Clo^5°A.B.D,.C. 0pen50°B.B.D.C. c|o9e 10«A.T.D. C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .006" Ekbam .006" 

CARBURETOR 

Schebler 

COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Type. Cap 5k 0al Type Pre8s Cap 8 9*s 

PISTON RING Width 1/fe" Diam 3.^" Gapnfl04-,O12* 

CLUTCH Long 78 A , GEAR RATIO U.82 AXLE Semi-floating 

Front 
BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

3/1^" x 2" x JiO" 3/16" _5/j2" * 2" * 2U-S/6" 
per wheel per „he(ji ' -- 

L'gM'ng Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamp. 

- Contact .21 -CP _ 1_Cp 3 
~ ~ “ V P 
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ELCAR WIRING DUGRAM, 1920, MODELS 8-95 AND 8-96 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permiseiem of National Automotive Service 



El cur Model 8-95. 96 Year 19# 

Deloa-Remy Starter & GeneratoE>elco-Romy Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Erueh 11-13 «aip®* 16-2000 r.p.a. 

RL1 V\ A11 Gap ( on tact Gap Cut-in R PM 

.elil"-.ole,, ,oie.9o2h" 675 

BATITRV U.S*L* T\pe — Volts 6—6 Amp* 100 

Bat to 1 tamt Con Uegfctive CONTACT BREAKER Gap *C30M 

Firing Order 1-6-2-5*’8-3-7‘,i Ignition Timing T«0.C* to 5° A.T.D.C. 
ret* 

SPARK PL I G ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size Gap *^30 Bore 2~j/&n Stroke U-3/Vf 26*1*5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C. Close35°A»B .D.C* Open^0®*®*^*^* Close5°A*T*D*C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .006" Exhaust *008” 

,( ARBI RHOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Soheblor T>pePwrp CapljJ 0*1 Type Hr®*®Cap 8 Qts 

PISTON RING Width l/3” Diam 2-7/8” Gap .003-.010” 

C LUTCH Lon& TQ GEAR RATIO - AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

i/16" x l5" x 2$-5/6" i/16" X l{” X 26-5/8" 5/52” X 2” X 18" 
per wheel per wheel 

Lighting Headlights Dadi & Tail Side Lamps 

Double Contact 21 CP 3 CP 3 C.P 
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.El car .Model.6*75. .Year.1929. 

...Starter & Generator-8*1.90.rRcogr.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush H*1.? r.p,m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.«0Ulw-,01ft".»0lS"..m..«02L".6?S. 

BATTERY.IKfiJL..Type..Volt«6»8.Amps.lQQ. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. ....**»«**. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*P30.. 

Firing Order. ........... Ignition Timing..T.J^.C»...1i0..5-A<.T<JIIit.(t* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/&" . ..Gap..035". Bore. 2-7/6* ..Stroke. hsAH..*9.84. 

* 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open .T.».Pa.C.«.Cloee 35 ~A.<?Open..Jj???.*.?• P.•.?♦.CIose59.?A*T.rP.r 

VALVE CLEARANCE..??.*.Intake.*99^.. Exhaust.♦9°®*.. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Sohablar . Type1*1®.... Cap.&M.. Type^ea,..Cap.. 6 

PISTON RING: Width.1/fc".Diam..2-7v^".Gap.Q03-.Q10".. 

CLUTCH, iffi!*. GEAR RATI0....1&«9.. AXLE....A«l-tt<»tin*. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.aAfiLxJELflfefed^ 
par wheel Par wheal 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

....Contact. a.c.p.„..3.c.p.3..c.p. . 
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ERSKINE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29, M0DEL8 50, 51, AND 52 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



Brakine Model 50-51-52 Year 193-29 

Del 00 -Rewy Starter & Generator Delcp-Remy Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 16 anrpu, i?00 r^pjs. 

REI AY Air Gap C ontact Gap Cut in R P M 

♦OlV* - *018" *Q15" - .025u 800 

BATTERY WiU*rd Type TO-13 Volts 6 Amps 

Bat toTrameCon Poaitira CONTACT BREAKER Gap .01&"-.02fj" 

Firing Order l-5“3“6-2-U Ignition Timing 7§°A.T.D.C. 

SPARKPLUG FNGINE Tixable Up. 

Size 7/6 Gap *020- -03C^ore 50 -2-5/6K Stroke U-l/2" ie,i5 
51-52-2- J/U" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING LXHAUS1 VALVE TIMING 

Open 5°A.T.D.C* dost Jj5° A •B.P.C• Open C,Close 12°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE Cl FARANCE Hot Intake .008" Exhaust *008” 

CARBURFTOR (OGLING SYSTLM OILING SVSTFM 

Scheblw Type Pu°P Cap 3i 0»1 Type Praas Cap 5 Qt. 

PISTON RINC V. J*' Oomn 1/8" n>iam 2-5/8" Gap ,008"-.0l6" 
Oil 3/16" 2-5/U" 

11 UTCH 8§" * 9/6U" GFAR RATIO h~7/2 AXLE Semi-floating 
5-1/8 

15 RAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32" * ll" 
5/32" * li" 

* 12" ( 
*9i" ( 

Z pcs) Sene 
4 po»; 

Same as •ervice 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Single Contact 21 CP C P 3 cp 
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ESSEX WIRING DIAGRAM, 1027 
Rtproducwl from National *S ervice Manual by permumon of A at tonal A utomoluA -Su nee 
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Bim Model. ..Year 1?27.. 

Astolit.O.Starter & Generator...Autolltf.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

. ..third. Broth.1J. «mpa# .I5OQ r *p*m.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M 

.*006!*.•05Q*>.65a . 

BATTERY fTPMtellU.Type.Volta.6.Amps.105. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. ... XtCfttl*#. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*^". - .021+" 

Firing Order... Ignition Timing. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..Mf^jri.Q.Gap...«03QW Bore .2-11 A^Stroke .17*32. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Punch marks on chain ooinoide with those on sprookots 
Open.Close. .. Open...Close. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot-.Intake . ...QOU"Exhaust .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stewart. Type Thar, Cap *9 Qte Type Clr. . Cap 5 Qt'e. 
8jr Sp. 

PISTON RING: Width.1/6.".. Diarn... 2-llA6".Gap .008". 

CLUTCH GEARRATIO 5.6  AXLE...Swat-floatlDK 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.boim...5/i6" .*. if". * 39*3/6"...3/16" x..li" * 35!! 
'(2 pee) ( 2 pee) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

. . Blngl#.Contact.21.C.P.. 2.C.P.2.CP. 
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ESSEX WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928 
Reproduced from Naiumal Sendee Manual by pernwstwn of Nalumal Automotive Strncc 
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Biitx Model Year 1928 

.Autelite .Starter & Generator. Aut.0lit#.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 13 amp s# I5OO r 0p »m • 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..006". .030". 650 

BATTERY.Bxlda.Type. .Volts. . 6 Amps. 105 

Bat. to Frame Con.H*g*tV**. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...«020"-.02l4.B 

Firing Order. 3.r&*2rU. Ignition Timing...3A”. shoad T.D. C. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

SizeM.Otrl 9. ..Gap. *030* Bore. 2-ll/l6w Stroke.. . 1#. 17.J2 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

(Punch marks on chain coincide with those on sprockets 

(Open. ...Close. Open.Close. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot .Intake »9.9i+" Exhaust.. .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. .. . Typethem.Cap. 19 Qt Type.dr.Cap... 5 
Splash 

PISTON RING: Width.. . V&".Diam 2-11/16"  Gap •006" 

CLUTCH MlJ&lt. PUt*.... GEARRATIO.5*6 AXLE. .8*mi-no*tiB$ 

BRAKES 

Front Rear 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail 

Single.Contact.21.C.P.2.C.P. 

Hand 

Side Lamps 

.$..C.P. 
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Model Challenger Year 1929 

Jutolite Starter & Generator Autolit* Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 13 taps, 1500 r.p.u. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut mRPM 

*006" *Q30" 650 

BATTERY Type Volte $ Amps X05 

Bat to Frame Con JM**tlr* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .020"-.02lt" 

Firing Order Ignition Timing 3/1*." ahead T.D.C« 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

SizeJfStriO Gap *020" Bore 2-3/V* Stroke U*l./2" X8«2 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHALST VALVE TIMING 

(Punch narks on chain coincide with those on sprockets 

(open Close Open Close 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake *001*" Exhaust *006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM 

Marre! TypeTheraoCap X9 Qts 

PISTON RING Width 1/&" Diam & 

CLUTCH Slagle Platt GEAR RATIO 5-lAl 

OILING SYSTEM 

Type Clr* Cap 6 Qts 
Splash 

Gap *006" 

AXLE Ssfii-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear 

5/52" * li" x l?i" Sum 
( 1*. po«) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail 

Slncl* Contact ZL CP Z CP 

Hand 

Side Lamps 

. 2 CP 
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Ford .Model. A .Year... 1928-29 . 

..Starter & Generator...Ford.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.£hird..BrM«h _.6jwnps. 10 .mips wint* 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.010" .015"-.020". 725 

BATTERY.Tot*.Type 11 Plate.Volts.®.Amps.9®. 

Bat. to Frame Con.,?P«iW.T*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*.?1?""*0!®" 

Firing Order. 1“^"^"?. Ignition Timing. ...Uaa.-tiaLni; pi®. 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.7/®".. ..Gap. •925". Bore3-7/6'‘. Stroke MA*. .. 2^*°3. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 7i»B.I,D. O.CIosell^A.B.D.C, Open. 5li°B.B .B. C,ci0se D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Cold.Intake .011-.013ffxhaust.. .Oll-.Olj" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Ford-Zenith. TypePump Cap. 3 Type.^P^MkTap. 5.0t* 

PISTON RING: Width... V$":.Diam...3-7/&".Gap*006-.0li;w . 

CLUTCH. MultJttftO.. .. GEAR RATIO... 3*5  AXLE3A. rto>tirg.. .. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..Sam. 
( U poe) (2 pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

JUatl*.Contact..21.C.P. .. J.,C.P.3.C.P 
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JfpwUdla ..Model.IZ-A Year.1927 .. 

.Dyneto.Starter & Generator.KortbeiiSt.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third .'Brush.. 12-16 ttpat 1200 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..032"..•932*.op*n....>400. 

BATTERY W-LUrd.Type....G38-19.Volts.... 6 Amps....l35. ... 

Bat. to Frame Con... J*6?*l?*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap .020!!  

Firing Order 1-Ii-2t6-3-5. Ignition Timing....I". J...T• P... C,. 

SPARK-PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size., 7/6"... ..Gap....031-" .. Bore.3-l/llnStroke it-3/U".25*3 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. TJX.C.Close57°A,B.B.C.... Open U3i°B.B.D,C.Close 25°A.X.D,.C».. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.cold .Intake.gOXO" ... Exhaust..010". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Air 000lad 
.Stroaherg. Type.Cap. Type.Pr*#«.Cap....6...ftt»... 

PISTON RING: Width. V&". . .Diam,.. .3-1/W.Gap..O10."-*Ql5". 

CLUTCH...Slnftl#..21tDry GEARRATIO U*73.... AXLE Swdrnpating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..3/x6n...i.l£". 3t 21-1,6" .3/16" * it".*. 25-7/16"..5/32*. * 2" * .23-7/6" 
( per wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. .?%Hl* ... ...Contact. 21.C.P..2.C.P.C.P. 
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FRANKLIN WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODELS 135 AND 137 
Reproduced from National Senice Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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franklin .Model.135^37 .Year.1928. 

.BaldO*Raoy.Starter & Generator..D».lct0-R«y.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Brash.Jl4rl8 .amps* ;IJQ0 r#p,#.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..oi5n - .025"..oi4n - .oi8n.570. 

BATTERY.... tLS*L..Type....JX-19X .Volts ... 6..Amps..l3&. 

Bat. to Frame Con.*?.•***▼•. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. 

Firing Order . I"4h2-6«3T5. Ignition Timing.. It*• B«.T »,D« C.«.. 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. ¥*^.ric Gap.. .•P25n... Bore3*^/2n. . .Stroke,.. 29*4. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. .. T*D*C. ...Close 57°AfB,D.C*. Open.U3i°B*B*®*PClose 25°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE .. oold Intake . .012".Exhaust..0lZn .... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

air ooolad 
... B^TQIRharg.. Type.Cap. Type.PraS8.Cap. 6 Qt8... 

PISTON RING: Width.. V?".Diam.. 3-1/?".Gap , .010"-.0l5" 

CLUTCH. GEAR RATIO. U.5lt»U.75VXLE,. $«xi-floatlng 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3A6." *..1|" .* 21-X/fe".5/3?" x2» * 22i" 
(par whaal) ( par whaal) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

. Singla . Contact.21.C.P. ..2.C.P....2.C.P. 
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INaUla .Model.13P .Year.W& 

.Daloa-R«^r.Starter & Generator..DftloomBinjr.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.f!iir4...Bnath.14-18 «dp«a 17QP..r.«p*m». 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.*015" .-..*025".*0l4.”»*023.”.570.. 

BATTERY.0.8,L..Type.Jfcl?..*.Volta...6..Amps.U7 

Bat. to Frame Con.Po«itllWI. CONTACT BREAKER Gap..020." 

Firing Order.. Ignition Timmg.-I*.5^! ?•?.•?•<?•. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

§ize.M9fa%Q...Gzp....*Q25* . Bore .3“V4" . ..Stroke.. 4r3A* . 25«3. . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open., .Close 57°A,B,P.C, Open.. toiPl.K.P.CClose Q,. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.. eold Intake •012".Exhaust.*012". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 
air ooolad 

. 8tro»berg. Type . Cap. Type.?PfiS..Cap...6...^». 

PISTON RING: Width.V§!.Diarn.. . 3!r.lA"..Gap. •010"-.015" 

CLUTCH..Single Pl.Dry GEARRATIO.iu5U ... AXLE.Semi-flflteUng 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16.".* li".*..a-l/i.* ... .3/16".. *. li". X.21-.V6".5/32" .x.r. .*. 22i" 
( per Wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Single.Contact.21.C.P.Z.C.P.2.C.P. 
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Amklla. .Modal.12-B. Year.1928 

.BjWftfc.Starter & Generator...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and Bpeed 

TWlr4. J&rufth.&-%& WP9*. J29.Q. r*p.mf. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.*032"..032" opto.IlOO 

BATTERY... WiXimrd .Type...CPR-19.Volts.6 .Amps. 13.5. 

Bat. to Frame Con.... . CONTACT BREAKER Gap. ..*Q2fi*  

Firing Order. . Ignition Timing. i-ate* j.t.p.c,. 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.¥®trl.O Gap *02$" Bore 3Stroke UrS/k*.25*3 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 1jiD«C*.Close 57° A.B.D.C. Open U3i0B,B,P,Cdose 25°A.T.D.C.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE ooW Intake .010" Exhaust. .010" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

air ooolad 
.. Type ..Cap. . . TypePr*M..Cap. .6.. 

PISTON RING: Width. iA" Diam.. JrlA".Gap .010"-.015* 

CLUTCH Slntla Pl.Pry GEAR RATIO. 4.73 AXLE... 8.«o4.-Ao«ti.ng 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

jA6"..X.lt"..*. a-lA" .3/16" x If" * 25-7/16".. ... 5/32.". x.3". * 25-7/6" 
(per «h««l) ( P«r whaal) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Siaglt .. Contact. 21.C.P.2...C.P.C.P. 
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GRAHAM PAIGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 612 
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Orahm Mlg* .Model.6121. .Year.. .1929. 

..Pf.l.POrH.WOr..Starter & Generator.Psl.PO-Rwiy.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.ThirdJ?ru«h. .10*5. tap*#. .50j»tP-h.-Jhojb.... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.♦016.*.♦020*...600. 

BATTERY.MlUrd..TypeJRBB-13.Volts.6..Amps..fik. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap....*G^D.!,. 

Firing Order....Iw^3w6w2»ii... Ignition Tinnng.l»..l*t<DtCft fttll. Adf* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. l/&*..Gap,*Q23.". Bore... J*.Strokelt-l/2H.21*6. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. . T.P.C. Closell0OA,B»D. C • Open 1)0 «B.D.C. ClostlO^A.T.D.C. .. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake..006"..Exhaust.....010". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. ...jotm*®.. Type.*W -Cap 1)4 <M> TypePr.m..Cap..$..!».».... 

PISTON RING: Width., l/fi.. Diam 3*.Gap .006"-.0l2*..... 
3/16" 

CLUTCH. GEAR RATIO.. li.7. AXLE...S««A*n<»ttn*.. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16." .x.a-15A6".5/16” X l5"..x. 21*15/16".5/32" .*. 2" *.18-9A6" 
(per wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single.Con tact... 21-21.C.P.3.C.P..3.C.P. 
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GRAHAM PAIGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 61S 
Riprnluced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



.,OfihlB»P|lgt.Model. M5.Year 1929 . 

.D*l00-a«jr..Starter & Genejator.Dflloo-Eway.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Brush.10*5 26 m.p*h... - hot 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

,0X6".,029.500 . . 

BATTERY.Willard.Tj*pe.T5B-15..Volts.. . 6... ..Amps. 1QQ. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Poeltlre. CONTACT BREAKER Gap,020". 

Firing Order. l-5-3*&*A. Ignition Timings full.*4*. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.7/3".Gap.e.Q?3,". Bore Stroke .liTl/?".25.35. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. .Closeit0oAiB,D, C... Openit0oB.B.P.C. Close.10® A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intalce .006" Exhaust . ..Q1Q". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Johnson. Type.flWp ..Cap..5 .0*1.... Type.Pros*.Cap.. 6Qte.. 

PISTON RING: Width.lA" Diam...3.-lA".Gap. .•0P8". - *012" 
3/16" 

CLUTCH. Si»*lt..J!l*t*. GEAR RATIO.3.916 AXLE... Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3AP* * .If" * 26-?3/32" .3/16" * .lf"..x 26r?;/32" .5/3?" .* ?J'..x 18-9/16" 
( par wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. ..llfltlft Con tact... .&m9L C.P.5. C.P.J.C.P. 
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Orahea Paige Model 421 Year 1929 

0»laa«&«ny Starter & Generator Deloo-Beeqr Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Ihlri Brush 10,5 25 m.p.h. -hot 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.«0l6"..020" .400. 

BATTERY. Willard.Type...WSB-1.7 .Volts... 6 Amps... .114 . .. 

Bat. to Frame Con...P««Uirt> . CONTACT BREAKER Gap.....0.20" . ... 

Firing Order .. l“5r3-4-2-li. Ignition Timing....l^ATsD.,C,...full *dv, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Sire.. 7/?". Gap.»0?3" ... Bore 3i".Stroke..5".29.4 .. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C- Close45°A.B-D.C... Open 50°B.B,B.C...Close 1Q°A.T.D.C, 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. .010" .......Exhaust.. .010" .. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. .. Johnson....... Type?*®* . Cap .&M.. Type..?r*.*.*.Cap.7.*&!»... 

PISTON RING: Width. Vfc",. ...Diam.}- V2?.Gap-.OO©" - .012" 
3/16" 

CLUTCH. Bouhla.PUt# GEAR RATIO....3*643.... AXLE...S«li.-flpett.ne 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/16" *..l|"...x.£6ml7/32".3/16". * lf.x.26,.17/32*.. x .23-5/6" 
(per wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single.Contact..21*21.C.P.3 ... C.P.3.C.P. 
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GRAHAM PAIGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 827 
Rejvro<luccd fiom National Sernci Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



Orah«a-Paig# Model 827 Year 192? 

Dalco-Raay Starter & Generator „ Oelco-Btty Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 10* 5 amps* 25 m.p.h. - hot 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

.016" .020" 600 

BATTERY Willard Type WSB-17 Volts 6 Amps Uk 

Bat to Frame Con Positll* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .020" 

Firing Order 1-6-2Ignition Timing _ 2° B.TtP. P» A?ll adr. 

SPARK PLUG ENG INF Taxable Hp 

Size Metric Gap f023' Bore 3-3/3* Stroke U-l/2" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 2°B.T.D.C. Close li7°A.B.D.C. Open 1;5°B.B.D.C.Close 2°A*I.D.C- 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .010" Exhaust .010" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Johnson Type Pump Cap 6f Gftl Type PreaaCap 8 Qts 

PISTON RING Width 1/6" Diam 3-3/6* Gap .008" - .012" 
3/16" 

UUTCH Double Pint* GEARRATIO 3..61*3 AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16* i if" i 26-17/32" 3/16" x if" x 26,17/32" 5/32" x 2j* * 2U-5/6" 
(per ■wheel) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Da<-h & Tail Side Lamps 

Single Contact 21-21 CP 3 CP .3 CP 
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GRAHAM PAIGE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 837 
Rrproducerl from National,Venice Manual by permission of National A utamotive Service 



Oraham-Paige .Model .837. Year.19?? 

.JDeloo^Ramy.Starter & Generator.BaljCQ-R«sy..Ignition 

Regulation Max. CHg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 10*5 amp*# 25 w*p*h. - hot 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.016" •02<>".600 

BATTERY.... Willard.Type 188-17.Volts..6.Amps.. 1.1k ... 

Bat. to Frame Con.Po«i.tiT«. CONTACT BREAKER Cap ...*020.". 

Firing Order. . l-6~2-5"^”t3r7*4. . Ignition Timing...20.°...®O‘*?.rf'* ..P*n...“<®T• 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Sirc.Iiatria.Gap «02j" . Bore 3-3/8" Stroke, lA*.56.45 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..2°B.T.D.C. .Closelt7°A.B.D.C... Open43°B.B.D.C.. Close 2°A.T.D.C.. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE . Hot.Intake.010.".Exhaust. .010" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Johnson. Type-Pump. Cap 6f Oal.. Type.Pra.*5.Cap....8.Qts.. 

PISTON RING: Width... l/£".Diam...3rt3/8".Gap... ♦*>08" - .012" 
3/16" 

CLUTCH Pou^l. ,Pl*t» GEAR RATIO... 3«9?. AXLE.Swi-floatlng 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..3A$".*. J|".* S&47/32".3A6"..x. If" * .26-17/5?" ...8/32". x.2j" * 2U-5/&" 
( par wheal) ( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

... Single. Contact. S3a3l... c.p.Jj.c.p.3.C.p. 
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.Model....!*!?. .Year.1*K> 0 R A HAI-PA I OB 

..Starter & Generator._.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Jhird Brush.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..016..020._.7-7f4 Volts. 

BATTERY. Willard.Type. JSB-13.Volts....*.Amps.*4. 

Bat. to Frame Con. lfawn. Strap. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.•9?®... 

Firing Order 1-6-S-8-2-4. Ignition Timing.Send ..Attte*atio. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size?/8rr!8. ...Gap....*9??..... Bore .*?•!/*. . Stroke. d—1/2. 23*4 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.Top. Center Close.4Q?AiB«C«.. .. Open 40°B.B.C. . ..Close .19.®A.T.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.. .Intake .*019.Exhaust....*®*®. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Air 

Detroit lAibrioator. TypeT*l:".Cap.4-i.CKa. Type..Pr**.«Cap6 Qta.,., 

2-1/8 and 

PISTON RING: Width., l.r?/l*.Diam M/®.Gap ♦908-.012. 

Single 

CLUTCH..9rr.P.!*1W:. GEAR RATIO.4ie.Tel. AXLE.Clark. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.1-1/2 * 21-15/16. 1.1/t X .* * 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..Contact....?.?*.?.!.C.P.I.C.P. .?..C.P. 
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HUPMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, MODEL El 
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flugttoblli ...Model.Jbl. .Year. 

.Starter & Generator.„_.A1???*:t.«r-S«nfc.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third.. Brush 16-lBnmpn,. 1200.. r»p*a«. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,010"..- ,030*..,025*...-..*03.5."..'..55P. 

BATTERY.Willard.Type. I<JP-6.Voits.6.Amps.. 153.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.P.PJlt ITS. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...«0Q9s.».Q1.2" 

Firing Order...1-5“.? . Ignition Timing .T*P.f.C» ..l/2. *d*>  

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size-7/9" .. ..Gap..*028"... Bore .2*7/4?.n... .Stroke... k-3/k" .26.1)5. 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.ll0A.T.D.C.. .Close 51°A.T«P*c». OpentlT0®.?.®.P.'...Close T.P.C . 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot.Intake..007". Exhaust .007" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.SttcnjbflrS. Type.Puap. Cap. 1)1 «4... Type.?T»*.»..Capf. Sftf  

PISTON RING: Width...oonp.. 1/6" Diam...2r7/8".Gap,.Q0?-.015". 
oil 3/16 

CLUTCH. lP.?B-2..P.l*t« GEAR RATI0..4,^*4*9 AXLE.®*1-?1?**1.II'S..... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

$16" x 2" x 12-1/32" (2 pea) Sane J^l6* x 2" x 22-5 

3/SiS" x'2"*"W' (2 poaj 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

BottfeU.......Contact.21.C.P....3..C.P.3..C.P. 
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HUPMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1926-27-28, MODEL Al-5 
Reproduced from Natu nal Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Bupaobll« .Mod*l_Jcfc5.-..Year...l?a6-27-28. 

.jlutolit.fi.Starter & Generator.— 4MtP.lit.fi.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bru*i 10 ampa # I3OO-IJOO r.p.n# 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.. .010,- .050".•025".-..♦0J5".605. 

BATTERY... TfllUr.d_Type ?M.15.Volts....6..Amps,..!?.?...... 

Bat. to Frame Con.Fo#i«Te. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.»Q15."-,.018" 

Firing Order.Ir5.?t3?6."-2.A.. Ignition Timing.4??®.*.? . 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/$".Gap.025"  Bore >l/fe"... ..Stroke. iA" 23.J4U .028" 
INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. i4°A«T*P..C, . Close5104»B.D. C* Open^7°B.B • D* Q?.~Close. T.*.P*-.?•. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. .Q06".Exhaust .. *0p6" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stronberg 
. Stwurt. Type..Pimp .Cap.3i.<?ol.. Type Pre»* Cap ...6. <*to. 

PISTON RING: Width.. Comp l/S" . Diam.3-iA".Gap.QO?. - .015" ... 
Oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH Borg* Boole. ... GEAR RATI0..4?.9.-5,.22 AXLE. S9ni-fl<>5l:i.!18.. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3A6"xir x 9-7A."(l*.Pce)... 3/16"x 2". * 33-lA".euro at foot. 
3A6" xl-J"xl2-7A (2 po«) ( 2 pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..C.P. .. .®6*.5..C.P...C.P. 
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JupnablXf. .Model.J$-2-3.r4* ?..Year.JS@7.. 

AttleOllta.Starter & Generator.- Ignition 

Regulation 

Third Brush 

Max. Chg. rate and speed 

16-18 «ptf 1200 r*p*nu 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

,010"-.030" .025"-.035* 550 

BATTERY.flllftrA. 

• 

Typp S,J*B.Ba6 ....Volts.... Amps. ^55. 

Bat. to Frame Con . CONTACT BREAKER Gap,.022—027 

Firing Order....SSL... Ignition Timing.,*P* P*. „•<¥?... 
B5.it 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/6". -Gap. *028* . Bore.j".Stroke..,lK?3A" .&&. 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. it®A.T..PvC,. C1om 5I°A.B.D.C, Open.it7??..®*P?.P*..Close. ...?*D.C. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.•PP6".Exhaust. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Straub***. Type..*—® ..Cap ill Type Hraaa r„p 8 Qt« 

PISTON RING: Width., C«W>.,lv^>"..,Diam.3*.Gap.•P97-?015" 
a! 1 XAA* 

CLUTCH ,J«I»fc2..P.l».t#, GEAR RATIO,k»9r5*3... AXLE.... S—i-florin* 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Vi6"2" ,saa&ei*j»i. _..js^*.* 
5/S6** * 2* * 12-V*32*(2 poa) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

floubl*.Contact..??■..C.P. _3L.3&.C.P.J. .C.P. 
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HUPMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODEL E3 
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Hupraobile. .Model.Er.2.r3.rU.r. .Year.19.27 

Aut0.li.t9.Starter & Generator.P.?l®>..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 16-18 «nps, 1200 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

....•010h-.030".•025w..035w 550 

BATTERY  ^11Urd.Type...?• ?.•?.•.*•6..Volts....6. Amps. 1.55.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.1>#,*t.iv.a.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. .022-.027 " 

Firing Order ,l.-5-2-3?8-4-7.'*6....1K!. Ignition Timing.C. a dr 
1-4-7-3-8-5-2-6 S3.U 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/8". . Cap. ,028".. Bore .. 3"..Stroke.4-3A" 38.8 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. U°A.T.D.C,...Posc Open47^B.B.D.C. ('lose T.D.C■ 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot.Intake ...006" ....Exhaust..0°7". 

CARBURETER COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Stromb»rg. Type 2>™P. Cap 1)1 C«1 Type preBB..Cap.. 8 

PISTON RING: Width.. Comp .lA" Diam.... 3".Gap .007-.015* 
oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH. Long-2 plato. GEAR RATI0..4»5fcl5.«3... AXLE.Sami-flo‘tinS 

* BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x 2" X 23-9/j2"(.2 pcs) Same 3A6" x 2" x 22-5/8" 
3/16" x 2" x 12-1/32h (2 pcs).X.* 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact.21.C.P. _JLfltt.C.P.5. •$}_.c.P. 
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HUPMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29, MODELS A-6 AND A-IO 
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Hupmobil*._.ModelJ^6*A-10.Year. 

Autolito Starter & Generator.,.. 
Autolite _ . . 
.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 10 mpa, 1300-1700 r.p.a. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

. .010" Q3Q". .025" - .035" 605 

BATTERY.1111* rd .Type.CHR..1.5. .Volts.6.Amps.APP... 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.•$.5".*!010" 

Firing Order.... 1.-5?r3H?-2rll. Ignition Timing. 5?®.*.?.•P.vP*..•  

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..*I.M.  Gap. .•P^5 - Bore ji".Stroke lit”.25*55. 
.028 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 1|.0A.?.*P.« C ^....Close. 5X°ABPC .. Open.. 47°B.B.P,C Close. .?.?.Pr .?•. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot .Intake.•P96".Exhaust.*9°9". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. . . Straubert. Type..Pw>P. Cap. 34 9*^. Type..?T.*.*.®.Cap..$. 

PISTON RING: Width..Coop..l/3".Diam....34!.Gap... •997*. •?15" 
oil 3/16" k,9 

CLUTCH....^6.A.B.#.«k.... GEAR RATI0..A-6.5.22AXLE. 
A-10 lt.72,l*.9.4.07 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x 2" x 18" 3/16" x 2" x 18" 
.Fpca). X Yvoil. .... 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact.?B1. 21 e p Sjl.3.c.P. . ..C.P. 
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HUPMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL M 
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Hupmobll# .Model.M ..Year.. .1929. 

.Starter & Generator..&&Q1&9.Ignition 

Regulation 

Third Brush 

Max. Chg. rate and speed 

13 «nps# l600 r.p,au 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.010 - .059" .025" - .035".650 

BATTERY... Willard..Type...SJBR..ii-._.Volts....d.Amps...l30. 

Bat. to Frame Con.PoeltlT#. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.jQ20-.022" 

Firing Order. irit-7-3“§r"5-2rd. Ignition Timing..9.°..3.»T»P»C.. a.dT.t. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..¥?^.ri..«..Gap..s0.2®!!. Bore.2.".Stroke.Urj/k’' .28.8. 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.•.Q#....Close.51^A»B*P.C._ Open. Close. T.D.C. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot.Intake..006".Exhaust..007*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. . Type.pu“P ,.Cap...5i 04. TypePr««s..Cap ® Qfc»... 

PISTON RING: Widtb...Q<Jmp...V$".. Diam.3"..Gap..0Q7-.Q15".. .. 
Oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH ..JfSWJHit.. GEAR RATIO.. 4.7t4.36 AXLE.SoBdrflontii*.... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16* * 2" x 18" 3A6" X 2" x 18" 
"TVpST. .( k pen). 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

*«».!*•..Contact™.a._C.P. JWLJl.C.P.Sgl„..3..C.P. 
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.^03^*n..Model..*??.Year.1??®. 

... Au.to.lito...Starter & Generator..Autaltt.O..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 18 imps, lljOO r.p.n. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..010", - .030 ".,025"-,035"..625... 

BATTERY.... .Type.Volts.$.Amps.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Ie&»UY.«. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...,020-.,-2lt" 

Firing Order..A.-^.-2-.5-®-3-7-4... Ignition Timing.)ft.0.®.•?.}.?• 9 .3AT.*. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size . 7/&"..Gap -025” Bore . ..3.".Stroke .»r?. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 8? A. T • .Close ^P^A*®*P* C«. Open..(l0®B.B.D. C*Close 8QA.T. D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. ... Hot.Intake..001*" Exhaust .. .006". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.... .. Strombarg . Type PunP Cap ^ 0,1 Type.?r,.,.a..Cap...8.9!=.*.. 

PISTON RING: Width .Comp 1/6" .. Diam..Gap... ..!.9®ft “...,.9.1.?." 
Oil 3/16* 

CLUTCH .. Prjr Plato.. GEAR RATIO.~. AXLE.....".... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

... 3/16"..*x.18"..Samp.3/16" x 2|" x 23-3/8" 
(ft pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Mi.. ..Contact..C.P.3.C.P.2 .C.P. 
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JORDAN WIRING DIAGRAM, 1029, MODEL G 
Reproduced from National Sernce Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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..<fer.d*s. .Model.0. ■Year 1929 

Au tollte .Starter & Generator....... Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Thir d Brush IZ.mp*.._.. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

•010" - •0J0M •OJO".55Q. 

BATTERY.FUUrd.Type.WSB.. 15-.Volts.,.6.Amps.. 105. 

Bat. to Frame Con. »•£*«**.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. ,.Q2U". 

Firing Order..... Ignition Timing. .i®<?.®..,.*.!.P- ***?.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.MetxlO . Gap..035" Bore . 3."..Stroke.id".,2®»9. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 8°A,T,p.C,. ciose 50<,A.B.D.C.. OpenitO0®?®.-®-?.-.Close ®°A-T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.®«1?.Intake...*^",..Exhaust •0°6" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. Type. ?W..Cap....l8.!&•. Type...^‘•*.9Cap...8... 

PISTON RING: Width.. ?9»P.. .Diam...Gap ..r.99.5."_ 
011 3/16" 

CLUTCH... PrX..pl«t«. GEARRATIO..AXLE..."___ 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3A6".~*.if"'...x .17.".-.torn*. 3/i6"..x..?"...?.2^J". 
( U pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single..Contact.ZL.C.P__5.C.P..3.C.P. 
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SUtSalle Model.3?8 .Year. 1929 

Pf^oPrS^TOT..Starter & Generator .,_.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.. Third Bruah. “.13r?2.Q. .-..ltiQQ..r»p.*$*. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.oiV' -•018”.•P>5".•9?5W.600. 

BATTERY. Exide .Type. 3^-15-! . ..Volts 6 Amps.....IPP  

Bat. to Frame Con. ... PpsltiT.®. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. •025"-*927" 

Firing Order ll^,llB”We'2Lr3??-3?'T2R.“lB Ignition Timing..7/^ ahead of center 
or 7 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. Motri.?.Gap. ’°%Ln Bore 3i" . Stroke U-I5/I6"..33,8 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

0|x-n9§°B.T.D.C.,. Close 5eJ*A.B..D,C. Open,¥°B.B,D. C.dose 5°A.T.D.C. . 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Cold Intake •00it" Exhaust *006" .. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Own. Type.Punp ..CapSi 0*1.. Type Pro8BCap 8 (*t8 

PISTON RING: Width., j/1^". Diam... .Gap •008"“,015" . 

CLUTCH ?!•*«.. GEAR RATIO...4«t>5.. AXLE. ?A..?1?3ti.t« 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16". * 2" X 20^5/32!!.Same.3/16" * 2*..iIL9fel/!9!! 
per wheel 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.-8iSt.lt... ..Contact. a -....c.p...3_c.p.5_c.p. 
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IlRoolft. .Model. ■Year.1SSS 

_Sal 0.0....Starter & Generator.—.0*1.59.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

fhird Brush.p....?.599. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.»0lV - -.0X8"..018"..- .025"..600. 

BATTERY.... J&M*.Type}^®?-.1^-? . ..Volts.... 6 ... Amps. 135.. 

i 

Bat. to Frame Con Hogat lro. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.-P?r5"--.020 

Firing Order....R-B.. 1-3-7-5. Ignition Timing_it?..A.«I.»P.f.C».Mis. 
L-B. 6-B-U-2 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. .7/3”.Gap.♦°25" Bore. *1! . ..Stroke..5" .39.2. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 2j® B..T. P.C... Close U6?A«B...P. C . Open^4^0E .3.D. C.Qose, T.D.C.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE... .Intake . . ...Exhaust. •00^" ... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

_.Strombarg. TypePump Cap S 0*1 . Type...?rO»«Cap.. 10 Qta. 

PISTON RING: Width... V^".. Diam..~ .... 5b*.Gap... *9*5 . 

CLUTCH. ...W«c.GEARRATIO..4*5? .... AXLE. ..**11 ‘ 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

._.yh* x& x.*.M*. 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact.SSL.-.C.P.9.C.P. ...?.C.P. 
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MARMON WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODE!, L 
Rcproflneat from National Service Manual by permission of National Antomoliw S<rvicr 
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.Hmm. .Model...1. Year... .1927 

.......E*leo-R*«qr.Starter & Generator.— Dalca-Baaiy .Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

..Third. Bruah.12..jmp.a#. mph. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,Qllt" -...*021.".,015"...-..*.025".575.-. 

BATTERY...Pr*.rtdllt#.Type.Volts... 6 . Amps.100.-120 

Bat. to Frame Con.JPpJHtY* . CONTACT BREAKER Gap. ...»Q22". 

Firing Order.. .1-6^2 »5s8.r3r,7-it.. Ignition Timing. Fly a .flywheel teeth 
early,©ontrol full adv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. .7/6" ..Gap^0R5". Bore 2-3^n . Stroke , li" .2li*2. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open603*T.BLC.*.Close liO°A.B.D* C-.. Openlj0oB^B.D.,0. .Closej6°A.T.n.£-.... 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot . ..Intake *007".Exhaust.*0.0.7."_ 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Sohebler. Type . Cap 50a1.* Type .**•»■.Cap 6 9**. 

PISTON RING: Width... 1/6". Diam,... 2-3A ".Gap *002" ..-..,007" 
3A6" 

CLUTCH. 9"..plat*. GEAR RATIO. 5«1* lt-7 AXLE. Seml-floaUtls 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" ?.lf" J2-146" .8m*.On .foot. 
( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single..Contact.21.C.P.y.C.P.3.C*p. 
Dbl XU 
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MARMON WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29, MODEL 78 
fo product (I ft om National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Mtmm. ...Model..?8. Year.1923*29- 

Bal.o.p*Re«y..Starter & Generator.DelcanReay.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brttah.12 ampa, 25 m,p,h. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..Oil*"..- .021".,0.15" - .025"..575. 

BATTERY._Pr«»tolite.Type...6l5-JIX.Volts.£. 

Bat. to Frame Con....Po»Atiy.*.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. .022" . 

Firing Order.1-6-2-5-8-3-74*. Ignition Timing. J«o..flywheel teeth 
early,control full adv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size...7(^..Gap.*P?5 . Bore P-ISAP. ..Stroke.. 4"... 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 6°B.T.D.C. . CIose irO°A.B.D. C... Open liD°B.B.D. C. Closi*.A9.AjmX^l.-.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake..,.008".Exhaust..008" .... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

._?$r.°“.be.r.S.. TypeftR®.._Cap5i.S*L.. Type_f’t«aCapi_fttJI„. 

PISTON RING: Width. 

CLUTCH 

l/3".Diam....2-15/i6." 
3/16" 

.... GEAR RATIO... 1*,9.. 

.Gap,.j.0£)2"...-.j.0Q7." 

AXLE.S«#i-flD».tins.... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16.".,*.1:J",.*..3.2t1/1.6" ..3m*_ _.Qa.roat... 
( par wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

_Sirigl#..contact.2X.C.P. ...JL.C.P..C.P. 
Pbl 111 
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llftracm Model (8 Year 1928-29 

Peloo-Remy Starter & Generator Del oo-Remy Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Bruah 12 amps, 25 m.p.h. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

.Oil*" - .021" .015" - .025" 575 

BATTERY Pre.tollt. Type 615-JFK Volts 6 Amps 120 

Bat to Frame Con Poeitive CONTACT BREAKER Gap *022" 

Firing Order Ignition Timing X® mark on flywheel 
oontrol advanced 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size ifo Gap#®25 Bore 2~l?/l6 Stroke U-l/^4 25*32 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open6^B»T*D*C» CloseB .D F Q • Open C» Close 6®A*T*D *C* 

VALVE CLEARANCE Cold Intake .006"- Exhaust .006” - 
.008" .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stromberg T>pe Pu«p Cap.Si^ Typ<Pre®« Cap 6 Qts 

PISTON RING Width V&" Diam 2-13/16" Gap *002^ - .007"_ 
3/16" 

CLUTCH 10" Pl*te - GEARRATIO k? _ AXLE Sami-Tipping 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" X. if" XL 32«rl/l6" _ ^Saae an foot; _ 
( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Single . Contact 21 - CP . 3 CP 3 CP. 
Dbl Pil 
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MARQUETTE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1930,30 SERIES 
Reproduced from Motional Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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M*r<iu»tt4 .Model_3.*L?®**®.*._Year.\93Q. 

..JhAfilHRflSX...Starter & Generator._.i_Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Thir . 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

... ...Q1.U"-*.Q80"..015"-.,Q25.".. -T-. 

BATTERY....0?*5®. ..Type_...y..P.l*t.-®..Volta.... .6.Amps.....®5. 

Bat. to Frame Con. S«6»ti.T«. CONTACT BREAKER Gap... *0J8"-,p24" 

Firing Order.l”5r3r£.T2-U... Ignition Timing.-7?......44T*.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Site.. «®Sr.i.B.Gap......Q25“.. Bore .3rV^".. .Stroke .U-V'8".23 ..W* . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 5°5».T.P*.C.?„CIo6eC... Open P.» Close .. T.D. C, 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Intake.Exhaust . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Type. ^P. Cap.. .?...?* Typ^.??.? ..Cap. .7 .!*• 

PISTON RING: Width.VS".Diam...'3.-V&"..Gap ..0.10"-,015"'... 

CLUTCH.S.1®*1*..pl®*.« GEAR RATI0.....4*54. AXI.K Seal-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

If" * 13" Sane 
. CXpoal. ... .... 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

_J“5SifL.Contact..^■2i.CP.    I... ...C.Pt ..*_C.P. 
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MOON WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODEL A 
ftiproducttl Jiom butional bmiu Manual by pmmt*ion of Aatioiuil Automoluc Sauce 
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JCooa Mode! A Year 1927 

Beloo Starter & Generator 

Regulation 

Third Pruah 

Daleo Ignition 

Max Chg rate and sDeed 

9-12 a&ps, 2000 jr*p*a. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

.019" - .021" .Ql>" * .025" £00 

BATTERY O.S.L. _ Type XT-13 X Volts 6 Amps 96 

Bat to Frame Con Kegatir* CONTACT BREAKER Gap .Oil;"-.020" 

Firing Order 1-5-3-6-2-1; Ignition Timing - I.JJ.Cs *park ret, 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/3" Gap «025" Bore J-l/fe" Strokit-l/i* 23.1(5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 1|°A.T.0.C, Close 1*6°A.,B,D,C. Open ia°B.B.D.C.Close 1°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE War® Intake .QOlf Exhaust .006" 

C ARBURETOR COOLING S\ STEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stromberg TypePmap Capli G»1 

PISTON RING Width 3/l6" Diam 3-1/3" 

CLUTCH Single Plato GEAR RATIO ip.<5 

TypePttll Cap 8 Qte 
Fbrc« 

Gap .0Q6"—0Q8"—010" 

AXLE 3/k Floating 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

3/16" X. l|" X 9-1/4." 
3/16" x if" x 19" 

( 2 peo) 

3/16" x ll" 
3/16" X l|" 

( 2 pee 
Lighting Headlights 

*9i" 
* 19 

Dash & Tail 

5/32" x 2" x ia" 
( 1 pe) 

Side Lamps 

Single Contact 21 CP 3 CP } CP 
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MOON WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, MODEL 8-80 
Reproduced from Rational Service Manual by pctnmswn of National Avlomolue Service 
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Mo?“ Model 

D«loo-R*rny Starter & Generator 

Regulation 

Third ?ru»h 

8-80 Year 1928 

- Deloo-Remy Ignition 

Max Chg rate and speed 

9-12 amps, 2000 rfptm. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut m R P M 

,019" - ‘021* .015* - .025" 600 

BATTERV U.fc.l. Type Volts 6 Amps li*8<5 

Bat to Frame Con Xagativ* CONTACT BREAKER Gap -018" - „02U" 

Firing Order le6-2-5*^-3**7-5U Ignition Timing T.D.C. ret. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size l/&" Gap *025" Bore 3* Stroke tl£" 2B.8 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open8°A.i.D.C. CloseU0oA.B.D.C. Openl40oB-.B.D.C. close8°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE *»rm Intake .001*" Exhaust .006" 

CARBl RETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stjrpmber* Type P»™P Cap it 0*1 Type Press Cap 8 Qt«. 

PISTON RING Width 3A*>* Diam ?" Gap .008" 

CLUTCH Slngl# Plat* GEAR RATIO ^*67 AXLE floating 

r- 

Front 

i/32" x 2" x 13" 
i/32* X 2* X 23* 

( 2 Po») 
Lighting 

BRAKES 

Rear 

5/32w x 2 11 x IJ" 
5/32* * 2* x 23* 

l 2 pos) 
Headlights Dash & Tail 

Hand 

5/32* a 2" x 2l*-5/&" 

( 1 P°) 

Single Contact 21 CP CP 

bide Lamps 

* CP 
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Moon wmrao diagram, im», model m2 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permueum of National Automotive Service 



MP9» Model 9-92 Year 1929 

Del CO Starter & Generator .DeJLoo Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 9*12 amps, 2000 r*p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contar l Gap Cut in R P M 

.Olii" - .021" .015” - .025" 600 

BATTERY O.S.U Type 3-liVX-7X Volts 6 Amps 1^8.5 

Bat to Frame Con H»«»tlve CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018* - ,Q2U" 

Firing Order Ignition Timing T.D.C. Ip*rk rat, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Si2e Me trio Gap .025" Bore 3" Strokeli»3A" 28.8 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open8°A.T.D.C. Close 1|0°A.B.D.C. Openl»0°B.B.D .C. Close 8°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .001*" Exhaust .006" 

CARBURETOR C OOI INC. SI STEM OILINC SI STI M 

Stromberg T\pc Pump Cap U 0*1 Type Preee Cap 8 Qts 

PISTON RING Width V&" D.am 3" Gap -OOV' - .006" - .010" 

CLUTCH Single Plate GFAR RATIO 3«9 AXLE 3A Floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32" * 2" x 36" Sumo 5/32" x 2" x 2k-5/&" 
(per wheel) ( 1 pc) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Single Contact 21 CP 3 CP 6 C P 
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HMh Model MT*P0«d Year itQO Series 

Autolite Starter & Generator Autolite Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 15-X7 wipn 2QOO r«p*m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

.015" .025" - .035" 600 

BATTERY O.S.l. Type 2J275-B Volts 6 Amps 120 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap .020" 

Firing Order l-5“3“6-2-it Ignition Tirung—lS^.^'P'O. adv, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Sue Metric Gap .025" Bore ?-7/l6" Stroke 5" 28,3 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING- EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open X5°A* T.D.C,Close 38°A»B • D• C. Openil5^B.B.D.C* Cl<>se 10^A*T• D-C* 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .012" Exhaust .012" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING S\STEM 

Marvel Type Pump Cap 19 Qta Type Pres* Cap 8 Qta 

PISTON RING W.dth . 1/B" Diam 3—7A8" Gap .020" 

iA" 
CLUTCH Single Plate GEAR RATIO it.5 AXLE Seed-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32" X 2* x 13-7/16" 5/32" * 24" * 224" 3/16." X. 24" * 6-27/32" 
5/?2" x 2" * 18-5/16" ( it pee) ( 2 pc.) 

C 2 pee) 
Lighting Headlights Da«h & Tail Side Lamps 

Stacie Contact 21 CP 3 CP. 3 CP 
8 Bbl m 
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NASH WIRING DIAGRAM, 400 SERIES, STANDARD 
Re prod from National Sertice Manual by }>er mission of National Automotive Serlttce 
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JHAb ...ModeL..St.«idard. .Year . J|QO JSeriML... 

iutolite..Starter & Generator.—.Autolite.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 17 amps, 1800 r«p.nu 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

...025"-.055".6Q0,.9 *.p.lu ... 

BATTERY..tJ.S.L,..Type.3r-H0X-5X6..Volts...6.Amps.lOJ.. 

Bat. to Frame Con..negative.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap..Q60". 

Firing Order l-5.“3.?6^2 Jj..,. Ignition Timing.J/"?" .,Q.. 
no manual control 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size_»*rt.«.Gap...!'.02Q"... Bore .3-1/**.Stroke..!*".23,5. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. 5?A#T Close. Close 5°A.I.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot or oold ...Intake. .008" . .. Exhaust .006". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Rnrvel Type. Punp ..Cap 10 Qt# . Type.Preee.Cap 5 Qta. .. 

PISTON RING: Width. . M?.". Diam... 3t.1A.". Gap .020" 
lA 

CLUTCH. Single. Plate GEAR RATIO.,.!*.77. ... AXLE.. Sent-floating... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32"...11-1/2" • 5/32" x.2" .X.2Z-1/It" .. 3/16". * 2i" x 6-27/32" 
5/32" x if" x 7-13/16" ( 1* pee) (2 pee) 

( 2 pes ea.) 
Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Single .. .Contact.21.C.P.3. C.P..}.C.P. 
Dbl Fil 
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NASH WIRING DIAGRAM, 400 SERIES, SPECIAL 
Hi produced from National bin tee Manual by j>ermission of National Automotive Service 
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Model.Sptdi*! Year.JlOQ.Gfri.M. .JlMfe. 

.Autolit*.Starter & Generator.—.Auto lit a.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.?hlrd..Brwnh.15-17. JWP®.*. 2QQQ ..r.#p*i»*. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

. .015"...025".- .055"..600. 

BATTERY... 0,8,1....Type3rH0X-5J6 .Volts....6. ...Amps,. 105 ... 
Pom £ 

Bat. to Frame Con.POfltiY.®. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*Q.£0.". 

Firing Order.. Ignition Timing.r~.2Q?..?.V?*P *C •. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.l^ot^ic..Gap..‘^025,,.-. Bore. . .Stroke.-4“l/2w... ?5«3.. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. l5°A?T.p•.Ct Close B.p• C•. Open..^5^® • ?.*P.»P*Close.. 1P.^A*T#D .C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot. Intake...•012.7..Exhaust.. .tPl2*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.MfSTfl. Type.?«Bp ..Cap ...17 0*®. Type.??.®?®..Cap..J. 

PISTON RING: Width. .Diam .Gap... .•020.". 

CLUTCH. GEAR RATIO, . AXLE..-float!«£... 

Front 

32* x 2W x 16.ll/i6* 
( 2 pc*) 

Lighting 

BRAKES 

Rear 

J2" x 2" x 
5/32* x 2* x 

( 2 pc*) 

£lVASM 

Headlights Dash & Tail 

tfand 

16* x .2j^,x. 
( 2 n oii ) 

Side Lamps 

IMSA*.Contact..21..C.P.3..C.P...3.C.P. 
Bbl m 
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OAKLAND WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODEL O.S. 
Hi prtxlucul from National Sana. Manual by permission oj National Automotive Sir nee 
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.0*lcl«nd.Mode).P*S..year..192 7. 

..Starter & Generator..P?1®0.-?.???..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush lU Mips* llw50 R.P.tf. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,0x6"...020" .575. 

BATTERY.wilUrd .Type... CTR_15. .Volts...^.Amps.100.... 

Bat. to Frame Con.JJsgatiire .. .. CONTACT BREAKER Gap....02Q..- .023" 

Firing Order...X-5-.3^6s!2Tit . Ignition Timing .. .. .13K.00C narkad  

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size 7/6 "...Gap *022". Bore 2-7/® Stroke.U-3A".19.8. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..5oA.T*P'0r...Close. . Open.. ?• P,*CIose. 5® a*T*D • C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. ,♦.007 -. Exhaust •007"-*l*)9" 
.009" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

..Itonrcl.. Type.. .^PCap..2*. 0al. Type..?1'**! Cap..J$.<its 

PISTON RING: Width.1/®".Diam...2.-?/3".Gap •0C^.’‘012" . 

CLUTCH.US**. GEAR RAflO.U»J?.. AXLE.Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear . Hand 

5/32" x l-7/tr..*..22-V&" .Some.3/16"...x. 2^". x 16|" . 
'5/32" x 1-7/®" * 12-7/16" 

( 2 pcs os.) 
Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Slngl*.Contact..C.P.?,. C.P.?..C.P. 
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OAKLAND WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, MODEL A.A.S. 
Reproduced from National Seivtce Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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..Oslcl Wid.Model.A * A *'P?..Year .f?.?...*. 

..Starter & Generator....Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush llj. imps, litSO r*p*m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..Oil;"..015 - .025". 575. 

BATTERY. .. 7»|lUrd .Type.CTO 15.Volts....6..Amps.. 199. . .. 

Bat. to Frame Con. .. Negative. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.•0l3-t.Q2h" 

Firing Order. . Ignition Timing.. ?.0,L..m5C "'ark*d... 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/3" ...Gap.•°.22" Bore. .Stroke. .. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. 5°A.T,D...C,aoSe U0°A.B.D.C. 0pen U5“B.B.DvC.close 5°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot -.Intake.•9.04-.?0.07"Exhausl. .007-.009" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. . . Type ^P.Cap.. 12 ^.8 Type.Pr.e8B. Cap.. 6 Qts 

PISTON RING: Width.VM*.Diam...3i”.Gap._...*9?Vr0l2" . . 

CLUTCH....PI*:®. GEAR RATIO.k.lj2 AXL£. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/3.2" x 1-7/3” x 3Same 3/I6" x 2j" x l6j" 
'( 2 pcs ) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

... Sin&ld.Contact.Q.C.P.2.... C.P.3.c.P. 
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OAKLAND WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL A.A.S. 
Rtptoducal jrnm National Scrtncc Manual by pumunon oj National Automoluc *Simte 
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.Oftklwnd. .Model.J^A*. Si .Year....1929- 

..Starter & Generator_.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush.¥I.MVbm. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..jrfflfiL-..9.0251.-575. 

BATTERY....WiU#rd.Type.181-15.Volts..6.Amps IPO.... 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...rQ22". 

Firing Order...lr5rA^2^-. Ignition Timing.Jfc?.. . 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size....7/fe.-....Gap..*Q22*... Bore.3^3/1?* Stroke..tpfVU”.*3. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.5?A*7.sP.*.pA...Close..{l0?A>9.*.QaP.%. Open ..fe5°B*Q*Close5°A*TC*  

VALVE CLEARANCE.Bot.Intake.. -.007".-...Exhaust «Q07".-.. 
.009" .009" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Marvel. Type.Pump ..Cap.2?..#*... Type?T.e*« .Cap.A#»„ 

PISTON RING: Width.3/5£" DiamS-jyk"..Gap. ..*010" .Ol?" 

CLUTCH..Single JPlAtf... GEAR RATIO... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/16". 2" ...x .IS".Same. 
C t pc») 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

... Single.Contact-..21.C.P.3.C.P.3.C.P. 
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OLDSMOBttE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODEL E 
Reproduced from Nalwnal Service Manual py permission of National Aulomutuc Sertice 
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Oldsnobilo ...Mode!. t .Year. 

.XtolttrlfafllX..Starter & Generator—.P*l£Sr$fPX.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bruah 12 amps, 2000 r*p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

r01i+-?01BM _..•018-.025".575 

BATTERY.flUla.rd.Type M..J3......Volts... A Amps....®?.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.*018.-,02k* 

Firing Order.l-5*3rr6~2rk. Ignition Timing..HP .ty) JB2lf922 
924922 up - .020 -.030 B.T.D.C. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. .7/®* ...Gap. ♦°25 .... Bore.^."...Stroke. .. 
.030 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

To E52it07-2°A.T.D.C. 3ii°A.B.D.C. Ii2°B.B.D.C. T,I).C. 

Open..Close. .. Open.... ..Close... .. 
Aftar " T.D.C. I^A.b.D.C. 35°B.B.D.C. 5°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. .QQ5-»0Q9£xhaust .005"-.008" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.John?*.. Type. ?*®P.Cap..74.. 9^*... Type.^V. Cap. 6 .9**.. 

PISTON RING: Width... . Diam irlM*..Gap....QQ3 ...013" . 
Oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH. ..3fltC fc.Mck.. GEAR RATIO. .k.73. AXLE. .. Swni-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

J/16."x.1£Lx..32t.1A6." .5/52'.'..* l£"..*..37-5^"..•.«•..«.rear... 

Lighting * Headlights Da&h & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..21.CP.3.C.P. ..3...CP. 
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Oldepobile Model *-& Year W® 

D#loo*J?fiaiy Starter & Generator Del.CQ-Reroy Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 9-12 amps, 1000-2000 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

.OlU" .015 - .025" 6oo 

BATTERY Willard Type 13 Volts 6 Amps 80 

Bat to Frame Con Negative CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018"-.02l4B 

Firing Order l-5“3*6-2-Ji Ignition Timing 8®B.T.D. C* 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size Metric Gap *025" Bore 3“3/l6 Stroke ^"l/8 2it.I| 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T.D.C. Close 5°°A.B.D. C. Openl40°B.B.D.C. c,ose10°A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .008" Exhaust -010" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Sohebler Type Cap ^ TypePre8B Cap 7 Qts 

PISTON RING Width Comp 1/6” Diam 3“3/16" Gap *005 - *015" 
oil 3/16" 

C LUTCH Borg t Beok GEAR RATIO k.lt2 AXLE 01,11 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x if" x J 3-1/16" 5/32" x if" x 37-5/3" sam® •• reer 

Lighting Headlights Da^h & Tail Side Lamps 

Single Contact 21 CP 3 CP 3 CP 
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OLDSMOBILE WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL F-29 
Rcproducal frout National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



.pldwnpbUa.Model.I*S.Year..399.. 

... Daloo^Rjamy..Starter & Generator...^.*....Delco*Jtemy. Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brueh 7-10 amps, 1800 r*p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.OlU" .015-.025" 6oo 

BATTERY.FiUnrd.Type.m.13.Volts... 6... .Amp*...90. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. Negative. CONTACT BREAKER Gap..•Q22". 

Firing Order. . l-5r3-6r?-4 . . Ignition Timing....».Q20 -fOjO B.T.D.C. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. Ve.t,:l.fGap.....'.P.?5". Bore 3-3/l6". Stroke.ItT.V®".. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. . T.D. C..Close. 50°A.B.D.C. Open C<:lose 10°A,T,D. C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.... Hot. .Intake. .006".Exhaust...010". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Schebler. Type.^P . Cap X3 . Type.PreS8..Cap 7 .!*>• .... 

PISTON RING: Width. CoT'P ..425 .. Diam...3.r3/l6.’.'.Cap.. ..•PI?". 
Oil .IB65 

CLUTCH ,.P*jy.£*?*?. GEAR RATIO, . AXLE.?"!?.. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/l6" x lj.’’. x 19".3/16" x l£" ..x 18-5/tT.att. to rear service 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

. ..... Contact Dbl .r 21 c.P. Sgl.3.C.P..C.P. 
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OVERLAND SIX WIRING DIAGRAM, 1925-26-27, MODEL 93 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



OverlandSix ..Model. .Year.l$Z5r*Z6-Z7.- 

.AutQ.lit.ft.Starter & Generator.......Aut.Qli.t6.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bruah 111 anpst 1300 r.p.nu 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.^Qia.*-..J03JQ"..025"...» -Q35".650.. 

BATTERY.fl!.S...lu.Type3.CWS6.X6...Volts....6.Amps. .96.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Nogativa. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.sQlS".. 

Firing Order.lr.5r3r6-.2rU. Ignition Timing. 6..^B.T.p.C, adv, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size...7/fe'.'....Gap.*025" Bore.3".Stroke. .It"..21,6. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..5.<?A,T.,B,.C,._.ciose..U5-?A*0pen..399®.*B*P.?.C»Close...5o.A*T..*.P •.?r.., 

VALVE CLEARANCE .M.Intake... •9?®"  Exhaust.. •008*. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Wl.l.efeS.Cfi. Type Pue-P Car) 3 9*1.. TypePross Cap 6 Qts 

PISTON RING: Width, l/3".Diam.3.".Gap. ,Q.10". 

CLUTCH.?lao. GEAR RATIO....?*!.1.. AXLE. .SomlTfloatit?: 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Lighting HeadJights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..8i.8g.ta.Contact.ZX..C.P..C.P.CP. 
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PACKARD WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODELS 640 AND 6f$ 
Rtpioduccd from National Satire Manual by pet mission of National Automotive Service 



.Model.61(0-645. .Year.V*®. 

..PyfiS^.9.Starter & Generator....'.PY®®*P.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush l4-l6 amps, 1300i__r.p_.an_ 

RELAY'Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

600 

BATTERY.Prentollte.Type...A...6L5 ..SF..Volts...6 Amps... .1.60. 

Bat. to Frame Con.H®g«,tfcrs. CONTACT BREAKER Cap...*P?5...-*Q20" 

Firing Order. ...1r6.-2-5-8-3-7-4. Ignition Tuning.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..7/6.Gap. *P?5 . Bore . 3^.Stroke. ..5.39*2. 
.050" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. TaPa.C.p.Close.— . .. Open.. . 7* .Close. 

VALVE CLEARANCE .. Warn.Intake.. ..*9.04" ... Exhaust . ...•Q04" ... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

640 6J Gal 

.??<*«*. Type.^P .Can .. ... Type .?r*««..Cap. 8 Qt. 
645 0*1 

PISTON RING: Width.. .1/6.!'. Diam . 3-l/?".Gap. .‘OpS -,..0.l6" 

CLUTCH...1?*.*.®. GEARRATIO.~. AXLE.. “"“f'fl.°*.t.ln? 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

,3/W*" .* J tfi!’ bp?, i.same. 
}/l6H x 2* x 1 lit* ( 4 pc) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact...PbJ.gl..c.P. .?«!.3. C.P. M.3.. C.P. 
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PACKARD WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODELS 626 AND 633 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission oj National Automotive Service 



Packard .Model. Year.&?. 

..Pyt&kQ...Starter & Generator..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush amps# 1300 r.p.m* 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

600 

BATTERY Prsetolite.Type... A. 615 SF.Volts.. 6. Amps. 15.0. .. 

Bat. to Frame Con. Native. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.. • Qlg 

Firing Order. . Ignition Timing—..??^?... ?.• .Y^Y 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ...^;....Gap....-J|:. Bore ^A6! S.roke.5". 32.5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. T.D.C..Close — . Open. .Close A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE. .. .Intake..OClj.Exhaust ... •<x\”. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. .. P*ckard. Type Cap. 5.0*1 . Type^^Cap 7 Qta 

PISTON RING: Width.. .lA". Diam...3-3/l6".Gap... .'O06 * •015'\ 

CLUTCH..P.l*te . GEARRATIO.~... AXLE.. Se*i7floati^ 

Front 

BRAKES 

Rear 

3/X6" X 2" X 17-lA"(2 pca)Sai» 

-yvSTx a*"x ih" ( h pm). 

Hand 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..?£LJ?Lc.P..M_\ C.P. ..???...}.C.P. 
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.£.A-CLX.A.,R.J>......Model. ear.... 1$50.. 

.Qwen-i&JI*t#.Started & Generator__?orth East.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

..Voltage...9- .Hot. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.Adjustable._.♦Q16. t* .,Q?0 .60Q..R*.P«.M, . 

140 on 726 
BATTERY.?r«ftrP-Llta..Type. lS.Flate .Volts...$*8....Amps. 16Q on 740 

Bat. to Frame Con.Iff.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap....*Q.15- .020 

Fall advance oooura 
Firing Oidet . Ignition Timing.- JW/S2"..J.T.D.C.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

S-S/l* ud Both 

Sbe®*^!^.®....Gap ..0?S .. Bore...^.V* StrokeBhSihO* 5" .. . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Sat the Crank and Cam Sears with marks in line 
Open.Close. Open.Close . 

VALVE CLEARANCE. fl°*.Intake .•09* Exhaust... *004 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

726-5 dal. 
.V**)?***. Type P»p..CapT40#44: .. Type Pre.i.aCap. 

726-5 3/16 
PISTON RING: Width.V*\AU. - Diam.74Q-5...1/2..Gap.... *010. 

clutch. J>^. plate. 
4.08 

GEAR RATIO...4. 58. 
4.67 
5.08 

BRAKES 

Front 

Bendix 5-Shoe - 

Rear 

Serve 4 IhOel 

AXLE. Own Semi P. 

Band 

Same 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.AMMfe._.Contact.*1.C.P..C.P.i.C.P. 
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PEERLESS WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928, MODEL 6-91 
K(jnoduad Jiotn National Si mo Manual by primstion of National Automotive Service 
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..*"*«■.Mode!.6-9.1.Year. .. .1928. 

.D«1cq.Starter & Generator..Ps.Ig.O..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 1h -18 f 1200 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.Olli -...021"..015 - .025".5OO. 

BATTERY.U.S.L. .Type. XT-15 X.Volts... 6 ..Amps. 100 ... 

Bat. to Frame Con P°«i tire. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.. *P18 - ..*924" 

Firing Order Ignition Timing.T*R*..lClf under points ,adv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/8"..Gap....*92D Bore. A'.. Stroke?. 29.U   
.030* 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. T.D.C..Clo8e 50°A.B.D.C.,. Open 5D0B..B,D.C..Close.T.P.C, ... 

VALVE CLEARANCE .. Hot.Intake •0075" Exhaust.•°°75" .... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. Strom berg. Type.P>*>P Capl^.Qt* TypePress..Cap..9 Qta. 

PISTON RING: Width.. 1/6".. Diam.3i".Gap. .005 - ,012" 

CLUTCH... WAS. GEAR RATIO. ...4»25 . AXLE.Columbia . 

« BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/16". .*..!f". * U&",. (■ 2 pc.s)..Same.5/5?" x if", x. 19-3/6" 
3/16" x If" x 15-1/16" (2 pea) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. ,.»«#1* ..Contact.21...C.P.3. C.P..?.C.P. 
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PEERLESS WIRING DIAGRAM, 1929, MODEL 8-69 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by jwr mission of National Aulomolut St n ire 
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Paerleei Model 8*6? Year 1928 

Delon Starter & Generator. Belco Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Bnwfe 16 arape. 1500 r.p.a. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R P M 

.025 “ *0?5" .015 - .020" 500 

BATTERY Said* Type 3XX-19-1 Volts 6 Amps 100 
Willard CR-19 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap .022-.028” 

Firing Order 1R“1L“1|R“4I'_2L-3R”31'“ Ignition Timing _ 15°F. T. D -C- adtr. 
2R 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Sue 7/&" Gap *®®II Bore 3^* Stroke 5 ?3*® 
.030" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open T,P,C. Close Open C<;ioee T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE — Intake *0075* Exhaust *0075" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

stronberg Tv pc Pump Cap 2 ttt* Type Pr*»® Cap 10 Qta 

PISTON RING Width V^" Diam 3~lA" Gap *00^ - *012" 

CLUTCH Disc . GEAR RATIO b.ltZ AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" * 2" x 3&J:" 3/16" X 2" X 38-5/16" 5/32" X if" X li2i" 
per wheel per wheel per wheel 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

. Single Contact 21 CP 3 CP 3 CP 
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Peerless .Model. 6-81 .Year. 1929 

.Autolit©.Starter & Generator.—.Autolite.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third-Brush.16 JWP^...1300. r..p.nu. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.OJi*. - .021"..015 - .025".600. 

BATTERY. .. °*.s.‘Lr .Type...XY"1.5'x6.Volts... ^ ... Amps...10.0. 

Bat. to Frame Con. .. PoslttTO. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.... •0l8.- t021*" 

Firing Order.. l-5«3r^2-li.. Ignition Timing.under pointer, a d v. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size Mrtrl0Gap.. .-°»; Bore ...Stroke. k$&.. . . .... 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 5°A»T »0>.C>....Close U5°A.f.P.C,, Open C. Close. 5°A*T.-D 

VALVE CLEARANCE. Hot.Intake. .Q06" . Exhaust •oo6" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Stro»her|. Typ^P . Cap l3i <*» Type Pres*'ap 7 Qte 

PISTON RING: Width.Diam 3-3/8".Gap . .Q08-.016" 

CLUTCH . P.V»o. GEAR RATIO.—. AXLE... Colunbi*. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x if" x 19-3/8" C 2 pcs) Ssma 5/32" x l?" x 19-3/8" 
3/i6" x if* x 10" ( 2 pcs) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

-Single....Contact.S.C.P.3. C.P.3.C.P. 
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PLYMOUTH WIRING DIAGRAM, 1928-29, MODEL 55 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Sendee 



Plymouth .Model.55.-... .Year. 

..Starter & Generator.PP^^St.T^WX.Ignition 

‘Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bru*h ll-lj anpa^ 1800-2000 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.OlU - .018" .015 - .020” 625 

BATTERY ... .m.U*r* .Type.Volts. .. 6... Amps.. 99.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Positive. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. ..Ql8r..024’' 

Firing Order. .. ^“.?r.4r2. Ignition Timing .7!?—. *47.?..  

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/6.".....Gap. Bore 3-5/k" Stroke ..4^".  .»•<>?. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 5°A.T.P.C...Close U50A..5.P..O.. Open 49° B*R..P •.£•...Close 30A*T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE ... Hot.Intake ?9°4".Exhaust. •006". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Carter . Type ..Cap.34 <*al TypePre88..Cap 4 9t*. 

PISTON RING: Width.. 1/8"..Diam...3.r5/^.".Gap.tQO?. - «P15*-  

CLUTCH. .. Single- Dry. PjGEAR RATIO.4.3. AXLE. Seri-floating.. 

BRAKES 

Front ' Rear Hand 

.}/l£n..x..l&:. x 9k" (■ 2 pea).a«ae.5/52".* 2"..* 21-3/8" 
3/16" x lj" x ni"( 2 pcs) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Single_Contact.21.C.P.5.C.P.3..C.P. 
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PO&tiflLO .Mode!..6-27...-6-28..Year...!?.??^. 

.Bul.Cp.rBSBty..Starter & Generator...&0.lPft::8.0flUf..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third -Brush.17 .amp.a, 1700. r*p .a* . 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,0*6" .,018".515.. 

BATTERY. .. Willard..Type.HR-13.Volts.. 6 Amps.. . .80 .... 

Bat. to Frame Con.»Wfciye. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.•022".. 

Firing Order. .l-5-3^6r"2.r4 . Ignition Timing_IQS UBC Barked. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size 7/&." ..Gap.*022"  Bore .. Stroke..3~3/Un. 25.35. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 7°A.T.B.C» Close39°l.B«D.C... Open . l2°B.B,D,C .Close 7°A,T .P.Q,.... 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake •OP?" . -.Exhaust.. fOO?" -. 
.009" .009 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.<**■*?*. Type PunP..Cap 10 «t« Type.PrM?.Cap..6Jlt.a.... 

PISTON RING: Width.. 3/96".Diam...3rlA"..Gap..•OlO". - .015" 

CLUTCH. 8i.S6lo . Pl, Pry GEAR RATIO... k,.18.. AXLE...S#i-flo*ti.S6 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..5/3-2" *..li". x 9-l/32." . 3/16" ..*...2" x.33-15/16".. 5/52 " * li" x 2B” 
( 4 pool ( 2 pos) ( 2 poo) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

8l.S6.lo.Contact.21..C.P.....3.C.P.3.C.P. 
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Pontiac Model &S Year 1929 

DtloomRosgr Starter & Generator JD*1.00-Reiny Ignition 

Regulation Max Cbg rate and speed 

Third Bruch Ilf amps 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

*016* *018" 515 

BATTERY WiU*rd Type *SB Volts 6 Amps 00 

Bat to Frame Con Jfegtti™ CONTACT BFEAKER Gap ♦020"~.02U" 

Firing Order Ignition Timing I (HI 9»P«Q» marked 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/6w Gap *022" Bore Stroke 5~7/k* ^6*5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 7°A.T»D«C. Close OpenU2®B.B.D.C. Close 7*A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .007" - Exhaust 'SSZw " 
.009" .009" 

CARBURETOR 

Marvel 

PISTON RING Width 

CLUTCH Biincl# Fl*t® 

COOLING SYSTEM 

Type fmP Cap ^ 

3/16" D,am>5A6" 

GEAR RATIO h-l2 

OILING SYSTEM 

Type-Br**® Cap 6 9t* 

Gap .010"-.015" 

AXLE S«mi -floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

ftf>m * l£" * 16-7/S2" Same 

( k pot) 

Lighting Headlights D ieh & Tail Side Lamps 

SiUfl* Contact 2X _ cp - 3 cp 3 CP 
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Roosevelt Model Year *929 

DelfiOi-Remy Starter & Generator DelPO-JRflWy Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 12 amps, 25 m.p.h. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

,01k" - ,021" *015" - .025" 575 

BATTERY National Typc Volts 6 Amps 120 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap *°2£" 

Firing Order 1-6-2-5-8-3-7-U Ignition Timing 10 »ark on flywheel 
control adv. 

SPARK PLUG LNGINt Taxable Hp 

Size 7/^ Gap *025 Bore ' Stroke 4“ty^*" 2l*.2 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE 1 IM1\(, 

Open 6®B#T*D* C* Cloxt ltO^A*B«D (C. Opcn40^B«B*D* C« 

\ ALVE Cl EARANCE cold Intake .006" - Exhaust .006" - 
.008" .008" 

CARBURETOR C OOLING S\ STEM OILING SYSTFM 

Stromberg T> pi Pump Cap 5 TypePreBS Cap 6 Qt* 

PISTON RING Width lA" Dtam 2-?A" Gap •002" - *007" 
3/16" 

CIUTCH 9" Plate C.rAR RATIO 4.9 AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/32" x lj" * 2U-7A6" Sam* as front Same as foot 
( per wheel) 

Lighting Headlights Da4i & Tail Side Lamps 

Singl* Contact 21 CP 3 CP 3 CP 
Dbifll 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, MODELS EW AND E8 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Studabalcsr .Model... I?!®. _.Year....^?27. 

M%9».!&WX..Starter & Generator...Jftl<&$§RK._Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third .Brush.18J .smps*..2Q96. r..p.*nu. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.014".-. ‘.Pis"..015" ......P?5"...550. 

BATTERY.._Type...?J!0?r4..Volts.8.._Amps..l.U.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. .r018"-*0^" 

Firing Order . .. . Ignition Timing...7j^A.t.?tSt.Pt. 

SPARK .PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/&".Gap .•0?5".. . Bore. . ..Stroke .5*. #.0U. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. -T.D.C..Close Open 3®^.®..®#.P *C"Cl('se lO^A.T.D.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hpt ..Intake .006".Exhaust.«.0p6". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

. .. Stroraberg A. Type Pump ...Cap 5 Oal.... TypePr®M..Cap...O Qta 
Ball * Ball 

PISTON RING: Width. .3/l6".Diapl... 3-.T/8!'.Gap...*0?0".-*.0?0"... . 

CLUTCH . PUt«. GEAR RATIO. 3.31-. AXLE. Seml-flpating 

Makes 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/16". x.2!!. *..1U".3/16" X.2i". X aii".3/ti?,x. 24-5/S" 
( 4 pcs) ( h pcs) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Sin*l*.Con tact...21.-21.C.P.3 .C.p.3.C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, COMMANDER, 1928, MODELS GB AND GH 
Reproduced from National Serince' Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Btudabakar- Ccomander 
..Model....®^...Year.**.. 

..Starter & Generator.— .... ..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.SbteA.fcsjh. 18& amps, 2096 r*p*m* 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..Oil/ - . ..-Q15"-.,Q25". .55.0. 

BATTERY..HUnrA. ...Type.SJWR«4i .Volts...^.Amps.. . 

Bat. to Frame Con.fpaltlv*.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. 

Firing Order.1”5?3 . Ignition Timing...D. C.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Sm.lM.Gap..nQ25."..... .Stroke.5*..3$*°!f.. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open..?.*.®!.?*..Close ^A.fl.r.P?..0.*.. Open...?.e^?r.®/®-.?.*.CIose. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.... Hot.Intake.*006".. Exhaust ...*006" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Ball *..B.«I1.. Type.. P>»p. Cap.8 GaL .... Type?T.«”..Cap...Q. ft6*... 

PISTON RING: Width ifa*.Diam 3.-2$!.Gap...*0?0"*:0?0" ... 

CLUTCH .il *9M".... GEARRATIO.3*5.1.. AXLE.Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/l6?...x.l5."..*.9r7’/fe."..§»•..3/16".* 2\ xjb.l/l6n 
(Upe.) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Single.Contact.21.C.P.3.C.P. .3..C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, PRESIDENT, 1928, MODELS FA AND FB 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Stttdebaker - President y|0f-je] FA-FB .Year ^928 

Doloo-Eiariy Starter & Generator DslcorPeay Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 19 mvps, I65O r.p,m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P M. 

.our - .018" .015" - .025" 650 

BATTERY Willard Type SWR-li Volts 6 Amps U1 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap *olS" 

Tiring Order 1-6-2-5-8—3-7-4 Ignition Timing 17° A»T.D. C> 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Up 

Size 7/S" Gap .025" Bore FA-3-3/SHStroke U-3/S 39-2 
FB-3-1/2" 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 5°A.T.D.C. Close 48®A.B.D*C • Open la A.T.D«C* 

VALVE CLEARANCE Cold Intake *003" Exhaust .007" 

C ARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

2 oh abler Type Pump Cap 5'J Cal Type Press Cap 8 

PISTON RING Width Comp 1/fe" Diam. 3-3/£" Gap *022" * •O28* 
oil j/16" 3-1/2 

CLUTCH ?-8| X 9/61; GEAR RATIO 4.1 * 4.6 AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x 1{" x 9-7/3" Same 3A6” * 2" * 24-1/16" 
( 4 pe«) * 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.SingU Contact 2J. CP. 3 C.P. 3 C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, DICTATOR, 1928, MODEL GE 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permietion of National Automotive Service 



. $tu4«tfeafc$r-Pict at or.Model.. M. .Year.. 1920. 

.... C»X©0-R«wy ..Starter & Generator.....Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Bruih..19^. aapa.I65O r.p.nu. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..Clk*..-.,<>13**..015" - .025’' .600 

BATTERY..WlUrd..Type..SJTO-3.Volts... 6 .. Amps.99 .... 

Bat. to Frame Con. Positive.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.,018" - ,02li* 

Firing Order. . . Ignition Timing... JkaXaS.C.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/S" Gap.... ♦.OSS* Bore... 3-3/U" . Stroke.....27,3. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 5° A.T.D.C. C!o8e 53°A*B.B.C. Open .3®*f.?,.?.?.9.*..9.t.Close 10 A.T.B. C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Cold.Intake .0.03,-,0Q5nExhaust..«0Q.5."-,OQ7" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.StrwsbM*.. Type.Punp Cap3& 0»1.. Type ?TM<Cap 8 <*•... 

PISTON RING: Width...QP»P...l/j|" Diam..3r3/&".Gap...,.017".—P22" ... 
Oil 3/l6* .015 -,020 -oil 

CLUTCH. 9&X--9/6ll. GEAR RATIO.U.3.A ^,^AXLE. ..S«»t-.noatlnx. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

pLwl.9m.3A.6"..*.?!. *.? 
3/16" X Ig*1 X 9-7/B" ( h pos) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.SJnel*... ... Contact.S3..C.P.3.C.P.3.C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, PRESIDENT. 1929, MODELS FE AND FH 
Reproduced, from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Studebaker-PresidentModel.J?®"?? Year .*^29 

Dalco-R«ny.Starter & Generator.—.DelCQ-Rflwy.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush I9J *nps# I65O r#p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap 

,014" - .018" 

Contact Gap 

.015" - .025" 

Cut-In R.P.M. 

.650 

BATTERY. ..milmrd. ....Volts.... 6.... Amps. .Ill 

Bat. to Frame Con.Positive. CONTACT BREAKER Gap... *Ql8"r*02V' 

Firing Order. . l-6r2r 5~^""3“7"4+... ... Ignition Timing.. C« . 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size... 7^".Gap...*025"... Bore.. - Stroke. U-3/^.39*2. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open Close.Open C^.Close 12pA.T»D» C._ 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Cold.Intake.•995*..Exhaust.. •99?”... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Strcmberg. Type.^P....Cap.-Si Type...^•••CapW*... 

PISTON RING: Width?®*?..V£" ..Diam.3-3/2":.Gap ,022"-.028" 
oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH..2rB?."...*..9/64." GEAR RATIO-J-.M-kO? AXLE....s«4.*?lw«.if„ 
Ii.Jl4.6Ii 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16n x 2&n x ( 2 jpcs) Sane aame as service 
3/^6,''i''^r i 12-7/6* (Tpcs). 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

....Single. ...Contact.21.C.P.3.C.P....3.C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WDUWG DIAGRAM, COMMANDER,. 1020, MODEL FD 
"Reproduced from National Service Manual by permiuion of National Automotive Service 
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.,StudehaJcar...ConinMiderModel. .KD. . Year 1929 . 

.Starter & Generator.. Dajeo-Keny ...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brueh 19| ampe, I65O r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..Dili". - ,.Q16"..01.5" . -. .025".. 550 . 

BATTERY.. HUlwtf..Type SJTO-3.Volts. J>.Amps, 90. . . 

Bat. to Frame Con.Posit ive. CONTACT BREAKER Gap»018"-.020" 

Firing Order. l.“4-2-5r8* Jr7.~4. Ignition Timing.,. 17,A* T»D. C, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. 7/13".Gap..025" Bore 5-1/1.6" ,Stroke VlA" .JO.Ot 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. T#Pr.C*.Close hB A. P.D. C. Open,ll3 .®?®.rO«C.G|ose12 A.T.D. C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot. .Intake*?.^" Exhaust ‘006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Stroriberg. TypePunp . Cap.jJ 0»1 Type?*!88 ®, Cap. ,6$ 0t* 

PISTON RING: Width.. 0°®P..1$" DiamJ"^/16”.Gap . *020*-.025" 
Oil 3/16" 

CLUTCH.9r3/W. GEAR RATIO,!*. !?*!*..# AXLE Se^l-floeting 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3A6.".*..l£'.',.X,.lZrl$”l2 Pfi.e)..Bum.§9»8 A8 ,8«rvi oe 
3/^6"*lS,’ x 9-7/B" (U pee) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..*«*!•.Contact..?.C.P.-.3..CP. .3 C.P. 
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STUDEBAKER WIRING DIAGRAM, COMMANDER, 1929, MODEL GJ 
Reproduced from National Sendee Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 
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Studebaker-Conr*«ttder _ . f GJ ,r 1929 
Model Year 

Deloo-Reaqy Starter & Generator Deloo-Reny Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 1£§ amps, 16S0 r.p.m, 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

,QXU" - 8" pOIS" - .025m 600 

BATTERY Wllard Type SJWR-J Volts 6 Amps 90 

Bat to Frame Con Positive CONTACT BREAKER Gap •018" - .02^" 

Firing Order J.-U-2-6-3-5 Ignition Timing 7i®A.T.D.C. 

SPARKPLUG FNG1NE Taxable Hp 

Size Gap «025* Bore 3*3/®" Stroke 21*5 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 5°A,.T.D.C. Close 530^*®"^*^* Open ^•Close 

VAI VE Cl EARANCE Cold Intake #003-,005'’fexhaust .OO5-.OO7" 

C ARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Strcmberg Type Pump Cap 3^ G*1 Type Prose Cap 8 

PISTON RING Width ComP X/?'' Diam 3-3/®" Gap *°20 "Oil 
Oil 3/I6 .017 -.022" PI* 

CLUTCH 9f x 9/6U" GEAR RATIO 3*91 *U.lAXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

jA6" x X*" X X2-7/&* ( 2 pcs ) Same $sm© as Service 
3/16" x 15" x 9-7/B" ( U pea ) 

Lighting Headlights Dach Sr Tail Side Lamps 

Slagl* Contact a cp 3 cp 3 cp 
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STUTZ WIRING DIAGRAM, 1926, SERIES AA 
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Stut* Model S*rie» AA Year 1926 

Del CO.-Remy Starter & Generator 

Regulation 

Third BruMi 

Delco-Remy Igmtwn 

Max Chg rate and speed 

9-12 or pa, 1B00-20QQ r.p,m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut in R P M 

,01it - .018" .018" - .025" 575 

BATTERY Pixatolite Type 617 SHK Volts 6 Amps 170 

Bat to Frame Con Negative CONTACT BREAKER Gap *018- ,0214." 

Firing Order l-6-2-5-£-3-7-k Ignition Timing 15° 8.T.D.C. a^V. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size Metric Gap *Q22" Bore 3“3/l6"stroke U-V*” 32*52 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING FXHAUST VALVE 1IM1NG 

Open 10°A.T.D. C.Close5^°A,B,P,Ca Open W>°A.B,C, C. Clot>e 10°A.T.P.C • 

Hot Intake *026* Exhaust .026" 

COOLING SYSTTM OILING S\STEM 

Type Fuirp Cap 7 Gal Type For co Cap 12 Qts 

1/8" Diam 3-3/16" Cap .005 - .006" 

GFAR RATIO 5 AXLE -floating 

BRAKES 

Rear Hand 

1/8" x *-7/3" x 6Sro* Vl6" x 2s" * 18&w 
( 6 pcs) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Contact 21-21 CP . 2 , C P. — CP 

VALVF CLEARANCE 

CARBURETOR 

Zsnith 

PISTON RING Width 

CLUTCH B 4 8 

Front 
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STUTZ WIRING DIAGRAM, 1927, SERIES AA 
Reproduced from National Service Manual by permission of National Automotive Service 



Stuts Model..Year.19*7. 

.Djilo.OrR.Oany.Starter & Generator......D.el.OO-*JRfiny.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Tfttrd.Jru*h.9.-\2..wtP.8a... 1000-2000 r,p.«a« 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.,010".«.Q25".575 .. 

BATTERY Pronto lit*..Type...6l? J5HK.Volts . 6. . Amps. 170. 

Bat. to Frame Con.Kegatly*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. ..•015 - .-.020" 

Firing Order. ...lr6~2r5.*8*3*:7TU. Ignition Timing.15?.. P.*T.-D*C... *dy. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ¥®.^rl®Gap. •P.??. Bore...3*?/!*.Stroke... k".!/?.. . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING . EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 10°A• T, D. C.,.Close .50 0A.Bt.P, C... Open J460A.B?D?C.Close.1Q°A.T .D.C,... 

VALVE CLEARANCE ... Eo.t.Intake.,028".Exhaust . .028" . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.Zenith. Type.Pwnp.. Cap.7 G*1... Type.Pp.rce.Cap...12 Qta 

PISTON RING: Width.}/?*..Diam.^A".Gap. . T006" 

CLUTCH... B.A .JB. GEAR RATIO. . . .4.75. .. AXLE.. S«l-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

l/S" x 1-7/6." x 61” Sane 3/16" x 2j" x 10j" 
.( 6 pcs)... 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Si.-TCl.?.Contact..C.P..C.P. ..£.c.P, 
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Stut i .Model.Swl*» BB.Year.I?2®. 

.DelOOrRray...Starter & Generator......BfilSS.rJRexy.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Uiir4..*nwJ»..9-^..».p.*a...?®oo.-20.PP...>:*Pt*r.... 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..pip"...025*.575. 

BATTERY.. . .Type_..$*7.®?.Volts... 4. Ampa... AT?  

Bat. to Frame Con.It®. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...,s017". 

Firing Order . l-6-2-5.r8.t'3”7.T.U. Ignition Timing...15?...B«XfP« P.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size. ^®**.l.?.Gap....*.Q22 Bore.3li-..Stroke...4&..?5*®. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 10°A.T.D. C. Close5Q°A.*.B.t.P.t9*... Open.¥°A-.B.r.?.r.('.-..CIose .10°M.-D'.C’ . 

VALVE CLEARANCE..0?*.Intake...*.?®".Exhaust ... •?.®.". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Type.Fd^P ..Cap .7.Q*V.. Type?P.r®®..Cap..^?..^.8.. 

PISTON RING: Width.V®".Diam....3.i"..Gap....•P?5..-..t??e! . 

CLUTCH B. *.B. GEAR RATIO...4*75 ... AXLE....6*®1.-*'1.?**!"? 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/l$"..*.1:1"..*. 17.'.'..same.. 1/6* « 2t" x 20*. 
( U pee) 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.SiiKl.e..... .Contact. *3.C.P.....?.C.P.A.C.P. 
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..W»t« .Model V.Year. 1929. 

.Dolfi.P-H«ny..Starter & Generator.Delco-Remy.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 10-12 amps, 1600 r*p.m* 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.QlL - .020"..015. .020" .600 

BATTERY, Prestolite .Type* 6175 . Volts..6-8. Amps..1.??.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.H«*t.iYe. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.. .017." .... 

Firing Order. I“6”2r5e£?t3“7”4. -. Ignition Timing....!??. JB.X.D.C. adv, . 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. ...7/61...Gap.... *.®.??.7. Bore. 3.T?/6".Stroke.M"..36.45 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 7?A.T.p, C,...Close .47?A.*.? .p.C. Opfn49^LT«D»C* nntt>r!*LP«C.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.... Hot.Intake.*035" Exhaust.,026".. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Zenith Duplex. Type.**"? Cap 7 0#1.. Type.Prees.Cap. 1? Qte 

PISTON RING: Width... Comp.. 1/6". Diam.3-3/&" .Gap *°P5 - -008 " 
Oil 5/16" 

CLUTCH. .Single.Disc GEAR RATIO....4*5.. AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

.3/1.6"...x.lF.:.* 34".3/1.67..* ll" *.3.47..1/6.7.3.2*7..*.20." .... 
per wheel per wheel 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamp^ 

....Si*>j(0L.9.Contact.3?._.C.P.3.C.P.3.C.P. 
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....Model.7-*.Year.. 

..P.OlPP-Bosy...Starter & Generator......SPrR«Q?.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third..Brua-h.9*12. aapa#..J.8Q0-2Q00 r*p*m..  

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

rOXl|. - .020" .015 - -025" 600 

BATTERY.. ^iUard . ...Type...15 .Volts... 6. . Amps.. 100 . 

Bat. to Frame Con.£«S*ti ve CONTACT BREAKER Gap.. .022". 

Firing Order. . Ignition Timing. ..•945." B.T.D.C. adv. 

SPARKPLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. M«trioGap..*0.25".. Bore.3-3/®" Stroke. .3^*5 . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open l°20l.Close. 50° .2Q! . Open 4l°. 20! ... Close U° 20 * 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.f.QpQn.Exhaust. *012" .... 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.y.0.tos?n. Type.Pmnp ..Cap...B*5 Gal Type.?™®#.Cap 7 Q*a 

PISTON RING: Width.Diam ......Gap. •°95 - . *015”. 

CLUTCH.. Pry...?lAte. GEAR RATIO. .4*45.. AXLE....^Tn. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

I31."*1*.Contact.DU.-.21 ...C.P. WL 3.C.P. HI..1.C.P. 
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.IhiMMIft.Model.96 .Year 1926-27-28. .. 

.Starter & Generator.....Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Thi rdBruah.12 ampa, 2000 r.p.m. 

|p.ELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

..010" ,030". ..025 - ,035" ..675 

BATTERY. JM.lt. .Type. 3 ^7-5.^ / .Volts.. ^ Amps., ^ 

Bat. to Frame Con- * . CONTACT BREAKER Gap •018' 

Firing Order. . 1-3^1a*£ 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size..7/6".Gap.-025". Bore 3-1/13" Stroke ll-3/S".15.6 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open IJ5.C..Closeil0®A,8,]G,C... Openlj6°B.B.D.C. close. T.C.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE .. Hot .Intake..006" Exhaust .006" 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM .OILING SYSTEM 

Til lots*. TypePU“P Cap2! .0*1. Type Press.Cap . 5 . 

PISTON RING: Width. . l/$".DiamJ-l/S".Gap..?0P5".-. .010" 

CLUTCH ..Disc. GEAR RATIO... . , AXLE.,. Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

front Rear Hand 

.5/3^..x..li,,..x.T9iM.5/3.2”. x 1-.7/&" x .3.4-7/8rt.5/32” x 1-7/S" x 3l|-7/&" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

..Single.Contact.21.c.P.3. .C.P. C.P 
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TKhJLPF** Six Model 93A Year 1927-2$ 

Au^pUt* Starter & Generator Autolite Ignition 

Regulation Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 12 amps, 2000 r*p.a. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R Pj\L_ 

,9*0 - ,930" .02$ - .035" . 675 

BATTERY 0.S.L. Type 3 CYX 6X6 Volts. 6 Amps 96 

Bat to Frame Con CONTACT BREAKER Gap *018" 

Firing Order 1-5-3-6-2-4 Ignition Timing 6° B.T. 5. C, tdy, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/^" Gap >Q25" Bore 3" Stroke 4" ?1,6 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VAL'.’F TIMING 

Ooen 5°A.T.P.C. Close 1*5°A.B.P.C, Open39°8.B.D,C. Close5°A.I. u. 0- 

VALVE CLEARANCE Hot Intake .008" Exhaust *008" 

CARBURETOR COOLING S\STEM OILING S\STEM 

Tillotaoj Type Pump Cap 3»1/8(3*1 Type Press Cap6 Ota 

PISTON RING Width l/8" Diam 3" Gap .095 - .010’’ 

C1UTCH Pi so GEARRATIO 5»U AXLE Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Hear Hand 

.5,32" x lg1 x 5/32" x 1-7/8" x 34-7/8" 5fa" * 1-7/8" x 34-7/fc" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

SiHtl* Contact 3 CF 3CP — CP 
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.Six.Model.9®.Year. 

. ..Autolitfi.Starter & Generator...^tolite.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brueh 12 amps, 2000 r.p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

. •010..-. .030". .02S - .035".675 

BATTERY U.S.l. . Type.J.CVX 6X6 . Volts...6 Amps.?6 

Bat. to Frame Con... . CONTACT BREAKER Gap. •P*®!’. ... 

Firing Order. . l.-5r 3-6-2 rll. Ignition Timing...1Q°B•T.p. C* ftdv 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

S3ze..-7/f?." Gap...*025  Bore J“^/8 Stroke . 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.. 7-®A.*.T.fcD.«.C*...Close399A.»B.»I)s.P*... Open-3®??.*®*.®* P*..Close 2°B.T •V.C. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.._.Intake.•Q06".Exhaust ..•996". . 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

... Type. Cap. 3^ Type. ^r®®?.Cap...7 .9^®.... 

PISTON RING: Width2-l/8‘‘.Diain..Gap. *005 - *010* 

CLUTCH... PM.©. GEAR RATIO.^r8?. AXLE... S*ni."?lo®tin? 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/'3?". .1?!". .5/^.2" .*.1-7/8" x jl»-7/6" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

...Sing,.*.Contact.?}..C.P.?..C.P..C.P. 
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Whippet .Model.4.5*A .Year. 1929 

..Starter & Generator..^...Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

.Third Brueh.12 trfia*.2000 r*p*m*. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.*010 - *030”..025-.035”. .675. 

BATTERY.U.S.L..Type.3.CVX5l6A,..Volts.... 6..... Amps.. .96.. 

Bat. to Frame Con.-Negative.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap...Q16",..,. 

Firing Order 1-3-U-2  .. Ignition Timing. ..T...P.t.Pr.. ®^T.?__ 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size...7/fe!. Gap *.02.5". Bore...3-1/?.!....Stroke^-feSA"  ..?5.t.6. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 7.°A,T.I),C...cio8e.390A.B.rP,C.OpenJ8°B.B.D. C. Closc. 20A.T,p,C._ _ 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.. ..».0QU!.Exhaust.•9P6.". 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

..Tillotscn. Typc..Ptap..Cap.2rV®..0»Type..ProB?.Cap5.Q!;®.  

PISTON RING: Width..?-Vg".Diam... I-?/!?".Gap.. •°?5•plO” 
1-5/52" 

CtUTCH.W.*p. GEAR RATI0.....4-.55.. AXLE. .. Semi-floating 

■Brakes 

Front Rear Hand 

Vi?!. .S/g" X 1-7/6“ x 514-7/6".5/32" .X..1-7/8" x 

I :ghting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

. ,P«uW*.Contact jfe3L .. .C.P. .1.C.P...C.P. 
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.KWpp.rt.BiK.Model....9®..A.Year.192?.. 

.Autoli.te......Starter & Generator...AMtpJ.it*.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 12 amps, 1500 r*p*m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.....025.-...035.”.„.6?5.. 

BATTERY......B*5^L..Type3CS36*&k.Volts.,.6.Amps.. ,U5.. 

. Bat. to Frame Con.Jtogrti.tr*. CONTACT BREAKER Gap I®?®.*. 

Firing Order . l!f5”3*6*2jJt. Ignition Timing...®®...??.?.•.?* *^T?.  

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size....7/®".....Gap •.9.25.... Bore  Stroke.....?!!?/?...??.!.!*.. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open .7?A.».7*P».P*...Clo9e..39?Ar??P?,0:. Open?®0®.*.®r.P.t.P*..1 Close. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.Hot.Intake.^"....Eriianst.•.99$.!. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.^80n. Type.Pump .Cap 3-7/8 .0 Type.Pr®.?®.Cap...A..Qt*.. 

PISTON RING: Width.2-V&".Diam...3.-!/3".Gap... •PQ5..-. ..010* 
1-5/32" 

CLUTCH.Wee.. GEAR RATIO....U..55. AXLE.... Semi-floating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

..5/32"...x..la". x 2li-3/32"....5/3-2".K. l-7/®”..x 3lt-7/fe.".. .5/32".. x, 1-7/®".. * 3U-7/6" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

... E01M.*..Contact...®.?®!.C.P.3..2-21C.P.~.C.P. 
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Knight .Model. 56 .Year. 192B 

.Sitoll.te.Starter & Generator..Antalite.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 12 mps, 1800 r*p.m. 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cul-in R.P.M. 

. .0lQ*.-..*Q3Qn..♦025"..-....035w. 750 

BATTERY. ..W.S.L..Typt3SfT^^.Volts....6 ... Amps.. V1? 

Bat. to Frame Con.**S***7*.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap. •0ie" 

Firing Order.lr? 5rZr6r2?rh. Ignition Timing..C. *dv, 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size.. 7/6" .Gap. .025" ... Bore M5A6"Stroke.3-7/3".20.7 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. Open.. 50#B-B-P-C-Close5°A.T.D.C.. 

VALVE CLEARANCE..Intake.Exhaust. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.TiXl«tnpn. Type .PuaP .Cap.Ji .0*1.. Type.?T.®.a»..Cap®. <*•. . 

PISTON RING: Width.*/#.".Diam.. 2-3L5A$"..Gap.*9*9" top. . 
•0D5-.010" other 

CLUTCH. ...Wf.S . GEAR RATIO. . AXLE.?.«*#“?lo8ti?>!5 ... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear* Hand 

3A6."5ai"*32-iA6". 5/32Bxlr7/B"*34-7/0".. 5/32"*lr7/®".*5J4r7/®.". 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.. Peubje..Contact... 23,-2X.C.P. . 3 .. . 3-45 C.P.3. C P. 
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.UllyA. lP-i.6*..Model.66a.Year.. 

.Autelite..Starter & Generator....-..Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Bruah 12 amps, 2000 r,p*m, 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

.010 - .030"..025 - .055" _675 

BATTERY.H.S.L..Type...3 HW 8. X k .Voits... 6..Amps.!6^ 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap.... •018". 

Firing Order lr5“3.r6-2-l|. Ignition Timing...!?®..?*.?. p. C, adv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Sire. 7/8".Gap ..025". . Bore 3-3/8" ..Stroke hr*A".27 A. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open. 10OA.T.,D.C.ciose330A.B.T.C. Open.59°B*B •E*.C.,..Close5°A*T-D-c'. 

VALVE CLEARANCE.(Sleeve).intake.Exhaust. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Ti 11 ot son. Type. Pump. Cap .5^ 0*1. Typ>Pre««r»P 8 0?* 

PISTON RING: Width..3rl/8". Diam.3-3/8".. Gap... ^95 
1-3/16" 

CLUTCH... .**?!?. GEAR RATIO.kfl. AXLE.j/k A.??*-?... 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

5/16” x 2" x. 31-7/6" 3A6" x 2" x 39-lA" 5/32" x 1-5/8" x 2tOr7A6" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

.Contact..C.P..?r2-C.P..C.P. 
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Willy* Knight . Model 70 A Year 1927-28 

Starter & Generator Axrtolite Ignition 

Rein Nation ' Max Chg rate and speed 

Third Brush 12. imps* 200 0 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut inRPM 

,oio-«030m .025-.035w 675 

BATTERY 0.5.1. Type JHVX 7 Xl* Volts 6 Amps 11*2 

Bat to Frame Con Negative CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018" 

firing Order 1—5-3”6-2-U Ignition Timing 8° Ji.T.P.C. edv. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp 

Size 7/8" Gap *025" Bore 2-l?/l6H Stroke M/8" . 20.7 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open 1Q°A.T,D. <J. Close 35°A.B.D.C. Open • 5.Close ®* 

VALVE CLEARANCE intake Exhaust 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

Til lot non TypePutnp Cap h ®*1 Type Pree*Cap 8 Qts 

PISTON RING Width 1/8" Diam 2-15/16" Gap .005 - .010" 

CLUTCH W»c GEARRATIO 5*11 AXLE Seoi-fl eating 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" x l}" x 31-7/16" 3/16" x 1?" x 39}" 3/16" x U" x 20f" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

Contact 21-21 CP ? ?-21CP 3 CP 
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... .Model.. ..7QB.Year. . . 

• Autolit* .Starter & Generator...-.Antalito.Ignition 

Regulation Max. Chg. rate and speed 

Third Brush 12 mps, 1800 r.pjn, 

RELAY Air Gap Contact Gap Cut-in R.P.M. 

,010" - ,,930"..025" - .035".750 

BATTERY fl.S.l, .Typ5HVl6-X6A Volts..6 Amps..1.2?.... 

Bat. to Frame Con.. CONTACT BREAKER Gap .018". 

Firing Order. . 1«5.“3-6"!2t.U.. Ignition Timing.®0®...?.-?* C. adr.. 

SPARK PLUG ENGINE Taxable Hp. 

Size . 7/3".Gap . •02.5"... Bore.2”1?/16" Stroke MF . 20 *7. 

INTAKE VALVE TIMING EXHAUST VALVE TIMING 

Open.l0°A*TaBtC,..Close 35®A*.?*P«C« Open.30^®»®*^* C. Close 

VALVE CLEARANCE.. .(Sl.OOTo).Intake.Exhaust. 

CARBURETOR COOLING SYSTEM OILING SYSTEM 

.. Tillotspn. Type.Pump Cap Gal Type. Pr®**Cap 8 . 

PISTON RING: Width..l/P.Diam. 2-15/l6n. Gap •010" toPM 
,005-*010n other 

CLUTCH Pi*ft. GEARRATIO.. AXLE. 

BRAKES 

Front Rear Hand 

3/16" * .lt"..x.32rVt6".5/3.2". X 1-7/6" X 31-7/6". .5/5.2". *1-7/6" * 3U-7/8" 

Lighting Headlights Dash & Tail Side Lamps 

...Doubl*.Contact.2-21.c.P. .3.2r21 c p.3.c.P. 
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ELECTRICAL REPAIRS 
PART I 

TESTING EQUIPMENT 

The repair of electrical equipment is not often attempted by 

the ordinary garage repair man because he does not understand the 

methods of testing the different units or does not have the necessary 

equipment. 

Every repair man should know how to test for trouble in con¬ 

nection with the electrical units and a knowledge of the different 

parts of the electrical equipment is essential if correct electrical 

repairs are to be made. If the principle upon which the different 

units operate is known, a test can readily be made. Of course, there 

are parts of the electrical system which need special tools and equip¬ 

ment, as in the case of armature repairs, but the simple tests should 

be made before the unit is sent out for repair in order to determine 

the cost of the repair. 

The best type of equipment proves to be the most economical 

in the end, and it should be purchased from manufacturers who make 

a specialty of such equipment. Instruments, such as voltmeters 

and ampere meters, should always be purchased, and only the best 

instruments can be relied upon to give accurate readings. In the 

following pages some equipment is shown that is used for electrical 

tests. Some parts of this equipment can be made by a person who is 

handy with tools. 
The simple lamp test outfit is the handiest type to use in making 

general tests. The set, Fig. 1, is for use with outside power, but a 

similar set can by made for use with the ordinary storage battery. 

The difference between the two sets is in the type of bulb used in the 

socket. A 6-volt lamp must be used in a car having a 6-volt battery, 

and a 12-volt lamp must be used with a 12-volt battery. 

A .service station or repair shop that can make repairs to elec¬ 

trical equipment will find that a great deal more business will come 

to the shop than if only mechanical repairs can be made. A repair 
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2 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

man who knows how to make accurate tests when hunting trouble in 

the electrical side of the automobile will find that his services will 

always be in demand and a study of the following pages on the 

equipment and methods used for electrical work will be very hdpful 

to all who are interested in the automobile. 

Take a porcelain base socket, screw it to a piece of board to 

form a base. Connect one side of this lamp sbcket to a standard 

screw plug. Procure two pieces of brass or steel rod and file or 

grind them to a long tapering point. These rods should be about 

6 inches long and tapering half their length to a sharp point. Con¬ 

nect the other side of the lamp socket to one of these points and 

connect the second point to the other terminal of the screw plug. 

Ordinary lamp cord can be used for the connections. For 

fastening to the test points it should be bared for several inches, 

wrapped solidly around the metal rods at their blunt ends, and 
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soldered fast in place. The joints should be heavily wrapped with 

cape or covered with other insulating material to form a handle, 

as shown in the illustration, Fig. 1. As shown by the diagram 

forming part of this illustration, it will be seen that the lamp is in 

series with one of the points, but that when the circuit is closed by 

bringing the two points together, the lamp is in multiple with the 

main circuit. The lamp should be of the carbon-filament type 

owing to its greater durability. As a lamp of 

this type of 16 c-p. only consumes a little over 

50 watts at 110 volts, or approximately half an 

ampere of current, there is no danger of injuring 

any of the apparatus on the automobile through 

its use. Sufficient cord should be allowed on 

either side of the lamp to permit of connecting 

it up with the outlet conveniently. 

In using this test outfit, the two test points 

are pressed on places between which no current 

should pass, and if the lamp lights it indicates 

that there is a ground between those points. 

For example, suppose there were a ground 

between the generator and the switch so that 

no current reached the latter, the lamp would 

not light when the test points were placed on 

terminal^ 1 and 7 of the diagram, the gener¬ 

ator then being in operation. But a little 

searching along this circuit would soon show 

where it was grounded, thus making it easy to 

locate the break or ground. Fig. 2 is a graphic 

illustration of a ground causing a short circuit, 

due to worn insulation. Much more satisfactory results can be 

obtained with a test set of this nature than with either an expensive 

hand ringing magneto test set, or with a set consisting of a bell or 

buzzer and a few dry cells. The former is unnecessarily expensive for 

the purpose while the latter has not sufficient potential to force the 

current through grounds or breaks that present too great a resistance, 

whereas the higher voltage of the lamp test set will cause it to give 

an indication where the battery set would not. With the aid of 

such a set, every circuit shown on even the most complicated of 

Fig. 2. Diagram of 
Ground or Short 

Circuit 
Courtesy of Gray and 

Davis Company 
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2 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

man who knows how to make accurate tests when hunting trouble in 

the electrical side of the automobile will find that his services will 

always be in demand and a study of the following pages on the 

equipment and methods used for electrical work will be very helpful 

to all who are interested in the automobile. 

Take a porcelain base socket, screw it to a piece of board to 

form a base. Connect one side of this lamp sbcket to a standard 

screw plug. Procure two pieces of brass or steel rod and file or 

grind them to a long tapering point. These rods should be about 

6 inches long and tapering half their length to a sharp point. Con¬ 

nect the other side of the lamp socket to one of these points and 

connect the second point to the other terminal of the screw plug. 

Ordinary lamp cord can be used for the connections. For 

fastening to the test points it should be bared for several inches, 

wrapped solidly around the metal rods at their blunt ends, and 
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soldered fast in place. The joints should be heavily wrapped with 

tape or covered with other insulating material to form a handle, 

as shown in the illustration, Fig. 1. As shown by the diagram 

forming part of this illustration, it will be seen that the lamp is in 

series with one of the points, but that when the circuit is closed by 

bringing the two points together, the lamp is in multiple with the 

main circuit. The lamp should be of the carbon-filament type 

owing to its greater durability. As a lamp of 

this type of 16 c-p. only consumes a little over 

50 watts at 110 volts, or approximately half an 

ampere of current, there is no danger of injuring 

any of the apparatus on the automobile through 

its use. Sufficient cord should be allowed on 

either side of the lamp to permit of connecting 

it up with the outlet conveniently. 

In using this test outfit, the two test points 

are pressed on places between which no current 

should pass, and if the lamp lights it indicates 

that there is a ground between those points. 

For example, suppose there were a ground 

between the generator and the switch so that 

no current reached the latter, the lamp would 

not light when the test points wrere placed on 

terminals 1 and 7 of the diagram, the gener¬ 

ator then being in operation. But a little 

searching along this circuit would soon show 

where it wras grounded, thus making it easy to 

locate the break or ground. Fig. 2 is a graphic 

illustration of a ground causing a short circuit, 

due to worn insulation. Much more satisfactory results can be 

obtained with a test set of this nature than with either an expensive 

hand ringing magneto test set, or with a set consisting of a bell or 

buzzer and a few dry cells. The former is unnecessarily expensive for 

the purpose while the latter has not sufficient potential to force the 

current through grounds or breaks that present too great a resistance, 

whereas the higher voltage of the lamp test set will cause it to give 

an indication where the battery set would not. With the aid of 

such a set, every circuit shown on even the most complicated of 

Circuit 

Courtesy of Gray and 
Davis Company 
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4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

wiring diagrams can be tested in fifteen to twenty minutes, maybe 

less, depending upon how accessible the connections of the various 

circuits happen to be. 

If preferred, owing to greater convenience, a 6-volt lamp can 

be used in the socket of the test set and current from the car battery 

can be utilized for testing. In case the car happens to have either 

a 12-volt or a 24-volt system, connect lamp terminals to but three 

of the cells. Should the lamp not light to full incandescence it 

Fig 3 Portable Combination Volt-Ammeter for Testing 

will indicate that the battery is weak, and a battery that is in good 

condition should replace the weak one. 

In case the battery does not respond to any of the ordinary 

methods of treatment given then, it will usually be found preferable 

to refer it to the nearest service station of the battery manufacturer. 

This is particularly the case where after refilling with distilled water 

to the proper level and slowly recharging, the battery does not in¬ 

crease in voltage and specific gravity reading with the hydrometer* 

as it will need overhauling before it can give good service. 
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Always Test the Lamp. Whether a standard 110-volt lamp 

or one of the 6-volt type (for which an adapter may be necessary 

to fit the standard socket) is used, it is a good precaution always 

to test the lamp itself before going over the wiring on the car. This 

will avoid the necessity for blaming things generally after failing 

to find any circuit at all—after fifteen miutes of trying everything 

on the car—due to the lamp 

having a broken filament or 

one of its connections hav¬ 

ing loosened up. 

Special Testing Instru¬ 

ments. For the garage that 

claims to be fully equipped 

to give all necessary atten¬ 

tion to the electrical system 

of the modem car, some¬ 

thing more than the simple 

lamp testing outfit is nec¬ 

essary. Portable volt- 

ammeters such as shown in 

Fig. 3 are made specially 

for this purpose. This is 

a Weston combination volt- 

ammeter, the voltmeter 

being provided with a 0-30, 

0-3, and 0 to iV scales for 

making voltage tests, to¬ 

gether with three shunts 

having a capacity of 0-300, 

0-30, and 0-3 amperes, re- 
spectivelv. which are used Fig. 4- Diagram Showing 3-Volt Scale Connected 
r * across a Circuit 

in connection with the 

iV-volt scale for making current measurements. A special set 

of calibrated leads for use with these shunts is also provided. 

With the aid of such an outfit, accurate tests can be made covering 

the condition and performance of every part of a: starting-lightin g 

and ignition installation. For example, a starting system may 

be otherwise in perfect working condition, but its operation causes 
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such an excessive demand on the storage battery that the generator 

is not capable of keeping the latter sufficiently charged. Generator 

tests, which are described later, having failed to show anything 

wrong with the dynamo, a test of the starting motor, using the 

0-300-ampere shunt of the instrument would doubtless show that 

an unnecessarily large amount of current was being demanded 

Fig 5 Diagram Showing 30-Volt Scale Connected 
across Storage Battery Terminals 

by the motor for its oper¬ 

ation, and indicate a fault 

in the latter. 

Voltage Tests. When 

the instrument is used as 

a voltmeter it is neces¬ 

sary to select the proper 

scale for the circuit, and 

if there is any doubt it 

is well to start with the 

30-volt scale. For test¬ 

ing individual cells of the 

storage battery the 3-volt 

scale would naturally be 

used, while for testing 

the entire battery, the 

30-volt scale would be 

the proper one to apply. 

The proper method of 

connecting the voltmeter 

to the circuit is shown 

by the diagrams, Figs. 

4 and 5. It is neces¬ 

sary to connect the posi¬ 

tive side of the meter 

to the positive side of the circuit and the other terminal to the 

negative. Where the polarity of the circuit is not known, thi3 

can be readily determined by a trial reading. If the pointer moves 

to the right, the connections are properly made; in case it moves 

to the left, it will be necessary to reverse the connections, which 

should be done at the circuit terminals and not at the meter, to 

avoid any accidental short circuits. 
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Ammeter Readings. When using the ammeter to determine 

the amount of current consumed by any of the apparatus, such as 

the starting motor or the lamps, it is necessary to first select the 

proper shunt. Should the value of the current to be measured be 

unknown, it is well always to start with the 300-ampere shunt 

Fig. 6. Diagram Showing Method of Connecting Ammeter to 300-Ampere Shunt 

and then insert the 30-ampere shunt in case the reading shows the 

current to be less than 30 amperes. These shunts are connected 

in the manner shown by Fig. 6, and as will be plain from this 

diagram, all shunts are connected in the circuit in a similar manner. 

The connections always remaining the same, it is only .necessary 
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to substitute the different shunts as required by the circuit to be 

measured. If the polarity be reversed, it is only necessary to shift 

the connections from the ammeter to the shunt which should be 

done at the latter, there being no necessity to change the con¬ 

nections of the shunt itself to the circuit. 

The 300-ampere shunt must always be used for measuring the 

starting current, as the latter will rarely have a value of less than 

200 amperes when the switch is first closed owing to the necessity 

of exerting great power at first to overcome the inertia of the gasoline 

engine, particularly at a low temperature when the lubricating oil 

has become gummed. Cables of the same size as those employed 

on the starting-motor circuit of the car should be provided for con¬ 

necting up the shunt to make the tests. The 30-ampere shunt is 

employed for measuring the charging current to the battery, while 

the 3-ampere shunt is used for the individual lighting circuits or for 

the primary ignition current. 

Care should be taken to use instruments of the proper capacity 

so that no damage will be done to the delicate mechanism of the 

testing instrument. If an ammeter of 30 ampere capacity is used 

to test the amperage in a battery of 200 ampere capacity the 

mechanism inside the instrument will be damaged beyond repair. 

Growler Armature Tester. This type of tester is the most 

efficient, and results are obtained quicker than by other methods. 

Several makes may be had. In selecting one, be sure that it has 

sufficient strength to do the work, as some of them are too small 

or have insufficient saturation to give results. 

The principle of the growler is the same as that of the trans¬ 

former, and it operates on alternating current, generally 110 volts. 

Fig. 7 shows a good design. The two coils A form the primary 

of the transformer; the frame and pole pieces B, the magnetic cir¬ 

cuit, which is open. 

When an armature is placed between the pole pieces, the 

armature core completes this circuit. The armature conduc¬ 

tors form the secondary winding, and if there are no short- 

circuits in the coils, very little current or voltage is induced 

in the windings, as in any transformer. Should there be a 

shorted coil, a heavy current is induced owing to the closed circuit 

of the short-circuited coil. This sets up a heavy vibration at the 
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slot carrying the shorted coil, which can be felt, or heard, by 

placing a piece of thin steel or a hack-saw blade over the slot. 

Operation. In testing, the armature is slowly revolved in the 

growler, and each slot is felt with the saw blade, as it comes to 

the top. If the armature is left on for a few minutes, the short- 

circuited coil will become hot and will eventually burn out. Com¬ 

mutator shorts due to small particles of copper dragged over the 

insulation when turning, commonly called “bugs,” will be burned 

off by this heavy induced current. A poorly designed growler will 

not do this. In testing for an open coil, short-circuit each com¬ 

mutator segment in turn as the armature is revolved; each seg- 

»JUVUIU gl V V U tJJi/UJLlli 

owing to the induced cur¬ 

rent. In case of an open 

coil, no spark will result. 

In testing for grounds such 

as between the commutator 

and the armature shaft, a 

grounded winding will cause 

a spark. 

Design. The following 

is an efficient design of 

growler that may be readily 

built in the shop, in case it 

is not desired to buy one: 

In Fig. 8 is shown a lamination of the proper shape and 

size cut from ordinary sheet iron and with three holes drilled for 

the holding bolts. There should be enough laminations to build 

up to a thickness of 2\ inches, and the whole assembly should 

then be bolted together. Although sheet-iron laminations are the 

most efficient, the lessened efficiency of cast iron makes very little 

difference, as the growler is only used for a short time and the 

cast iron does not have time to heat. 

To make the cast laminations, a pattern should be cut from 

J-inch pine to the shape of Fig. 8. The small lugs at the bot¬ 
tom are for the feet to bolt to the bench. The holes should be 

drilled after casting. The pattern should have three coats of 

shellac and should be sandpapered after each coat has been 
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applied. Nine castings are necessary. Smooth up the castings on 

the sides and stack them together; hold them with clamps, then 

drill three £-inch holes through the whole assembly, as located in 

Fig. 8; and with the clamp still in place, rivet them together 

with J-inch iron rod. Do not set the rivets too tightly as the 

iron is likely to crack. Drill two J-inch holes in the legs, as 

at Cy Fig. 7; these holes can be drilled from the bottom very 

easily. 

The assembled frame can now be smoothed up on the emery 

wheel, especially the surface of the pole pieces B. The coils A 

are wound up on a wooden form, and each coil consists of 175 

turns of No. 14 B.&S. gage copper magnet wire, each wound in 

the same direction. Leads should be brought out, using lamp cord. 

The coils are taped as shown in the illustration and are well shel¬ 

lacked. The two coils are placed on the frame, with the two 

inner leads at the same side; these two leads are connected together, 

and the two outside leads are brought out and connected to a 

110-volt alternating-current circuit through a switch. As it is 

easy to forget to turn off the growler and as it makes no noise 

when there is no armature on it, it is well to connect a lamp in 

the circuit, Fig. 9, using a snap switch to turn it off and on* 
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Undercutting Machine. Most undercutting of commutators 

is done by hand with an old hack-saw blade and is both slow and 

unsatisfactory. There are several types of machines for doing 

this mechanically; some do a smooth job, but others take longer 

TO HO VOLTS 

Pig 9 Method of Wiring Growler 

and give worse results than the hack-saw blade. The revolving 

needle gives excellent results and is the quickest of any type. Its 

adaptability to commutators of various sizes and to different con¬ 

ditions and its quickness in setting up make it very valuable for 
quick repair and service work. 

Its work is clean cut and uniform, with no scratches left on tke 
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commutator. A design for a machine of this type is given for 

those wishing to make one, as there are but few on the market 

at present. 

Design. In Fig. 10 is given a side view of a motor-driven 

machine. The base A is made of cast iron 24 inches long, 

inches wide, and 1£ inches high; sliding on this base is a carriage 

B, made 3 inches wide and | inch thick, which slides on rails 

cut on the base. Mounted on the carriage are two center brack¬ 

ets C; these are bolted on with the nut D. The center screw E 

is adjustable; the center F is solid. The column H holds the 

motor and cutter assembly. The motor K should be about a 

^-horsepower, 110-volt, high-speed universal type, using either 
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alternating-current or direct-current. The motor is mounted on 

the spindle J and is held in adjustment by the set screw I on the 

column. The needle N is held in the shaft L by the set screw 0. 

The armature is placed between centers, the spindle J is 

adjusted to the proper height, and the carriage is moved back and 

forth by the handle P through the linkage R, cutting out the 

mica to the required depth. Fig. 11 shows an end view. The 

column H is ribbed for strength and is fastened to the base, 8 

inches from the end, with four ^-inch standard cap screws, an 

extra wide leg being cast on the base to support it. The set 

screw I is &-inch S.A.E. thread and is knurled. The handle 

operating the carriage is of f-inch fiber, and the lever is hinged on 

the bracket Q, which is cast on the base. The bracket Q is 1$ 

inches long and has a hole drilled and tapped for 10-32 screws; 

this bracket should be } inch thick and J inch wide. The base 

A has two rails cut on its top, the carriage B being planed to fit. 

These rails need not extend more than 6 inches on each end, as a 

lessened surface will reduce friction of the carriage. A bolt, or 

stud, is mounted rigid in the carriage, and a nut and washer hold 

it on; the slot should be slightly larger than the stud. The thread 

on this stud should be rather tight to prevent loosening, while the 

washer may be a spring or cupped washer to take up any varia¬ 

tion in the machining. 

The carriage also has a groove cut \ inch wide, extending 

within 6 inches of each end in the center of the casting. This is 

for the center standards C to slide in; by having both centers 

slide, any armature may be fitted quickly. The standards have a 

tongue which fits into the groove and is held by a j^-inch carriage 

bolt with the head turned thin; the squared portion of the bolt 

prevents turning while adjusting. The rear center is solid in the 

standard, while the front center is adjustable. The knurled screw 

E should be of f^-inch stock with an S.A.E. thread, both centers 

having a 60-degree taper. 

The needle assembly, Fig. 10, consists of a spindle A, on 

which is mounted the motor J screwed to the flange. The shaft 

jB is a piece of J-inch drill rod, which comes perfectly true and 

smooth. A collar C is pinned on with a f^-inch pin 0; the 

spindle is bored out to take two bronze bushings P and Q, which 
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are pressed in and reamed to i inch. An oil hole I is drilled to 

oil the upper bearing, the surplus oil running down the shaft and 

oiling the lower bearing. The shaft is placed in the spindle and a 

collar is pinned on at the top D. The detail sketch in Fig. 10 

shows the end of the shaft, which has a tongue G fitting into a 

slot M in the motor shaft H, giving a positive, though flexible, 

drive. 

The lower end of the shaft is drilled to take the needle E, 

which is held in by the knurled screw F. The needles are made 

of f-inch drill rod, turned down and having a round shoulder K 

for strength, the lower shank being of various diameters, depend¬ 

ing on the width of the slot to be undercut. It is best to make 

about three sizes of shanks. The point or cutting edge should be 

pointed and ground three sided, being careful to get each side the 

same and preserving a true center of the point. After the points 

are shaped, they should be tempered to a dull blue and finished 

with an oil stone. When the carriage is assembled on the base, 

place a little fine valve grinding compound and oil on the rails 

and grind in the surfaces to a smooth finish; this will ensure easy 

operation. Holes should be drilled in the base A and the machine 

fastened to the bench. 

Operation. To undercut an armature, place the armature 

between the centers, moving the centers so that the commutator 

will come under the needle, and screw up the adjustable center so 
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that the armature will be fairly tight. Select the size of needle 

suitable for the width of commutator slot, lower the needle so 

that it will cut away about ^ inch of mica, hold the armature 

steady with the slot opposite the needle, and steadily draw the 

needle into the slot, cutting a smooth groove the full length of the 

commutator; still holding the armature steady, withdraw the needle 

and cut the next slot, and so on. A little practice will make a 

smooth quick job. After all the slots are cut, place the armature 

in the lathe and take off the slight burrs with No. 00 sandpaper. 

Magneto Test Stand. For testing magnetos, a substantial 

device that may be quickly set up is necessary. Fig. 12 shows a 

simple design for such an apparatus. The vise A holds the mag¬ 

neto to be tested, clamping it tightly by the two screws B. The 

magneto has a pulley provided with the standard taper, which is 5 

degrees, or if a coupling is on the magneto that may be used for a 

pulley, a f-inch leather belt connecting this coupling with the 

motor pulley. The high-tension wires are connected to the adjust¬ 

able spark gap, and the magneto is then tested. The motor N 

should be a variable-speed, 110-volt, and, if possible, direct- 

current machine. A starting box is used, taking the return 

spring from the handle and using it for a regulator. This will not 
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damage the resistance, as it is only on a short time and the load 
is light. 

The magneto vise should have a brass base A. The screws 

are f-inch S.A.E. thread with a knurled handle, a flat button C 

being riveted to the screw at the countersunk portion 0; this pre¬ 

vents marring the magneto paint. The boss D on the base cast¬ 

ing makes the threaded hole stronger. The spark gap is mounted 

on a fiber base E, 4^"X6|"X|", fastened to the bench by the 

supports MM. The binding posts G are connected to the gap 

points F, which can be phonograph needles. The adjustable bar if 

is | inch square, iron or brass, and swings on the links II; the 

indicator hand J moves on the dial L and is connected to the bar 

by the link K. These three links are made of iron. 

The link K is so made that when the hand rests on I, the points 

F should clear the bar ^ inch, and the dial is laid off so that 

each calibration represents ^ inch; this gives a quick adjustment. 

The link I on the right-hand side should be connected to the sup¬ 

port My which, in turn, is grounded to the vise 4. 
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Generator Test Stand. To test and regulate generators 
properly after repairing and before placing on the car, some 

means must be provided to run the generator at various speeds. 

Such a test stand must be universal and easily set up. A test 

stand meeting these requirements is shown in Fig. 13. The 

baseplate A is cast iron, 10"X16", surfaced on the top. Column 

B is bolted to the baseplate and carries an adjustable head, which 

holds the driving assembly. The location of the column should 

be such that the center line of the chuck is in the center of the 

base. A threaded rod bent into a crank G raises and lowers the 

head; the rod should be xV inch with an S.A.E. thread. The lower 

end of the rod is turned with a 1-inch shoulder and fits into a 
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Fig. 15. Pulley Assembly for Generator Test Stand 

hole bored in the base; the upper end has a collar J pinned on, 

and the plate K takes the thrust in lowering the head. 

The head has a 45-degree angle groove cut in the body of the 

casting, Fig. 14, which fits into a similar tongue cut on the column. 

One side of the body casting A has the groove cut away slightly 

more to make room for a gib H and two adjusting screws 0 to take 

up the wear in the head. These screws G should be 12-24 iron 

screws and should have lock nuts. The boss B is for the adjust¬ 

ing rod and is threaded to receive it. The shaft runs on two 

annular ball bearings, the head casting being recessed at D to 

a press fit while the shoulder E prevents them from working 

loose. The hole F is for the shaft and is slightly larger than 
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the shaft, Fig. 15. A is the end that fits into the chuck collar; 

B is turned to a good light press fit in the bearings; the collar E 
is placed between the outer bearing and the pulley F and prevents 

the shaft from working out; the slot 0 is to drive the speed 

indicator; CC are the bearing seats; and D is the body casting. 

Between A and C and between E and C are two thin brass 

plates to keep the dirt out of the bearings. 

The chuck F, Fig. 13, is a 4-inch, three-jawed, universal 

type, fastened to a flange and pinned to the shaft Z). Any chuck 

will do for this, as being out of true will not make much difference. 

The speedometer is made from a Corbin-Brown head, and the 

scale should have an 80 m.p.h. limit. The hand is taken off and a 

blank glued to the old dial. The instrument is then recalibrated 

with a speed counter to read r.p.m. Having obtained this data on 

the blank, a neat dial may be drawn and glued on. The speedom¬ 

eter head is held on the carriage by an angle iron made of $"X3" 

iron, the coupling of the head fitting into the slot 6, Fig. 15. 

Take care to line up the head so that the coupling will be free at 

all positions of the shaft. Having the speedometer always opera¬ 

tive saves time in testing. The pulley E, Fig. 13,, should be 

about 4 inches in diameter and with a 2-inch face, while the 

motor pulley A should be 6 inches. 

The generators are held in the stand by a motorcycle chain 

attached to the screw M, Fig. 13, and hooked onto a stud. 

It is tightened by the hand nut N, this screw sliding in a slanting 

guide L; this guide is about 8 inches long and allows for different 
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sizes of generators. There are three studs to which the chain 

may be hooked. Holes are drilled in the base to fasten the gen¬ 

erator to the bench. Square generators line themselves when 

placed in the stand, while round-type generators are placed in a 

V-shaped casting, Fig. 16. This is a simple casting requiring no 

machine work, the bottom edges being filed so that it will set flat 

on the baseplate. 

Generator Test Bench. Fig. 17 shows a test bench that can be 

made for testing generators. The bench consists of a generator stand; 

a direct-current or an al¬ 

ternating-current motor, 

according to the power 

available; a 6- and 12- 

volt cut-out; switches of 

the 10-ampere double 

and single pole, single- 

and double throw type; 

15-volt meter; and am¬ 

meter to read 30-0-30 of 

the direct-current type. 

A pair of test points to 

work from a 110-volt 

line, a red lamp in series 

to test the armature and 

field windings, with bind¬ 

ing posts and lamp and 

socket to light the bench, 

complete the equipment. 

Fig. 17a shows the front 

of the board with the in¬ 

struments in place, and 

the back of the board 

with tjie proper connections for the different units on the test stand. 

If there is a cut-out on the machine being tested, the cut-outs on 

the board are not required and the cut-out switch may be closed. 

The switch can be opened for the use of the cut-outs, if desired, by 

using the right-hand switch for either 6- or 12-volt generators. 

The stand can be used to test the generator as a motor by 

Fig. 17 Electrical Test Bench 
Courtesy of Motor Age 
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simply opening the cut-out shorting switch so that the generator 

can take current from a battery that is used in conjunction with 

the test stand. The output of the generator can be tested, also, 

Fig. 17a. Front and Back View of Electrical Test Bench 
Courtesy of Motor Age 

by driving it with the motor and throwing the desired cut-out into 

the circuit, and the ammeter will show the current output while the 

voltmeter will show the voltage of the battery. 
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The test points can be used on the 110-volt line by placing the 

left-hand switch in the left position, or used for low voltage test by 

placing in the right hand position. These test points are handy 

for carrying out armature and field winding tests as stated. When 

the switch is at the right hand position the points are connected to 

the battery. 

Ignition Switchboard. For quickness in operation, the single 

break must be connected so that any type of coil can be tested 

without using separate ballast coils or leads. This is accomplished 

by having everything on one switch, as shown in Fig. 18. The 

switch A has eight combinations: 220 volts in series with two 

110-volt lamps D mounted in sign receptacles so that the lamps 

project through the board; 110 volts in series with one lamp; a 

battery contact which gives either 6 or 12 volts, depending on the 

position of the switch E. This switching of the battery current 

allows either voltage to be used on any of the other switch points. 

There is also a master vibrator; a single-break tester operated by 

the handle C; the same single break with a 0.45-ohm ballast coil 

in series; a 0.45-ohm ballast coil; and a 1.2-ohm ballast coil. An 

ammeter B shows the current used. 
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In Fig. 19 is shown the wiring for the board. The switch A 
is connected to the various units and has the three ballast coils 

mounted directly on it. The single break C has a condenser I 

connected across the points; the master vibrator 0 also has a con¬ 

denser H across the points. The terminal posts J connect to the 

battery and the terminals K to the 110- and 220-volt line. The 

posts F are the test leads and should have test dips attached to 
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flexible cables. The whole board may be of wood and enclosed in 

a box frame, the front swinging on hinges. 

The construction of the switch is shown in Fig. 20. The 

base A is made of £-inch red fiber, mounted on a mandrel and 

turned in the lathe to a true circle. It is then placed in the 

chuck without the mandrel and the two sides faced off; sixteen 

12-24 right-hand brass screws are then screwed into the base, 

Fig. 18. The base is again chucked and the heads are 

Fig. 20. Construction of Combination Switch for Ignition Test Board 

turned off to ^ inch thick. These screws should be 2 inches long 

so as to extend through the switchboard. Every other screw is 

cut off flush on the back, as there is a dead point between each 
two contacts to prevent short-circuits in switching from one point 

to another. 
A center sleeve is made for the switch shaft to rotate in. 

This is made from a f-inch S.A.E. cap screw with the head and 

nut C and D turned thin and a J-inch hole drilled in it to receive 

the shaft E. The sleeve C is fastened in the base with a terminal 

clip H under the nut D; this is for the center connection. The 

shaft E has a blade of phosphor bronze G screwed to the flange 
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with two 4-36 screws J; the shaft itself is held by the nut F, 
under which is a washer M; a pin through at L prevents the nut 

from working loose. A fiber handle J, pinned on at K, completes 

the switch. 

Bearing Puller. There are several bearing pullers on the 

market, but they are not adaptable to every kind of job and are 

weak when it comes to a real hard pull. A practical puller is 

shown in Fig. 21. The base A is of cast iron, having a front 

vertical standard J and a boss B cast to receive the screw C. 
This screw is f inch with a standard thread. A good snug fit 

should be made, as wear will eventually cause it to become 

slightly loose; the crossbar D is used in turning the screw. The 

plate F on the front standard is held on by two f-inch cap screws 

and carries the clamp screw G, which holds the jaws together. 

The ribs are placed on each end to strengthen the base, and four 

holes are drilled in the base to bolt it to the bench. Fig. 22 

shows the sliding jaws H and I which fit into a slot in the end 

standard J; the slot is cut from top to bottom. The top plate F 
carries the clamp screw G which is f inch with ah S.A.E. thread; 

the lower end has a groove turned in it. This plate fits on the 
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screw 6 and is held on the sliding block H by two 8-32 screws. 

The block is counter bored to allow the end of the screw to turn 

free; this device is to raise the block in changing jaws. 

The sliding blocks are shown in Fig. 23; these blocks are cut 

away, as shown, to receive the jaws, which are held by the two 

small pins M. In recessing the blocks, place them in the lathe 

with a piece of J-inch metal between them at W; this will make it 

possible to tighten the jaws in place. The jaws used to grip the 

bearing are shown in Fig. 24 and should be made of steel, either 

tool or cold rolled, and case hardened. They are made of round 

Stock of the proper outside size, cut off in lengths, faced off, 

bored out at P, and turned round in the chuck with the shoulder 

R. The jaw face at Q is bored and rounded to fit the face of the 
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bearing. The jaws are made for several sizes of bearings, a differ- 

ent set of jaws being made for each, such as 12-millimeter, 

15-millimeter, 17-millimeter, etc. The only change in any of these 

jaws is the size of the face Q. Make the jaws for the largest 

bearing first and then make up the rest the same, with the excep¬ 

tion of the face Q. After the jaws are machined, the holes 0 are 

Fig. 23. Assembly of Bearing Puller Clamps 

drilled and the finished ring is cut in half as at S; this can be 

done in a milling machine or with a hack saw. 

As the push rods used in pulling the bearings turn and burr 

the work, an end piece or point is made, Fig. 25. This end 

piece E is made of tool steel and hardened. The screw C is 

drilled as at T, and a ball-bearing U is placed in the hole the end 

piece rests on. This ball takes the thrust, allowing the end piece 

to turn. As the screw cannot be used against the work, the push 

tods shown in Fig. 26 are used. These are madfe of f-inch cold- 

rolled steel with different shaped ends; A is used for general work, 
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B for shafts with centers, C is hollow and fits over magneto drive 

shafts to protect the threads, D is for small bearings, E is for 

Bosch breaker end bearings and F is for Eisemann breaker end 

bearings. Various other shaped rods may be made to meet 

requirements. These rods should all be case hardened. In using 

the puller, the bearing is placed in the proper sized jaws and 

screwed down with the clamp screw, the proper rod being used to 

push off the bearing. 

Work Bench. To work with neatness and precision a neat 

and handy one-man bench is required. It helps create the right 

atmosphere as a dirty and disorderly shop is sure to produce poor 

workmanship. Where the benches are separate, no workman is 

crowded, and the tendency to keep the shop clean is greater. A 

very convenient bench of this type is shown in Fig. 27. This is 

made of dressed pine, the top being of 2"X12" planks two wide; 

the legs B and the crosspieces C and D are 2"X4" with the top 

of the bench 32 inches from the floor. A crosspiece E is placed 

for a foot rest, the other half of the bench being used for the 

drawers J. The bench has a back F, 18 inches high with a shelf 

G of 8-inch board. To the left is a tool cupboard with a locking 

door L On the board back F are hung the tools that are used 

most. The portion of the bench used for work should be covered 

with 28-gage sheet steel. The gas furnace can be placed at the 

extreme left. The test switches and lights can be placed at H on 
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Pig. 20. Gasket Punch 

the end of the cupboard, the wires 

being run inside the cupboard. 

These benches may be used singly 

or built double with a right and 

left unit to fit between a window. 

Wash Rack. A serviceable 

wash rack is shown in Fig. 28. 

This is placed wherever conven¬ 

ient and a pail is set under it to 

catch the drip. The sides C and 

the bottom are made of 1-inch 

pine; the legs E are 2"X4". 

The iron brackets G support the 

legs, which may be any desired 

height. The length A should be 

3 feet, and the width B, 18 inches; 

if made too large the rack col¬ 

lects trash. The inside is lined 

with 28-gage galvanized iron with 

a drain hole at F. Some shops 

put casters on this rack and move 

it from bench to bench. 

Small Tools. As the gaskets 

used in insulating magneto bear¬ 

ings are sometimes hard to get, 

a punch to make them is shown 

in Fig. 29. The handle of the 

punch A may be made of tool 

steel or of soft steel with a steel 

cutter. A groove is cut at C to 

form an edge B, while the center 

is turned out at D, leaving two 

cutting edges to form the gasket. 

By relieving the cutting edges on 

the outside, it makes a clean-cut 

gasket. In order to get the fin¬ 

ished gaskets out of the punch, 

an extractor is placed in the slot. 
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The hole E is drilled, and a wire circle F is placed in the hole 

and is held by the set screw 0; this wire is bent so that it 

will force the gasket out as soon as the pressure is taken from the 

punch. There are several sizes of these gaskets, such as insulation 

Fig 30. Cone Bearing Drift 

for 12-, 15-, and 17-millimeter bearing cups, and shims for the 

same sizes, the 16-millimeter being used the most. 

Cup Drift In Fig. 30 is shown a drift for driving on cone 

bearings. The body A is made of cold-rolled steel of the size 

needed for the drift. It is drilled out at B to the desired size; the 

dimensions C and D should be to fit 15-millimeter and 17-milli¬ 

meter bearings. As these are very handy tools around the shop, 

a variety of sizes should be made. 

Bearing Cup Puller. As it is very hard to get a bearing cup 

out of an end plate, such a puller as shown in Fig. 31 is quick 

and efficient. The body A is made of cold-rolled steel, the lower 

end being shaped to a sharp angle and slotted so that it will 

Fig 31 Cone Fuller 

expand. These slots B may be milled or cut with a hack saw. 

A x^-inch hole C is drilled and threaded with an S.A.E. thread, 

and a taper bolt D is screwed into the hole. This screw has a 

taper E which expands the body of the puller, a flattened portios 
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F being made for a wrench. A T handle is placed in the shank at 

G, and the whole tool is case hardened. In using this puller, the 

screw is backed out and the sharp angle points placed back of the 

cup. The screw is then turned up tight and the whole assembly 

struck sharply on the bench, striking the screw, when the cup will 

be forced out without damaging the cup or the end plate. 
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ELECTRICAL REPAIRS 
PART II 

Ohm’s Law. Where new wires have to be installed in electrical 

repairs, a thorough knowledge of the relation existing between 

current, pressure, and resistance is of great benefit to the repair 

man, especially when armature winding enters into the repair work. 

Certain sizes of wires have a known resistance to the flow of current. 

Therefore, to get the desired result, we must have a correct size 

wire to get a certain pressure with a certain quantity of flow. 

In 1827, a scientist named Ohm discovered that a certain 

definite relation existed between electrical current, pressure, and 

resistance. He arranged these relations into a law, called Ohm’s 

Law, which forms the basis for most of the electrical measurements 

of steady currents. The law is stated as follows: The strength of a 

current equals the pressure divided by the resistance. 

The three units of electrical measurement are: Amperes—rate of 

flow; volts—pressure causing current to flow; ohm—resistance to flowT. 

In making calculations symbols are used instead of the terms. 

Amperes are represented by the letter 7, volts by the letter E, and 

ohms by the letter /?, which denotes the resistance in the circuit. 

If any two of these quantities or units are knowm, the third can be 

found. The formulas for these calculations are as follows: 

volts h 
Amperes =-or — 

ohms R 

volts E 
or — 

amperes I 
Ohms = - 

i 

Volts = ohms X amperes or R X7 

The following are examples of the calculations: A circuit has 

a 50-volt pressure with a resistance of 5 ohms in the circuit. How 

many amperes will flow in the circuit? 

T E 50 
/=— or —==10 

R 5 
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To find the number of ohms, proceed as follows: 

p E 50 
it*— or — = 5 

I 10 

To find the number of volts: 

25= Rx/ or 5X10 = 50 

These same units are used to find the power of an electrical machine. 

The unit of power is the watt. One horsepower is equivalent to 746 

watts. The formula for this calculation is as follows: 

IX E amperes X volts 
-or- 
746 746 

Substituting from the above calculation we have power = 
50X10 

746 

or-, which is a little more than \ horsepower. 
746 F 

Take another example: A starting motor takes 250 amperes at 

a pressure of 6 volts. What is the horsepower developed by the 

motor? 

P = 
250X6 

746 
= 2 plus, which is the horsepower developed by the 

starting motor. 

Wiring. Necessity for High-Tension Cables. In early days 

much trouble was experienced with poorly insulated and poorly 

mounted wires. This was particularly the case with the secondary 

circuits, the insulation of which was frequently inadequate to carry 

currents at the high potentials employed, so that there was more or 

less leakage. This was further aggravated by the chafing, or rub¬ 

bing, of these wires against moving parts. The former trouble was 

eliminated by the adoption of specially constructed cables which 

are tested to carry 30,000 volts. Cables of this type are illustrated 

in Fig. 32, which also shows the cables employed for electric lighting 

and starting installations, where the chief difficulty has usually 

been the selection of a cable of too small a carrying capacity for the 

current used. 
The importance of using heavily insulated cables for both the 

primary and secondary cables of the ignition, and more particularly 
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the latter, has come to be generally understood, and cables especially 

designed for this service have now been in use for a number of years; 

but the importance of using wiring of ample capacity, in the lighting 

and starting circuits, is not so well appreciated. In the former 

instance, the problem was one of insulation only, the amount neces¬ 

sary to prevent leakage of the secondary current not being fully 

realized in the early days; nor was the necessity for thoroughly pro¬ 

tecting the primary cables from the effects of oil and water taken into 

account. Trouble from these sources, however, have long since been a 

matter of the past; even the well-insulated cables now in general 

CombiiMtUMi High Tension Coble 

Fig. 32. Type* of Cables Employed in Electrical Equipment of Automobile* 

use become oil soaked in time, but, when faulty ignition is thought to 

be due to them, they are promptly replaced. 

In many of the early electric starting and lighting systems, the 

wiring has been as poorly adapted to the purpose as was that of the 

pioneer ignition systems. This was not on account of improper insu¬ 

lation but owing rather to poor design or to a lack of consideration 

of the importance that proper wiring has on the efficient operation 

of the system. No electrical system of this kind is any better than 

its storage battery; and, as the amount of energy that can be hus¬ 

banded in the latter is limited, every effort must be made to avoid 

waste in its use. What constitutes waste in a standard lighting 

system using current at 110 to 115 volts, and what may be so termed 
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where the available potential is only 6 volts, are two very different 

things. A voltage drop of one to 5 volts in an incandescent lighting 

system is negligible. A drop of 5 volts below the 110-volt standard 

will cause a perceptible dimming of the lamps, but the life of the lamp 

filaments themselves will be greatly increased, other factors remaining 

the same, so that the loss in efficiency is not of such great moment. 

Importance of Voltage Drop. But, in an electric starting and 

lighting system, the loss of even a fraction of a volt due to the wiring 

represents a substantial falling off in the power. As mentioned in the 

introductory, the unit of potential, or voltage, times the unit of 

current flow, or ampere, equals the watt or power unit, and there are 

746 watts in an electrical horsepower. Take the case of an electric- 

starting motor with an unusually long connection between the battery 

and the electric motor. Assuming that the length and diameter of 

this wire is such that there is a loss of 1 volt between the battery 

and the motor and that, at the moment of starting, 300 amperes are 

required to break away the engine, i.e., free the pistons and bearings 

when the lubricating oil has thickened from the cold so as to bind 

them. In the actual power consumed, this voltage drop represents 

300X1, or 300 watts, equivalent to more than f horsepower. 

The loss of but \ volt, other factors remaining the same, is equiva¬ 

lent to almost l horsepower, or about what a strong man can exert 

for a limited time. This appears to be getting things down pretty 

fine, but in the case of the Dyneto system, the manufacturers specify 

that the cable between the starting motor and the storage battery 

must be large enough to transmit JfiO amperes with a total loss not to 
exceed | volt. With this amount of current, the voltage drop in 

question represents 100 watts, or nearly t horsepower. Of course, 

this loss only takes place at the instant of starting, but that is just 

the time when the highest efficiency and the full power of the battery 

is required. Moreover, the starting motor frequently has to be oper¬ 

ated a number of times, especially in cold weather when the battery 

efficiency is at its lowest, before the engine will start. Even at the 

lower-current values necessary for turning the engine over after it has 

been broken away, a drop of one volt represents an appreciable power 

loss, as the current consumed is anywhere from 50 to 100 amperes. 

It will be apparent from this why the manufacturers lay such empha¬ 

sis on their instructions not to lengthen connections, if avoidable. 
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TABLE I 

American Wire Gage (B. & S.) 

No. 
Diameter in 

Circular 
Mils No. 

Diameter in 
Circular 

Mils 

Ohms 
per 

1000 
Ft. Mils Mm. Mils Mm. 

0000 460 00 11.684 211600.0 .051 19 35.89 .912 1288.0 8.617 
000 409.64 10 405 167805.0 .064 20 31.96 .812 1021.5 10.566 
00 364.80 9.266 133079.4 .081 21 28.46 .723 810.1 13.323 

0 324.95 8.254 105592.5 .102 22 25.35 .644 642.7 16.799 
1 289.30 7.348 83694.2 .129 23 22.57 .573 509.5 21.185 
2 257.63 6.544 66373.0 .163 24 20.10 .511 404.0 26.713 
3 229.42 5 827 52634.0 .205 25 17.90 .455 320.4 33.684 
4 204.31 5.189 41742.0 .259 26 15.94 .405 254.0 42.477 
5 181.94 4.621 33102.0 .326 27 14.19 .361 201.5 53.563 
6 162.02 4.115 26250.5 .411 28 12.64 .321 159.S 67.542 
7 144.28 3.665 20816.0 .519 29 11.26 .286 126.7 85.170 
8 128.49 3.264 16509.0 .654 30 10.03 .255 100.5 107.391 
9 114.43 2.907 13094.0 .824 31 8.93 .277 79.7 135.402 

10 101.89 2.588 10381.0 1.040 32 7.95 .202 63.2 170.765 
11 90 74 2.305 8234.0 1.311 33 7.08 .108 50.1 215.312 
12 80.81 2.053 6529.9 1.653 34 6.30 .160 39.7 271.583 
13 71.96 1.828 5178.4 2.084 35 5.61 .143 31.5 342.433 
14 64.08 1.628 4106.8 2.628 36 5.00 .127 25.0 431.712 
15 57.07 1.450 3256 7 3.314 37 4.45 .113 19.8 544.287 
16 50.82 | 1.291 2582.9 4.179 38 3.96 .101 15.7 686.511 
17 45.26 1.150 2048.2 1 5.269 39 3.53 .090 12.5 865.04Q 
18 40.30 1.024 1624.1 6.645 40 3.14 .080 9.9 1091.865 

TABLE II 

Carrying Capacity of Wires 

, B. <fc S. Gage Circular Mils 

Rubber 
Insulation 

Other 
Insulation 

Amperes Amperes 

18 1,624 3 5 
16 2,583 6 8 
14 4,107 12 16 
12 6,530 17 23 
10 10,380 24 32 
8 16,510 33 46 
6 26,250 46 65 
5 33,100 54 77 
4 41,740 65 92 
3 52,630 76 110 
2 66,370 90 131 
1 83,690 107 156 
0 105,500 127 

00 133,100 150 
000 167,800 177 . 

0000 211,600 210 312 
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and then only to use wire of the same size and kind. This, of course, 

does not apply to the starting motor connection, as that should 

never be lengthened without increasing the diameter of the wire to 

•compensate for the increase in length. 

Calculating Size of Cable. It is not advisable to do so where it 

can possibly be avoided, but, when made necessary by the fitting of an 

•enclosed body, the following formula should be used for calculating 

the size of cable that should be employed: 

Maximum current X 10.7 X number of feet of wire 

_ .25 

section of wire in circular mils 

diameter or cross- 

For example, in the case cited above, where the maximum current 

-at the instant of starting is 300 amperes and the distance between the 

battery and the starting motor is four feet (measured from battery 

to switch and from the latter to the starting-motor terminal), the 

size of wire necessary would be: 

300X10.7X4 „ _ . , »| 
-= 51,360 circular mils 

.25 

As shown in the table on page 37, which gives the corresponding 

sizes of the B & S gage, the nearest to this is No. 3 wire of 52,634 

circular mils cross-section, but, to allow for a factor of safety, either 
a. No. 2 or a No. 1 wire would be used for such an installation. Now, 

in case it becomes necessary to take the battery from the running 

board close to the engine and place it under the floor of an enclosed 

body, increasing the length of wire needed to 8 feet, the cross-section 

of the wire required would be 102,720 circular mils, the closest gage 

number to this being the No. 0 cable. In other words, doubling 

the length of the cable would make it necessary to double its cross- 

section in order to prevent exceeding the minimum permissible drop 

in the voltage. This will make plain why some of the amateur 

•experiments in re-locating the essentials of an electric starting system 

have had such disastrous effects on its efficiency. 

Effect on Lights. In the case of the lamps, the effect of an 

increased drop in the voltage is not so serious; though, because of the 

•very low-battery voltage avaflame, what would otherwise be a 
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negligible loss assumes important proportions. On the 3-cell 0-volt 

battery now so generally used, the lamp filaments are designed to 

bum to full brightness on a potential of 6 to 8 volts, this variation 

being provided to compensate for the difference in the battery voltage 

when fully charged and when partly discharged, as the voltage of the 

battery decreases as it discharges, dropping to but 1.50 volts per cell 

when practically exhausted, or a total of 4J volts. Even if receiving 

this full voltage, the 6-volt bulbs would burn very dimly, but there 

must be deducted from it the voltage drop due to the wiring and the 

switches. This is the reason why the brightness of the lamps (with 

the generator idle) affords such an excellent indication of the state 

of charge of the battery. 

It will be apparent from the*above that a drop in potential of but 

one volt in the lighting circuit would cause a serious loss of efficiency 

at the bulbs. Assuming that the headlights consume 4 to 5 amperes, 

and applying the above formula on the basis of a maximum distance 

of 10 feet from the battery, it is found that a No. 16 wire is necessary; 

but, in order to provide a large factor of safety, nothing smaller than 

No. 14 wire is ordinarily employed for the lighting circuits, and, in 

some cases, it is No. 12. 

Importance of Good Connections. Under the head of “Resists 

ance”, however, attention has been called to the fact that not alone 

the length and size of the connecting wires, but also all switches and 

joints are factors in calculating the total resistance of a circuit, 
i Consequently, it is poor practice ever to make a joint in a wire where 

a single length may be employed. Whenever a wire is broken by 

accident, the trouble should always be remedied by replacing it with 

an entirely new piece rather than by making a joint in the old wire. 

Loose connections also add greatly to the total resistance in a circuit, 

as well as connections in which the contact faces of the terminals are 

dirty or corroded. In replacing or tightening connections, care should 

be taken to see that the parts in contact are scraped or filed bright 

and that both the terminal nut and its lock nut are screwed down 

firmly. The switches are also an important factor where voltage 

drop is concerned and switch blades or contacts that are dirty or 

corroded, or that are not held firmly in contact vfhen closed, will 

be responsible for an appreciable drop in the voltage that will become 

increasingly perceptible as the battery becomes discharged. 
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Some Ignition Cable Pointers. At the beginning of the auto¬ 

motive industry, but little attention was paid to high-tension spark¬ 

plug wires. Today, however, automotive engineers are giving this 

subject more serious consideration, realizing the importance of this 

unit in the proper operation of the internal-combustion motor. 

As these wires are required to carry a voltage ranging from 6000 to 

18,000 volts, it will be necessary to insulate them thoroughly. The 

material to be used should be a compound which has high dielectric 

characteristics. The reason for this is that continual satisfactory 

operation of the ignition depends upon the quality of this material. 

Installations Used. Three general installations are used in 

automobile work: (1) open wiring between distributor and spark 

plugs, the wires being supported by brackets or running free; (2) 

wiring in fiber or other insulating conduits; and (3) wiring in grounded 

metal conduit. 

Installation No. 1 can be successfully used on those motors 

where the distance between the distributor and the spark plugs is 

short and thus the wires will be prevented from striking the motor 

or other metal and injuring their insulation. 

The disadvantages of this installation, however, are lack of 

mechanical protection and a development of electrostatic surface 

capacity when insulated brackets are used. If the wires are run 

through holes in brackets larger than the wires, the insulation will 

be chafed and weakened. On the other hand, if the wires are clamped 

in position, the thickness of the insulation will be lessened because 

of compression. 

Installation No. 2 offers mechanical protection, but it has the 

great disadvantage of allowing the electrostatic charge to attain a 

high pressure before discharging to the ground. 

Installation No. 3 can be used advantageously on the majority 

of four- and six-cylinder motors. This method also offers mechan¬ 

ical protection of the wires and greatly reduces the strength of the 

electrostatic charge, but this type of assembly is likely to cause 

more trouble because of the poor insulation of the porous cables. 

Invisible pores may be present in the insulation and allow the cur¬ 

rent to discharge through these pores into the conduit or ground, 

thereby weakening the current at the plug if a spark occurs in that 

unit. This installation also offers another advantage as cross fire 
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is practically eliminated. The current lost through poor insula¬ 

tion will go to the ground and not take a path through another 

porous lead into the wrong combustion chamber. 

High-tension wire failures are generally due to one of the follow¬ 

ing causes: mechanical stress, heat, chemical action, dielectric stress. 

Mechanical Stress. A conductor of sufficient strength to with¬ 

stand ordinary handling and vibration and possessing sufficient 

flexibility is secured by using copper stranded wire with an insulat¬ 

ing material whose base is rubber. Of course, injuries resulting 

from handling high-tension wires should be taken into consideration. 

Wires should be guarded to secure proper protection. Faults to 

be avoided in eliminating unnecessary mechanical stresses are unsup¬ 

ported wires, tight wires, sharp bends, sharp edges, tightly clamped 

brackets, or brackets with holes too large. 

Beat. There is a wide variation of heat under the automobile 

hood, and while these temperatures are seldom high enough to 

endanger the rubber insulation, they are well above those con¬ 

ducive to its normal life. When the motor is in operation, the 

temperature seldom exceeds 175° F., but this temperature may rise 

to about 200° F. for a short period after the motor is stopped. Oxi¬ 

dation is also greatly increased by the additional heat. 

Chemical Action. Gasoline is a very destructive agent when 

in contact with rubber, although this action is not long, as the 

vaporization is so rapid. Oil, however, does not evaporate so readily 

and when once in contact, continues to act on the rubber, greatly 

weakening its insulating strength. 

Dielectric Stress. The voltage of the high-tension current 

passing through these leads has a wide range, depending upon the 

width of the spark gap and the pressure in the cylinder at the time 

the spark occurs. Various tests indicate the voltage to be between 

6000 and 18,000. The dielectric stress is generally sufficient to 

cause a brush discharge on the surface of the insulating wall of the 

high-tension lead at points where this lead comes in close proximity 

to grounded metal parts. This is especially true when wires are 

contained in a grounded metal conduit. This brush discharge or 

corona produces ozone and oxide of nitrogen, and these gases are 

very detrimental to the insulation. For instance,* the gases will 

start cracks on the surface, generally near the bend in the cable. 
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Exhaustive investigations have shown that this cracking in 

the insulation is a phenomenon requiring the combination of several 

factors, namely, mechanical stress, electrification, and the presence 

of air. It is well known that ozone actively attacks rubber, and 

when the rubber is under mechanical stress, the products of reaction 

are pulled apart, forming small cracks which, when started, rapidly 

increase in size until the insulation is open to the cable. 

Plain and Braided Cables. Braided covers over the insulation 

simply conceal this cracking; they do not prevent it. Braided 

covering also absorbs oil, thus producing an undesirable action as 

previously stated. The proper conductor must be of sufficient 

strength to prevent its breaking under ordinary conditions, and 

the insulation must be sufficiently durable to withstand mechanical, 

thermal, dielectric, and chemical conditions. Insulation will gradu¬ 

ally fail as the porosity of the wall increases. This porosity may 

increase to a point where it will interfere with proper spark-plug 

functioning and even then the defect will not be visible. 

Plain and braided cables formerly were extensively used, but 

a larger per cent of assemblies are now being equipped with plain 

cables. Braided cables are generally used where it is necessary to 

provide additional protection against mechanical injury; also in a 

few cases when the temperature is somewhat above 225° F., in which 

case the insulation softens and the cable is in danger of being seri¬ 

ously damaged at its pointed support. With the foregoing excep¬ 

tions, plain cables have distinct advantages over braided cables 

for the reason that more insulation can be provided with a given 

diameter, thus ensuring a larger factor of safety in dielectric strength. 

Then again, plain cables have an electrostatic capacity, smooth 

finish, and high surface insulation. 

Make-up of Cables. The size of the conductor cannot be 

computed on its carrying capacity. With a magneto system, the 

current will not exceed 0.4 ampere and with the battery systems 

it is probably never in excess of 0.1. These high values are some¬ 

times reached when compression is low and the width of the spark¬ 

plug gap is small. It is true that a very small wire would carry 

this current, but it is necessary to use a larger wire on account of 

insufficient mechanical strength in the smaller wire. High tension 

cables such as Kerite have a large number of these qualities. 
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Ford Magneto. The Ford magneto consists of a stationary 

spider on which are placed sixteen coils of flat copper ribbon, each 

coil wound in the opposite direction to the next and the whole 

assembly connected in series, thus making the coils alternately 

north and south poles. One end of this coil circuit is grounded 

Fig 3,3 Copper Ribbon Coils of Ford Magneto 

through a copper rivet in the spider, and the other end is soldered 

to a terminal block at the top of the spider. The current is carried 

out through a terminal post on the flywheel cover by means of a 

pointed spring attached to the post and bearing on the terminal 

block. 

The magnetic field is produced by sixteen magnets fastened to 

the rim of the flywheel. The magnets are placed with their north 

poles together and their south poles together. Over each pole thus 

formed is placed a flat iron pole piece. The magneto is assembled 

with a ^--inch clearance between the magnets and coils, and this 

clearance is adjusted by means of metal shims. Fig. 33 shows the 

coils. 

Capacity. As this magneto has no commutator the current 

produced is alternating, with sixteen reversals per revolution. 

The voltage produced is from 6 to 30, depending upon the load 

and the speed. The ignition requires 1 ampere and the headlights 
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about 3; as this magneto was designed to take care of this load 

only, an increased load on the magneto is inadvisable. Numerous 

devices have been made to charge a battery from this magneto, 

but the majority of these devices are unsatisfactory owing to an 

insufficient current capacity to offset the rectifying losses. 

Testing. Through use, the current is decreased either by 

weak magnets or by partial grounds in the coils. In making a 

test with an alternating voltmeter, the voltage is taken with the 

engine running at a car speed of about 25 miles per hour. With 

the ignition only as a load, the voltmeter should show about 20 

volts when the magneto is up to strength. 

Recharging. When the magnets become weak, it is necessary 

to recharge or replace them. They may be recharged without 

removing them from the car, 

with the flywheel off but with 

the magnets still attached, or 

with the magnets removed from 

the flywheel; new magnets may 

be used. 

Recharging in Car. Re¬ 

charging in the car is done by 

sending a current through the 

coils, causing each coil to become 

a separate magnet charger, charg¬ 

ing each magnet which is placed 

opposite to it. As it takes direct 

current to charge a magnet 

properly, there must be a direct current supply. Two 6-volt starting 

batteries may be satisfactory to use, the connections being made 

between the batteries and the magneto with No. 6 wire. In order 

to saturate the magnets, 40 amperes should flow through the coils. 

Since about 1917 the resistance of the Ford magneto coils has been 

0.25 ohm. Applying 12 volts to the coil from two storage batteries 

connected in series will allow 48 amperes to flow through the coils. 

Before the current is applied to the magneto, the flywheel 

must be set in proper relation to the coils. This is done by put* 

ting a compass over the flywheel, Fig. 34. Take out the forward 

floor boards; disconnect all wires from the terminal post; place 
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the compass slightly back and 1 inch to the left of the post; raise 
the left-hand side of the hood so that the compass will be in sight 

while cranking. Then crank the engine slowly until the compass 

needle points with the north to the front of the car. It is well to 

shake the compass a little after it is pointing straight to be sure of 

a correct reading. Now place the positive battery wire with the 

clip on the terminal post, and then touch the large nut on the exhaust 

pipe several times with the lead. Do not hold the contact more 

than a second as it may burn off a connection on the inside of the 

magneto because of the heavy flow of current. 

The first application of the current charges the magnets, but 

several applications give the owner, who may be a spectator, the 

assurance of a job well done. Remove the charging wires and 

replace the ignition wire on the terminal post, then connect the 

test instrument and note the rise in strength. In some cases it 

will be found that the magneto is weaker or entirely dead; this 

may be due to any one of four causes: 

Poor setting of magnets with compass 
Reverse setting 
Polarity of charging current reversed 
Magneto coil connections reversed 

The first condition is caused by the needle of the compass 

sticking, thus giving a false reading; therefore, reset and charge 

again. If it fails to come up, reverse the setting; that is, set with 

the south pole up instead of the north pole as in the original setting. 

The second condition is generally caused by the compass 

needle becoming reversed; therefore, recharge the compass needle 

correctly on the magnet charger, and be sure that the dark end of 

the needle points north. To correct this second condition, reverse 

the setting of the magneto as before described and again charge. 

To remedy the third condition, test the polarity of the charg¬ 

ing wires; if it is reversed, change back and charge again, first 

reversing the setting. 

The fourth condition is caused by the coils being connected 

in the opposite direction at the factory. The remedy is to reverse 

the setting and again charge. 

In some cases the magnetism has practically disappeared; then 

the only remedy is to charge in any position and continue the 

charging process until a polarity is found. 
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Recharging on Flywheel. In recharging without removing 

from the flywheel, it is handy to use a small 6-volt charger having 

Ford charging pole pieces. Find the north pole of the charger 

and mark it with chalk; then find the north pole of the magnets 

and mark; place the north pole of the charger to the south pole of 

the first magnet and apply the current for one second. Skip the 

next magnet, as that is of opposite polarity; go around the wheel 

and charge the seven other magnets of the same polarity as the 

first magnet. Now reverse the wires on the charger, and charge 

the remaining magnets in like manner. 

Recharging out of Car. If the magnets are removed from the 

flywheel, the first operation is to sort out the right- and left-hand 

magnets and place them in separate piles. Start with one pile 

and charge it to its proper polarity and again pile separately or 

place on the flywheel in alternate sequence. Charge the other 

pile in the reverse direction; that is, simply turn the magnet over 
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when charging, thus charging the magnet in the opposite direction; 

replace on the flywheel in the remaining spaces. 

Repairing Magneto Coils. The coils on the spider after a 

time become grounded by fine particles of metal and carbon in the 

oil which work through the coil insulation and ground a portion of 

the magneto. Where a magneto fails to come up on charge, it is 

generally owing to this cause, and while washing out the crankcase 

rarely remedies the trouble, still it helps to prevent further trouble. 
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The spider must be removed and the grounded portion reinsulated. 

The coils are tested by applying 110 volts with a lamp in series as 

in Fig. 35, first unsoldering the ground connection. If the lamp 

lights, a ground is present; slight grounds will cause a white smoke 

at the point of trouble but heavy grounds will not. By applying 

about 12 volts from a battery to the grounded coil, the ground 

will generally show up. If this fails, unsolder in the middle and 

test each half, when the ground may soon be found. The grounded 

coil should be forced off by using two screw drivers as levers. 

The old tape should be cut off and new tape put on, using cotton 

tape f inch wide, wound with a lap of half the width of the tape; 

mote than this will be too thick. 

Where the fiber end pieces are broken, be sure to cut new 

ones from *sfe-inch fiber. After taping, shellac well. In replacing 

the coils, connect each coil so that the polarity of adjoining coils 

will be opposite, the old style being shown in Fig. 36 and the new 

style in Fig. 37. After all the grounds are cleared and a final test 

is made, the ground connection may be replaced on the spider. 

A 6-volt battery current should now be applied to the whole 
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assembly and each coil tested with a compass for polarity, thus 

proving that each pole is of opposite polarity to the poles on either 

side of it. This is very important. 

To be sure that there are no shorted coils, the 6-volt current 

should be left on and each coil tested with the magnetmeter as in 

Fig. 38. The coil is now finished and should be given one more 

coat of shellac. 

Testing and Charging Magnets. The permanent magnets used 

in magnetos are generally made of tungsten or chrome steel. Tung¬ 

sten magnets were in extensive use until the cost of this metal 

became so great during the World War that it was necessary to 

develop a less expensive material. A few prominent manufacturers 

are having excellent results with 

properly treated chrome steel, 

and as it is less expensive, it is 

considered the ideal magnet 

material. 

Keeper. A keeper must be 

used when the magnet is removed 

from the magneto or when the 

armature is removed from the 

field. A careful test has shown 

that a magnet will lose about 

thirty per cent of its strength if a 

keeper is not used while removing 

the magnet from the charger to 

its proper position on the mag¬ 

neto, or vice versa; the magnet Flg Construction of Magnet Recharger 

was again removed and replaced 

without a keeper, with an additional loss of two or three per cent. 

The magnet was then allowed to stand on a shelf for three or four 

days without a keeper; on testing it was found to have lost an addi¬ 

tional five or ten per cent. The same magnet was charged, a keeper 

being installed before removing the magnet from the charger, and 

it was then tested for strength. After the magnet had stood for six 

months, a test showed the strength to be the same as on the first day. 

From the foregoing it will be noted that thirty per cent—the 

greatest amount of lost strength—was lost at the instant the magnet 
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was removed, either from the charger or from the magneto without 

a keeper. There are a number of testers on the market, but several 

of them are of little use as the first loss occurs before the tester can 

be placed in operation. The aforementioned test was made by 

measuring the voltage between the brushes of a direct-current 

constant-speed generator, the magnets to be tested forming the 

field of the generator. Any loss in magnet strength would cause a 

lower voltage reading. 

A prominent manufacturer recommends that a keeper be con¬ 

structed from an old silent chain. After annealing, the chain is 

put over the magnet, Fig. 39, in such a way that the magnet can 

be placed in position before it is necessary to remove the keeper. 

Testing. There are several ways of testing a magnet, such as 

with a compass, by the scale method, or by a voltage test as above 

described. When a compass is used, it is placed on a table with the 

needle at rest and pointing north; the 

magnet to be tested is placed in a line at 

right angles to the needle and about 3 

feet from it and the deflection noted. This 

method is inaccurate as the deflection 

does not vary much from weak to strong, 

and it takes too much time. 

The scale method is not entirely sat¬ 

isfactory as there is a loss during the test. 

The magnet has a keeper; this keeper is 

pulled away until it leaves the magnet 

and the pull in pounds noted. 

Charger. In charging a magnet it is necessary to saturate it 

in order that it will retain the maximum charge. This can best be 

done with a charger having a heavy field and a short magnetic 

circuit with sufficient cross-section of iron to keep down the reluc¬ 

tance. It has been found by experience that to obtain the strongest 

magnet, there must be a short magnetic circuit. Therefore, if 

the magnet projects into the coils as in a solenoid, the magnetic 

circuit has been reduced to the length of the magnet plus the keeper 

on the bottom. If we have, in addition, a core in each coil 3 inches 

long, 6 inches of length have been added to the magnetic circuit, 

and the result is poor saturation. 
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A satisfactory magnet charger may be obtained at a low price 

in any voltage from 6 to 220, or one may be made as follows: 

Two brass spools are made, Fig. 40, with a hollow center 

1"X 11^X3^, to which are soldered the end pieces. To operate on 

6 volts, these spools are wound full of No. 14 magnet wire, with 

the coils wound in opposite directions, Fig. 41, and the two coils 

connected in multiple. If 110 volts is used, wind with No. 22 wire 

and connect in series. 

Charging. In charging, the magnet is held above and at right 

angles to the charger and the current applied for a second, when 

the magnet will swing to the position it should occupy in the charger 

to receive a proper charge. Place the magnet in the coils, apply 

current for one second and the magnet is charged; any longer applica¬ 

tion is a waste of current and time. 

If a keeper be placed on a magnet and pulled toward the top 

of the magnet, most of the magnetism will vanish because of the 

distortion of the magnetic lines of the circuit. 

Testing Magneto Armatures. It is an easy matter to make a 

test of the strength of secondary current in magneto armatures and 

such a test will always give an indication as to the condition of the 

windings on the armature. To satisfactorily make this test it is 
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Fig 42 Testing Seoondary Spark 

necessary to remove the magneto armature from the magneto and 

remove the breaker mechanism from the armature. After the 

breaker mechanism has been removed, replace the long screw which 
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holds the breaker mechanism in place back in the end of the arma¬ 

ture, as shown in Fig. 42. 

Next take a piece of high tension wire and attach it to the mag¬ 

neto frame and bend it around so that it is about one-quarter inch 

from the brass part of the collector ring. Take a six-volt battery 

and connect a piece of wire to each terminal. Hold the negative 

wire to the armature frame and then make and break a contact on 

the end of the long breaker screw in the end of the armature with 

the wire which is attached to the positive side of the battery. This 

induces a current in the secondary and, if the armature is in good 

condition, a spark should jump from the collector ring to the wire 

each time the contact is broken. If the spark does not jump this 

gap, there is something wrong in the armature winding, and tests 

should be made to find out which one of the windings is faulty. If 

the condenser is defective and the armature windings are in good 

condition, the spark will not jump the gap at the collector ring, and 

a test for a defective condenser must be made. 

Magneto Primary Winding Test. In this test use a six-volt 

battery with an ammeter in series as shown in Fig. 42-a. Connect 

Fig 42-a Testing Secondary Winding with Voltmeter and Testing Primary 
Winding with Ammeter 

one battery terminal to the ammeter, and from the other ammeter 

terminal make a connection to the magneto frame. From the other 

battery terminal make a connection to the long breaker screw. 
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If there is a reading of six to ten amperes, the winding is 0-K. 

If there is no reading, then there must be an open circuit in the 

primary winding. If the reading is more than twelve amperes, it 

indicates a short circuit. There is only one remedy for a defective 
armature and that is to install a new one. 

Magneto Secondary Winding Test. The secondary winding, 

being a fine winding, an ammeter cannot be used to make the test 

as enough current cannot flow through the winding to show a read¬ 

ing. To make this test use a six-volt battery with a voltmeter in 

series with the battery. Connect one terminal of the voltmeter to 

the battery and the other terminal of the voltmeter to the frame of 

the armature. From the other battery terminal make a connec¬ 

tion to the collector ring. If the secondary winding Is in good con¬ 

dition, there should be a reading of about two and one-half to three 

volts on the voltmeter. If there is no reading, the winding is broken 

somewhere, giving an open circuit. If the reading is high, then the 

windings are short circuited. 

In making these tests it should be remembered that there will be 

a variation in the maximum readings for different models and different 

makes of magnetos as the windings vary; so if an accurate check is 

required, the reading should be taken from an armature of the same 

model and make which is known to be in perfect condition. The 

reading should be compared with that of the armature being tested. 

Magneto Condenser Test. The condenser on the ordinary 

shuttle type magneto cannot be removed for testing as it is incor¬ 

porated in the armature. One side of the condenser is grounded on 

the frame of the armature and this part must be disconnected before 

the test can be made; if it is not disconnected, the test lamp will 

light through the primary winding and a false indication will be 

obtained. 

Condenser tests use the 110-volt lamp test sets, as shown in 

Fig. 1, page’2. Place one test point on the end of the long screw 

and the other test point on the disconnected side of the condenser 

and, if the lamp lights, the condenser is out of order. 

If the lamp does not light, test the condenser for open circuit 

in the following way. Attach a piece of wir$ on the long screw in 

such a way that it does not touch the frame of the magneto and bend 

it around until it is near the disconnected side of the condenser* 
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Touch the test point to the screw and the condenser terminal, as in 

the previous test, and then touch the wire on the screw to the dis¬ 

connected side of the condenser terminal, as shown in Fig. 42-a. 

If the condenser is in good condition, there should be a short, 

small, and snappy spark between the two wires as they come 

together. 

In magnetos where the condenser can be removed, such as the 

Dixie, the condenser test can be carried out in the same manner as 

for a condenser in a battery ignition. 

Testing High Tension Coils for Battery Ignition. Before the 

windings in the high tension coil can be tested, the different terminals 
of the winding and the conden¬ 

ser connections must be found. 

The following test may be made 

to locate the different windings 

and connections, and after these 

have been located and marked, 

the test can be made to find the 

condition of the coil winding and 

condenser. 

High tension coils are of 

two types: one, in which the 

condenser is incorporated in the 

coil; and the other in which the 

condenser is not incorporated 

but is attached to the breaker 

point. 

Of the first type there are 

those which have three primary 

connections on the external surface, as shown in Fig. 43; and those 

which have two primary connections on the external surface, as 

shown by Fig. 43-a. 

The plain coil which has no condenser incorporated, as shown 

in Fig. 43-b, usually has only two primary external connections. 

It should be remembered when making the test that the high 

tension external terminals are usually placed in the center of the 

coil and are heavily insulated, and the other end is usually grounded 

at the base. Secondary windings on the high tension coil cannot 
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be tested with such low tension current as 6 or 12 volts because of 

the many turns of fine wire used for the secondary winding. 

Fig. 43-a. Coil with Two Primary Terminals Fig. 43-b. Coil with Two Primary Terminals 
with Condenser Incorporated without Condenser 

Before tests can be made on these coils the different windings 

must be located. This can be done with either a 6- or 12-volt 

battery. 
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To locate primary windings in any of these coils: Attach a piece 

of wire to each of the battery terminals, as shown in Fig. 43-c, and 

touch one primary terminal on the coil with one wire attached to 

the battery; with the other battery wire make a flash connection 

to the other primary terminals on the coil. When a short flashing 

spark is obtained, the ends of the primary winding have been found. 

This will account for two of the primary terminals. 

To locate condenser and primary connections on three terminal 

coils: Having found two of the primary terminals, the third is the 

one to which the dead side of the condenser is attached, and there 

will be no flash shown at this terminal when the foregoing test is 

being made. The other side of the condenser is connected to one 

of the other primary terminals and to find out which one make the 

following test: Connect a piece of wire to the secondary terminal and 

bend it so that the free end is about three-eighths inch from the base 

of the coil. Next take one of the wires attached to the battery and 

cut off some of the insulation. Attach this wire to the dead terminal 

and allow the end to hang over and touch one of the other primary, 

terminals. Now, take the other battery wire and make a flash 

connection to the vacant primary terminal. If there is a good spark 

at the gap between the end of the wire attached to the secondary 

and the base of the coil, the condenser connection has been found. 

The one side of the condenser is connected to the dead terminal and 

the other side is connected to the terminal on which the flash con¬ 

nection is being made when the heaviest spark is obtained at the end 

of the wire connected to the secondary terminal. 

To locate condenser and primary terminals on two terminal coils: 

The test is made in exactly the same way as with the three-terminal 

coil excepting that the dead side of the condenser or ground will be 

on the base of the coil. In the two-terminal coil all that is necessary 

is to find the two ends of the primary winding for with this coil the 

condenser is placed at or near the breaker point. 

To test primary windings on high tension coils: When making 
this test on primary windings of coils, with three primary terminals, 
care should be taken in making the connections because if one con¬ 
nection is made on the condenser dead side terminal, no reading will 
be given and the wrong impression as to the condition of the coil 
will be obtained. 
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To make the test connect an ammeter in series with a six-volt 

battery. Connect one wire from the battery to one end of the 

primary and connect the other end of the primary to one terminal 

of the ammeter and the other terminal of the ammeter to the vacant 
battery terminal, as shown in Fig. 43-d. 

If there is no reading on the ammeter, the winding is open- 

circuited. If there is a high reading, this indicates that the windings 

are short-circuited. If the ammeter shows a reading of about 8 

amperes, the winding is in good condition. 

When using the ammeter, care should be taken not to damage 

the instrument. It is a good plan to be sure that there is enough 

resistance in the circuit to limit the current flow to the capacity of 

the instrument being used. 

To test secondary windings on high tension coils: Either a volt¬ 

meter in series with a 6-volt battery may be used for this test or the 

* 110-volt lamp test set may be used. With the voltmeter test one 

lead from the battery should be placed on the end of the secondary 

winding. A wire from the voltmeter should be attached to the base of 

the coil and the other voltmeter terminal should be connected to the 

battery, Fig. 43-d. If the winding is in good condition, the volt-v 
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meter should show a reading of about 2\ volts; if the winding is 

short-circuited, the reading will be higher; and if open-circuited, 

there will be no reading. 

With the 110-volt test the test points should be placed one on 

the base of the coil and the other on the secondary winding terminal. 

If the lamp lights, the windings are short-circuited. If the lamp does 

not light and there is a small spark when the test points are removed 

from the secondary terminal, the winding is correct. If the lamp 

does not light and there is no spark when the connection at the sec¬ 

ondary terminal is broken, then the winding is open-circuited. 

The reason why the lamp does not light even though the winding is 

in good condition is because the resistance of the secondary winding 

is so high that there is not sufficient current flowing to cause the 

lamp to light. If the secondary windings are short-circuited, the 

resistance is lessened and enough current then flows to cause the 

lamp to light. 

To test a condenser incorporated in high tension coils: For 

this test the 110-volt lamp test should be used. In the preliminary 

test the terminals on the coil to which the condenser is attached' 

will have been found. Attach a wire to each of the terminals of 

the condenser and bend them around so that they are close together. 

Next place the lamp test points on these terminals and, if the lamp 

lights, the condenser is faulty and short-circuited. If the condenser 

is in good condition, a sharp, snappy spark will be obtained as the 

two wires attached to the condenser terminal are brought together. 

To test a condenser not incorporated in coils: This test may be 

made by judging the condition of the spark or by the direct appli¬ 

cation of current. Where the condenser is enclosed in a coil the 

best test is the spark test. Have the switch on and while an assist¬ 

ant turns the crank, watch the spark. If there is a faint spark at 

the condenser points as they open, the condenser is in good con¬ 

dition. If the spark is heavy, the condenser is faulty. This same 

test can be used on a condenser that is attached to a magneto arma¬ 

ture. Another test that can be made in regard to the condition 

of the spark is as follows: Use the 110-lamp test outfit and connect 

the grounded side of the condenser to one test point. Connect 

the other test point to the low tension terminal of the coil and form 

a connection at the two points. Break the connection, and if the 
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condenser is in good condition, there will be a short, snappy spark. 

If it is faulty, the spark will be heavy and a deeper yellow. 

The direct-current application test is shown in Fig. 44-a. To 

find if there is a short circuit in the condenser, use the lamp test 

outfit. Place one test point on each of the condenser terminals. 

If the lamp lights, the condenser is short circuited. 

The test for a grounded condenser is shown in Fig. 44-b, and 

each side of the condenser is tested. Place one test point on the 

short circuit test 

r TERMINAL 

Fig. 44-a. Short-Circuited Condenser Test 
on D C. Current 

Fig. 44-b. Grounded Condenser Test 
on D C. Current 

case of the condenser and the other on the condenser terminal. If 

the lamp lights, that side of the unit is grounded. Test the other 

side of the condenser in like manner. One side of the condenser is 

used to complete the ground in some units, and the lamp will light 

on this test. If the lamp lights on touching the test point to the 

case and the external terminal, the unit is out of order. 

Testing High Tension Coils under Working Conditions. Astatic 

Gap. The astatic gap has three points, Fig. 45. Point A is con¬ 

nected to the high-tension lead of the coil or armature, while the 

point B is insulated and is the static point. The function of the 

static point is to maintain an even resistance between the points 

A and C, thereby giving a definite resistance for a given distance; 

this is of prime importance to provide a reliable test. 

The action of the static point is to produce a capacity at the 

points in tune with the oscillations of the high-tension discharge. 

As the secondary current from any high-tension coil is of high 

frequency, although greatly damped because of the amount of iron 

in the coil or armature, the introduction of a capacity or condenser 

action into the circuit has a direct bearing on the gap. 
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Fig. 45. Higb-Tenaon Teat Points with Astatic Gap 
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The distance between the points A and B should be 0.002 inch. 

The two terminal posts should be connected on the back of the fiber 

base by a small wire. The body of the posts A, B, C should 

be f inch in diameter, especially the static point; too small a mass 

will not furnish sufficient capacity to work properly. Phonograph 

points are good for this purpose and are easily mounted. Lock nuts 

should be used on screws A and B and also on C if necessary. 

Vibrator. A master vibrator is placed in series with a 6-volt 

storage battery and the coil to be tested, the high-tension lead 

being connected to the terminals on A and C and grounded to the 

primary of the coil. With the spark jumping the gap, the point C 
is opened until the spark will just jump it continuously. If the gap 

measurement is taken with a good coil a standard is obtained. 

After the vibrator is once set it should not be changed; any 

change in adjustment will mean a change in the quality of the 
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spark. As some high-tension armatures have such a high primary 

resistance that a vibrator will not operate through them, a single¬ 

break interrupter may be used to overcome this difficulty. 

Single-Break Test. A simple cheap breaker may be made as 

in Fig. 46. A piece of J-inch red fibre 2|"X3^ forms the base; 

Atwater-Kent type CC points are used for contacts; the hexagon 

cam is made from a f-inch hexagon iron rod turned down to a 

shoulder \ inch in diameter and projects through the base, with a 

fiber handle about an inch in diameter attached. A condenser is 

connected across the points, and the whole assembly mounted on 

the test board. To test with this apparatus, the coil is connected 

as in Fig. 47; the battery coil primary and breaker are connected 

in series; the coil secondary is connected to the gap, and the spark 

is noted. As this type of breaker has no resistance to speak of and 

is operated by hand, the coil has plenty of time to saturate its core, 

the spark produced being uniform. 

Special Dial Gap. For quick results, utilize the special dial 

gap, Fig. 45. This gap has a fiber base i"X3J"X5|*, on which 

are mounted two stationary points marked A and B and a grounded 

movable point C; below is a pointer D, which moves on the scale 

6* 

BATTERY 

BREAKER POINTS, 

j—j 
C0NPEN5ER 

COIL 

Jx 

TO 
GAP 

Fig 47 Method of Connecting for Test 

E. The movable point C slides in the slot F and is held by a plate 

and two rivets. The lower part of the body C projects through 

and forms one rivet, while the other projects through the plate 

about l inch, and the cam bears on it, as well as the spring, holding 

the plate assembly against the cam. Point A is connected on the 

back to terminal K. 

The dial E is cut in the fiber and white lead put in the cuts. 

This dial is laid out in ten divisions, marked 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., and 
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moving the'pointer one division causes the gap to change inch. 

In using this apparatus, the dial makes it possible to get a quick 

positive reading. A table can be made up to show just what each 

type of armature or coil should test, thus eliminating all guesswork. 
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ELECTRICAL REPAIRS 
PART III 

TESTING WIRING 

Locating Grounds. By referring to any of the Delco diagrams 

of the one-wire type, it will be noted that certain parts of the circuits 

are normally grounded, i.e., they are connected to the common 

return represented by the chassis of the car. For example, the 

negative battery terminal, one terminal of each lamp, one motor, 

one generator brush, one timer contact, one terminal of the horn 

push button, and one terminal of the condenser in the coil are 

grounded. Before testing the wiring for grounds, it will be necessary 

to remove these normal, or intentional, grounds. This is carried 

out, in the order in which they are mentioned, by disconnecting the 

negative battery lead and removing all the lamps, placing a piece 

of cardboard between each generator and each motor brush, including 

the third brush of the former and the commutator against which it 

ordinarily bears, disconnecting the leads from the horn button and 

from the distributor, and raising the base of the ignition coil so that 

it is insulated from the top cover of the generator motor. The system 

will then be in the condition shown in Fig. 48. 

One of the test points is then placed on the frame of the car and 

the other point on the negative terminal A of the battery. If the 

lamp lights, it will indicate a ground somewhere on the switch or in 

the motor windings (all of the switch buttons being pushed in). 

Then, with one test point still grounded on the frame of the car, 

test with the other point the different terminals of the combination 

switch. If the lamp lights during this test, it will indicate a ground 

on that particular circuit, which can be remedied without any par¬ 

ticular difficulty. 

Locating Shorts. To test for short-circuits between wires that 

are normally insulated from each other, place one test point on the 

end of one wire and the second test point on the end of the other, as 

shown in Fig. 49. If the lamp lights, it will indicate a short-circuit 
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between these two wires, which can then be carefully inspected to 
locate the exact position of the fault. Failure of the lamp to light 

when the test is made will indicate that the wires in question are in 

good condition; the tests can then be applied to other parts of the 

circuits which should be insulated from each other. 

Locating Breaks in Wires. Where the failure of the apparatus 

in a particular circuit makes it apparent that a wire, or lead, may be 

broken, it may be tested by placing one of the points on each end of 

the wire in question. The lighting of the lamp will indicate that 

there is a complete circuit through the wire, while its failure to light 

is evidence of a break in the wire. If at all difficult to locate the 

break, the easiest method of repairing is it to replace the wire with a 

new lead of the same size and type of insulation. The method of 

carrying out this last test is illustrated iu Fig. 50 and it is naturally 

applicable to any of the wires, not only of this type of installation 

but of any other lighting and starting system. In making this test, 

care must be taken not to apply the points at places on the terminals 

where a ground connection will result, as this will complete the 

circuit through the lamp without the current passing through the 

wire supposedly under test. This method of locating grounds, short- 

circuits, or open circuits will be found much better than the use of a 

buzzer, bell, or magneto, and it is recommended wherever a 110-volt 

current is available. However, where it is not available, a lamp, bell, 

buzzer, or the portable voltmeter may be used in connection with the 

storage battery on the car, after detaching its usual connections to 

the system. 
Ground in Starting or in Lighting 2-Wire Circuits. When the 

blowing of a fuse in any lighting circuit is due to a ground, or a similar 
fault is suspected in the starting system, it may be tested for either 

with the lamp outfit or with the low-reading voltmeter, as follows: 

Disconnect one battery terminal, taping the bare end to prevent 

contact with any metal parts of the car, and connect one side of the 

voltmeter to this terminal. Attach a length of wire having a bared 

end to the other terminal of the voltmeter, as shown in Fig. 51. 

Connect the bared end of the free wire to some part of the car frame; 

making certain that good electrical contact is made. Disconnect the 

generator and starting motor completely, open all lighting switches, 

and be sure that the ignition switch is off. If there is no ground in the* 
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circuit, the voltmeter will give no indication. Be sure that none of 

the disconnected terminals are touching the engine or frame; to insure 

this, tape them. 

Should the voltmeter give a reading of 4 volts or more, it indicates 

that there is a ground in the wiring between the battery and the 

junction box, or in the wiring between the junction box and the gen¬ 

erator or the starting motor. If the voltmeter reads less than 4 

volts but more than ^ volt, all wiring and connections should be 

carefully inspected for faults. This test should be repeated by 

reversing the connections, that is, by reconnecting the wires on the 

side of the battery circuit that has been opened and disconnecting 

the other side. 

Localizing Any Ground. To localize any fault that the reading 

of the voltmeter may show, reconnect the wires to the starting motor 

Fig 51 TeBting for Grounds with Voltmeter in 
Two-Wire System 

and close the starting switch; any reading of the voltmeter with 

such connections will indicate that the ground is in this circuit. 

Should no ground be indicated with these connections, disconnect 

the starter again and reconnect the generator; if the voltmeter 

records any voltage, the ground is in the generator circuit. With 

both starter and generator disconnected, the voltmeter being con¬ 

nected first to one side of the battery and then to the other, operate 

the lighting switches, the ignition switch, and the horn, one at a 
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time, and note whether the voltmeter needle moves upon closing any 

of these switches. A voltage reading upon closing any of these 

switches will indicate a ground in that particular circuit. 

Short-Circuit Tests. To test for short-circuits, substitute the 

ammeter for the voltmeter, but do not connect the instrument to 

Fig 52 Testing for Short-Circuits with Ammeter in Two-Wire System 

the batterv. The shunt reading to 20 amperes should be employed, 

one side of the ammeter being grounded on the frame as previously 

described, and the other being connected with a short wire that can 

be touched to the open side of the battery, Fig. 52. Disconnect the 

starter and the generator and open all the switches, then touch the 

bare end of the wire to the battery terminal on the open side as 

shown. Any reading, no matter how small, will indicate a short- 

circuit (two-wire s\stem) in the wiring between the battery and 

junction box or between the latter and the starter, or generator. 

If the ammeter reading shows a heavy current, there is a severe 
short-circuit. 

Localizing a Short-Circuit. The short-circuit may be localized 

in the same manner as described for the voltmeter test, i e., connect 

the starter and test; disconnect the starter, connect the generator and 

test. A reading on the generator test may be due to the contacts of 

the cut-out sticking together. If the cut-out tontacts are open and’ 

the ammeter registers, there is a short-circuit in the generator windings. 
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Disconnect the generator again, remove all the lamps from the 

sockets, and turn on the lighting-circuit switches one at a time, 

touching the wire to the battery terminal after closing each switch. 

A reading with any particular switch on indicates a short-circuit in 

the wiring of the lamps controlled by that switch. Only one switch 

should be closed at a time, all others being open. This test should be 

made also with the ignition switch on but with the engine idle. The 

ammeter should then register the ignition current, which should not 

exceed 4 to 5 amperes. If greater than this, the ignition circuit should 

be examined. 

Cautions. Do not attempt to test the starter circuit with the am¬ 

meter as it will damage the instrument. To test the starter circuit, 

reconnect as for operating, removing the ammeter. Close the starting 

switch; a short-circuit in the wiring will result either in failure to 

operate or in slow turning over of the engine. See that the switch 

parts are clean and that they make good contact. If the short- 

circuit is in the winding of the starting motor, there will be an odor 

of burning insulation or smoke. 

The battery must be fully charged for making any of these 

tests. While the effect either of a ground or of a short-circuit will 

be substantially the same, its location and the remedy will be more 

easily determined by ascertaining whether it is the one or the other. 

Lamp Troubles. When short-circuits, grounds, or open-circuits 

are suspected as the cause for lights failing to burn, it is advisable 

to examine the different lamps in the system before starting to test 

or to pull out any of the wiring. In the single-wire or grounded 

system, the circuit is completed by grounding the lamp through the 

reflector. They often become rusted or dirty, failing to make good 

electrical contact and the lamp will not light. The lamp sockets 

may become rusted or dirty with the same result and the wires will 

break inside the lamp causing an incomplete connection. The 

plunger springs in the sockets may get weak, making poor connec¬ 

tion, and the socket will have to be renewed. Cleaning and making 

good connections will often cure other troubles. If the bulbs are 

not of the same voltage in the dash and tail lamps which are jn 

series connection, one lamp will burn brighter than the other or may 

not burn at all. The lamps should be half the voltage of the battery. 

If the system is 6 volts, the lamp bulbs should each be 3 volts. 
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Testing Cut-Out. If the battery is not charging properly, the 

generator being in good condition, or it is discharging too much 

current through the cut-out, the latter should be tested and adjusted 

to remedy the trouble. The cut-out is designed to close when the 

voltage across the terminals of the voltage coil is 6| to 7f volts. 

To check this a voltmeter should be connected across the terminals, 

noting the reading at the point that the contacts close. It is 

designed to break the circuit when the discharge current is less than 

1 ampere, preferably as close to the zero mark as possible to reduce 

the arc on breaking the contacts. This can be checked by placing 

an ammeter in the circuit in series with the current coil of the cut¬ 

out, noting the value of the current at the moment that the contacts 

separate. When properly adjusted the air gap should be inch. 

To adjust the cut-out, the influence of both the air gap and of 

the spring tension must be taken into consideration. The air gap 

has little or no effect upon the point of cut-out, this being governed 

almost entirely by the spring tension, whereas the point of cutting 

in is governed by both the air gap and the spring tension. The 

following examples will illustrate the adjustments necessary in cases 

of excess voltage and current, excess voltage alone, insufficient volt¬ 

age and excess current, and insufficient voltage alone. 
Where the relay cuts in at 8 volts and cuts out when the discharge 

current is 2 amperes: Decrease the air gap, as this will lower the 

voltage of the cut-in point, but it will also increase the discharge 

current on cutting out. To overcome the latter, increase the spring 

tension slightly, noting the effect on the ammeter until the latter 

registers less than 1 ampere on cutting out. 

Where the relay cuts in at 8 volts and cuts out at 1 ampere: 

Decrease the spring tension as this will cause the relay to cut in at 

a lower voltage and also to cut out after the current starts to dis¬ 

charge through it. 
Where the relay cuts in at 6 volts and cuts out at 2 amperes: 

Increase the spring tension, causing the relay to cut in at a higher 

voltage and also to cut out at a discharge-current value of less than 

2 amperes. 
Where the relay ends in at 6 volts and cuts out with a discharge 

current of 1 ampere: Increase the air gap slightly and also increase 

the spring tension so as to cause the relay to cut in at a higher 
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voltage and also cut out at a discharge current of less than 1 

ampere. 

In this connection cut in signifies the closing of the contacts 

when the voltage coil becomes energized as the generator starts up; 

cut out indicates the opening of the generator battery circuit when 

the current from the battery reverses the polarity of the current 

coil of the relay, thus opening the circuit and cutting out the gener¬ 

ator from the battery circuit when the generator slows down and 

there is insufficient voltage from charging the battery. While these 

instructions apply particularly to the Delco relay or cut-out, all 

devices of this nature operate on the same principles. 

Before making any adjustments, the contact points should be 

examined. If they are blackened or pitted, take two narrow strips 

of emery cloth about f inch wide and both the same length. Place 

them together, emery sides out, insert between the contacts and 

while an assistant holds the points together, draw back and forth. 

If no assistance be obtainable, use a single strip and apply alter¬ 

nately to each contact point until its face is bright all over and true 

so that when the two points come together they touch evenly all 

over their surfaces. Do not take off any more than is necessary for 

this purpose, particularly where the contacts are platinum, as this 

simply wears them away uselessly and they are very expensive to 

replace. After cleaning, test for cutting in voltage and cutting out 

current and it frequently will be found that no adjustment is 

necessary. 

These instructions regarding the cleaning of contact points 

apply with equal force to all instruments having contacts by means 

of which the circuit is frequently made and broken, for even plati¬ 

num is burned away by the electrical action of the current which tends 

to carry the metal of the positive contact over to the negative in 

finely divided form this making a hole, or crater, on the positive 

and a cone, or peak, on the negative. 

If the contacts are too badly burned to permit of their being 

put in good condition in this way, it will be necessary to replace 

them. After the relay has been reassembled with the new contacts, 

it should be adjusted in accordance with the instructions already 

given. When the contacts are correctly adjusted, both pairs will 

make contact at the same instant and clear across the !ine of con- 
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tact so that when the relay is held up to the light, it is impossible to 

see light passing through any portion of the line of contact. When 

adjusting the relay make sure that all insulating bushings are in 

good condition and that the connections and coil terminals are free 

from breaks or grounds, as these would cause uncertainty in its 

operation. 

Testing Circuit-Breaker. In case the circuit-breaker vibrates 

constantly, it indicates a ground in one of the circuits. Should it 

continue to vibrate when all of the buttons of the combination 

switch have been pushed in, the ground will almost invariably 

be found in the horn or its connections. In case no ground can be 

found in any of the circuits with the aid of the testing lamp, and the 

circuit-breaker still continues to vibrate, connect the portable test¬ 

ing ammeter in the circuit, using the 30-ampere shunt. Then hold 

the circuit-breaker closed and note the ammeter reading when it 

opens. This must be done quickly as the current necessary to keep 

it operating is small so that the ammeter reading will quickly drop 

to a value of 3 to 5 amperes. However, the circuit-breaker should 

not open on a current of less than 25 amperes. If the ammeter 

reading indicates that it does so, increase the tension of the spring 

until the current necessary to operate it shows that it is properly 

adjusted. In case the instrument shows that the circuit-breaker is 

opening at the proper point but still continues to vibrate, another 

series of tests for a ground must be made as the latter is the cause 

of the trouble. 

Testing Armatures. In reading the foregoing instructions as 

well as those that follow here concerning the Delco system, it should 

be borne in mind that they apply in principle, and in many cases in 

actual detail, to the majority of other systems described. In other 

words, all starting and lighting systems are based on the same prin¬ 

ciples and, while many of them differ in detail and in design, the 

application of the instructions in question will very frequently be 

evident by comparing them point for point and modifying the instruc¬ 

tions to compensate for any slight differences in design or wiring. 

Armature troubles are of much less frequent occurrence than the 

majority of defections, such as worn brushes, dirty commutator, or 

the like, which temporarily put the system out of commission, so that 

every part of the system which might be at fault should be investi- 
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gated before attempting to test the armature for faults. To carry 

out these tests, the voltmeter and the lamp-testing set are necessary. 

Where no previous experience has been had in making tests with these 

aids, it will be well to become familiar with the detailed instructions 
given for their use in connection with the dtermination of other 

faults, as already described. It is not necessary to remove the dyna- 

motor from the car for this purpose. When tests of the remainder 

of the system indicate no faults and when grounds in the armature- 

Fig 53 Diagram for Locating Grounded Generator Coil 
with Lamp-Testing feet 

windings or short-circuits between them are not suspected, raise all 

the brushes from the commutator and slip pieces of cardboard between 

the brushes and the commutator so as to insulate them from each 

other. These instructions cover the single-unit Delco machine, so 

the foregoing applies as well to testing for short-circuits between 

generator and motor armature windings. For greater simplicity, the 

possible faults and the tests for locating them are treated under 

different heads, as follows: 

(a) Grounded Generator Coil On one-wire systems of the 

single-unit type, the presence of a grounded generator coil will mate¬ 

rially reduce the charging rate to the battery and will also result in 

slow cranking of the engine. To determine whether a generator 
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coil has become grounded, place one of the test points on the frame or 

on the armature shaft, both of which are grounded, and the other on 

the generator commutator, as shown in Fig. 53. If the lamp lights, 

it indicates a ground on the commutator. The test of the generator 

of a two-unit set would be carried out in exactly the same manner. 

(b) Grounded Motor Coil, According to the nature of the fault, 

a grounded motor coil may either prevent operation of the starting 

y/o voft pc or a c 

Tm% 54 Diagram for Locating Grounded Motor Coil 
with I amp-Testmg Set 

motor altogether or it may result only in an excessive consumption of 

current for starting. The test is carried out in the same manner as 

described for the generator, except that the second point of the test 

set is placed on the motor commutator, Fig. 54. It will likewise be 

evident that an independent starting motor can be tested in the same 

way. 
(c) Short-Circuits between Motor and Generator Armature Coils. 

In most cases short-circuits between motor and generator armature 

coils will decrease the speed of cranking and will cause the armature 

to continue to run after the engine has been shut down. This test 

is carried out by simply placing one test point on the generator 

commutator and the other on the motor commutator. If the lamp 
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lights, it indicates a short-circuit between the generator and motor 

windings, Fig. 55. This test is naturally only applicable to single¬ 

unit machines having two independent windings on the same armature 

core, as in the case of the Delco, the type in question. 

(d) Open- or Short-Circuited Generator Armature Coils. When 

testing for open- or short-circuited generator armature coils, the gen- 

jjb H>H DCerA.C. 

Fig. 55. Diagram for Locating Short-Circuits between 
Motor and Generator Armature Coils 

erator brushes should be left in contact with the commutator, but the 

storage battery should be disconnected from the system, carefully 

taping the loose battery terminals before proceeding. Then discon¬ 

nect the shunt field from the brushes and tape these terminals so that 

they do not accidentally come in contact with the frame or other parts 

of the unit. Connect up a dry cell and the portable ammeter, using 

the 30-ampere shunt, as shown in Fig. 56. Turn the armature over 

slowly by hand. If the commutator is clean and bright and the 

brushes are making good contact with it, a very noticeable change in 

the ammeter reading will indicate an open- or a short-circuited 

armatuie coil. To determine whether the coil is open- or short-- 

circuited, the following tests can be made: 
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(1) Open-Circuited Coils. Connect the brushes to the 

terminals of the dry cell so that a current of about 10 amperes is 

flowing through the brushes. The field should be entirely dis¬ 

connected and its terminals either taped or held out of the way. 

Then, with a special pair of points connected to the voltmeter 

using the 3-volt scale, measure the voltage across each two 

adjacent commutator bars. If there is an open-circuited coil in 

the armature, the voltage reading will increase considerably, 
Fig. 57. 

(2) Short-Circuited Coils. * If there are no open-circuited 

coils and the preceding tests indicate that there is trouble with 

the armature, it should be tested for short-circuited coils. This 

should be done only after the preceding tests have been made, as 

and open-circuited coil might cause the .1-volt scale of the volt¬ 

meter to burn out if this test were made first. The armature is 

connected as indicated in (1), but for this test the .1-volt scale 

instead of the 3-volt scale of the voltmeter is used, Fig. 58. The 

voltage drop between adjacent commutator bars is then measured by 

slowly turning the commutator over by hand. The readings should 

be approximately the same. If any of them drop nearly to zero, it will 

indicate that one or more of the armature coils are short-circuited. 

In taking these readings, care must be observed to keep the points 
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always on adjacent commutator bars and not allow them to span more 

than two bars at any time; otherwise, the voltage drop may be suffi- ' 

cient to injure the voltmeter. 

Should any of these tests indicate open- or short-circuited 

coils in the armature, it is advisable to send the armature to 

the manufacturer for repairs, or to install a new armature. Unless 

the fault is plainly visible, as where a coil-terminal connection at the 

commutator bar has broken or become short-circuited, the average 

establishment will find the repair entirely beyond its facilities to make, 

so that time and expense will be saved by promptly referring it to 

the factory. Special equipment and skill in the handling of such 

repairs are indispensable and are bet\ ond the province of the garage 

man. These tests can also be used for testing generator and starting- 

motor windings where two units are used separately. 

Armature Winding. It is necessary to remove the damaged 

coils for repairs after the armature windings have been tested, and 

the short-circuits, grounds, and open circuits in the coils have 

been found. It usually means that the armature must be entirely re¬ 

wound for in order to reach the damaged coils, others must be dis¬ 

turbed. There are two types of windings, “lap” and “wave,” but 

there are many connections and combinations used. 

The segments in the commutator are termed “bars”; the grooves 

in which the coils are placed are called “slots”; the coils are spoken 

of as so many “turns” per coil and so many coils per slot. 

The wire generally used in armature winding is covered with 

enamel or a double layer of cotton. Silk is often used for it makes 

a thinner wire. This is important for the wire must not stand above 
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the top of the slot. The wires vary in thickness in practically every 

unit. If a repair man wishes to make a specialty of armature work, 

he must carry a large stock of wires and ribbons of all sizes. It is 

much cheaper to send the armature to the makers and receive a 

GENERATOR 
MAKE-DISCO 
TYPE 1205 OR 326 
SLOTS 14 
SEGMENTS 29 
COH PITCH ls-4 
COILS PER SLOT 2 
TURNS PER CO/L 6 
WIRE SIZE *L6 
WIRE INSUL D.C.C. 
COM. CONN. I&I5R 
TOP LEADS IZmOFIS 
GOT LEADS 541.OP IS. 
POLES 4 
VOLTS 6 
DEAD COILS / 

Fig. 61. Armature Rewinding Diagram 

Courtesy of Chittenden 

correctly rewound armature in exchange. Special equipment is 

necessary and it does not pay the average garage man to do this work. 

Two typical winding diagrams are given with an explanation of 

the terms used. Fig. 59 shows the “lap” winding, and Fig. 60, the 

GENERATOR 
MAKE-AUTO LITE 

TYPE VR4 
SLOTS 12 
SEGMENTS 24 
COIL PITCH 16-7 
COILS PER SLOT 2 
TURNS PER COIL H 
WIRE SIZE *!6 
WIRE INSUL. D.C.C 
C0MM.C0NN. IS- 21 
TOP LEADS 2.3.R0F/$ 
BOT. LEADS S4.R.0P IS 
POLES 2 
VOLTS 6 

Fig. 62. Armature Rewinding Diagram 
Courtesy of Chittenden 

“wave” winding. The two charts, Figs. 61 and 62, show one method 

used in giving the data for rewinding and the specifications for 
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a “lap” and a “wave” winding, respectively. The data in Fig. 62 
means: 

L “Slots 14”—there are 14 slots or grooves in which the coils 

are placed. 

2. “Segments 29”—there are 29 bars in the commutator. 

3. “Coil pitch 1 and 4”—the coils pass through the slots num¬ 

bered 1 and 4, or that the number of slots between the coils are 
4 including the two outside slots. 

4. “Coils per slot 2”—there are 2 coils to each slot, giving 4 
coil sides to each slot. 

5. “Turns per slot 6”—there are 6 turns of wire for each 

coil. 

6. “Wire size 16”—a wire of number 16 Brown and Sharpe 

gauge is to be used. 

7. “Wire insul D.C.C.”—The wire must be insulated with a 

double layer covering of cotton. 

8. “Comm conn 1 and 15”—there should be 15 bars between 

the connections of the wire and the commutator. The first and 

last bars are included in this number. 

9. “Top leads 12 13 R of IS”—the coils that are to be put 

in the top half of the slot should be connected to commutator bars 

12 and 13 and to the right of the slot chosen as slot 1 for the begin¬ 

ning connection. 

10. “Bott leads 3 4 L of IS”—the coils that are to be in the 

bottom half of the slot should be connected to the bars 3 and 4 and 

to the left of the slot chosen as slot number 1. 

11. “Lead”—the number of bars to the right or left of the slot 

through which the coil passes. 

12. “Poles 4”—a 4-pole machine. 

13. “Dead coils 1”—there is one coil not connected to the 

commutator. 

The commutator bar that is in direct line with the slot num¬ 

bered 1, is also numbered 1. They are used as the starting point 

for the numbering and the winding connections. 

Let us trace the path of the wire as shown in Fig. 61. The 

coil starts at bar 27, which is the number 4 bar, and to the left of 

slot 1 through which it passes. It is carried to slot 4 and passes 

through it from the top of the slot. It is wound in this manner 
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until there are 6 turns in the coil and is then connected to bar 12 

which is the 12th bar to the right of slot 1. 

If a coil is connected to bar 29, it would pass through the 

bottom of slot 2 and over to slot 5 with 6 turns in it and connec¬ 

ted to bar 14. It will be seen that there are 4 slots between the 

the coils and 15 bars between the connections at the commutator. 

Always count the beginning slot or bar. This same method is carried 

throughout the winding until each slot has two top and two bottom 

leads in it and each commutator bar has two coils connected to it. 

Commutator Maintenance. In the course of time, the com¬ 

mutator bars of the generator w ill w?ear down until they are flush 

(jC$ rhea mutrt be cut otuay 
dean between eejmenta 

(P() rttco meat not bm left vxth 

a thui ecfye next to aejn-mnte 

Fig 63 Method of Undercutting Mica Insulation on Commutator 

Courtesy of Auto Electric Systems Publishing Company, Dayton, Ohio 

with the mica insulation separating them. When this occurs there 

will be excessive arcing in the brushes which, in turn, will cause the 

copper to be burned away until it is level with, or below, the surface 

of the mica. This condition will be indicated by a rusty black color 

on the commutator bars. To prevent this condition, the commutator 

should be cleaned occasionally with sandpaper as directed. If the 

mica is high, it should be undercut as follows: 

The armature is removed from the machine and placed in a 

lathe, truing up both commutators until they are perfectly con-, 

centric. This should be done carefully and then as fine a cut as 

possible taken to avoid wasting the copper needlessly. When the 
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commutators have been trued up in the lathe, cut out mica between 

the commutator bars of the generator only. For this purpose a 

piece of hacksaw blade should be fixed in a handle, as shown in 

Fig. 63, and its teeth ground off until they will cut a slot that is 

just slightly wider than the mica insulation. The cut need not be 

more than ^ inch deep. In this way a rectangular slot, free from 

mica, will be obtained between each two adjacent commutator 

bars. After undercutting the mica, the edges of these slots should 

be beveled very slightly with a three-corned file in order to re¬ 

move any burrs which would cause excessive wear of the brushes. 

It is unnecessary to undercut the mica on the motor com¬ 

mutator, as, wherever metal or metallic brushes are used on Delco 

machines, they are sufficiently hard to keep the mica flush with the 

surface of the copper as it wears down without any undue arcing 

at the brushes, whereas in the case of generators provided with 

carbon brushes, the carbon is not hard enough to do this. After 

completing the undercutting, the commutator when viewed from 

the end should show clean-cut retangular slots between the bars, 

as in the left-hand view, Fig. 63. The machine should then be re¬ 

assembled and the brushes sanded-in to the commutator, as pre¬ 

viously described. This operation of fitting the brushes to the 

commutator will be necessary whenever anything has been done to 

the commutator, when new brushes are installed, or when the third- 

brush location is readjusted to vary the ouput of the machine on 

generators having this type of regulation. 

These instructions for fitting the brushes, cleaning the com¬ 

mutator, and undercutting the mica of the commutator of any 

machine equipped with soft-carbon brushes, apply with equal force 

to all makes of generators and starting motors employed on auto¬ 

mobiles. Next to the battery the brushes and commutators will be 

found to demand most attention—or to put it in another way, they will 

be found to constitute a cause of trouble only second in importance 

to the battery. It must not be assumed, however, that all black¬ 

ening of the commutator is caused always by high mica. Any one 

of the following conditions may cause the commutator to assume 

an appearance similar to that produced by high mica: (1) generator 

brushes of improper size or material, as where replacements other 

than those supplied by the manufacturer of the machine have been 
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installed; (2) insufficient spring tension on brushes—all springs 

slacken up in time and they should be examined at intervals to see 

that the brushes are being held firmly against the commutator; (3) 

overloading of the generator caused by partial failure of the regu¬ 

lating device or other cause; and (4) an open- or short-circuit in the 

generator windings, or a short-circuit between generator and motor 

windings in a single-unit machine like the Delco. 

Sometimes, when the armature has been overheated, the solder 

will work from between the commutator bars making them loose and 

causing the commutator to become black and give poor generation. 

If the commutator is not perfectly round, it will cause the am¬ 

meter needle to vibrate at high engine speeds. Any connections 

loose*in the circuit will cause the same trouble. 

Seating the Brushes. To insure proper operation of the machine 

either as a generator or as a motor, it is necessary that the brushes 

fit the commutator exactly and that they make good contact over 

their entire surface. If they do not, sparking will occur and the com¬ 

mutator will become burned and blackened, cutting down the 

efficiency of the machine. The brushes are the only wearing parts 

of a direct-current generator or motor, and, as this wear on them 

is constant, they will require attention at intervals to keep them in 

good condition. Whenever sufficient wear has taken place to make 

the contact uneven, the brushes must be fitted to the commutator 

or sanded-in. Cut a sheet of No. 00 sandpaper in strips slightly 

wider than the brush. Emery cloth must never be used for this 

purpose. It is metallic and will tend to cause short-circuits in the 

commutator. The strip of sandpaper is wrapped around the com¬ 

mutator so as to make contact with at least half of its circumference 

in the manner illustrated in (a) and (c) of Fig. 64. The smooth side 

of the paper is laid on the commutator so that the sanded side rubs 

the brush. By drawing the sandpaper back and forth, it is possible 

to fit the brush very accurately to the commutator. It will be 

obvious that if the sandpaper be applied to the commutator, as 

shown in (b) and (d) of the same illustration, that the brush will 

only touch at its center and there will be excessive sparking between 

the gaps thus formed. 

A high squeaking note caused by the operation of either the 

generator or motor is an indication that either the brushes or 
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the commutator need sanding-in as the latter will become roughened 

from the wear. It should be smoothed up by taking strips of the 

same grade of sandpaper sufficiently wide to cover the commu¬ 

tator, applying them by wrapping in the same manner but with the 

sanded surface on the commutator bars. This can be done most 

effectively by running the machine through its other commutator 

Fig 64 Method of Sandmg-In Brushes 

Courtesy of Auto Electric Systems Publishing Company, Dayton, Ohio 

for a few moments while holding the sandpaper strip in place on 

the first. If, after this smoothing up, the mica insulation between the 

bars of the commutator is flush with the surface of the copper bars, 

it must be undercut. On most of the Delco machines it will be 

found possible to sand-in the upper and lower brushes separately by 

this method, but in a number of cases on account of the construo- 
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tion of the machine, it will be found advisable to sand-in both motor 

brushes, as well as both generator brushes at the same time. It is 

unnecessary to lubricate either the motor, the generator brushes, or 

the commutators, as this simply results in gumming them and 

causes grit and dirt to collect on the commutator and cut grooves 

in both it and the brushes. 

Brushholder Tests and Troubles. When fitting new brushes, 

care should be taken to see that they slide freely in the holder, 

for if they stick, the brush will not make good contact with the 

commutator. The brush must not be too loose or it will twist or 

Fig. 65. Diagram for Locating Open Circuits in Field 
CoiIb with Lamp-Testing Set 

cock in the holder which will not allow full brush contact and low 

generator output will result. 

The following test can be made for a grounded brush holder: 

insulate the brush by putting some paper between it and the com¬ 

mutator. Place one test point on the holder and the other test 

point on the frame of the machine. If the lamp lights, it indi¬ 

cates that the holder is grounded. In the case of the third-brush 

holder the windings must be disconnected from the brush while 

making this test or the brush taken completely out of the holder. 

Testing Field Coils. The tests of field coils are simpler than 

those of the armature, and they apply in large measure to practically 

any system. 

Open-Circuits in Fields. To test for open-circuits in fields, the 

test set is the only apparatus required, and the points should be 
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placed as shown in Pig. 65. By placing one point on;each terminal 

of the particular winding to be tested, failure of the lamp to light 

will indicate that the coil is open-circuited, as the wire of the coil will 

afford a path for the current, unless broken. The fact that the lamp 

may not light to full brilliance in some of these coil tests is no in¬ 

dication of trouble, as the difference is simply due to the additional 

resistance represented by the coil itself. In case an open-circuited 

coil is found, the only remedy is to return it to the manufacturer 
for repair or replacement. 

Grounded Fields. To test for grounds in the field windings, 

place one test point on the frame of the machine and the other on a 

terminal of the field coil. Before doing this, however, all inten¬ 

tional ground connections made by the terminals should be removed. 

Fig 66 Diagram for Locating Grounded Fields 

These can be located by referring to the winding diagram. If the 

lamp lights, it will indicate a ground. The manner of applying the 

test points is shown in Fig. 66. 

Short-Circuits between Windings. To test for short-circuits 

between windings not normally connected, as for example the 

shunt and series winding of a field coil, place one test point on the 

terminal of one winding and the other test point on the terminal 

of the other field winding, as shown in Fig. 67. If the lamp lights, 

it will indicate a short-circuit between the windings. The*field 

coils can also be tested with a voltmeter, the 30-volt scale being 

used in connection with a 6-volt storage battery for this purpose* 

Fig. 68. As all lighting generators have more than one winding 
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on their fields, i.e., shunt and series windings (the latter termed 

“bucking coils” when reversed), these tests are equally applicable 

to all makes. 

Fig 67. Diagram for Testing Short-Circuits 
between Windings 

Fig. 68. Voltmeter Test Diagram for 
Open-Circuited Field 

Voltmeter Field Tests. The method of employing the voltmeter 

for making field tests, shown in Figs. 68 and 69, is as follows: 

To test for an open-circuited field, connect up as shown ip Fig. 

68. The positive terminal of the voltmeter is connected to the 
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positive terminal of the battery. An insulated copper wire of 

convenient length, with the insulation stripped off for about one 

inch at each end, is then attached to the terminal of the voltmeter 

marked “30 volts,” and a similar wire is attached to the negative 

terminal of the battery. The free ends of these wires are then used 

in the same manner as the points of the test set, except that the 

voltmeter reading is the indication sought instead of the lighting 

of a lamp. Before making the test, touch the free ends of the wires 

together. This reading will be the total voltage of the storage 

battery, and it should be kept in mind when making the tests. 

If, instead of touching the free ends of the wire together, they are 

placed on the terminals of a high resistance, the voltmeter reading will 

naturally be much less. In other words, the value of the voltmeter 

reading will always depend upon the amount of resistance offered 

by the coil or other circuit that is being tested. When there is no 

circuit, as with the free ends held apart in the hands, there will be 

no indication on the voltmeter scale. An open-circuited coil will 

accordingly be indicated by a zero reading of the voltmeter when the 

two free ends, or points, are placed upon the terminals of the coil, 

Fig. 68. If, on the other hand, the voltmeter reading is nearly half 

of that of the battery voltage, the coil is in good condition. This test 

corresponds to that with the lamp-testing set using the 110-volt 

current, illustrated in Fig. 65. It is a method which also permits 

one coil to be checked against another of the same kind, as the read¬ 

ings given by the two coils should be approximately the same. Where 

neither a 110-volt current nor a portable voltmeter are available, these 

tests may be carried out with the aid of a 6-volt bulb in connection 

with the storage battery, as shown for the voltmeter tests. In this 

case, the lamp will light brightly when the free ends of the wires are 

brought together, but it will dim in proportion to the amount of extra 

resistance added to the circuit, as represented by the coil under test. 

While not so accurate as the tests with the voltmeter, comparative 

tests are also possible with the low-voltage lamp, a very perceptible 

difference in the lighting of the lamp indicating a greatly increased 

resistance. When using current from a storage battery for testing, 

care must be taken to have the points of the test set, or ends of the 

wire, clean and bright, and to make good, firm contact. If necessary, 

places on the machine at which the test points are to be applied should 
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first be scraped or filed clean, otherwise, additional resistance will 

be inserted by the poor contact at the points, as for example, where 

the latter are applied to a painted surface. 

To test for grounds in a field, after having removed all ground 

connections, as mentioned in a previous paragraph, place one end, 

MMAAAMAAA 
Shan l Field Coil 
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n Series Field Coil 

JO Volt Scale 

HUM 
6 Volt Storage Battery 

Fig 69 Voltmeter Test Diagram for Short-Circuit between Coils 

or point, on a terminal of the field coil and the other on the frame of 

the machine. The method of making the test is identical with that 

shown in Fig. 66, except for the substitution of the voltmeter for the 

110-volt light circuit. If the coil is free from grounds, the voltmeter 

needle will remain at zero; in case, there is a ground, there will be an 

indication on the instrument and the worse the ground the greater the 

value of this reading will be. This test corresponds to that illustrated 

in Fig. 54. 

Short-Circuits between Coils. The test for short-circuits between 

coils is similar to that shown in Fig. 55 and naturally applies to all 

lighting generators where the two windings of the fields are concerned. 

Place one end, or point, on the terminal of one winding and the 

other end on the terminal of the other winding, as shown in Fig. 69. 

If there is no connection between the coils, as should be the case. 
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the voltmeter needle will remain stationary. Any movement of thfc 

voltmeter needle indicates a short-circuit and the greater the value 

of the reading, the more complete is the short-circuit between the 

two coils. 

In order to make these tests without removing the machine from 

the car, disconnect the storage battery and tape the disconnected 

terminals; then, insulate all the brushes by placing pieces of card¬ 

board between them and the commutators. Disconnect all wires 

leading to generator terminals, and likewise, all wires leading to 

field-coil terminals. By referring to the circuit and wiring diagrams 

for the particular car under consideration, all these leads can readily 

be identified, and after disconnecting them, the field coils of the 

machine can be tested. When the tests indicate that the field coils 

are not in perfect conditionj it will usually be found advisable to 

remove the field coils from the machine and send them to the manu¬ 

facturer for repair or replacement, for unless the fault is plainly 

apparent, which will seldom be the case, the repair will usually be 

found to be beyond the average garage facilities. 
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GLOSSARY 

r[E following glossary of automobile terms is not intended in any sense 
as a dictionary and only words used in the articles themselves have been 

defined. The definitions have been made as simple as possible, but if 

other terms unfamiliar to the reader are used, these should be looked up in order 
to obtain the complete definition. 

A 

A. A. A.: Abbreviation lor American Auto¬ 
mobile Association. 

Abrasive: Any hard substance used for 
grinding or wearing away other substances. 

Absorber, Shock: See "Shock Absorber". 
Accelerate: To increase the speed. 
Acceleration: The rate of change of velocity 

of a moving body. In automobiles, the ability 
of the oar to increase in speed. Pickup. 

Accelerator: Device for rapid control of the 
speed for quick opening and closing of the 

• throttle. Usually in the form of a pedal, 
spring returned, the minimum throttle open¬ 
ing being controlled by the setting of the 
hand throttle. 

Accessory: A subordinate machine that 
aooompanies or aids a more important 
machine; as, a horn is an accessory of an 
automobile. 

Accumulator: A secondary battery or 
storage battery. It usually consists of 
chemically prepared lead plates combined 
with an acia solution. Upon being charged 
with an electric current from a primary 
source, a chemical change takes place which 
enables the plates m their turn to give a 
current of electricity when used as a source 
of power, the plates at the same time return¬ 
ing to their original chemical state. 

Acetone: A liquid obtained as a by-product 
in the distillation of wood alcohol, and used 
in connection with reservoirs for storing 
acetylene for automobile lights, as it dis¬ 
solves many times its own volume of acety¬ 
lene gas. 

Acetylated Alcohol: Alcohol which has been 
denatured by the addition o' acetylene, 
which also increases its fuel value. See 
"Alcohol, Denatured". 

Acetylene: A gaseous hydrocarbide used as 
an illuminant; is usually generated for that 
purpose by the action of water on calcium 
carbide. 

Acetylene Generator. A closed vessel in 
which acetylene gas may be produced by the 
action of water on calcium carbide and which 
supplies the gas under uniform pressure. 

Acetylene Lamp: A lamp which burns 
acetylene gas. 

Acetylite: Calcium carbide which has been 
treated with glucose. It is used to obtain 
a mote uniform and slower production of 
acetylene gas than can be obtained with the 
untreated calcium carbide. 

Acid: In connection with automobiles the 
term usually means the liquid or electrolyte 
used in the storage battery. See "Electro^ 
lyte". 

Acid Cure. Method of rapid vulcanisation 
of rubber without heat. Used in tire repairs. 
The agent is sulphur chloride. 

Acidimeter. An instrument for determining 
the purity of an acid. 

Active Material: Composition in grids that 
forms plates of a storage battery. It is this 
material in which the chemical changes occur 
in charging and discharging. 

Adapter: Device by which one type of lamp 
burner may be used instead of the one for 
which the lamp was designed. Usually a 
fitting by which a gas or oil lamp may be 
converted into an electric lamp. 

Adhesion: That property of surfaces in con¬ 
tact bv virtue of which one of them tends 
to stick to the other. It is'tned as synony¬ 
mous with friction. The adhesion of wheels 
acts to prevent slipping. 

Adjustment: The slackening or tightening 
up of parts to compensate for wear, reduce 
friction, or secure better contact. 

Admission: In a steam engine, the letting 
in of the steam to the cylinder; in gas engine, 
the letting in of mixture of gas and air to the 
cylinder. 

Advanced Ignition: Usually called advanc¬ 
ing the spark. Setting the spark of an inter¬ 
nal-combustion motor so that it will ignite 
the charge at an earlier part of the stroke. 

Advance Sparking: A method by which the 
time of occurrence of the ignition spark may 
be regulated, by completing the electric 
circuit at the earlier period. 

Advancing the Spark: See ‘Advanced Ig¬ 
nition". 

Aerodynamics: The soience of atmospheric 
laws, i.e., the effects produced by air in 
motion. 

After-Burning: Continued burning of the 
charge in an internal-combustion engine 
after the explosion. 

After-Firing: An explosion in the muffler or 
exhaust passages. 

A-h: Abbreviation for ampere hour. 

Air Bottle: A portable container holding 
compressed air or carbon dioxide for tire 
inflation. 

Air-Bound: See "Air Look". 
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Air Compressor: A machine for supplying 
air under pressure for inflating tires, starting 
the motor, etc. 

Air Cooled: Cooled by air direct. Usually 
referring to the cylinder of an engine, whose 
heat caused by the combustion within it 
is carried away by air oonvection and radia¬ 
tion. 

Air Cooling: A system of dispersing by air 
convection the heat generated in the cylinder 
of an internal-combustion motor. 

Air Intake: An opening in a carbureter to 
admit air. 

Air Leak: Entrance of air into the mixture 
between carbureter and cylinder. 

Air Lock: Stoppage of circulation in the 
water or gasoline system caused by a bubble 
of air lodging in the top of a bend in the 
pipe. 

Air Pump: A pump operated by the engine 
or by hand to supply air pressure to the oil 
tank or gasoline tank; sometimes called 
pressure pump. 

Air-Pump Governor: A device to regulate 
the speed of the air pump bo as to give a 
uniform air pressure. 

Air Resistance: The resistance encountered 
by a surface in motion. This resistance in¬ 
creases as the square of the speed, which 
makes it necessary to employ four times as 
much power in order to double a given speed. 

Air Tube: See "Pneumatic Tire”. 
Airless Tire: Name of special make of non- 

puncturable resilient tire. 
A. L. A. M.: Abbreviation for Association 

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, now 
out ot existence. 

A. L. A. M. Horsepower Rating: The horse¬ 
power rating of an automobile found by the 
standard horsepower formula approved by 
the Association of Licensed Automobile 
Manufacturers. Since the dismemberment 
of this organization, the formula is usually 
called the 8.A.E. rating. This formula is 
h.p. *bore of oylinder (in inches) squared X 
No. of cylinders+2.5, at a piston speed of 
1000 feet per minute. 

Alarm, Low-Water: See "Low-Water 
Alarm”. 

Alcohol: A colorless, volatile, inflammable 
liquid which may be used as fuel for internal- 
combustion engines. 

Alcohol, Denatured: Alcohol rendered unfit 
for drinking purposes by the addition of 
wood alcohol, acetylene, and other sub¬ 
stances. 

Alignment: The state of being exactly in 
line. Applied to crankshafts a~d transmis¬ 
sion shafts and to the parallel conditions of 

"the front and rear wheels on either Bide. 
Alternating Current: Electric current 

which alternates in direction periodically. 
Ammeter: An instrument to measure the 

values of current in an electric circuit directly 
in amperes. Also called ampere meter. 

Amperage: The number of amperes, or cur¬ 
rent strength, in an electrio circuit. 

Ampere: The practical unit of rate of flow 
of electric current, measuring the current 
intensity. 

Ampere Hour: A term used to denote the 
capacity of a storage battery or closed-circuit 
primary battery. A battery that will deliver 

three amperes for six hours is said to have an 
eighteen-ampere-hour capacity. 

Ampere Meter: See "Ammeter". 
Angle-Iron Underframe: An underframe 

constructed of steel bars whose cross section 
is a right angle. 

Anneal: To make a metal soft by heating and 
cooling. To draw the temper of a metal. 

Annular Gear: A toothed wheel upon which 
the teeth are formed on the inner circum¬ 
ference. 

Annular Valve: A circular valve having a 
hole in the center. 

Annunciator: An installation of electric 
signals or a speaking tube to allow the pas¬ 
sengers in an enolosed car to communicate 
with the driver. 

Anti-Freezing Solution: A solution to be 
used in the cooling system t‘o prevent freezing 
in cold weather; any harmless solution whose 
freezing point is somewhat below that of 
water may be used. 

Anti-Friction Metal: Various alloys of tin 
and lead used to line bearings, such as Babbitt 
metal, white metal, etc. 

Anti-Skid Device: Any device which may 
be applied to the wheels of a motorcar to 
prevent their skidding, such as tire coverings 
with metal rivets in them, chains, etc. 

Apron: Extensions of the fenders to prevent 
splashing by mud or road dirt. 

Armature: In dynamo-electric machines, 
the portion of a generator in which the 
current is developed, or in a motor, the por¬ 
tion in which the current produces rotation. 
In most generators in automobile work, the 
armature is the rotating portion. In mag¬ 
netic or electromagnetic machines the arma¬ 
ture is the movable portion which is attached 
to the magnetic poles. 

Armature Gore: The iron portion of the 
armature whioh carries the windings and 
serves as part of the path for the magnetic 
flux. 

Armature Shaft: The shaft upon and with 
which the armature rotates. 

Armature Winding: Electrical conductors, 
usually copper, in an armature, and in which 
the current is generated, in case of a gen¬ 
erator, or in which they produce rotation in 
a motor. 

Artillery Wheel: A wheel having heavy wood 
spokes. 

Aspirating Nozzle: An atomizing nozzle to 
make the liquid passing through it pass from 
it in the form of a spray. 

Assembled Gar: A car whose chief parts, 
Buch as engine, gearset axles, body, etc., are 
manufactured by different parts makers, 
only the final process of putting them to¬ 
gether being carried out in the car-making 
plant. 

Atmospheric Line: A line drawn on an in¬ 
dicator diagram at a point corresponding 
with the pressure of the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric Valve: See "Suction Valve". 
Atomizer: A device by which a liquid fuel, 

such as gasoline, is reduced to small particles 
or to a spray; usually incorporated in the 
carbureter. 

Auto: (1) Popular abbreviation for auto¬ 
mobile. (2) A Greek prefix meaning sell. 
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Auto-Bus: An enclosed motor-driven public 
conveyance, seating six or more people; 
usually has a regular route of travel. 

Autocar: A motorcar or automobile; a trade 
name for a particular make of automobile. 

Auto-Cycle: See “Motorcycle”. 

Autodrome: A track especially prepared for 
automobile driving, particularly for raoes. 

Autogenous Welding: See “Welding, Autog¬ 
enous”. 

Auto-Igniter: A small magneto generator 
or dynamo for igniting gasoline engines, the 
armature of which is connected with the 
flywheel by gears or by friction wheels, so 
that electric current is supplied as long as 
the engine revolves. 

Autoist: One who uses an automobile. 
Automatic Carbureter: A vaporizer or car¬ 

bureter for gasoline engines whose action is 
entirely automatic. 

Automatic Cut-Out: See “Cut-Out, Auto¬ 
matic”. 

Automatic Spark Advance: Automatic 
variation of the instant of spark occurrence 
in the cylinder. Mechanical advancing and 
retarding Of the spark to correspond with nnd 
controlled by variations in crankshaft speed. 

Auto-Meter: Trade name for special make 
of combined speedometer and odometer. 

Automobile: A motor-driven vehicle having 
four or more wheels. Some three-wheeled 
vehicles are properly automobiles, but are 
usually called tricars. 

AutomobiUst: The driver or user of an auto¬ 
mobile. 

Auto Truck: A motor-driven vehicle for 
^transporting heavy loads; a heavy com¬ 
mercial car. 

Auxiliary Air Valve: Valve controlling the 
admission of air through the auxiliary air 
intake of a carbureter. 

Auxiliary Air Intake: Opening through 
which additional air is admitted to the car¬ 
bureter at high speeds. 

Auxiliary Exhaust: Ports cut through cyl¬ 
inder walls to permit exhaust gases to be 
released from the cylinder when uncovered 
by the piston. These are sometimes used 
as an additional scavenging means for the 
regular exhaust valves. 

Auxiliary Fuel Tank: See “Fuel Tank, 
Auxiliary”. 

Auxiliary Spark Gap: See “Spark Gap, 
Outside”. 

Axle: The spindle with which a wheel revolves 
or upon which it revolves. 

Axle, Cambered: An axle whose ends are 
slanted downwards to camber the wheels. 

Axle, Channel: An axle which is U-shaped 
in cross section. 

Axle, Dead: Solid, fixed, stationary axle. 
An axle upon which the wheels revolve but 
which itself does not revolve. 

Agle, Dropped: An axle in which the oentral 
portion is on a lower level than the ends. 

Axle, Floating: A full-floating axle. A live 
akle in which the shafts support none of the 
car weight, but serve only to turn the wheels. 

Axle, I-Beam: An axle whose cross section 
is m the shape of the letter I. 

Axle* Live: An axle in which are comprised 

the driving shafts that carry the power of the 
motor to the driving wheels. 

Axle, Semi-Floating: A live axle in which 
the driving shafts carry all of the car 
weight as well as transmitting the driving 
torque. 

Axle, Three-Quarters Floating: A live 
axle in which the shafts carry & part of the 
weight of the car, while the housing car¬ 
ries the balance of the weight. It is inter¬ 
mediated by a floating axle and the semi¬ 
floating axle. 

Axle, Trussed: An axle in which downward 
bending is prevented by a truss. 

Axle, Tubular: An axle formed of steel tub¬ 
ing. Usually applied to the front axles, but 
sometimes used in referring to tubular shafts 
of rear axles. 

Axle Casing: That part of a live axle that 
encloses the driving shafts and differential 
and driving gears Axle housing. 

Axle Housing: See “Axle Casing”. 

Axle Shaft* The member transmitting the 
driving torque from the differential to the 
rear wheels. 

B 

Babbitt: A soft metal alloy used for lining 
the bearings of shafts. 

Back-Firing: An explosion of the mixture 
in the intake manifold or carbureter caused 
by the communication of the flame of ex¬ 
plosion in the cylinders. Usually due to too 
weak a mixture. Popping. 

Back Kick: The reversal of direction of the 
starting, caused by back-firing. 

Backlash: The play between a screw and nut 
or between the teeth of a pair of gear wheels. 

Back Pressure: Pressure of the exhaust 
gases due to improper design or operation of 
the exhaust system. 

Baffle Plate: A plate used to prevent too 
free movement of a liquid in the container. 
In a gas engine cylinder, a plate covering the 
lower end of the cylinder to prevent! too 
much oil being splashed into it. The plate 
has a slot through which the connecting! rod 
may work. % 

Balance Gear: See “Differential Gear”. 
Balancing of Gasoline Engines: Insuring 

the equilibrium of moving parts to redi ce 
the vibration and shocks. 

Ball-and-Socket Joint: A joint in wb ha 
ball is placed within a socket recessed o fit 
it, permitting free motion in any dir ction 
within limits. 

Ball Bearing: A bearing in which the rotat¬ 
ing shaft or axle is oarried upon a number of 
small steel balls which are free to turn in 
annular paths, called races. 

Balladeur Train: A French name for a slid¬ 
ing change-speed gear. 

Barking: The sound made by the explosions 
caused by after-firing. 

Base Bearing: See “Main Bearing”. 
Base Explosion: See “Crankcase Explosion”. 
Battery: A combination of primary or 

secondary cells, as dry cells or storage cells. 
Battery, Dry: See “Dry Battery”. 
Battery, Storage: See “Accumulator”. 
Battery Add: The electrolyte in a storage 

battery. 
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Battery-Charging Fluft: Power terminal* 
to which the leads of a storage battery may 
be connected for charging the battery. 

Battery Gage: (1) Voltmeter or ammeter 
or voltammeter for testing the specific 
gravity of the electrolyte in a secondary 
battery. 

Battery Syringe: A syringe used to draw out 
a part of the electrolyte or solution from a 
storage battery ceil to test its density and 
specific gravity. 

Baumik: A scale indicating the specific 
gravity or density of liquids and having 
degrees as units. Gasoline of a specific Suavity of .735 has a gravity of 61 degrees 

aume. 
Bearing: A support of a shaft upon which it 

may rotate. 
Bearing, Annular Ball: A ball bearing con¬ 

sisting of two ooncentno rings, between 
which are steel balls. 

Bearing, Ball: A bearing in which the 
rotating shaft and the stationary portion of 
the bearings are separated from sliding con¬ 
tact by steel balls. A steel collar fitted to 
the shaft rolls upon the balls, which in turn 
roll upon steel collar attached to the station¬ 
ary portion of the bearing. 

Bearing, Gup and Gone: A ball bearing in 
which the balls roll m a race, which is formed 
between a cone-shaped fixed collar and a 
cup-shaped shaft collar. 

Bearing, Main: The bearing in which 
rotates the crankshaft of an engine. 

Bearing, Plain: A bearing in which the 
rotating shaft is in sliding contact with the 
bearing supporting it. 

Bearing, Radial: A bearing designed to 
resist loads from a direction at right angles 
to the axis of the shaft. 

Bearing. Roller: A bearing in which the 
journal rests upon, and is surrounded by, 
hardened steel rollers which revolve in a 
channel or race surrounding the shaft. 

Bearing. Thrust: A bearing designed to 
resist loads or pressures parallel with the 
axis of the shaft. 

Bearing Gap: That portion of a plain bear¬ 
ing detachable from the stationary portion, 
and which holds the bearing bushing and 
shaft. 

Bearing Surface: The projected area of a 
bearing in a perpendicular plane to the 
direction of pressure. 

Beau de Rochas Cycle: The four-stroke 
cycle used in most internal-combustion 
engines. This cycle was proposed by M. 
Beau de Rochas and put into practical form 
by Dr. Otto. See “Four-Cycle’'. 

Belt and Clutch Dressing: A composition 
to be applied to belts and dutches to prevent 
them from slipping. 

Belt Drive: A method of transmitting power 
from the engine to the oountershaft or jack 
shaft by means of belts. 

Benzine: A petroleum product having a 
specific gravity between that of kerosene and 
gasoline. Its specific gravity is between 60 
degrees and 65 degrees Bauxnd. 

Benzol: A product of the distillation of coal 
tar. Coal tar benzine. Used as a rubber 
solvent and in Europe as a motor fuel. 

Berlins Body: A limousine automobile body 
having more thin two seat* in the bade past. 

Bevel-Gear: Gears the faces of whose teeth 
are not parallel with the shaft, but are on a 
beveled edge of the gear wheel. 

Bevel-Gear Drive: Method of driving one 
shaft from another at an angle to the first. 
The chief method of transmitting the drive 
from the propeller shaft to the rear axle 
shafts. 

B. H. P.: An abbreviation for brake horse¬ 
power. 

Bicycle: A two-wheeled vehicle propelled by 
the pedaling of the rider. 

Binding Posts; See “Terminals”. 
Bleeder: A by-pass in the sight-feed of a 

mechanical oiling system by which the oil 
delivered through that feed is allowed to 
pass out instead of going to the bearings. 

Blister: A defect in tires caused by the 
separation of the tread from the fabric. 

Block Chain: A chain used in automobiles, 
bicycles, etc., of which each alternate link 
is a steel block. 

Blow-Back: The backward rushing of the 
fuel gas through the inlet valve into the 
carbureter. 

Blower Cooled: A gas engine cooled by 
positive circulation of air maintained by a 
blower. 

Blow-Off: A blow-out caused by the edge of 
the bead of tire becoming free from the rim 
and allowing the tube to protrude through 
the space thus formed. 

Blow-Out: The rupture of both the inner 
tube and outer casing of a pneumatic tire. 

Blow-Out Patch: See “Patch, Tire Repair”. 
Body: (1) The superstructure of an auto¬ 

mobile; the part that resembles and repre¬ 
sents the body of a horse-drawn vehicle. 
(2) In oils, the degree of viscosity. The 
tendency of drops of oils to hang together. 

Body Hangers: Attachments to or exten¬ 
sions of the frame for holding the body of the 
vehicle. They should be properly called 
frame hangers. 

Boiler: A vessel in which water is evaporated 
into steam for the generation of power. 

Boiler, Fire-Tube: A tubular steam boiler 
m which the end plates are connected by a 
number of open ended thin tubes, the spaces 
around which are filled with water, the hot 
gases passing through the tubes. 

Boiler, Flash: A steam boiler in which steam 
is generated practically instantaneously. 
There is practically no water or steam stored 
in the boiler. A flash generator. 

Boiler, Water-Tube: A steam boiler in 
which the water is carried in metal tubes, 
around which the hot gases circulate. 

Boiler Alarm: See “Low-Water Alarm”, 

Boiler Covering: A non-conducting sub¬ 
stance used as a covering for boilers to pre¬ 
vent loss of heat by radiation. 

Boiler-Feed Pump: An automatic and self¬ 
regulating pump for supplying a boiler with 
feed water. 

Boiler-Feed Regulator: A device to make 
the feed-water supply of the boiler auto¬ 
matic. 

Bonnet: (1) The hood or metallic cover 
over the front end of an automobile. Bee 
“Hood”, (2) The cover over a pump- 
valve box, or a slide-valve casing, (ft) A 
cover to enclose and guide tha tm end of n 
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steam-engine-valve spindle or the oover of a 
piston-valve casing. (4) The pan under¬ 
neath the engine in an automobile. 

Boot! A covering to protect joints from dirt 
and water or to prevent the leakage of grease. 
(2) Space provided for baggage at the rear 
of a ear. 

Bore: The inside diameter of the cylinder. 
Boss: An enlarged portion of a part to give 

a point for attachment of another part. 
Bottom: The meshing of gears without 

clearance. 
Bow Separator: A part to prevent chafing 

of the dows of a top when folded. 
Boyle’e Law of Gases: A law defining the 

volume and pressure of gases at constantly 
maintained temperatures It states that 
the volume of a gas vanes inversely as the 
pressure so long as the temperature remains 
the same, or, the pressure of a gas is propor¬ 
tional to its density. 

Brake: An apparatus for the absorption of 
power by friction, and by clamping some por¬ 
tion of the driving mechanism to retard or 
stop the forward motion of the ear. 

Brake, Air-Cooled: A brake whose parts are 
tidied to present a large surface for trans¬ 
ferring to the air the frictional heat generated 
in them. 

Brake, Band: A brake which contracts 
upon thd outside of a drum attached to some 
part of the driving mechanism. 

Brake, Constricting Band: A form of brake 
applied by tightening a band around a pulley 
or drum. 

Brake, Differential: A brake acting upon 
the differential gear. 

Brake, Double-Acting: A brake which will 
hold when the drum is rotating m either 
direction. 

Brake, Dram, and Band: See “Brake, 
Band”. 

Brake, Emergency: A brake intended to be 
used in case the service brake does not act 
to a sufficient extent. 

Brake, Expanding-Band: A drum brake in 
which the braking force is exerted by a band 
forced outward against the inner rim of a 
pulley. 

Brake, External-Contracting: A brake 
consisting of a drum affixed to a rotating 
part, the outer surface of whish is encircled 
by a contracting band. 

Brake, Foot: A brake designed to be oper¬ 
ated by the driver’s foot. A pedal brake. 
Usually the service brake. 

Brake, Front-Wheel: A brake designed to 
operate on the front wheels of the oar. 

Brake, Geaurset: A brake designed to act on 
the transmission shaft and attached to the 
gearbox. 

Brake, Hand: A brake designed to be oper¬ 
ated by means of a hand lever. Usually the 
emergency brake. 

Brake, Hub: A brake consisting of a drum 
secured to one of the wheels. This is the 
usual type. 

Brake. Internal: A brake in which an ex¬ 
panding mechanism is contained within a 
rotating drum, the expansion bringing pres¬ 
sure to near on the drum. 

Brake, Internal-Expanding: A brake con¬ 
sisting of a drum, against the inside of which 
may a band or a shoe. 

Brake, Motor: A brake In an electric vehicle 
which acts upon the armature shaft of the 
motor. 

Brake, Service; A brake designed to be used 
m ordinary driving. It is usually operated 
by the driver’s foot. 

Brake, Shoe: A brake in which a metal shoe 
is clamped against a revolving wheel 

Brake, Transmission: A brake designed to 
act upon the transmission shaft 

Brake, Water-Cooled: A brake through 
which water may be circulated to carry off 
the fnctional heat. 

Brake Equalizer: A mechanism applied to a 
system of brakes operated in pairs to assure 
that each brake shall be applied with equal 
force 

Brake Horsepower: The horsepower sup¬ 
plied by an engine as shown bv the applica¬ 
tion of a brake or absorption dynamometer. 

Brake Housing* A casing enclosing the 
brake mechanism 

Brake Lever: The lever by which the brake 
is applied tc the wheel. 

Brake Lining: The wearing surface of a 
brake, usually arranged to be easily replaced 
when worn. 

Brake Pedal: Pedal by which the brake is 
applied. 

Brake Pull Rod: A rod transmitting the 
tension from the lever or pedal to the mova¬ 
ble portion of the brake proper. 

Brake Ratchet: A device by which the brake 
lever or brake pedal can be set m position and 
retained there, usually consists of a notched 
quadrant with which a movable tongue on 
the lever head or pedal engages 

Brake Rod: The rod connecting the brake 
lever with the brake 

Brake Test: A test of a motor by means of a 
dynamometer to determine its power output 
at different speeds. 

Braking Surface. The surface of contact 
between the rotating and stationary parts of 
a brake. 

Braze: To join by branng 
Brazing: Tho process of permanently joining 

metal parts by intense heat 
Breaker Strip: A strip of canvas placed 

between the tread and body of an outer tire 
casing to increase the wearing qualities. 

Breather: An opening m the crankcase of a 
gas engine to permit pressure therein to 
remain equal during the movement of the 
pistons. 

British Thermal Unit. The o^inary unit of 
heat. It is that quantity of heat required to 
raise the temperature of one pound of pure 
water one degree Fahrenheit at the tempera¬ 
ture of greatest density of water. 

Brougham Body: A closed-in automobile 
body having windows at the side doors, and 
m front, but with no extension of the root 
over the front seat. 

Brush Holder: In electrical machinery, an 
arrangement to hold one end of a connection 
flexible in contact with a moving part of the 
circuit. 

B. T. U.: Abbreviation for British Thermal 
UmU 

Buck board: A four-wheeled vehicle in which 
the body and springs are replaced by «W 
elastic board or frame 
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Buckling: Irregularities in the shape of the 
plates of storage cells following a too rapid 
discharge. 

Bumper: (1) A contrivance at the front of 
the car to minimise shook of collision; it con¬ 
sists of plungers working in tubes and gain¬ 
ing elasticity from springs. (2) A bar placed 
aoross the end of a car. usually the front 
end, to take the shock of collision and thus 
prevent damage to the car itself. A rubber 
or leather pad interposed between the axle 
and frame of a oar. 

Burner, “Torch'’ Igniter: A movable auxil¬ 
iary vaporizer for starting the fire in steam 
automooile burners. 

Bushing: A bearing lining. Usually made 
of anti-friction metal and capable of adjust¬ 
ment or renewal. 

Bus-Pipe: A manifold pipe. 
Butterfly Valve: A valve inserted in a pipe, 

usually circular and of nearly the same 
diameter as the pipe, designed to turn upon 
a spindle through its diameter and thus shut 
off or permit flow through the pipe. Usually 
employed for throttle valves and carbureter 
air valve.. 

Buzzer: (1) A name sometimes applied to 
the vibrator or trembler of a jump-spark 
ignition coil. (2) A device used in place 
of a horn, and consisting of a diaphragm 
which is made to vibrate rapidly by an 
electromagnet. 

By-Pass: A small valve to provide a second¬ 
ary passage for fluids passing through a 
system of piping. 

C 

C: Abbreviation for a centigrade degree of 
temperature. 

Calcium Carbide: A compound of calcium 
and carbon used for the generation of acety¬ 
lene by the application of water. 

Calcium Chloride: A salt which dissolved 
in water is used as an anti-freeaing solution. 

Cam: A revolving disk, irregular in shape, 
fixed on a revolving shaft so as to impart to 
a rod or lever in contact with it an intermit¬ 
tent or variable motion. 

Cam, Exhaust: A cam designed to operate 
the exhaust of an engine. 

Cam, Ignition: A cam designed to operate 
the ignition mechanism, in magnetos it 
operates the make-and-break device. 

Cam, Inlet: A cam designed to operate the 
inlet valve of an engine. 

Camber: CL> The greatest depth of curva¬ 
ture of a surface. (2) The amount of 
bend in an axle designed to incline the 
wheels. 

Camber of jSpring: The maximum distance 
between the upper and lower parts of a 
spring under a given load. 

Cambered Frame: A narrowing of the front 
of a motor car to permit of easier turning. 

Cam Gear: The gear driving the camshaft 
of a gas engine. In a four-cycle engine this 
is the same as the two-speed gear. 

Camshaft: A shaft by which the valve cams 
are rotated; also known as the ttcandary shaft. 

Camshaft, Overhead: The camshaft carried 
along or above the cylinder heads, to operate 
overhead valves. 

Camshaft Gears: The gears or train of 
gears by which the camshaft is driven from 

the crankshaft. Half-time gears, timing 
gears, distribution gears. 

Canopy: An automobile top that can not be 
folded up. 

Capacity of a Condenser: The quality of 
electricity or electrostatio charge Of a 
storage battery, the amount of electricity 
which may be obtained by the discharge of 
a fully charged battery. Usually expressed 
in ampere hours. 

Cape Hood: An automobile top which is 
capable of either being folded up or extended. 

Car; A wheeled vehicle. 
Carbide: See “Calcium Carbide”. 
Carbide Feed: A type of acetylene generator 

in which the calcium oarbide is fed into the 
water. 

Carbon Bridge: Formation of soot between 
points of spark plug. 

Carbon Deposit: A deposit upon the inte¬ 
rior of the combustion chamber of a gasoline 
engine composed of carbonaceous particles 
from the lubricating oil, too rich fuel mix¬ 
ture, or road dust. 

Carbon Remover: A tool or solution for 
removing carbon deposits from the cylinder, 
piston, or spark plug of a gasoline engine. 

Carbonization: The deposit of carbon. 
Carbureter: An appliance for mixing an 

inflammable vapor with air. It allows air 
to be passed through or over a liquid fuel 
and to carry off a portion of its vapor mixed 
with the air, forming an explosive mixture. 

Carbureter, Automatic: A carbureter so 
designed that either the air supply alone or 
both the air and gasoline supplies are regu¬ 
lated automatically. 

Carbureter, Constant-Level: A carbureter 
the level of the gasoline in which is main¬ 
tained automatically at a constant height. 
A float-feed carbureter. 

Carbureter, Exhaust-Jacketed: A carbu¬ 
reter whose mixing chamber is heated by the 
circulation of exhaust gas. 

Carbureter, Multiple-Jet: A carbureter 
having more that one spray nozzle or jot. 

Carbureter, Water-Jacketed: A carbureter 
whose mixing chamber is heated by the cir¬ 
culation of water from the oooling system. 

Carbureter Float: A buoyant part of the 
carbureter designed to float in the gasoline 
and connected to a valve controlling the 
flow from the ruel tank, designed to main¬ 
tain automatically a constant level of the 
gasoline in the flow chamber. 

Carbureter Float Champers A reservoir 
containing the float and in which a con¬ 
stant level of fuel is maintained. 

Carbureter Jet: The opening through which 
liquid fuel is ejected in a spray from the 
standpipe of a carbureter nozzle. 

Carbureter Needle Vaive: A valve control¬ 
ling the flow of fuel from the flow chamber 
to the standpipe. 

Carbureter Nozzle: See “Carbureter Jet”. 
Carbureter Standpipe: A vertical pipe 

carrying the nozzle. 
Carburetion: The process of mixing hydro¬ 

carbon particles with the air. The action in 
a carbureter. 

Cardan Joint: A universal joint or Hooke's 
coupling. 
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Cardan Shaft: A shaft provided with a 
Cardan joint at each end. 

Casing: The shoe or outer covering of a 
double-tube automobile tire. 

Catalytic Ignition: See “Ignition,Catalytic’’. 
Cell: One of the units of a voltaic battery. 
Cell, Dry: See “Dry Cell”. 
Cell, Storage: See “Accumulator”. 
Cellular Radiator: A radiator in which the 

openings between the tubes are in the form 
of small cells. The same as a honeycomb 
radiator. 

Cellular Tire: A cushion tire which is divided 
into compartments or cells. 

Center of Gravity: That point in a body, 
which, if the body were suspended freely m 
equilibrium, would be the point of applica¬ 
tion of the resultant forces of gravity acting 
upon the body. 

Center Control: The location of the gear¬ 
shift and emergency brake levers of a car in 
the oenter of a line parallel to the front of 
the front seat. 

Centigrade Scale: The thermometer scale 
invented by Celsius. Used universally in 
Scientific work. 

Century* In automobiUng, a hundred-rmie 
run. 

C.G.S. System: Abbreviation for centi¬ 
me ter-gram-second system of measurement; 
the standard system in scientific work. 

Chain, Drive: A heavy chain by which the 
power from the motor may be transmitted 
to the rear wheels of an automobile. 

Chain, Roller: A sprocket chain, the cross 
bars of whose links are rollers. 

Chain, Silent: See “Silent Chain”. 
Chain, Tire: A small chain fastened about 

the tire to increase traction and prevent 
skidding. 

Chain Wheel: A sprocket wheel for the 
transmission chains of a motor-driven 
vehicle. 

Change-Speed Gear: See “Gear, Change- 
Speed”. 

Change-Speed Lever: See “Lever, Change- 
Speed”. 

Charge: The fuel mixture introduced into 
the cylinder of a gas engine. The act of 
storing up electric energy in an accumulator. 

Charging: The passing of a current of elec¬ 
tricity through a storage cell. 

Charles' Law of Gases: See “Gases, Gay 
Lussac’s Law of”. 

Chassis. The mechanical features of a motor 
car assembled, but without body, fenders, or 
other superstructure not essential to the 
operation of the car. 

Chauffeur: In America this term means the 
paid driver or operator of a motor car. The 
literal translation from the French means 
stoker or fireman of a boiler. 

Check. Steering: See "Steering Check”. 
Check Valve: An automatic or non-return 

valve used to control the admission of feed 
water in the boiler, etc. 

Choke: The missing of explosions or poor 
explosions due to too rich mixture. 

Circuit, Primary: See “Primary Circuit”. 

Circuit, Secondary: See “Secondary Cir¬ 
cuit”. 0 

Circuit Breaker: A devioe installed in an 
electric circuit and intended to open the 
circuit automatically under predetermined 
conditions of current flow. 

Circuiting Pump: A pump which keeps a 
liquid flowing through a series of pipes which 
provides a return circuit. In a motor car, 
water and oil circulation is maintained by 
circulating pump. 

Circulation Pump: A mechanically oper¬ 
ated pump by which the circulation of water 
in the cooling system is maintained. 

Circulating System: The method or series 
of pipes through which a continuous flow of 
water or oil is maintained and in whioh the 
liquid is sent through the system over and 
over. 

Clash Gear: A sliding change-speed gear. 
Clearance: (1) The distance between the 

road surface and the lowest part of the 
under-body of an automobile. (2) The 
space between the piston of an engine when 
at the extremity of its stroke, and the head 
of the cylinder. 

Clearance, Valve: See “Valve Clearance”. 
Clearance Space: The space left between 

the end of the cylinder and the piston plus 
the volume of the ports between the valves 
and the cylinder. 

Clevis: The fork on the end of a rod. 
Clevis Pin: The pin passing through the 

ends of a clevis and through tne rod to which 
the clevis is joined. 

Clincher Rim: A wheel rim having a turned- 
in edge on each side, forming channels. Into 
this the edge or flange of the tire fits, the air 
pressure within locking the tire and rim 
together. 

Clincher Tire: A pneumatic tire design to 
fit on a clincher rim. 

Clutch: A device for engaging or discon¬ 
necting two pieces of shafting so that they 
revolve together or run free ar desired. 

Clutch Cone: A clutch whose engaging sur¬ 
faces consist of the outer surface of the 
frustrum of one cone and the inner surface 
of the frustrum of another. 

Clutch, Contracting-Band: A clutch con¬ 
sisting of a drum and band, the latter con¬ 
tracting upon the former. 

Clutch, Dry-Plate: A clutch whose friction 
eurfaces are metal plates, not lubricated. 

Clutch, Expanding-Band: A clutch consist¬ 
ing of a drum and band, the latter expanding 
within the former. 

Clutch, Jaw: A clutch whose members lock 
end to end by projections or jaws in one 
entering corresponding depressions in the 
other. 

Clutch, Multiple-Disk: A clutch whose 
friction surfaces are metal plates or disks, 
alternate disks being attached to one mem¬ 
ber and the rest to the other member of the 
drive. 

Clutch Brake: A device designed to stop 
automatically the rotation of the driven 
member of a clutch after disengagement 
from the driving member. 

Clutch Lining: The wearing surface of a 
clutch. This may be easily removed and 
replaced when worn. 

Clutch Pedal: The pedal by which the 
clutch may be disengaged, engagement being 
obtained automatically by means of a spring, 
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Clutch Sprint: A spring arranged to either 
hold a dutch out of gear or throw it into 
gear. 

Coasting; The movement of the ear without 
constant applications of the motive power, 
as in running downhill with the aid of grav¬ 
ity or on the level, through the momentum 
obtained by previous power applications. 

Cock* Priming: A small cock, usually 
operated by a lever, for admitting gasoline 
to the carbureter to start its action. 

Coil, Induction: See “Spark Coil”. 
Coil, Non-Vibrator: A coil so designed that 

it will supply a sufficient spark for the igni¬ 
tion with one make and break of the primary 
circuit. 

Coil, Primary: See “Primary Coil”. 
Coil, Secondary: See *'4Secondary Spark 

Coil”. 

Coil, Spark: See “Spark Coil”. 

Coil, Vibrator: A spark coil with which is 
incorporated an electromagnetic vibrator to 
make and break the primary circuit. 

Coil Vaporiser: An auxiliary vaporiser to 
assist in starting a steam boiler. It is a coil 
of tubing into which liquid gasoline is ad¬ 
mitted and burned to start the generation of 
gas in the main burner. 

<M1d Test: The temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit at which a lubricant passes from 
the fluid to the solid state. 

Combustion Chamber: That part of an 
explosive motor m which the gases are com¬ 
pressed and then fired, usually by an electric 
spark. 

Combustion Space; See “Clearance” and 
“Clearance Space”. 

Commercial Car: A motor-driven vehicle 
for commercial use, such as transporting 
passengers or freight. 

Commutator: In the ignition system of an 
explosive motor, the commutator is a device 
to automatically complete the circuit of 
each of a number of cylinders in succession. 

Commutator of Dynamo or Motor: That 
part of a dynamo which is designed to cause 
the alternating current produced in the 
armature to flow in one direction in the 
external circuit; in a motor, to change the 
direct current m the external circuit into 
alternating current. 

Compensating Carbureter: An automatic 
attachment to a carbureter controlling 
either air or fuel admission, or both, so that 
the projportion of one to the other is always 
maintained under any vibration of power 
required. 

Compensating Gear: See “Differential 
Gear”. 

Compensating Joint: See “Universal 
Joint”. 

Compound Engine: A multiple-expansion 
steam engine in Which the steam is expanded 
in two stages, first in the high-pressure cyl¬ 
inder and then in the low-pressure cylinder. 

Compression: (1) That part of the cycle 
of a gas engine in which the charge is com¬ 
pressed before ignition; in a steam engine it 
Is the phase of the cycle in which the pres¬ 
sure is increased, due to compression of the 
exhaust steam behind the piston. (2) The 
greatest pressure exerted on the gas in the 
compression chamber. 

Compression Chamber: The clearance vol¬ 
ume above the piston in a gas engine; afro 
called 4'Compression Space”. 

Compression Cock; See “Compression-Re¬ 
lief Cook”. 

Compression Line: The line on an indi¬ 
cator diagram corresponding to the phase of 
the cyole in which the gas is oompressed. 

Compression-Relief Cock: A small cock by 
whioh the compression chamber of an inter¬ 
nal-combustion motor may be opened to the 
air and thus allow the compression in the 
cylinder to be relieved to facilitate turning 
by hand, or cranking. 

Compression Space: See “Compression 
Chamber”. 

Compression Tester: A small pressure gage 
by which the degree of compression of the 
mixture in a gas-engine cylinder may be 
tested. 

Compressor, Air: See “Air Compressor”. 

Condenser: (I) In a steam motor, an 
apparatus in which the exhaust steam is 
converted back into water. (2) A device 
for increasing the electric capacity of a 
circuit. Used in an ignition circuit to 
increase the strength of the spark. 

Cone Bearing: A shaft bearing in which the 
shaft is turned to a taper and the journal 
turned to a conical or taper form. 

Cone Clutch: A friction clutch in which 
there are two cones, one fitting within the 
other. 

Connecting Rods: The part of an engine 
connecting the piston to the crank, and by 
means of which a reciprocating motion of 
the piston is converted into the rotary 
motion of the crank. 

Constricting Band Brake: See “Brake, 
Constricting Band”. 

Constricting Clutch: A friction clutch in 
which a band is tightened around a drum to 
engage it. 

Contact Breaker: A device on some forms 
of gasoline motors having an induction coil 
of the single jump-spark type, to open and 
close the electric circuit of the battery and 
ooil at the proper time for the passage of the 
arc or spark at the points of the spark plug. 

Contact Maker: See “Contact Breaker”. 
Continental Drive: Double-chain drive. 

Control: The levers, pedals, etc., in general 
with the speed and direction of a car is regu¬ 
lated by the driver. In speaking of right, 
left, or center control, the gearshift and 
emergency brake levers only are meant. 

Control, Spark: Method of controlling the 
power of an engine by varying the point in 
the stroke at which ignition takes place. 

Control, Throttle: Method of governing 
the power of the engine by altering the area 
of the passage leading to the admission 
valve so that the amount of the fuel intro¬ 
duced into the cylinder is varied. 

Controller, Electric: Appaiatus for secur- 
, ing various combinations of storage cells and 
of motors so as to vary the speed of tne car 
at wiH. 

Convertor: A device for changing alternat¬ 
ing current into direct current for charging 
storage batteries, etc. Converters may be 
any of three kinds: rotary, electrolytic, hr 
mercury-vapor. The mercury-vapor con¬ 
verter is most widely used. 
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Convertible Body: An automobile body 
which may be used in two or more ways, 
usually as an open or closed carriage, or in 
which several seats may be concealed, and 
raised to increase the seating capacity. 

Cooling Fan: Fan used in automobiles to 
increase the current of air circulating around 
the cylinders, or through the radiator. 

Cooling System: The parts of a gas engine 
or motor oar by which the heat is generated in 
the cylinder by the combustion of the fuel 
mixture. See “Water Cooling” and “Air 
Cooling”. 

Cork Inserts: Pieces of cork inserted in 
friction surfaces of clutches or brakes to 
give softer action. 

Cotter Pin: A split metal pin designed to 
pass through holes in a bolt and nut to hold 
the former in place. 

Coulomb: The unit of measure of electrical 
quantity. Sometimes called “Ampere Sec¬ 
ond”. It is equivalent to the product of 
the current in amperes by the number of 
seconds current has been flowing. 

Counterbalance: Weights attached to a 
moving part to balanoe that part. 

Countershaft: An intermediate or second ary 
shaft in the power-transmission system 

Coupe: An enclosed body seating one or two 
passengers and the driver, all within. 

Coupling, Flexible: See “Universal Joint'’. 
Cowl: That portion of the body of the car 

which forms a hood over the instrument 
board or dash. 

Cowl Tank: A fuel tank carried under the 
cowl and immediately in front of the dash 

Crank: A lever designed to convert recipro¬ 
cating motion into rotating motion or vice 
versa; usually in the form of a lever formed 
at an angle with the shaft, and connected 
with piston by means of connecting rod. 

Crank, Starting: A handle made to fit the 
projecting end of the crankshaft of a gas 
engine, so that the engine may be started 
revolvmg by hand. 

Crankcase: The casing surrounding the 
crank end of the engine. 

Crankcase Explosion: Explosion of un¬ 
burned gases m the crankcase. 

Crank Chamber: The enclosed space of 
small engines in which the crank works. 

Cranking: The act of rotating the motor by 
means of a handle in order to start it. Turn¬ 
ing the flywheel over a few times causes the 
engine to take up its cycle, and after an 
explosion it continues to operate. 

Crankpin: The pin by which the connecting 
rod is attached to the crank. 

Crankshaft: The main shaft of an engine. 
Crankshaft, Offset: A crankshaft whose 

center line is not in the same plane as the 
axis of its cylinders. 

Creeping of Pneumatic Tires: The tend¬ 
ency of pneumatic tires to push forward 
from the ground, and thus around the rim, in 
the effort to relieve and distribute the 
pressure. 

Cross Member: A structural member of the 
framB uniting the side members. 

Crypto Gear: See “Planetary Gear”. 

Crystallization. The rearrangement of the 
molecules of metal into a crystalline form 
under continued shocks. This is often the 

f 

cause of the breaking of the axles and spring* 
of a motor car. 

Cup, Priming: A small cup-shaped device 
provided with a cock, by which a small 
quantity of gasoline can be introduced into 
the cylinder of a gasoline engine. 

Current: The rate of flow of electricity; the 
quantity of electricity which passes per 
second through a conductor or circuit. 

Current Breaker: See “Contact Breaker”. 
Current Indicator: A device to indicate 

the direction of current flow in a circuit; a 
polarity indicator. 

Current Rectifier: A device for converting 
alternating current into direct current. See 
“Converter”. 

Cushion Tire: See “Tire, Cushion”. 
Cut-Off, Gas Engine: That point in the 

cycle of an internal-combustion engine at 
which the admission of the mixture is dis¬ 
continued by the closing of the admission 
valve. 

Cut-Off, Steam Engine: That point in the 
cycle of a steam engine, or that point on an 
indicator diagram, at which the admission 
of steam is discontinued by the closing of the 
admission valve. 

Cut-Out, Automatic: A device in a bat¬ 
tery charging circuit designed to disconnect 
the battery from the circuit when the cur¬ 
rent is not of the proper voltage. 

Cut-Out, Muffler: A device by which the 
engine is made to exhaust into the air 
instead of into the muffler. 

Cut-Out Pedal: Pedal by means of which 
the engine is made to exhaust into the air 
instead of into the muffler. 

Cycle: A complete series of operations 
beginning with the drawing in of the work¬ 
ing gas, and ending after the discharge of 
the spent gas. 

Cycle, Beau de Rochas: See “Beau de 
Rochas Cycle”. 

Cylinder: A part of a reciprocating engine 
consisting of a cylindrical chamber in which 
a gas is allowed to expand and move a 
piston connected to a crank. 

Cylinder Bore: See “Bore”. 
Cylinder Cock: A small cock used to allow 

the condensed water to be drained away 
from the cylinder of a steam engine, usually 
called a dram cock. 

Cylinder Head: That portion of a cylinder 
which closes one end. 

Cylinder Jacket: See “Jacket, Water”. 
Cylinder Oil: Lubricant particularly adapt¬ 

ed to the lubrication of cylinder walls and 
pistons of engines, 

D 

Dash: The upright partition of a car in front 
of the front seat and just behind the bonnet. 

Dash Adjustment: Connections by which 
a motor auxiliary may be adjusted by a 
handle on the dash. Usually applied to 
carbureter adjustments. 

Dash Coll: An induction coil for jump- 
spark ignition, having an element for e&Ob 
cylinder, with dash connections to the com¬ 
mutator on the engine or camshaft. 

Dash Gage: A steam, water, oil, or electrlo 
gage placed upon the dash of the oar* 
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Day Type of Engine: The two-cycle inter¬ 
nal-combustion engine with an air-tight 
crankcase. 

Dead Axle: See “Axle, Dead’/. 
Dead Center: The position of the crank and 

connecting rod in wnich they are in the same 
straight line. There are two positions, and 
in these positions no rotation of the orank- 
shaft is caused by pressure on the piston. 

Decarbonizer: See “Carbon Remover”. 
Deflate: Reduction of pressure of air in a 

pneumatic tire. 
Deflector: In a two-cycle engine, the curved 

plate on the piston head designed to cause 
the incoming charge to force out the exhaust 
gases and thus assist in scavenging. 

Deflocculated Graphite: Graphite so finely 
divided that it remains in suspension in a 
liquid. 

Demountable Rim: A rim upon which a 
spare tire may be mounted and carried, and 
so arranged that it may bo easily and quickly 
taken off or put on the wheel. 

Denatured Alcohol: See “Alcohol, De¬ 
natured”. 

Densimeter: See “Hydrometer”. 
Depolarizer: Material surrounding the nega¬ 

tive element of a primary cell to absorb the 
gas which would otherwise cause polarizing. 

Detachable Body: A body which may be 
detached from and placed upon the chassis. 

Detachable Rim: See “Demountable Rim”. 
Diagram Indicator: See “Indicator Card”. 
Diagram, Jeantaud: A diagrammatic rep¬ 

resentation of the running gear of an auto¬ 
mobile, showing it turning corners of various 
radii for the purpose of determining the 
front-axle and steering connections. 

Diesel Gas Engine: Four-cycle internal- 
combustion engine in which the explosion of 
the charge is accomplished entirely by the 
temperature produced by the high com¬ 
pression of the mixture. 

Differential, Bevel-Gear: A balance gear in 
which the equalizing action is obtained by 
means of bevel gears. 

Differential, Spur-Gear: A differential gear 
in which the equalizing action is obtained by 
spur gears. 

Differential Brake: See “Brake, Differen¬ 
tial”. 

Differential Case: See “Differential Hous¬ 
ing”. 

Differential Gear: A mechanism to permit 
driving the wheels and yet allow them to 
turn a corner without slipping. An arrange¬ 
ment such that the driving wheels may turn 
independently of each other on a divided 
axle, both wheels being under the control 
of the driving mechanism. Sometimes 
called balance, compensating, or equalizing 
gear. 

Differential Housing: The case that en¬ 
closes the differential gear. 

Differential Lock: A devioe which prevents 
the operation of the differential gear, so that 
the wheels turn as if they were on a solid 
shaft. 

Dimmer: An arrangement for lowering the 
intensity of, or reducing the glare from 
headlights. 

Direct Current: A current which does not 
change its direction of flow, as the current 

from a battery 01 a direct-ourrent generator. 
Distinguished from an alternating current, 
which reverses its direction many times a 
minute. 

Direct Drive: Transmission of power from 
engine to the final driving mechanism at 
crankshaft speed. 

Discharge: In a storage battery, the passage 
of a current of electricity stored therein. In 
the ignition circuit, the flow of high-tension 
current at the spark gap. 

Disk Clutch: A dutch in which the power 
is transmitted by & number of thin plates 
pressed face to face. 

Distance Rod: See “Radius Rod”. 
Distribution Shaft: See “Camshaft”. 
Distributor: That part of the ignition sys¬ 

tem which directs the high-tension current, 
to the respective spark plugs in the proper 
firing order. 

Double Ignition: A method of ignition 
which comprises two separate systems, 
either of which may be used independently 
of the other, or both together as desired. 
Usually distinguished by two current 
sources and two sets of plugs. 

Drag: That action of a clutch or brake 
which does not completely release. 

Drag Link: That rod in a steering gear 
which forms the connection between the 
mechanism mounted on the frame and the 
axle stub, and transmits the movements of 
steering from steering post to wheels. 

Drive Shaft: The shaft transmitting the 
motion from the change gears to the driving 
axle; the torsion rod. 

Driving Axle: The axle of a motor car 
through which the power is transmitted to 
the wheels. 

Driving Wheel: The wheel to which or by 
which the motion is transmitted. 

Dry Battery: A battery of one or more dry 
cells. 

Dry Cell: A primary voltaic cell in which a 
moist material is used in place of the ordi¬ 
nary fluid electrolyte. 

Dual Ignition: An ignition system compris¬ 
ing two sources of current and one set of 
spark plugs. 

Dust Cap: A metal cap to be screwed over 
a tire valve to protect the latter from dust 
and water. 

Dynamo: The name frequently applied to a 
dynamo-electric machine used as a gener¬ 
ator. Strictly, the term dynamo should be 
applied to both motor and generator. 

Dynamometer: The form of equalizing gear 
attached to a source of power or a piece of 
machinery to ascertain tlie power necessary 
to operate the machinery at a given rate of 
speed and under a given load. 

E 

Earth: See “Ground”. 
Economizer, Gas: An appliance to be 

attached to a float-feed carbureter to im¬ 
prove the mixture by automatically govern¬ 
ing the amount of air in the float chamber. 

Eccentric: A disk mounted off-center on a 
shaft to convert rotary into reciprocating 
motion. 

Economy, Fuel: The fuel economy of a 
motor is the relation between the beat unite 
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in the fuel used in the motor and the work 
or energy given out by the motor. 

Efficiency: The proportion of power ob¬ 
tained from a mechanism as compared with 
that put into it. 

Efficiency of a Motor: The efficiency of a 
gasoline motor is the relation between the 
heat units consumed by the motor and the 
work of energy in foot-pounds given out by 
it. Electrical efficiency of a motor is the 
relation between the electrical energy put 
into the motor and the mechanical energy 
given out by it. 

Ejector: An apparatus by which a Jet of 
steam propels a stream of water in almost 
the same way as an injector, except that the 
ejector delivers it into a vessel having but 
little pressure in it. 

Electric Generator: A dynamo-electric ma¬ 
chine in which mechanical energy is trans¬ 
formed into electrical energy; usually called 
dynamo. 

Electric Horn: An automobile horn elec¬ 
trically operated. 

Electric Motor: A dynamo-electric machine 
in which electrical energy is transformed into 
mechanical energy. 

Electric Vehicle: An automobile propelteo 
by an electric motor, for which current is 
supplied by a storage battery carried m th* 
vehicle. 

Electrolyte: A compound which can bo 
decomposed by electric current. In refer¬ 
ring to storage batteries, tho term electro¬ 
lyte means the solution of sulphuric acid in 
water in which the positive and negjjgive 
plates are immersed. 

Electromagnet: A temporary magnet which 
obtains its magnetic projierties by the action 
of an electric current around it and which 
is a magnet only as long as such current is 
flowing. 

Electromotive Force: A tendency to cause a 
current of electricity to flow; usually syn¬ 
onymous with potential, difference of poten¬ 
tial, voltage, etc. 

Element: The dissimilar Bubstancos in a 
battery between which an electromotive 
force is set up, as the plates of a storage 
battery. 

Emergency Brake: A brake to be applied 
when a quick stop is necessary; usually 
operated by a pedal or lever. 

£n Bloc: That method of casting the cylin¬ 
ders of a gasoline engine in which all the 
cylinders are made as a single casting. 
Blook easting; mnnoblock casting. 

End Play; Motion of a shaft along its axis. 
Engine, Alcohol: An internal-combustion 

engine in whioh a mixture of alcohol and air 
is used as fuel. 

Engine, Gasoline: An internal-combustion 
motor in which a mixture of gasoline and air 
is used as fuel. 

Engine, Kerosene: An internal-comoustior 
engine in which a mixture of kerosene and 
air is used as fuel. 

Engine, Steam. An engine in which the 
energy in steam is uoec to do work by 

. moving the piston in a cylinder. 
Engine Primer: A small pump to force fuel 

into the carbureter. 
Engine Starter: An apparatus by which a 

gasoline engine may be started in its cyole of 
Operations without use of the starting crank. 

It belongs usually to one of four classes: (l> 
Mechanical or spring actuated, such as a 
coil spring wound up by the running of the 
engine or a strap around the flywheel; (0) 
fluid pressure, such as compressed air or 
exhaust gases induced into the cylinder to 
drive the piston through one cycle; (3) the 
electric system, in which a small motor is 
used to turn the engine over; (4) combina¬ 
tions of these. 

Epicyclic Gear: See “Planetary Gear’*, 
Equalizing Gear: See “Differential Gear”. 
Exhaust: The gases emitted from a cylinder 

after they have expanded and given up their 
enorgy to the piston; the emission of the 
exhaust gases. 

Exhaust, Auxiliary: See “Auxiliary Ex¬ 
haust”. 

Exhaust Horn: An automobile horn in 
which the sound is produced by the exhaust 
gases. 

Exhaust Lap: The extension of the inside 
edges of a stale valve to give earlier closing 
of tbe exhaust. Also called inside lap. 

Exhaust Manifold: A large pipe into which the 
exhaust passages from all the cylinders open. 

Exhaust Port: The opening through which 
the exhaust gases are permitted to escape 
from the cylinder. 

Exhaust Steam: Steam which has given up 
its energy in the cylinder and is allowed to 
escape. 

Exhaust Stroke: The Btroke of an internal- 
combustion motor during which the burned 
gases are expelled from the oylinder. 

Exhaust Valve: A valve in the cylinder of 
an enginp through which the exhaust gases 
are expelled. 

Expanding Clutch: A clutch in which a 
split pulley is expanded to press on the inner 
circumference or a ring which surrounds it, 
and thus transmits motion to the ring. 

Expansion, Gas Engine: < That part of the 
cycle of a gas engine immediately after 
ignition, in which the gas expands and drives 
the piston forward. 

Expansion, Steam Engine: That portion 
of the stroke of the steam engine in which 
the steam is cut off by the valves and con¬ 
tinues to perform work on tho piston, increas¬ 
ing in volume and decreasing in pressure. 

Explosive Motor: See “Internal-Combustion 
Motor”. 

F 

Fan, Cooling: A mechanically operated fan 
for producing a current of air for oooling the 
radiator or cylinder of a gas engine. 

Fan, Radiator: A ^ mechanically operated 
rotary fan used to induce the flow of air 
through the radiator to facilitate the oooling 
of the water. 

Fan Belt: The belt which drives the cooling 
fan. 

I4an Pulley: A pulley permanently attached 
to the fan and over which the fan belt runs 
to drive it. 

Fat Spark: A short, thick, ignition spark. 
Feed Pump: A pump by which water is 

delivered from the tank to the boiler of a 
steam car. 

Feed Regulator: A device to maintain a 
uniform water level in a steam boiler by 
controlling the speed of the feed pump. 
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Feed-Water Heater: An apparatus for 
beating the boiler-feed water, either by 
means of a jet of steam or steam-heated 
coils. 

Fender: A mud guard or shield over the 
wheels of a car. 

Field, Magnetic: Space in the neighborhood 
of the poles of a magnet m which the mag¬ 
netism exerts influence Fiel 1 also refers to 
the coils which produce the magnetism m an 
electromagnet. 

Fierce Clutch: A clutch which cannot be 
engaged easily. A grabbing clutch. 

Filler Board: Woodwork shaped to fill the 
space between the lower edge of the wind¬ 
shield and the dash. 

Fin: Projections cast on the cylinders of a 
gas engine to assist in cooling 

Final Drive: That part of a car by which the 
driving effort is transmitted from the parts 
oi the transmission carried on the frame to 
the transmission parts on the rear axle. 
The propeller shaft m a shaft-drive car 

Fire Test: A test of a lubricant to determine 
the temperature at which it will burn 

Firing: (1) Ignition of the charge in a gas 
engine. (2) The act of furnishing fuel 
under the boiler of a steam engine 

First Speed* That combination of transmis¬ 
sion gears which ghes the lowest gear ration 
forward. Slow speed, low speed. 

Flash Boiler: A boiler arranged to generate 
highly superheated steam almost instan¬ 
taneously, by allowing water to come m 
contact with very hot metal surfaces. 

Flash Generator: See “Flash Boiler”. 
Flash Point: The temperature at which an 

oil will give off a vapor that will ignite when 
a flame comes m contact with it. 

Flash Test: A test to determine the flash 
point of oils. 

Flexibility- In an engine the ability to do 
useful work through a range of speeds. 

Flexible Coupling: See “Universal Joint” 
Flexible Shaft: A pliant shaft which will 

transmit considerable power when revolving 
Flexible Tubing: A tube for the conduction 

of liquids or gases, which may be bent at a 
small radius without leaking 

Float Carbureter: A carbureter for gasoline 
engines in which a float of cork or hollow 
metal controls the height of the liquid in the 
atomising nozzle. Sometimes oalled float- 
feed carbureter. 

Float Valve: An automatic valve by which 
the admission of a liquid into a tank is con¬ 
trolled through a lever attached to a hollow 
sphere which floats on the surface of the 
liquid and opens or closes the valve accord¬ 
ing as it is high or low. 

Floating Axle: See “Axle, Floating”. 
Floating the Battery on the Line Charg¬ 

ing the battery while it is giving out current. 
Flooding: Excessive escape of fuel in a 

carbureter from the spraying nozzle. 

Flushing Pin: In a float-feed carbureter, a 
pin arranged to depress the float in priming. 
Also called primer and tickler. 

Flywheel: A wheel upon the shaft of an 
engine which, by virtue of its moving mass, 
•tores up the energy of the gas transmitted 
to the flywheel during the impulse stroke 
and delivers it during the rest of the cycle, 
thus producing a fairly constant torque. 

Flywheel Marking: Marks on the face of a 
flywheel to indicate the time of valve open* 
ing and closing and thus assist in valve 
setting. 

Foaming: See “Priming”. 
Fore Carriage: A self-propelled vehicle in 

which the motor is earned on the forward 
trucks, and propelling and steering is done 
with the forward trucks. 

Fore-Door Body: An automobile body hav¬ 
ing doors in the forward compartment. 

Four-Cycle or Four-Stroke Cycle: The 
cycle of operations m gas engines occupying 
two complete revolutions or four strokes. 

Four-Wheel Drive: Transmission of driving 
effort to all four wheels 

Fourth Speed: That combination of trans¬ 
mission gears which giies the fourth from 
the lowest gear ratio forward. Usually the 
highest speed 

Frame: The mam structural part of a chas¬ 
sis It is earned upon the axles by the 
springs and oarnes the different elements of 
the car 

Frame Hangers: See “Body Hangers”. 
Free Wheel A wheel so arranged that it 

can rotate more rapidly than the mechanism 
which drives it. 

Friction: The resistance existing between 
two bodies in contact which tends to prevent 
their motion on each other 

Friction Clutch* A device for coupling and 
disengaging two pieces of shafting while in *otion, by the friction of cones or plates on 

le another. 
Friction Disk The thin plate used m a disk 

or friction clutch See ‘’Disk Clutch”. 

Friction Drive* A method of transmitting 
power or motion by frictional contact. 

Fuel: A combustible substance by whose 
combustion power is produced. Gasoline 
and kerosene are the chief automobile fuels. 

Fuel Economy. See “Economy, Fuel”. 

Fuel Feed, Gravity: See “Gravity Fuel 
Feed”. 

Fuel Feed, Pressure: See “Lubrication, 
Porce-Feed ” 

Fuel Feed, Vacuum. See “Vacuum Fuel 
1 oed”. 

Fuel-Feed Regulator: A device in the fuel 
system of steam motor by which the rate of 
flow of fuel to the burner is automatically 
regulated. 

Fuel Level: The heigh of the top erf the fuel 
in the float chamber of a carbureter. 

Fuel-Level Indicator: An instrument either 
permanently connected to the fuel tank or 
whioh may be inserted thereon to indicate 
the quantity of fuel in the tank. 

Fuel Tank, Auxiliary: A tank designed to 
hold a supply of fuel m addition to that 
earned m the mam shaft. 

Fuse: A length of wire in an electric drouit 
designed to melt and open the circuit when 
excess current flows through it and thus pre¬ 
vent damage to other portions of the circuit. 

Fusible Plug: A hollow plug filled with ah 
alloy which melts at a point slightly above 
the temperature of the steam in a boiler, ns 
when the water runs low, thus putting out 
the fire and preventing the burning out of 
the boiler. 
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Gtt&e: (1) Strictly speaking, a measure of, or 
instrument for determining dimensions or 
capacity. Practically, the term refers to an 
instrument for indicating the pressure or 
level of liquids, etc. (2) The distance be¬ 
tween the forward or rear wheels measured 
at the points of contact of the tires on the 
road. Tread; track. 

Gage Cock: A small cock by which a pipe 
leading to a gage may be opened or closed 

Gage Lamp: Lamp, usually electric, placed 
above or near the gages to enable them to be 
read at mght. 

Gage, Oil: See “Oil Gage”. 
Gage, Tire: See “Tire-Pressure Gage”, 
Gap: In automobiles, the spark gap 
Garage: A building for storing and caring 

for automobiles. 
Garage, Portable: A garage which may be 

moved from one place to another either as a 
whole or in sections. 

Gas: Matter in a fluid form which is clastic 
and has a tendency to expand indefinitely 
with reduction in pressure. 

Gas Economixer: See “Economizer*% 
Gas Engine: An internal-combus toon in. >tor 

in which a mixture of gas and air is used as 
fuel. The term is also applied to the ga«o* 
Hne engine. 

Gas Engine, Otto: A four-stroke cycle 
engine developed by Otto and using the 
hot-tube method of ignition. 

Gas Generator: An apparatus m which a 
gas is generated for an> use 

Gas Lamp: See “Acetylene Lamp” 
Gases, Boyle’s Law of: See * Boyle’s Law 

of Gases . 

Gases, Gay Lussac’s Law of Called 
Charles'8 Law and the Second Law of Gases 
Law defining the physical properties of 
gases at constantly maintained pressure 
It states that at constant pressure the vol¬ 
ume of gas vanes with the temperature, the 
increase being m proportion to the change of 
temperature and volume of the gas. 

Gasket: A thin sheet of packing material or 
metal used m making joints, piping, etc. 

Gasoline: A highly volatile fluid petroleum 
distillate; a mixture of fluid hydrocarbons 

Gasoline-Electric Transmission: A sys¬ 
tem of propulsion in which a gasoline engine 
drives an electric generator, and the power 
is transmitted eleotncally to motors which 
drive the wheels. 

Gasoline Engine: An internal-combustion 
motor in which a mixture of gasoline and air 
is used as a fuel. 

Gasoline Primer: The valve on the car¬ 
bureter of a gasoline engine by which the 
action of the engine can be started. 

Gasoline-Tank Gage: A fuel-lever indicator 
for gasoline. 

Gasoline Tester: A hydrometer graduated 
to indicate the specific gravity of gasoline, 
usually in degrees Baume. 

Gate: A. plate which guides the gearshift 
lever in making speed changes. 

Gather: Convergence of the forward por¬ 
tions of the front wheels. Toeing in. 

Gay Luaeac's Law of Gases: See “Gases, 
Gay Lussac’s Law of1’. 

Gear, Balance: See “Differential Gear**. 
Gear, Bevel: See “Bevel Gear”, 
Gear, Change-Speed: An arrangement Of 

gear wheels which transmits the power of 
the motor to the differential gear at variable 
speeds independently of the motor speed. 

Gear, Differential: See “Differential”. 
Gear, Fiber: A gear cut from a vulcanized 

fiber blank. 

Gear, Helical: A gear whose teeth are not 
parallel to the axis of the cylinders. 

Gear, Internal: A gear whose teeth nroject 
inward toward the center from the circum¬ 
ference of gear wheel 

Gear, Planetary: 8ee “Planetary Gears”. 
Gear, Progressive: See “Progressive Change- 

Speed Gears’* 
Gear, Rawhide* A geer cut from a blank 

made up of compressed rawhide 
Gear, Selective* See “Selective Change- 

&peed Gears” 
Gear, Timing. See “Timing Gears”. 
Gear, Worm; A helical gear designed for 

transmitting motion at angles, usually at 
right angles and with a comparatively great 
V*'e "1 reduction. 

Gearbox: The case covering the change-speed 
gears. 

Gear Shifting: Varying the speed ration 
between motor and rear wheels by operating 
the change-speed gears. 

Gear-Shift Lever: A lever by which the 
change-speed gears are shifted 

Geared-Up Speed: A speed obtained by an 
arrangement of gears in the gearset such that 
the propeller shaft rotates more rapidly than 
the crankshaft. 

Gearset: See “Gear, Change-Speed” 
Generator, Acetylene: See * Acetylene Gen¬ 

erator” 
Generator, Electric: See “Electric Gener¬ 

ator”. 
Generator, Steam: A steam boiler. 
Generator Tubing: Tubing by which acety¬ 

lene is conducted from the generator to the 
lamp 

Gimbal Joint: A form of universal joint. 
Gong: A loud, clear sounding bell, usually 

operated either electrically or by foot power 
Governor: A device for automatically regu¬ 

lating the speed of an engine. 
Governor, Dynamo: A method of auto¬ 

matic control of the generator (usually an 
ignition generator, in automobile work) by 
which its speed is maintained approximately 
constant. 

Governor, Hydraulic: A governor applied 
to engines cooled by a pump circulation of 
water m such a way that the throttle opening 
is controlled by the pressure of the water. 

Governor, Spark: A method of automatic 
cally controlling the speed of the engine by 
varying the tune of ignition. See “Gov¬ 
ernor”. 

Grabbing Clutch: See “Fierce Clutch**, 

Gradometer: An instrument for indicating 
the degree pf the gradient or the per cent of 
the grade. It consists of a level with a 
graduated scale. 

Graphite: One of the forms in which carbon 
occurs in matter. Also known as black lead 
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and plumbago. Used as a lubricant in pow¬ 
dered or flake form in the cylinders of 
explosive engines. 

Gravity-Feed Oiling System: See “Lubri¬ 
cation, Gravity’'. 

Gravity Fuel Feed: Supply of fuel to the 
carbureter from the tank by force of gravity. 

Grease and Oil Gun: A syringe by means 
of which grease or oil may be introduced 
into the bearings of the machinery. 

Grease Cup: A device designed to feed 
grease to a bearing by the compression of a 
hand screw. 

Grid:, A lead plate formed in the shape of a 
gridiron to sustain and act as a conductor of 
electricity for the active material in a 
storage battery. 

Grinding Valves: See “Valve Grinding”. 
Gripping Clutch: See “Fierce Clutch”. 
Ground: An electric connection with the 

earth, or to the framework of a machine. 

H 

Half-Motion Shaft: See “Half-Time Shaft”. 
Half-Time Gear: See “Timing Goars”. 
Half-Time Shaft: The cam shaft of a four¬ 

cycle gas engine. It revolves at one-half 
the speed of the crankshaft. 

Hammer Break: A make-and-break ignition 
system in which the spark is produced when 
the moving terminal strikes the stationary 
terminal like a hammer. 

Header: A pipe from which two or more 
pipes branch. Manifold. 

Heater, Automobile: A device for wanning 
the interior of an automobile, usually electric, 
or by means of exhaust gases or jacket 
water. 

High Gear: That combination of change- 
speed gears which gives the highest speed. 

H^gh-Tension Current: A current of high 
voltage, as the current induced in the second¬ 
ary circuit of a spark coil. 

High-Tension Ignition: Ignition by means 
of high-tension current. 

High-Tension Magneto: A magneto which 
delivers high-tension current. 

Honeycomb Radiator: A radiator consist¬ 
ing of many very thin tubes, giving it a 
cellular appearance. 

Hood: (I) That part of the automobile 
body which covers the frame in front of the 
dash. The engine is usually under the hood. 
(2) The removable covering for the motor. 

Hooke's Coupler: See “Universal Joint”. 
Horizontal Motor: A motor the center line 

of whose cylinder lies in a horizontal plane. 
Horn, Automobile: A whistle or horn for 

giving warning of the approach of the 
automobile. 

Horsepower: The rate of work or energy 
expended in a given time by a motor. One 
horsepower is the rate or energy expended 
in raising a weight of 350 pounds one foot 
in one second, or raising 33,000 pounds one 
foot in one minute. 

Horsepower, Brake: The power delivered at 
the flywheel of an internal combustion 
engine as ascertained by a brake test. 

Horsepower, Rated: The calculated power 
which may be expected to be delivered by a 
motor. In America the term usually refers 

to the horsepower as calculated by the 
S.A.E. formula. 

Hot-Air Intake: The pipe or opening con¬ 
veying heated air to the carburetor. 

Hot-Head Ignition: The method of igniting 
the charge m a gas-engine cylinder by main¬ 
taining the head of the combustion chamber 
at a high temperature from the internal heat 
of combustion, as in the Diesel engine. 

Hot-Tube Ignition: An ignition device 
formerly used for gas engines in which a 
closed metal tube Is heated red-hot by a 
Bunsen flame. When the compressed gases 
in the cylinder are allowed to come in con¬ 
tact with this, ignition takes place. 

Housing: A metallic covering for moving 
parts. 

H.P.: (1) Abbreviation for horsepower. (2) 
Abbreviation for high pressure. 

Hub Cap: A metal cap placed over the outer 
end of a wheel hub. 

Hydrocarbons: Chemical combinations of 
carbon and hydrogen in varied proportions, 
usually distillates of petroleum, sueh as 
gasoline, kerosene, etc. 

Hydrometer: An instrument by which the 
specific gravity or density of liquids may be 
ascertained. 

Hydrometer Scale, Baum6's: An arbitrary 
measure of specific gravity. 

I 

I-Beam: Sometimes called I-Section. A struc¬ 
tural piece having a cross section resembling 
the letter I. I-Beam front axle. 

Igniter: An insulated contact plug without 
sparking points, used in make-and-break 
ignition with low-tension magneto. 

Igniter, High-Speed: An igniter having a 
short spark coil for high-speed engines. 

Igniter, Jump-Spark: A system of ignition 
in which is used a current of high pressure, 
which will jump across a gap in the high- 
pressure circuit, causing a spark at the gap. 

Igniter, Lead of: Amount by which the igni¬ 
tion is advanced. See “Advanced Ignition”. 

Igniter, Primary: The apparatus in a pri¬ 
mary circuit for making and breaking the 
circuit. 

Igniter Spring: A spring to quickly break 
the circuit of a primary igniter. 

Ignition, Advancing: See “Advanced Ig¬ 
nition”. 

Ignition, Battery: A system which gets its 
supply of current from a storage battery or 
dry cells. This system usually consists of a 
battery, a step-up coil, and a distributor for 
sending the current to the different spark 
plugs. 

Ignition, Catalytic: Method of ignition for 
explosive motors based on the property of 
some metals, particularly spongy platinum, 
of becoming incandesoent when in contact 
with coal gas or carbonized air. 

Ignition, Double: See “Double Ignition”. 
Ignition, Dual: See “Dual Ignition”. 
Ignition, Fixed: Ignition in which the 

spark occurs at a given point in the cycle 
and cannot be changed from that point at 
the will of the operator except by retiming 
the ignition system. Fixed spark. 

Ignition, Generator: Ignition current which 
is furnished by a combination lighting 
generator and magneto. The generator is 
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fitted with an interrupter and distributor. 
Sometimes refers to system in which a gener¬ 
ator charges a battery and the latter fur¬ 
nishes the ignition current in connection 
with a coil and distributor. 

Ignition* High-Tension: Sometimes called 
jump-spark. Ignition which is effected by 
means of a high-tension or high-voltage 
current which is necessary to jump a gap in 
the spark plug. 

Ignition* Hot-Head: See “Hot-Head Igni¬ 
tion”. 

Ignition* Jump-Spark: See “Ignition, 
High-Tension . 

Ignition* Low-Tension: See “Ignition, 
M ake-and-B r eak ”. 

Ignition* Make-and-Break: A system in 
which the spark is produced by the breaking 
or interruption of a circuit, the break 
occurring m the combustion space of the 
cylinder. The current used is of low-volt¬ 
age, hence |,*he synonym, low-tension ignition. 

Ignition* Magneto: Ignition produced by 
an electric generator, called a magneto, which 
is operated by the gas engine for which it 
furnishes current. Dynamo ignition. Gen¬ 
erator ignition. 

Ignition, Master Vibrator: A system which 
usee as many non-vibrator coils as I here 
are cylinders. And one additional coil, called 
the master vibrator, for interrupting the 
primary circuit for all coils. The master 
vibrator also is used with vibrator coils in 
which the vibrators aTe short-circuited. 

ignition. Premature: Ignition occurring so 
far before the top dead center mark that the 
explosion occurs before the piston has reached 
upper dead center. 

Ignition, Primary: An ignition system in 
which a low-tension current flows through a 
primary coil, the circuit being mechanically 
opened, allowing a high-tension spark to 
jump across the gap. See “Primary Coil”. 

Ignition, Retarding. Setting the spark of 
an internal-combustion motor so that the 
ignition will occur at a later part of the 
stroke. 

Ignition, Self: Exploeun of the combusti¬ 
ble charge by heat other than that produced 
by the spark. Incandescent carbon will 
cause this. Motor overheating because of 
lack of water is another cause. 

Ignition* Single: A system using but one 
source of current. 

Ignition, Synchronized: Ignition by means 
of which the timing in each cylinder of a 
multicylinder engine is the same. In syn¬ 
chronized ignition the spark occurs at the 
same point in the cycle in each cylinder. 
This type of ignition is obtained with a 
magneto and is lacking in a multi-coil sys¬ 
tem using vibrator coils. 

Ignition, Timing of: The adjustment of the 
ignition system so that ignition will take 
place at the desired part of the cycle. 

Ignition* Two-Independent: See “Igni¬ 
tion, Double”. 

Ignition* Two-Point: A system comprising 
two ignition sources, or a double-distributor 
magneto, and two sets of spark plugs, both 
of which spark at the same time. 

Ignition Distributor: See “Distributor.” 
Ignition Switch: A control or switch for 

turning the ignition ourrent on and off volun¬ 
tarily 

is 

I. H. P.: Abbreviation for indicated ktfto* 
power. 

Indicated Horsepower: (I) The horse* 
power developed by the fuel on the pistons, 
m contradistinction to brake horsepower. 
See “Horsepower, Brake”. (2) The horse¬ 
power of an engine as ascertained from an 
indicator diagram. 

Indicator: An instrument by which the 
working gas in an engine records its working 
pressure. 

Indicator Card: A figure drawn by means 
of an indicator by the working gas in an 
engine. Also called indicator diagram. 

Induction Stroke: The downstroke of a 
piston which causes a charge of mixture to 
be drawn into the cylinder. 

Inflammation: The act or period of com¬ 
bustion oi the mixture in the cylinder. 

Inflate: To increase the pressure within a 
tire by forcing air into it. 

Inflator, Mechanical Tire: A small power- 
driven air-pump for inflating the tire; either 
driven by gearing, chain, or belt from the 
engine shaft, or by friction from the flywheel. 

Inherent Regulation: Expression applied 
to electric generators which use no outside 
moans of regulating the output, the regula¬ 
tion being affected by various windings of 
the armature and fields. 

Initial Air Inlet: See “Primary Air Inlet”. 

Initial Pressure: Pressure in a cylinder 
after the charge has been drawn in but not 
compressed. 

Injector: A boiler-feeding device in which 
the momentum of a steam jet, directed by a 
series of conical nozzles, carries a stream of 
water into the boiler, the steam condensing 
within and heating the water which it forces 
along. 

Inlet, Valve: The valve which controls the 
inlet port and so allows or prevents mixture 
from passing to the cylinder. 

Inlet Port: Fassage or entrance in the cylin¬ 
der wall through which the fuel mixture is 
taken. Sometimes called intake port. 

Inlet Manifold: Sometimes called intake 
manifold or header. A branched pipe con¬ 
nected to the mixing chamber at one end 
and at the branch ends to the cylinders so as 
to communicate with the inlet ports. 

Inlet Manifolc, Integral: A manifold or 
header cast integral with the cylinder. 

Inner-Tire Shoe: A piece of leather or 
rubber placed within the tire to protect the 
inner tube. 

Inner Tube: A soft air-tight tube of nearly 
pure rubber, which fits within a felloe upon 
the casing. 

Inside Lap: See “Exhaust Lap”. 
Intake Manifold: The large pipe which 

supplies the smaller intake pipes from each 
cylinder of a gas engine. 

Intake Pipe: Sometimes made synonymous 
with inlet manifold. Correctly, the pipe 
from the carbureter to the inlet manifold. 

Intake Stroke: See “Induction Stroke”. 
Intensifies See “Outside Spark Gap”. 

Intermediate Gear: A gear in a change- 
speed set between high and low. In a 
three-speed set it would be second speed. 
In a four, either seoond or third. 
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Intermediate Shaft! See "Shaft, Inter¬ 
mediate”. 

Internal-Combustion Motors Any prime 
mover in which the energy is obtained by 
the combustion of the fuel within the 
cylinder. 

internal Gear: See “Gear, Internal”. 
Interrupter: See “Vibrator”. 

J 

Jack: A mechanism by which a small force 
exerted over a comparatively large distance 
is enabled to raise a heavy body. Used for 
raising the automobile axle to remove the 
weight from the wheels. 

Jacket, Water: A portion of the cylinder 
casting through which water flows to cool 
the cylinder. 

Jacket Water: *The cooling water circulating 
in a water-cooling system. 

Jackshaft: Shaft used in double-chain drive 
vehicles. Shaft placed transversely in the 
frame and driving from its ends ohains which 
turn the rear wheels mounted on a dead 
axle. 

Jeantaud Diagram: See “Diagram, Jean- 
taud”. 

Joint Knuckle: See “Swivel Joint.” 
Joule’s Law of Gases: See “Gases, Joule’s 

Law of”. 
Jump Spark: A spark produced by a sec¬ 

ondary jump-spark coil. 
Jump Spark, Circuit Maker: A mechani¬ 

cally operated switch by which the circuit in 
a jump-spark ignition system is opened and 
closed. 

Jump-Spark Coil: An electrical transformer 
and interrupter, consisting of a primary 
winding of a few turns of coarse wire sur¬ 
rounding an iron core, and a secondary 
winding consisting of a great number of 
turns of very fine wire. The condenser is 
usually combined with this. Also known as 
secondary spark coil. 

Jump-Spark Igniter: See “Igniter, Jump- 
Spark . 

Jump-Spark Plug: See “Spark Plug”. 
Junction Box: A portion of an electric- 

lighting system to which all wires are carried 
for the making of proper connections. 

Junk Ring: A packing ring used in sleeve- 
valve motors. It has the same functions as 
a piston ring. See “Piston Ring”. 

K 

Kerosene: A petroleum product having a 
specifio gravity between 58° and 40° Baumd. 

■ It is used as a fuel in internal-combustion 
engines and can often be used in gasoline 
engines by starting the engine on gasoline, 
then switching to kerosene. 

Kerosene Burner: A burner especially 
adapted to use kerosene as a fuel. 

Kerosene Engine: An engine using kero¬ 
sene as fuel. 

Busy: A semicircular or oblong piece of 
metal used to bold a member firmly on a 
revolving shaft so as to prevent the member 
from rotating. 

JLey, Baldwin: A key with an oblong section. 
Key, Woodruff: A key with a semicircular 

Bastion. 

Keyway: Slot in a rotating member used tt 
hold the key 

Kick Switch: Ignition switch mounted so 
that the driver can operate it with the foot. 

Kilowatt: An electrical unit equal to 100C 
watts. 

Knuckle Joint: See “Swivel Joint”. 

L 

Labor: The jerky operation of .an engine. 
The engine is said to labor when it cannot 
pull its load without misfiring or jerking. 

Lag, Combustion: The time between the 
instant of the spark occurrence and the 
explosion. 

Lag, Ignition: The time between the instant 
of spark occurrence and the time at which 
the spark mechanism producing it begins 
to act. 

Lamp, Trouble: Sometimes called inspec¬ 
tion lamp. A small electric bulb carried in 
a suitable housing, and attached to a long 
piece of lamp cord. Used for inspecting 
parts of the car. 

Lamp Bulb: The inoandesoent bulb used in 
a lamp. 

Lamp Bracket: A support for a lamp. 
Lamp Lighter: An apparatus for lighting 

gas lamps by electricity. The lamps are 
usually so arranged that by pushing the 
button the gas is turned on and the spark 
made at the same time. > 

Landaulet: A type of car which may be 
used as an open or closed car. The rear por- 
ti m of the body may be folded down like a 
top. 

Landaulet Body: An automobile body 
resembling a limousine body, but having a 
cover fitted to the back, which may be let 
down, leaving the back open. The top 
generally extends over the driver. 

Lap: To make parts fit perfectly by operat¬ 
ing them with an abrasive, such as ground 
glass, between the rubbing surfaces. To 
finish. 

Lap of Steam Valves: In the slide valve of 
a steam engine, the amount by which the 
admission edges overlap the steam port when 
the valve is central with the cylinder case. 

Layshaft: A countershaft or secondary shaft 
of a gearset operated by the main or shifter 
shaft. 

Lead, or Lead Wire: Any wire carrying 
electricity. 

Lead: In a steam engine the amount by 
which the steam port is opened when the 
piston is at the start of its stroke. 

Lead Battery: See “Accumulator”. 
Lead ot Igniter: See “Igniter, Lead of”. 
Lead of Valve: In an engme the amount by 

which the admission port is opened when the 
piston is at the beginning of the stroke; 
according as this is greater or less, the admis¬ 
sion of working fluid is varied through 
sever-1 fractions of the stroke. 

Lean Mixture: Fuel after leaving the car« 
bureter, which contains too much air in pro 
portion to the gasoline. Sometimes called 
thin mixture, rare mixture, or weak mixture. 

Lever, Brake: See “Brake Lever.” 
Lever, Change-Speed: Lever by which the 

different combinations of change gears are 
made so as to vary the speed of the driving 
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wheels in relation to the speed of the engine; 
also called gearshift lever. 

Lever, Spark: Lever by whioh the speed and 
power of the engine are controlled by adjust¬ 
ing the time of Ignition. 

Lever, Steering; See “Steering Lever". 
Lever, Throttle; A lever by which the speed 

and power of the engine are controlled by 
adjusting the amount of mixture admitted 
to the cylinder. 

Lever Lock: An arrangement for locking the 
gearshift lever in free position so that with 
the engine running the driving axle will not 
be driven. 

Lift: The distanoe through which a poppet 
valve is moved in opening from fully-closed 
to fully-open position. 

Lifting Jack: See “Jack”. 
Lighting Outfit, Electric: An outfit for 

eleotrically lighting an automobile. This 
usually consists of a dynamo, storage bat¬ 
tery, and lamps and switchboard, with the 
necessary wiring and cut-outs. 

Limousine Body: An enclosed automobile 
body having the front and sides with side 
doors. The top extends over the seat of the 
driver. 

Liner; One or more pieces of metal placed 
between two parts so they may be adjusted 
by varying the thickness of the Uner Some¬ 
times called a shim. Also refers to a too! 
used for lining up parts. 

Liner, Laminated: A liner or shim made in 
a number of parts, the thickness being 
varied by removing or adding parts. 

Lines of Force: See “Field, Magnetic”. 
Link Motion: In a steam engine the name 

for the arrangement of eccentric rods, links, 
hangers, and rocking shafts by which the 
relative motion and position of the slide 
valves are changed at will, providing for 
varying rates of expansion of the steam and 
thus varying the speed for either forward or 
backward motion. 

Live Axle: See “Axle, Live”. 
Lock, Auto Safety: A device arranged so 

that it is impossible to start the motor car 
except by the proper combination or key. 

Lock Nut: A nufc placed on a bolt immedi¬ 
ately behind the main nut to keep the main 
nut from turning. 

Lock Switch: A switch in the ignition cir¬ 
cuit so arranged that it can not be thrown on 
except by the use of a key. 

Lock Valve: A valve capable of being secured 
with lock and key. 

Long-Stroke: A gas engine whose stroke is 
considerably greater than its bore. 

Lost Motion: Sometimes called play or 
backlash. Looseness of space between two 
moving parts. 

Louver: A slit or opening in the side of a 
hood or bonnet of a motor car. Used to 
allow air from the draft to escape. A venti¬ 
lator. 

Low Gear: The lowest speed gear. First 
speed in a change-speed set. 

Low-Speed Adjustment: A carbureter ad¬ 
justment which regulates the mixture when 
the motor is operating slowly, with little 
throttle opening. 

Low-Speed Band: The brake or friction 
bandtwhich controls the low speed of a plan¬ 
etary change-speed set. 

Low-Tension Current: A current of lo ? 
voltage or pressure, such as is generated b / 
dry cells, storage battery, or low-tension 
magneto. 

Lo^"Tenaif>£ Ignition: See “Ignition, 
Make-and-Break”. 

Low-Tension Magneto: A magneto whioh 
initially generates a current of low voltage* 

Low-Tension Winding: The winding of a 
transformer or induction coil through which 
the primary or low-tension current nows. 

Low Test: Gasoline which has a high den¬ 
sity, thus giving a low reading on the Baumd 
scale. Low-grade gasoline. 

Low-Water Alarm: An automatic arrange¬ 
ment by which notice is given that the 
water in the boiler is becoming too low for 
safety. 

Lubricant: An oil or grease used to dimin¬ 
ish friction in the working parts of machin¬ 
ery. 

Lubrication: To supply to moving parts 
and thru bearings grease, oil, or other lubri- 
oanfc for the purpose of lessening friction. 

Lubrication, Circulating: A system in 
which the same oil is used over and over. 

Lubrication, Constant-Level: A system 
in which the level in the crankcase is kept to 
a predetermined level by means of a pump. 

Lubrication, Force-Feed: Method of lubri¬ 
cating the moving parts of an engine by 
forcing the oil to the points of application by 
means of a pump. 

Lubrication, Gravity: Method of supplying 
oil to moving parts of an engine by having a 
reservoir at a certain height above the highest 
point to be lubricated and allowing the oil 
to flow to the points of application by 
gravity. 

Lubrication, Non-Circulating: A system 
m which the same oil is used but once. 

Lubrication, Pressure-Feed: See “Lubri 
cation, Force-Feed”. 

Lubrication, Sight-Feed: System of lubri. 
cation in which the oil pipe to different 
points of application is led through a glass 
tube in plain sight; usually at a point on the 
dashboard. 

Lubrication, Splash: Method of lubricat¬ 
ing an engine by feeding oil to the crank¬ 
case and allowing the lower edge of the 
connecting rod to splash into it. 

Lubricator: A device containing and supply¬ 
ing oil or grease m regular amounts to the 
working parts of the machine. 

Lubricator, Force-Feed: A pump-like de¬ 
vice which automatically forces oil to the 
moving parts. 

M 

Magnet: A piece of iron or steel which has 
the characteristic properties of being able to 
attract other pieces of iron and steel. 

Magnet, Horseshoe: A magnet shaped like 
the letter U. 

Magnet, Permanent: A magnet which 
when once charged retains its magnetism. 

Magnetic Field; See “Field, Magnetic”. 
Magnetic Spark Plug: A spark plug used 

in a make-and-break system of ignition in 
which contact is obtained by mean* of a 
magnet. 

Magneto: See “Ignition, Magneto”, 
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Magneto: Bee “Magneto-Electric Gener¬ 
ator". 

Magneto, Double-Distributor: A magneto 
with two distributors feeding two sets of 
spark plugs, two in each cylinder and both 
sparking at once. See ‘'Ignition, Two- 
Point.” 

Magneto, High-Tension: A magneto has 
two armature windings and requires no out¬ 
side coil for the generation of high-tension 
current. 

Magneto, Induction: A type of magneto 
which the armature and fields are stationary 
and a rotator or spool-shaped pieoe of m',tal 
is used to break the lines or force. 

Magneto, Low-Tension: See “Low-Tension 
Magneto". 

Magneto, Rotating Armature: A rragneto 
in which the armature winding revob es. 

Magneto Bracket: A shelf or porti m of the 
crankcase web used to support the magneto. 

Magneto Coupling: A flexible j Ant which 
connects the magneto with 8 revolving 
motor shaft. 

Magneto Distributor: See “D'stributor". 
Magneto-Electric Generator; A machine 

in which there are no field magnet coils, the 
magnetic field of the machi xe being due to 
the action of permanent steel magnets. 
Usually contracted to magneto. 

Main Bearing: A bearing used for support¬ 
ing the crankshaft. 

Manifold: A main pij a or chamber into 
which or from which a number of smaller 
pipes lead to other chambers. Bee “Intake 
Manifold", “Exhaust Manifold”, and “Inlet 
Manifold". 

Manometer: A device for indicating either 
the velocity or thf pressure of the water in 
the cooling systeir of a gasoline motor. 

Master Vibrator: A single vibrator which 
interrupts the current to each of a set of 
several spark crils in order. 

Mean Effective Pressure: The average 
pressure exerted upon a piston throughout 
its stroke. 

M. E. P.: Abbreviation for mean effective 
pressure. 

Mercury Arc Rectifier: A mercury vapor con¬ 
verter See “Mercury Vapor Converter”. 

Mercury Vapor Converter: An apparatus 
for converting alternating current into direct 
current by means of a bubble of mercury in 
a vacuum. The vapor of mercury possesses 
the property of allowing the flow of current 
in. one direction only. Its principal use is 
for charging storage batteries. 

Mesh: Two gears whose teeth are so posi¬ 
tioned that one gear will drive the othei are 

' said to be in mesh. 
Misfire: Failure of the mixture to ignite in 

the cylinder; usually due to poor ignition or 
poor mixtures. 

Miss: The failure of a gas engine to exp ode 
in one or more cylinders. Sometimes ct lied 
miafiring 

Mixing Chamber: A pipe or chamber 
placed between the carbureter and inlet 
manifold. Sometimes integral with the car¬ 
bureter or manifold. 

Mixing Tube: A tubular carbureter for a 
gas or gasoline engine. 

Mixing Vahre: A devioe through which air 
and gas are admitted to. form an explosive 

mixture. The carbureter of a gasoline 
engine combines the mixing valve and 
vaporiser. 

Mixture: The fuel of a gas engine, consisting 
of sprayed gasoline mixed with air. 

Monobloc: Cast en bloc or in one pieoe. 
“Refers usually to cylinders, which are cast 
two or more at once. 

Motocycle: A trade name for a special make 
of motorcycle. 

Motor, Electric: See “Electric Motor". 

Motor, Gasoline: See “Gasoline Motor". 

Motor, High-Speed: A gas engine whose 
rotative speed is very high and whose power 
output goes up with the speed to an unusual 
degree. 

Motor, Horizontal: A gas engine whose cyl¬ 
inder axis lie3 in a horizontal plane. 

Motor, I-head: A gas engine which has 
cylinders, a section of which resembles the 
letter I. This type has the valves in the 
head. 

Motor, L-Head: A gas engine in which a 
section of cylinders resembles the letter L. 
The valves in this type are all on one side. 

Motor, Long-Stroke: See “Long-Stroke 
Motor". 

Motor, Non-Poppet: A gas engine whose 
valves are not of the poppet type. In this 
class is the Knight Bleeve valve, the rotary 
valve, and the piston valve. 

Motor, Overhead Valve: A motor with cyl¬ 
inders whose valveH are in the head. 

Motor, Piston Valve: A gas engine using 
valves which are in the form of pistons. 

Motor, Poppet: A gas engine using poppet- 
type valves. See “Poppet Valve”. 

Motor, Revolving Cylinder: A motor whose 
cylinders revolve as a unit. 

Motor, Rotary Valve: One in which the 
valves consist of Blots cut, out along cylin¬ 
drical rods which rotate in the cylinder 
casting. 

Motor, Sliding Sleeve: The Knight type 
motor in which thin sleeves slide up and 
down in the cylinder, the sleeves having 
ports which register with the inlet and 
exhaust manifolds. 

Motor, T-Head: A gas engine with the 
valves on opposite siaes of the cylinders, a 
section of which resembles the letter T. 

Motor, V-Type: A motor whose cylinders 
are set on tne crankcase so as to form an 
angle of 45 to 90 degrees between them. 

Motor, Vertical: A motor with the cylindei 
axis in a vertical plane. 

Motorcycle: A bicycle propelled by a gaso¬ 
line engine. 

Mud Guard: Metal or leather strips placed 
over the wheels to catch the flying mud and 
to prevent the clothing from coming in con¬ 
tact with the wheels when entering and 
leaving the car. 

Muffler Cut-Out: See “Cut-Out, Muffler". 
Muffler Cut-Out Pedal: See “Cut-Out 

Pedal". 
Muffler-Exhaust: A vessel containing par¬ 

titions, usually perforated with small holes 
and designed to reduoe the noise occasioned 
by the exhaust gases of an engine, by forcing 
the gases to »roand gradually. 
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Muffler Explosion: Explosion of unburned 
gases in exhaust passages of the muffler, 
usually due to poor ignition or poor mixture. 

Multiple Circuit: A compound circuit in 
which a number of separate sources or 
electrically operated devices, or- both, have 
all their positive poles connected to a single 
positive conductor and all their negative 
poles to a single negative conductor. 

N 

N.A.A.M.: Abbreviation for National Asso¬ 
ciation of Automobile Manufacturers. 

Naphtha: A product of the distillation of 
petroleum used to some extent for marine 
engines. 

Needle Valve: A valve in a carbureter used 
for regulating the amount of gasoline to flow 
in with the mixture. 

Negative Plate: Plate of a storage battery to 
which current returns from the outside 
circuit. 

Negative Pole: That pole of an electric 
source through which the current is assumed 
to enter or now back into the source after 
having passed through the circuit external 
to the source. 

Neutral Position: The position of the 
change-speed lever which so places the g«ar« 
that the motor may run idle, the car remiin- 
ing still. 

Non-Defla table Tire: See “Tire, Non- 
Puncturable”. 

Non-Freezing Solution: A solution placed 
into the radiator of a motor car to prevent 
the water therein from freezing. Alcohol 
and glycerine are the usual anti-freezing 
agents. See “Anti-Freezing Solution". 

Non-Puncturable Tire: See “Tire, Non- 
Puncturable”. 

Non-Skid Device: See "Anti-Skid Device". 

O 

Odometer: (1) The mileage-recording mech¬ 
anism of a speedometer. (2) An instrument 
to be attached to an automobile wheel to 
automatically indicate the distance traveled. 

Odometer, Hub: A speed-recording device 
which is placed on the hub cap oi a wheel. 

Offset: Off center, as a crankshaft in which 
a line vertically through the crankpins does 
not coincide with a line vertically through 
the center of the cylinder. 

Ohm: (1) Unit of electrical resistance. (2) 
Amount of electrical resistance. Such resist¬ 
ance as would limit the flow of electricity 
under an electromotive force of one volt to 
a current of one ampere. 

Ohm's Law: The law which gives the rela¬ 
tion between voltage, resistance, and current 
flow in any circuit. Expressed algebraically, 

C =»— where C is the current flowing in am- 
R 

pores, I the voltage and R the ohmic resist¬ 
ance. 

Oil Burner: A burner equipped with an 
atomizer for breaking up liquid fuel into a 
spray. 

Oil Engine: An internal^ombustion motor 
using kerosene or other oil as fuel. 

Oil Gage: (1) A gage to indicate the flow 
of oil in the lubrioating system. (2) Used 
to show the level of oil in a oompartment in 
the base of a gas engine. 

Oil Gun: A cylinder with a long point and a 
opring plunger for squirting oil or grease 
into inaccessible parts of a machine. 

Oil Pump: A small *orce pump providing a 
constant positive supply of ou under pres¬ 
sure; usually considered to be more reliable 
than a lubricator. 

Oiler: An automobile dovice for oiling 
machinery. 

Opposed Motor: A gasoline engine whose 
cylinders are arranged in pairs on opposite 
sides of the crankshaft, both connecting 
rods of each pair being connected to the 
same crank, so that the shock of the explo¬ 
sion in one will be balanced by the cushion¬ 
ing effect of the compression in the other. 
In general these motors are two-cylinder, 
horizontal. 

Otto Cycle: See “Four-Stroke Cycle”. 
Outside Spark Gap: bee “Spark Gap, Out¬ 

side". 
Overcharged: The state of the storage bat¬ 

tery when i* has been charged at too high a 
iatc or for too great a length of time. 

Overhead Camshaft: A camshaft which is 
placed above the cylinder of a gas engine. 

Overhead Valves: See "Motor, Overhead 
Valve". 

Overheating: The act of allowing the motor 
to reach an excessively high temperature 
due to the heat of combustion being not 
carried away rapidly enough by the cooling 
dpvices, or to insufficient lubrication. Over¬ 
heating of a bearing is due to insufficient 
lubrication, 

P 

Packing: The material introduced between 
the parts of couplings, joints, or valves, to 
prevent the leakage of gas or liquids to or 
from them. 

Panel, Charging: A small switchboard for 
charging a storage battery. 

Parallel Circuit: See "Multiple Circuit”. 
Patch, Tire-Repair: Rubber strips for mak¬ 

ing repairs in punctured or ruptured tires. 
Petcock: A control cock which when open 

allows gas or liquid to escape from the cham¬ 
ber to which it is attached. 

Petrol: Word used in England for gasoline. 
Picric Acid: Acid which may be added to 

gasoline to increase the motor efficiency. 
Gasoline will absorb about five per cent of 
its weight of picric acid. 

Pin, Taper: A conically shaped pin. 

Pinch: A cut in an inner tube caused by the 
tube being caught or pinched between the 
outer casing and the rim. 

Pinion: (1) The smaller of any pair of 
gears. (2) A small gear made to run with 
a larger gear. 

Piston: The hollow, cylindrical portion 
attached to the oonneoting rod of a motor. 
The reciprocating part which takes the 
strain caused by the explosion. 

Piston Air Valve: A secondary air valve in 
the piston of earlier types of gas engines to 
compensate the imperfect operation of sur¬ 
face carbureters used with those engines 
and to secure the injection of a sufficient 
quantity of air to insure the combustion of 
the charge. 

Piston Head*. The top of the piston* 
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Platon Pins A pin which holds the connect¬ 
ing rod to the piston. 

Platon Ring: (1) A metal ring inserted in a Soove cut into a piston assisting in making 
e latter tight in the cylinder^ There are 

usually three rings on each piston. (2) 
Rings about the circumference of a piston, 
whose diameter is slightly greater than that 
of the piston. These are to insure closer fit 
and prevent wearing of the piston, as the 
wear is taken up by the rings whioh may 
be easily removed. 

Platon Rod: Usually called connecting rod- 
The rod which connects the piston with 
the crankshaft. 

Platon Skirt: The portion of a piston below 
the piston pin. 

Platon Speed: The rate at which the piston 
travels in its cylinder. 

Platon Stroke: The complete distance a 
piston travels in its cylinder. 

Pitted: Condition of a working surface which 
has become covered with carbon particles 
which have been imbedded in the metal. 

Planetary Gear: An arrangement of spur 
and annular gears in which the smaller gears 
revolve around the main shaft as planets 
revolve around the sun. 

Planetary Transmission: A transmission 
system in which the speed changes are ob¬ 
tained by a set of planetary gears. 

Plate: Part of a storage battery which holds 
active material. See "Negative Plate”. 

Pneumatic Tire: A tire fitted to the wheels 
of automobiles, consisting usually of two 
tubes, the outer of India rubber, canvas, and 
other resilient wear-resisting material, and 
the inner composed of nearly pure rubber 
whioh is inflated with compressed air to 
maintain the outer tube in its proper form 
under load. 

Polarizing: Formation of gas at the negative 
element of a cell so as to prevent the action 
of the battery. This formation of gas is 
caused by the violent reaction taking place 
in a circuit of low resistance. 

Pole Piece: A piece of iron attached to the 
pole of a magneto used in an electrio gener¬ 
ator. 

Poppet Valve: A disk or drop valve usually 
seating itself through gravitation or by 
means of springs, and frequently opening by 
suction or cams. 

Port: An opening for the* passage of the 
working fluid in an engine. 

Portable Garage: See "Garage* Portable". 
Positive Cohnectlon: A connection by 

whioh positive motion is transmitted by 
means of a crank, bolt, or key, or other 

v method by which slipping is eliminated. 

Positive Motion: Motion transmitted by 
cranks or other methods in which Blipping 
is eliminated. 

Positive Plate: Plate in a storage battery, 
from which the current flows to the outside 
circuit. 

Positive Pole: The source from which elec¬ 
tricity is assumed to flow; the opposite of 
negative pole. In a magnet the positive pole 
jo the end of the magnet from whioh the 
magnetic flux is assumed to emanate. 

Pounding In Engine: Pounding noise at 
each revolution* usually caused by either 

carbon deposit, loose or tight piston* loose* 
bearing or other part, or pre-ignition. 

Power Stroke: The piston stroke in a gas 
engine in whioh the exploded gases are 
expanding, thus pushing the piston down* 
ward. 

Power Tire Pump: A pump which is oper¬ 
ated by a gas engine and is used to innate 
the tires of a motor car. 

Power Unit: The engine with fuel, cooling, 
lubrication, and ignition systems, without 
the transmission or running gears. Some¬ 
times the gearset and driving shaft are 
included by the term. 

Pre-Ignition: See "Premature Ignition". 
Premature Ignition: Ignition of fuel before 

the proper point in the cycle. 
Pressure-Feed: See "Lubrication, Force- 

Feed". 
Pressure Gage: A gage for indicating the 

pressure of a fluid confined in a chamber, 
such as steam in a boiler, etc. 

Pressure Lubricator: A lubricating device 
in which the oil is forced to the bearings by 
means of a pump or other devioe for main* 
tuning pressure. 

Pressure Regulator: A device for main¬ 
taining the pressure of the steam in the 
principal pipe at a oonstant point irrespective 
of the fluctuations of pressure in the boiler. 

Primary Air Inlet: The main or fixed air 
intake of a carbureter. 

Primary Circuit: The circuit which carries 
low-tension current. 

Primary Coil: A self-induction coil consist¬ 
ing of several turns of wire about an iron 
core. 

Primary Spark Coll: An induction coil 
which lias only a single winding composed 
of a few layers of insulated copper wire 
wound on a bundle of soft iron wires, known 
as the core, also as a or touch, spark coil 

Primer: A pin in a float-feed valve so 
arranged that it may depress the float in 
priming a gasoline engine. Also called 
tickler and flushing pin. 

Priming: (1) The carrying of water over 
with the steam from the boiler to the 
engine, due to dirty water, irregular evapo¬ 
ration, or forced steaming. (2) Injecting a 
small amount of gasoline into the cylinder 
of a gasoline engine to assist in starting. 

Priming Cock: A control cock screwed into 
the cylinder and which when open com¬ 
municates with the combustion chamber 
allowing gasoline to be poured into the 
cylinder. 

Progressive Change-Speed Gears: Change- 
speed gears so arranged that higher speeds 
are obtained by passing through all the 
intermediate steps and vice versa, 

Prony Brake: A dynamometer to indicate 
the horsepower of an engine. A band 
encircles the flywheel of the engine and is 
seoured to a lever, at the other end of which 
is a scale to measure the pull. 

Propeller Shaft: The shaft which turns the 
rear axle of a motor car. The drive'shaft. 

Pump, Centrifugal: A pump with a hollow 
hub and ourvea blades which by centrifugal 
force throw water or oil into the system 
requiring it. 

Pump, Circulation: See "Circulation 
Pump". 
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Pump, Fuel-Feed t A mechanically oper¬ 
ated pump for insuring positive feed of fuel 
to the burner of a steam engine or carbureter 
of a gas engine. 

Pump, Oil: See “Oil Pump”. 
Pump, Plunger: Sometimes called piston 

pump. One containing a piston which 
foroes a liquid to a system. 

Pump, Power Tire: See “Tire Pump”. 
Pump, Steam Boiler-Feed: See “Boiler- 

Feed Pump”. 
Pump, Water Circulating: See “Circula¬ 

tion Pump”. 
Pump Gear: A pump composed of two 

gears in mesh placed m a housing. When 
the gears revolve they carry oil or water, as 
the case may be, on their teeth, which deliver 
it to an outlet. 

Puncture: The perforation of an inflated 
rubber automobile tire by some sharp sub¬ 
stance on the roadbed. 

Puncture-Closing Compound: A viscous 
compound placed within the inner tire tube 
to close the hole caused by a puncture. 

Push Rod: A rod which operates the valves 
of a poppet-valve motor, A rod a Inch 
imparts a pushing motion. 

R 

Race: (1) The parts upon which the balls 
of a ball bearing roll. (2) When referring 
to a gas engine, to operate at high speed 
without a load. 

Racing Body: A low, light automobile body, 
having two seats with backs as low as possi¬ 
ble; designed for large fuel capacity and 
very high speed. 

Radiator: A device consisting of a large 
number of small tubes, through which the 
heated water from the jacket of the engine 
passes to be cooled, the heat being earned 
away from the metal of the radiator by air. 

Radiator, Cellular: See “Honeycomb 
Radiator”. 

Radiator, Tubular: A radiator consisting 
of many tubes, through which water passes 
to be cooled. * 

Radiator Protector: See "Bumper”. 

Radius Rod: A bar in the frame of an auto¬ 
mobile to assist in maintaining the proper 
distance between oenters. Also called 
distance rod. 

Rawhide Gear: Tooth gears, built up of 
compressed rawhide, used for high-speed 
drive. Sometimes a metal gear is merely 
faoed with rawhide for the purpose of reduc¬ 
ing noise. 

Reach Rod: See “Radius Rod”. 
Reciprocating Parts: The parts such as 

pistons and connecting rods which have a 
reciprocating motion. 

Rectifier, Alternating-Current: See “Cur¬ 
rent Rectifier”. 

Relief Cock: See “Compression-Relief Cook”. 
Removable Rim: See “Demountable Rim”. 
Resiliency: That property of a material 

by virtue of which it springs back or recoils 
on removal of pressure, as a spring. 

Resistance, Electrical: (1) A part of an 
electrio circuit for the purpose of opposing 
the flow of the current in the circuit. (2) 
The eleotrioal resistance of a conductor is 

that quality of a conductor by virtue of 
which the conductor opposes the passage of 
electricity through its mass. Its unit is 
the ohm. 

Retard: With reference to the ignition sys¬ 
tem, causing the spark to occur while the 
piston is retarding or moving downward on 
the working stroke. 

Retarding Ignition: See “Ignition, Retard¬ 
ing”. 

Retarding the Spark: See “Ignition, Re¬ 
tarding . 

Retread: To replace the tread of a pneu¬ 
matic tire with a new one. 

Reverse Cam: On a gasoline engine a cam 
so arranged that by reversing its motion or 
shifting it along its shaft it will operate the 
valves and cause the engine to reverse. 

Reverse Gear: In a steam engine, a device 
by which the valves may be set to effect 
motion cf the car id either direction. In a 
gasoline automobile, the reversing gear is 
usually incorporated with the change-speed 
gears. 

Reverse Lever: A lever by which the direc¬ 
tion of movement of the driving wheels may 
V r^veised without reversing the engine. 
This is usually combined with the change- 
speed levers. 

Rheostat: A device for regulating the flow 
of current m a closed electrical circuit by 
introducing a senes of graduated resistances 
into the circuit. 

Rim: The portion of a wheel to which a solid 
or pneumatic tire is fitted. A circular, 
channel-shaped portion attached to the 
wheel felloe. 

Rim, Demountable: A rim which may be 
removed from the wheel easily in order that 
another with an inflated tire may take its 
place. 

Rim, Quick-Detachable: A rim made of 
two or more parts so that the tire may be 
detached and attached quickly. 

Rim, Removable: See "Demountable Rim”. 
Road Map: A map of a section or locality 

showing the best roads for motor-car travel, 
and usually the best stopping places and 
repair stations. 

Roadster: A small motor car designed to be 
fairly speedy; usually has carrying capacity 
for an extra large quantity of fuel and sup¬ 
plies; generally seats two persons, with pro¬ 
vision for one or two # more, by the attach¬ 
ment of a rumble seat in the rear. 

Rocker Arm: A pivoted lever used to open- 
ate overhead valves in a T-head motor. 

Rod, Radius: Bee "Radius Rod”. 
Rod, Steering: See "Steering Rod”. 
Roller Bearings: See "Bearing, Roller”. 
Roller Chain: A chain whose links are pro¬ 

vided with small rollers to decrease the fric¬ 
tion and the noise. 

Rotary Valve: A type of valve somewhat 
similar to the Corliss engine valve used on 
automobile motors. 

Rumble: A small single seat to provide for 
an extra passenger on a two-seated vehicle. 
Usually detachable. 

Runabout: A small two-seated vehicle, usu¬ 
ally of a lower power and lower speed, as 
well as lower operating radius, than a road* 
ster. 
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Running Board: A horizontal step placed 
below the frame and used to assist passen¬ 
gers in leaving and entering a motor car. 

Running Gear: Tho frame, 
wheels, speed-change geai 
machinery of an automobile, without the 
body; used synonymously with chassis. 

S 

Safety Plug: See “Fusible Plug’*. 
Safety Valve: A valve seated on the top of a 

steam boiler, and loaded so that when the 
pressure of the steam exceeds a certain point 
the valve is lifted from the seat and allows 
the steam to escape. 

Saturated Steam: The quality of the 
steam when no more steam can be made in 
the closed vessel without raising the tempera¬ 
ture or lowering the pressure. 

Scavenging: The action of clearing the cyl¬ 
inder of an internal-combustion motor of 
the burned-out gases. 

Score: To burn, or abrade a moving part 
with another moving part. 

Screw: An inclined plane wrapped around a 
cylinder; a cylinder having a helical groove 
cut in its surface. 

Searchlight: A headlight designed to throw 
a very bright light on the road. Electricity 
or acetylene is usually used as an illuminant, 
and the lamp has a parabolic reflector and 
may be turned to throw the light in any 
direction. 

Secondary Battery: See “Accumulator”. 
Secondary Current: A current in which the 

electromotive force is generated by induc¬ 
tion from a primary circuit in which a varia¬ 
ble current is flowing. The high-tension 
current of a jump-spark ignition system. 

Secondary Circuit: The circuit which carries 
high-tension current. 

Secondary Spark Coil: An induction coil 
having a double winding upon its core. 
The inner winding is composed of a few 
layers of insulated wire of large size, and 
the outer winding consists of a great many 
layers of very small insulated copper wire. 
Also known as a jump-spark coil. 

Seize: Refers to moving parts which adhpre 
because of operation without a film of oil 
between the working surfaces. 

Selective Change-Speed Gears: Change- 
speed gears so arranged that any desired 
speed combination can be obtained without 
going through the intermediate steps. 

Self-Firing: Ignition of the mixture in a 
gas engine due to the walls of the cylinder or 
particles attached to them becoming over¬ 
heated and incandescent. 

Self-Starter: See “Engine Starter”. 
Separator, Steam: A device attached to 

steam pipes to separate entrained water 
from live steam before it enters the engine, 
or to separate the oily particles from exhaust 
steam on its way to the condenser. 

Series Circuit: A compound circuit in which 
the separate sources or the separate elec¬ 
trical receiving devices, or both, are so 
placed that the current supplied by each, or 
passed through each, passes successively 
through the other circuits from the first to 
the last. 

Set Screw: A small screw with a pointed 
end used for locking a part in a fixed position 
to prevent it from turning* 

springs, motor, 
axles, and 

Setting Valves: See “Valve Setting1*. 
Shaft, Intermediate: The shaft placed 

between the first and third motion gearing 
and acting as a carrier of motion between 
the two. 

Shaft Drive: System of power transmission 
by means of a shaft. 

Shim: See “Liner”. 
Shock Absorber: A device attached to the 

springs or hangers of motor cars to deorease 
the jars due to rough roads, instead of 
allowing them to be transmitted to the 
frame of the carriage. 

Short Circuit: A shunt or by-path of com¬ 
paratively small resistance around a portion 
of an electric circuit, by which enough cur¬ 
rent passes through the new path to virtu¬ 
ally cut out the part of the circuit around 
which it is passed, and prevent it from 
receiving any appreciable current. 

Sight Feed: An indicator covered with glass 
which shows that oil is flowing in a system. 
A telltale sight. A check on the oiling 
system. 

Side-Bar Steering: See “Steering, Side- 
Bar”. 

Side-Slipping: See “Skidding”. 
Silencer: See “Muffler, Exhaust”. 
Silent Chain: A form of driving chain in 

which the links are comprised of sections 
which so move over tho sprocket that prac¬ 
tically all noise is eliminated. Silent chains 
are used specially for driving timing gears, 
gearsets, etc. 

Skidding: The tendency of the rear wheels 
to slide sideways to the direction of travel, 
owing to the slight adhesion between tires 
and the surface of the roadbed, also called 
side-slippinj. 

Skip: See “Miss”. 
Sleeve Valve: A form of valve consisting of 

cylindrical shells moving up and down in 
the cylinders of such a motor as the Silent 
Knight. 

Sliding Gears: A change-speed set in which 
various gears are placed into mesh by the 
sliding on a shaft of one or more gears. 

Sliding Sleeve: See “Motor, Sleeve-Valve”. 
Slip Cover: A fabric covering for the top 

when down or for the upholstery of a motor 
vehicle. 

Smoke in Exhaust: Smoky appearance in 
the exhaust due to too much oil, too rich 
mixture, low grade of fuel, or faulty ignition. 

Solid Tire: See “Tire, Solid”. 
Sooting of Spark Plug: Fouling of the 

spark plug with soot, due to poor mixture, 
impure fuel, or improper lubrication. 

Spare Wheel: An extra wheel complete 
with inflated tire, carried on the car for quick 
replacement of wheel with damaged tire. 

Spark, Advancing: See “Advanced Igni¬ 
tion”. 

Spark Coil: A coil or coils of wire for pro¬ 
ducing a spark at the spark plug. It may 
be either a secondary or primary spark coil. 

Spark Gap: A break in the circuit of a 
jump-spark ignition system for producing a 
spark within the cylinder to ignite the 
charge. The spark gap is at the end of a 
small plug called the spark plug. 

Spark Gap, Extra: See “Spark Gap, Out¬ 
side”. 
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Spark Gap, Outside: A device to overcome 
the short circuiting in the spark gap due to 
fouling and carbon deposits between the 
points of the high-tension spark plug. It is 
a form of condenser, or capacity in which 
the air acts as the dielectric between two 
surfaces at the terminals of a gap in a high- 
tension circuit. 

Spark Intensifier: See “Spark Gap, Out¬ 
side”. 

Spark Lever: See ‘‘Timing Lever”. 
Spark Plug: The terminals of the secondary 

circuit of a jump-spark ignition system 
mounted to leave a spark gap between the 
terminals projecting inside the cylinder for 
the purpose of igniting the fuel in the cylin¬ 
der by means of a spark crossing the gap 
between them. 

Spark Plug, Pocketing: Mounting the 
spark plug in a recess of the cylinder head to 
reduce the sooting of the sparking points. 

Spark Plug, Sooting of: See “Sooting of 
Spark Plug”. 

Spark Regulator: A mechanism by which 
the time of ignition of the charge is varied 
by a small handle on or near the steering 
wheel. 

Si>ark, Retarding: See “Ignition, Retard¬ 
ing”. 

Spark Timer: See "Timer, Ignition”. 
Speaking Tube: See "Annunciator”. 
Specific Gravity: The weight of a given 

substance relative to that of an equal bulk 
of some other substance which is taken as a 
standard of comparison. Air or hydrogen 
is the standard for gases, and water is tho 
standard for liquids and solids. 

Specific Heat: The capacity of a substance 
for removing heat as compared with that of 
another which is taken as a standard. The 
standard is generally water. 

Speed-Change Gear: A device whereby the 
speed ratio of the engine and driving wheels 
of the car is varied. 

Speed Indicator: An instrument for show¬ 
ing the velocity of the car. 

Speedometer: A device used on motor cars 
for recording the miles traveled and for 
indicating the speed at all times. 

Speedometer Gears: Gears used to drive a 
Bhaft which operates the speedometer. 

Speedometer Shaft: A flexible shaft which 
operates a speedometer. 

Spiral Gear: A gear with helically-cut 
teeth. 

Splash Lubrication: See “Lubrication, 
Splash”. 

Spline: A key. 
Spontaneous Ignition: See “Self-Firing”. 
Sprag: A device to be let down (usually at 

the rear of the car) to prevent its slipping 
back when olimbing a hill. 

Spray Nozzle: That portion of a carbureter 
which sprays the gasoline. 

Spring: An elastic body, as a steel rod, 
plate, or coil, used to receive and impart 
power, regulate motion, or diminish con¬ 
cussion. 

Spring, Cantilever: A type of spring which 
appears like a semi-elliptic reversed; and 
which is flexibly attached in the center, 
rigidly at one end, and by a shackle at the 
other. 

Spring, Elliptic: A spring, elliptic in shape, 
and consisting of two half-elliptic members 
attached together. 

Spring Semi-Elliptic: A spring made up Of 
a number of leaves, the whole resembling a 
portion of an ellipse. 

Spring, Supplementary: See “Shock Ab¬ 
sorber”. 

Spring, Underslung: A spring which is 
fastened under the axle instead of over it. 

Spring Hangers: See “Body Hangers”. 
Spring Shackle: A link attached to one end 

of a spring which allows for flattening of the 
spring. 

Sprocket: A wheel with teeth around the 
circumference, so shaped that the teeth will 
fit into the links of a chain which drives or 
is driven by the sprocket. 

Starboard: The right-hand side of a ship or 
vessel. 

Starter, Engine: See ‘Engine Starter”. 

Starting, Gas Engine: The operation neces¬ 
sary to make the engine automatically con¬ 
tinue its cycle of events. It usually consists 
of opening the throttle, retarding the spark, 
closing the ignition circuit, and cranking the 
engine. 

Starting Crank: A crank by which the 
engine may be given several revolutions by 
hand m order to start it. 

Starting Device: See "Engine Starter”. 
Starting on Spark: In engines having four 

or more cylinders with well-fitting pistons, 
it is often possible to start the motor after it 
has stood idle for some time by Himply clos¬ 
ing the ignition circuit, provided that the Crevious stopping of the engine was done 

y opening the ignition circuit before the 
throttle was closed, leaving an unexploded 
charge under compression in one of the 
cylinders. 

Steam: The vapor of water; the hot invisible 
vapor given off by water at its boiling point. 

Steam Boiler: See “Boiler”. 
Steam Condenser: See “Condenser”. 
Steam, Cycle of: A series of operations of 

steam forming a closed circuit, a fresh series 
beginning where another ends; that is, 
steam is generated in the boilers, passes 
through the pipes of the engine, doing work 
successively in its various cylinders, escap¬ 
ing at exhaust pressure to the condenser, 
where it is converted into water and returned 
to the boiler, to go through the same opera¬ 
tions once more. 

Steam Engine: A motor depending for its 
operation on the latent energy in steam. 

Steam Gage: See “Pressure Gage”. 
Steam Port: See “Admission”. 
Steering, Side-Bar: Method of guiding the 

car by means of an upright bar at the side 
of the seat. 

Steering Angle for Front Wheels: Maxi¬ 
mum angle of front wheels to the axle when 
making a turn; should be about 35°. 

Steering Check: A device for locking the 
steering gear so that the direction will 
not be changed unless desired. 

Steering Column: See “Steering Post”. 
Steering Gear: The mechanism by which 

motion is communioated to the front axle of 
the vehicle, by which the wheels may bo 
turned to guide the oar as desired. 
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Steering Knuckles A knuckle connecting 
the steering rods with the front &xie of the 
motor. 

Steering Lever: A lever or handle by whioh 
the oar is guided. 

Steering Neck: The vertical spindle carried 
by the steering yoke. It is the pivot of the 
bell crank by which the wheel is turned. 

.Steering Pillar: See “Steering Post". 
Steering Poet: The member through whioh 

the twist of the steering wheel is trans¬ 
mitted to the steering knuckle. The steering 
post often carries the spark and throttle 
levers also. 

Steering Rod: The rod whioh connects the 
steering gear with the bell cranks or pivot 
arms, by means of which the motor car is 
guided. 

Steering Wheel: The wheel by which the 
driver of a motor car guides it. 

Steering Y^ke: The Y-shaped piece in 
which the front axle terminates. The yoke 
carries the vertical steering spindle or 
steering neck. 

Stephenson Link Motion: A reversing gear 
in which the ends of the two eccentric rods 
are connected by a link or quadrant sliding 
over a block at the end of the valve spindle. 

Step-Up Coll: A coil used to transform low- 
into high-tension current. 

Storage Battery: Bee “Accumulator”. 
Stroke: See “Piston Stroke”. 
Strainer, Gasoline: A wire netting for pre¬ 

venting impurities entering the gasoline feed 
system. 

Strangle Tube: The narrowing of the 
throat of the carbureter just above the air 
inlets in order to increase the speed of the 
air, and thus increase the proportion of gas 
which will be picked up. 

Stroke: The distance of travel of a piston 
from its point of farthest travel at one end 
of the cylinder to its point of farthest travel 
at the other end. Two strokes of the piston 
take plaoe to every revolution of the crank¬ 
shaft. 

Stud Plate: The plate or frame in a planet¬ 
ary transmission system carrying studs upon 
which the central pinions revolve. 

Suction Valve: The type of admission valve 
on an internal combustion engine which is rned by the suction of the piston within 

cylinder and admits the mixture. The 
valve is normally held to its seat by a spring. 

Sulpha ting of Battery: The formation of 
an inactive coating of lead sulphate on the 
surface of the plates of a storage battery. 
It is a source ofioas in the battery. 

Superheated Steam: Steam which has been 
still further heated after reaching the point 
of saturation. t 

Supplementary Air Valve: See “Auxiliary 

Swivel Joint: The joint for connecting the 
steering arm of the wheel or lever-steering 
mechanism to the arms on the steering 
wheel. Also called knuckle joint, 

T 

Tachometer: An instrument for indicating 
the number of revolutions made by a machine 
in a unit of time. 

Tandem Engine: A compound engine hav¬ 
ing two or more cylinders in aline, one 

behind the other, and with pistons atta. 
to the same piston rod. 

Tank Gage: See “Fuel-Level Indicator”. 
Tappet Rod: See “Push Hod”. 
Taxicab: A public motor-driven vehicle in 

whioh the fare is automatically registered by 
the taximeter. 

Taximeter: An Instrument in a public 
vehicle for mechanically indicating the fare 
charged. 

Terminals: The connecting posts of elec¬ 
trical devices, as batteries or coils. 

Thermal Unit: Usually called the Britith 
Thermal Unity or B. t. u. A measure of 
mechanical work equal to the energy re- 

uired to raise one pound of water one 
egree Fahrenheit. 

Thermostat: An instrument to automati¬ 
cally regulate the temperature. 

Thermosiphon Cooling: A method of cool¬ 
ing the cylinder of a gas engine. The water 
rises from the jackets ana siphons into a 
radiator from whence it returns to the 
supply tank, doing away with the necessity 
for a circulating pump. 

Three-Point Suspension: A method used 
for suspending motor car units, such as the 
motor, on three points. 

Throttle: A valve placed in the admission 
pipe between the carbureter and the admis¬ 
sion valve of the motor to control the speed 
$nd power of the motor by varying the 
Hupply of the mixture. 

Throttle, Foot: See “Accelerator”. 
Throttle, Lever: A lever on the steering 

wheel which operates the carbureter throttle. 
See “Throttle”. 

Throttling: The act of closing the admission 
pipe of the engine so that the gas or steam is 
admitted to the cylinder less rapidly, thus 
cutting down the speed and power of the 
engine. 

Thrust Bearing: A bearing which takes 
loads parallel with the axis of rotation of the 
shaft upon which it is fitted. 

Tickler: A pin in a carbureter arranged to 
hold down the float in priming, also called 
flushing pin and primer. 

Timer, Ignition: An ignition commutator. 

Timing Gears: The gears which operate the 
camshaft and magneto shaft. The camshaft 
gear is twice as large as the crankshaft geax. 

Timing Lever: A lever fitted to gas engines 
by means of which the time of ignition is 
changed. Also called epark leper. 

Timing Valve: In a gas engine using float- 
tube ignition, a valve controlling the opening 
between the combustion space and the 
igniter. 

Tip, Burner: A small earthen, aluminum, or 
platinum cover for the end of the burner 
tube of an acetylene lamp. It is usually 
provided with two holes, so placed that the 
jets from them meet and spread out in a 
fan shape. 

Tire, Airless: Bee “Airless Tire". 
Tire, Clincher: A type of pneumatic tire 

which is held to a clincher. 
Tire, Cushion: Vehicle tire having a very 

thick rubber casing and very small sir space. 
It is non-puncturable and does not have to 
be inflated, but is not as resilient as a pneu- 
matio tire. 
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Tire, Non-Defla table: See “Tire, Non- 
Puneturable”. 

Tire, Non Pune tumble: A tire so construct* 
ed that it cannot be easily punctured or will 
not become deflated when punctured. 

lire, Punctures in: Holes or leaks in pneu- 
matio tires caused by foreign substances 
penetrating the inner tube and allowing the 
air to escape. 

lire, Single-Tube: A pneumatio tire in 
which the inner and outer tubes are com¬ 
bined. 

lire, Solid: A tire made of solid, or nearly 
solid rubber. 

Tire Band: A band to proteot or repair a 
damaged pneumatic tire. See “Tire Pro¬ 
tector*. 

Tire Bead: Lower edges of a pneumatic tire 
which grip the curved portion of a rim. 

Tire Case: (1) A leather or metal oase for 
oarrying spare tire; same as tire holder. 
(2) The outer tube. 

Tire Chain: See “Anti-Skid Device”. 
Tire Filling: Material to be introduced into 

the tire to take the place of air and do away 
with puncture troubles 

Tire Gage: Gage used for measuring the air 
pressure in a pneumatio tire. 

Tire Holder: A metal or leather case for 
carrying spare tires. 

Tire-Inilating Tank: A tank containing 
compressed air or gas for inflating the tires. 

Tire Inflater, Mechanical: A small mechan¬ 
ical pump for inflating pneumatic tires. 

Tire Patch: See “Patch, Tire Repair”. 
Tire-Pressure Gage: A pressure gage to 

indicate the pressure of air in the tire. 
Tire Protector: The sleeve or band placed 

over a tire to protect it from road wear. 
Tire Pump: A pump for furnishing air under 

pressure to the tire, may be either hand- or 
power-operated. 

Tire Sleeve: A sleeve to protect the injured 
part of a pneumatic tire. It is a tire pro¬ 
tector which covers more of the circumfer¬ 
ence of the wheel than a tire band. See 
“Tire Protector”. 

Tire Tape: Adhesive tape used to bind the 
outer tube to the rim in repairing tires. 

Tire Tool: Tool used to apply and remove a 
tire. 

Tire Valve: A small valve in the inner tube 
to allow air to be pumped into the tube 
without permitting it to escape. 

Tires, Creeping ol: See “Creeping of Tires”. 
Tonneau: The rear seats of a motor car. 

Literally, the word means a round tank or 
water barrel. 

Torque: Turning effort, or twisting effort of 
a rotating part. 

Torque Rod: A rod attached at one end to 
the rear axle and at the other to the frame; 
used to prevent twisting of the rear-axle 
housing. 

Torsion Rod: The shaft that transmits the 
turning impulse from the change gears to 
the rear axle. Usually spoken of as the 
shaft. 

Touch Spark: See “Wipe Spark**. 
Tourabout: A light type o! touring oar. 
Touring Car: A car with no removable rear 

seats, and a carrying capacity of four to 
seven persons. 

Town Car: A car having the rear ssata 
enclosed but the driver exposed. 

Traction: The aot of drawing or state of 
being drawn. The pull (or push) of wheels. 

Tractor: A self propelled vehicle for hauling 
other vehicles or implements; a traction 
engine. 

Transmission, Individual Clutch: A 
transmission consisting of a set of spur gears 
on parallel shafts which are always in mesh, 
different trains being picked up with a 
separate clutch for each set. 

Transmission, Planetary: A transmission 
system in which a number of pinions revolve 
about a central pinion in a manner similar to 
the revolution of the planets about the sun; 
usual type consists of a central pinion sur¬ 
rounded by three or more pinions and an 
internal gear. 

Transmission, Sliding Gear: A trans¬ 
mission system in which sliding change-speed 
gears are used. 

Transmission Brake: Brake operating on 
the gears** t shaft or end of the propeller shaft. 

Transmission Gears: A set of gears by 
which power is transmitted. In automo¬ 
biles, usually called change-speed gears. 

Transmission Ratio: The ratio of the speed 
of the crankshaft to the speed of the trans¬ 
mission shaft or driving shaft. 

Tread: That part of a wheel which comes in 
contact with the road. 

Tread, Detachable: A tire covering to pro¬ 
tect the outer tube, which may be taken off 
or replaced. 

--—.- rimary 
in connection with jump-spark ignition. 

Truck: (1) A strong, comparatively slow- 
speed vehicle, designed for transporting 
heavy loads. (2) A swiveling carriage 
having small wheels, which may be placed 
under the wheels of a car. 

Try Cock: A faucet or valve which may be 
opened by hand to ascertain the height of 
water in the boiler. 

Tube Case: See “Tire Case*'. 
Tube Ignition: See "Hot-Tube Ignition’*. 
Tubing, Flexible: See “Flexible Tubing”. 
Tubular Radiator: An automobile radiator 

in which the jacket water circulates in a 
series of tubes. 

Tungsten Lamp: Incandescent bulb with 
the filament made of tungsten wire. 

Turning Moment: See “Torque”. 
Turning Radius: The radius of a circle 

which the wheels of a car describe in making 
its shortest turn. 

Turntable: Device installed in the floor of a 
garage and used for turning motor cars 
around. 

Two-Cycle or Two-Stroke Cycle Engine: 
An internal-combustion engine in which an 
impulse occurs at the beginning of every 
revolution, that is, at the beginning of every 
downward stroke of the piston. 

Two-to-One Gear: The system of gearing in 
a four-cycle gas engine for driving the cam¬ 
shaft, which must revolve once to every two 
revolutions of the crankshaft. 
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v 
Under Frame: The main frame of the 

chassis or running gear of a motor vehicle. 

Unit-Power Plant: A power system consist¬ 
ing of a motor, gearset, and clutch which 
may be removed from the motor oar as a 
unit. 

Universal Joint: A mechanism for endwise 
connection of two shafts so that rotary 
motion may be transmitted when one shaft 
is at an angle with the other. Also called 
universal coupling, flexible coupling. Cardan 
joint and Hooke's joint. 

Upkeep: The expenditure for maintenance 
or expenditure required to keep a vehicle in 
good condition and repair. 

V 

Vacuum Fuel Feed: A system of feeding the 
gasoline from a tank at the rear of an auto¬ 
mobile by maintaining a partial vaouum at 
some point in the system, usually at the dash, 
the fuel flowing from this point by gravity to 
the carbureter. 

Vacuum Line: In an indicator diagram, the 
line of absolute vacuum. It is at a distance 
corresponding to 14.7 pounds below the 
atmospheric line. 

Valve: A device in a passage by which the 
flow of liquids or gases may be permitted or 
stopped. 

Valve, Admission: The valve in the admis¬ 
sion pipe of the engine leading from the oar- 
buret er to the cylinder by which the supply 
of fuel may be cut off. 

Valve, Automatic: See “Automatic Valve’’. 
Valve, Inlet: See "Inlet Valve”. 
Valve, Mixing: See “Mixing Valve”. 
Valve, Muffler Cut-Out: See “Cut-Out, 

Muffler”. 
Valve, Overhead: See “Overhead Valve”. 
Valve, Poppet: See “Poppet Valve”. 
Valve, Rotary: See “Motor, Hotary Valve”* 
Valve, Suction: An admission valve which 

is opened by the difference between the pres¬ 
sures in the atmosphere and in the cylinder. 

Valve Cage: A valve-retainiDg pocket which 
is attached to the cylinder. 

Valve Clearance: The clearance of play 
between the valve stem and the tappet. 

Valve Gear: The mechanism by which the 
motion of the admission or exhaust valve is 
controlled. 

Valve Grinding: The act of removing marks 
of corrosion, pitting, etc., from the seats and 
faces of poppet or disk valves. The surfaces 
to be ground are rotated in contact with each 
other, an abrasive having been supplied. 

Valve Lift: See “Lift”. 
Valve Lifter: A device for raising a poppet 

valve from its Beat. 

Valve Seat: (1) That portion of the engine 
upon which the valve rests when it is closed. 
(2) The portion upon which the face of a 
valve is in contact when closed. 

Valve Setting: The operation of adjusting 
the valves of an engine so that the events of 
the cycle occur at the proper time. Also 
called take timing. 

Valve Spring: The spring which is around 
the valve stem and is used to return the 

valve to closed position after it has been 
opened by the cam: 

Valve Stem: The rod-like portion of a poppet 
valve. 

Valve Timing: See “Valve Setting”. 
Vaporizer: A device to vaporise the fuel for 

an oil engine. In starting it is necessary to 
heat the vaporizer, but the exhaust gases 
afterwards keep it at the proper tempera¬ 
ture. The carbureter of the gas engine 
properly belongs under the general head of 
vaporiser, but the term has become restricted 
to the vaporizer for oil engines. 

Variable-Speed Device: See “Gear, Change- 
Speed”. 

Vertical Motor: An upright engine whose 
piston travel is in a vertical plane. * 

Vibrator: The part of the primary circuit of 
a jumpnspark ignition system by which the 
circuit is rapidly interrupted to give a trans¬ 
former effect in the coil. 

Vibrator, Master: See “Master Vibrator”. 
Volatile: Passing easily from a liquid to a 

gaseous state, in opposition to fixed. 
Volatilization: Evaporation of liquids upon 

exposure to the air at ordinary temperatures. 
Volt: Practical unit of electromotive force; 

such an electromotive force as would oause 
a current of one ampere to flow through a 
resistance of one ohm. 

Voltammeter: A voltmeter and an ammeter 
combmed; sometimes refers to wattmeter. 

Voltmeter: An instrument for measuring 
the difference of electric potential between 
the terminals of an electric circuit. It 
registers the electric pressure in volts. 

Vulcanization: The operation of combining 
sulphur with rubber at a high temperature, 
either to make it soft, pliable, and elastic, or 
to harden it. 

Vulcanlzer: A furnace for the vulcanization 
of rubber. 

W 

Walking Beam: See “Rocker Arm”. 
Water Cooling: Method of removing the 

heat of an internal-combustion motor fiom 
the cylinders by means of a circulation of 
water between the cylinders and the outer 
casing. 

Water Gage: An instrument used to indicate 
the height of water within a boiler or other 
water system. It consists of a glass tube 
connected at its upper and lower ends with 
the water system. 

Water Jacket: A casing placed about the 
cylinder of an internal-combustion engine to 
permit a current of water to flow around it 
for cooling purposes. 

Watt: The unit of electric power. It is the 
product of the current in amperes flowing in 

a circuit by the pressure in volts. It is 

of a horsepower. 
Watt Hour: The unit of electrical energy. 

The given watt-hour capacity of a battery, 
for instance, means the ability of ft battery 
to furnish one watt for the given number of 
hours or the given number of watts for one 
hour, or a number of watts for a number of 
hours such that their produet will be the 
given watt hours. > 

Welding, Autogeneoue: A method of joining ' 
two pieces of metal by melting by means of a 
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Obw torch burning aoetylene in an atmos¬ 
phere of oxygen. This melts the ends of the 
parte and these are then run together. 

Wheel, Artillery: A wood-spoked wheel 
whose spokes are in line with a line drawn 
vertically through the hub. 

Wheel, Dished: A wheel made oonoave or 
convex so that the hub is inside or outside as 
compared with the nm. This is to counter¬ 
act the outward inclination of the wheel due 
to the fact that the spindle is tapered and 
that its outward center is lower than its 
inner center. 

Wheel, Double-Interacting: The mecha¬ 
nism by which two wheels are hung on one 
hub or axle the outer being shod with an 
ordinary solid tire and the inner with a 
pneumatic tire, so that the weight of the 
vehic’e bears against the lowest point of the Sneumatic tire of the inner wheel to give the 

inability and tractive properties of a solid 
tire with the resiliency of a pneumatic. 

Wheel, Spare: See “Spare Wheel”. 
Wheel Steering: See “Steering Wheel”. 
Wheel, Wire: A wheel with spokes made of 

wire. 
Wheel Puller: A device used for pulling 

automobile wheels from their axles 
Wheel Steer: A method of guiding a car by 

means of a hand wheel. 
Wheel, Steering Angle for: The angle 

which the steering column makes with the 
horisontal. Tt vanes from 90® to 30° or less 

Wheelbase: The distance between the road 
contact of one rear wheel with the point of 
road contact of the front wheel on the same 
eide. 

Wheels, Driving on All Four: The method 
of using all four wheels of an automobile as 
the driving wheels. 

Wheels, Driving on Front: The method of 
using the two front wheels as the drivers. 

Wheels, Steering on Rear: Method of 
guiding the vehicle by turning the rear 
wheels. 

Whistle: An automobile accessory (UusMhig 
of a signalling apparatus giving a loud or 
harsh sound. Also called a horn 

Wind Guard: See “Wind Shield*. 

Wind Shield: A glass front placed upright 
on the dash to protect the occupants of the 
car from the wind. 

Wipe Spark: Form of primary sparking 
device m which a spark is produced by a 
moving terminal sliding over another ter* 
minal, the break thus made causing a spark. 
Also called touch spark. 

Wipe-Spark Coil: A primary spark coil 
with which the spark is made by wiping 
contact. 

Wire Drawing: The effect of steam passing 
through a partially closed valve or other 
constricted opening, so c died from the thin¬ 
ness of the indicator diagram. 

Working Pressure. The safe working pres¬ 
sure of a boiler usually estimated as £ of 
the pressure at which a boiler will burst. 

Worm t A helical screw thread 

Worm and Sector: A worm gear in which 
the worm wheel is not complete but is only 
a sector. Used especially m steering 
devices. 

Worm Drive; A form of drive using worm 
gears. See “Gears, Worm" 

Worm Gear* The spiral gear m whloh a 
worm or screw is used to rotate a wheel 

Worm Wheel: A wheel rotated by a worm 
Wrist Pin: See “Piston Pin”. 

X 

X Spring* A vehicle spring composed of two 
laminated springs so placed one upon the 
other that they form the letter X 

Y 

Yoke, Steering: See “Steering Yoke**# 
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Auburn, 1929, Model 8-90.56, 57 
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Buick, 1929, Model 116 W.B.70,71 

Buick, 1929, Models 121 and 129 W.B.72,78 

Buick, 1930, Model 40.74,75 

Buick, 1930, Model 50-60.76,77 

Cadillac, 1928, Model 341.78,79 

Cadillac, 1929, Model 341-B.80,81 

Chandler, 1927-28-29, Model 65.82,83 

Chandler, 1927-28-29, Big Six.84,85 

Chandler, 1927-28-29, Royal 85.86,87 
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Chevrolet, 1927, Capitol.90,91 
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Chevrolet, 1929, International.98,99 
Chevrolet, 1929, International Utility Ex.100,101 

Chrysler, 1928-29, Model 75.102,103 

Chrysler, 1928-29, Model 65.104,105 

Be Soto, 1928-29.106, 107 

Diana, 1927-28 ..108,109 

Bodge, 1927, 4-Cylinder...,.110,111 

Bodge, 1927-28, Victory Six. 112,113 

Bodge, 1928, Six.114,113 

Bodge, 1928, Standard Six.116,117 

Bodge, 1928-29, Senior Six.118,110 
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Elcar, 1929, Model 6-75.126,127 
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Essex, 1927 ...130,131 

Esse*, 1928 .132,133 
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Ford, 1928-29, Model A.136,137 

Franklin, 1927, Model 12-A.138,139 
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Franklin, 1928, Model 130.142,143 

Franklin, 1928, Model 12-B.144,145 

Graham Paige, 1929, Model 612...146,147 

Graham Paige, 1929, Model 615.148,149 

Graham Paige, 1929, Model 621.150,151 

Graham Paige, 1929, Model 827.152,153 

Graham Paige, 1929, Model 837.154, 155 

Graham Paige, 1930, Model 612.156,157 

Hupmobile, Model E-3.158, 159 

Hupmobile, 1926-27-28, Model A-l-5.160,161 

Hupmobile, 1927, Model E-2.162,163 

Hupmobile, 1927, Model E-3.164,165 

Hupmobile, 1928-29, Models A-6 and A-10.166,167 

Hupmobile, 1929, Model M.168,169 

Jordan, 1928, Model JE.170,171 

Jordan, 1929, Model G.172,173 

La Salle, 1929, Model 328.174,175 

Lincoln, 1929 .176,177 

Marmon, 1927, Model L.178,179 

Marmon, 1928-29, Model 78.180,181 

Marmon, 3928-29, Model 68.182,183 

Marquette, 1930, 30 Series.184,185 

Moon, 1927, Model A.186,187 

Moon, 1928, Model 8-80.188,189 

Moon, 1929, Model 8-92.190, 191 

Nash, 400 Series, Advance.192,193 

Nash, 400 Series, Standard.194,195 

Nash, 400 Series, Special.196,197 

Oakland, 1927, Model O.S.198,199 

Oakland, 1928, Model AJLS...200,201 
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Oakland, 1929, Model A.A.S.202,203 

Oldsmobile, 1927, Model E.204,205 

Oldsmobile, 1928, Model F-28.206,207 

Oldsmobile, 1929, Model F-29.208,209 

Overland Six, 1925-26-27, Model 93.210, 211 

Packard, 1929, Models 640 and 645.212,213 

Packard, 1929, Models 626 and 633.214,215 

Packard, 1930, Models 726-753-740-745 .216,217 

Peerless, 1928, Model 6-91.  218,219 

Peerless, 1929, Model 8-69.220,221 

Peerless, 1929, Model 6-81.222,223 

Plymouth, 1928-29, Model 55.224,225 

Pontiac, 1927-28, Models, 6-27 and 6-28.226,227 

Pontiac, 1929, Model 6-29.228,229 

Boosevelt, 1929 ...*..230, 231 

Studebaker, 1927, Models.EW and E8 .232,233 

Studebaker, Commander, 1928, Models GB and GH.234,235 

Studebaker, President, 1928, Models FA and FB.236,237 

Studebaker, Dictator, 1928, Model GE.238,239 

Studebaker, President, 1929, Models FE and F11.240,241 

Studebaker, Commander, 1929, Model FD.242,243 

Studebaker, Commander, 1929, Model GJ.244,245 

Stutz, 1926, Series AA.246,247 

Stutz, 1927, Series AA.248,249 

Stutz, 1928, Series BB.250,251 

Stutz, 1929, Model M.252,253 

Viking, 1929, Model V-29.254,255 

Whippet Four, 1926-27-28, Model 96.256,257 

Whippet Six, 1927-28, Model 93A.258,259 

Whippet Six, 1928, Model 98.260,261 

Whippet Four, 1929, Model 96A.262,263 

Whippet Six, 1929, Model 98A.264,265 

Willys Knight, 1928, Model 56...266,267 

Willys Knight, 1927-28, Model 66A.268,269 

Willys Knight, 1927-28, Model 70A.270,271 

Willys Knight, 1929, Model 70B.272,273 
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“TROUBLE SHOOTING” 

Vol. Page 

Adjusting valve clearance 1,191 

Backfiring IV, 374, 432 

Backlash steering III, 45 

Battery gassing Y, 169 

Battery sulphating Y, 176 

Battery troubles and cures Y, 183 

Brake adjustments IY, 71 

Brake lining clearance IY, 16 

Brake squeaks IV, 42 

Breaking of rear axle shafts 11, 449 

Broken connecting rods 1,278 

Broken spring clips II, 457 

Burned connecting rod bearing I, 277 

Butterfly valve loose on its 

shaft II, 232 

Carbon removing IV, 439 

Checking valve clearance 1,191 

Choke valve loose on shaft II, 232 

Cleaning carburetor II, 235 

Clutch noises I, 363 

Condenser troubles V, 75; YI, 329 

Connecting-rod bearing failure I, 276 

Cracking noise in rear wheel 

as clutch takes hold II, 456 

Crankshaft out of alignment I, 325 

Crankshaft wear I, 325 

Cylinder troubles 1,100,101 

Damaged oil screens I, 428 

Danger of driving without 

anti-freeze II, 321 

Electrical repairs and tests YI, 275-361 

End play steering III, 50 

Note.—>For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 
Engine troubles I, 53-65; ; IV, 152 

fails to start I :, 54, 229 

knocks I, 62 

misfiring or backfiring in 

muffler when descend¬ 
ing a hill II, 230 

missing at high speeds II, 229 

missing at low speeds II, 228 

misses fire I, 57 

overheating 1,60 ; II, 229 

poor power 3 :, 61, 229 

refuses to stop I, 61 

spitting back through 

carburetor on sudden 

acceleration II, 227 

starts then stops II, 229 

stops suddenly I, 57, 59 

uneven running at high 

speeds II, 228 

Float failure II, 233 

Flooding of carburetor II,269 

Frame troubles and repairs III, 64 

Front axle troubles and 

repairs III, 137 

Frozen battery cells V, 165 

Fuel fails to flow to carburetor II, 253 

Gasoline supply fails I, 56 

Gassing in battery V, 169 

Generator troubles V, 147 

Ignition failures V, 92 

Inner tube repairs III, 201 

Internal damage of battery V, 180 

Jumping out of gear l£f 397 
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2 INDEX 

Vol. Page 

Lack of fuel at carburetor II, 269 

Leakage of fuel at diaphragm II, 269 

Leaky valves I, 165 

Loose main bearing II, 165 

Loose pistons 1,165 

Loose or worn impellers 11,314 

Motorcycle overhauling IV, 266 

Motor troubles, causes and cures V, 129 

Muffler troubles II, 339 

Noisy bevel gears II, 444 

Noisy valve tappets I, 191 

Overheating II, 314 

Over-rich mixture or flooding 

engine II, 251 

Outer shoe or casing repairs III, 204 

Out-of-round brake bands or 

drums IV, 17 

Piston failure I, 131 

Pistons overheating I, 135 

Bear axle troubles and repairs II, 441 

Relay troubles V, 146 

Removing carbon 1,200 

Rim troubles III, 232 

JVote.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Rings that do not fit piston 

ring grooves 

Vol, Page 

1,165 

Rubbing noise in rear wheel II, 456 

Scored camshafts I, 265 

Servicing valves 1,190 

Spring hanger adjustment III, 101 

Spring noises and squeaks III, 116 

Spring and shock absorber 

troubles and remedies III, 115 

Starting motor troubles I, 59;V, 129 

Testing valve springs I, 224 

Tire valve troubles III, 186 

Tractor troubles III, 287 

Trouble shooting on Bendix 

Duo Servo brakes IV, 77 

Trouble shooting chart for 

brake service IV, 17 

Vacuum-tank troubles II, 243 

Wheel troubles and repairs III, 168 

Wire wheel troubles III, 162 

Worn butterfly shaft and 

bushings II, 232 

Worn and noisy bearings I, 265 

Worn timing chains I, 259 

Worn transmission parts II, 357 
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GENERAL INDEX 
In this Index the Volume Number appears in Roman numerals—thus, I, 

II, III, IV, etc., and the Page Number in Arabic numerals—thus, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
For example, Volume IV, Page 327, is written, IV, 327. 

The page numbers of this volume will be found at the bottom of the pages; 

the numbers at the top refer only to the section. 

“TROUBLE SHOOTING” VI, 405 

Vol. Tage 

A 

Accelerating pump II, 76 

“A C” fuel pump II, 266 

Air-bled jet with double venturi II, 63 

Air-bled jet with single venturi II, 62 

Air-bleed II, 29 
Air brakes IV, 62 

automotive plan IV, 53 

pressure system IV, 52 

vacuum system IV, 52 

Westinghouse IV, 54 

Air cleaners II, 272; III, 275 

cleaners at breather pipe III, 288 

need for cleaning air III, 275 

•oil type cleaners III, 283 

Pomona oil type air cleaner III, 285 

tractor air conditions III, 276 

troubles III, 287 

types III, 277 

use oil in winter III, 286 

Wilcox-Bennett dry type III, 281 

Wilcox-Bennett wet type III, 282 

Air cushion shock absorber III, 111 

Alignment of front wheels III, 137 

Allis-Chalmers engine III, 259 
Alternating-current rectifiers V, 213 

Aluminum connecting rods I, 272 

Aluminum welding IV, 420 

cast aluminum IV, 423 

sheet aluminum IV, 421 

Annealing IV, 395 

Anti-freeze solutions 11,315 

alcohol II, 315 

Eveready Prestone II, 316 

radiator glycerine II, 316 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

VoL Page 
Arbor press IV, 325 

Arc weldor IV, 362 
Argyll single-sleeve valve engine 1,187 

Armature windings V, 34 

Atmospheric pressure II, 13 
Atwater-Rent distributor V, 86 

Atwater-Kent interrupter V, 80 

Automatic battery cut-out V, 143 

Automatic control of air and 

fuel mixture II, 25 

auxiliary air valves II, 25 

dashpots II, 27 

metering pins II, 25 

Automatically-timed ignition 

systems V, 101 

Automobile construction I, 11-26 

Auxiliary air valves II, 25 

Auxiliary electrical equipment VI, 30 

electric horns VI, 30 

Auxiliary needle in Stromberg 

carburetor II, 73 

Aviation engines IV, 85-241 

air fixed radial engine IV, 89 

Curtiss “OX-5” engine IV, 87 

Curtiss 12-cylinder airplane 

engine IV, 83 

fixed radial airplane engines IV, 86 

Kinner IV, 144 

LeBlond IV, 129 

Liberty V-type engine IV, 89 

Pratt and Whitney IV, 118 

requirements IV, 85 

Scintilla aircraft magnetos IV, 191 

Stromberg airplane engine 

carburetors IV, 212 
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Vol Page 

Aviation engines (cont’d) 

Three Wright “Whirlwinds” IV, 92 

Warner “Scarab” IV, 161 

Wright “Gypsy” IV, 116 

Axle bearings III, 147 

Axles, lining up II, 450 

B 

Backfiring IV, 374, 432 

Ball and Ball carburetor II, 126 

Chrysler Ball and Ball Model 

“SIT-43” II, 126 

Model “SU-29” II, 131 

servicing Ball and Ball 

carburetor II, 134 

Ball and Ball Model “SU-29” 

carburetor II, 131 

Ball bearings III, 144,149 

Battery, care of V, 160 

adding acid V, 161 

adding distilled water V, 160 

hydrometer V, 161 

in winter V, 171 

Battery installation V, 203 

Battery overhauling V, 191 

Battery storage V, 203 

Battery troubles and cures V, 183 

Bearings III, 140 

axle III, 147 

ball III, 144 

combined radial and thrust III, 147 

for different locations III, 140 

plain III, 141 

roller III, 142 

Bench work IV, 277 

Bendix brake-drum lathe IV, 45 

Bendix three-shoe “Servo” 

system IV, 75 

Bevel gears II, 444 
Bevel pinion gear installation II, 446 

Blacksmithing repair outfit IV, 314 

Blowouts III, 205 

Blowpipes * IV, 357,366 

Boring cylinders 1,118 

Bosch impulse starter III, 342 

Bosch magneto III, 343 

-Wot#.—Per page numbers see foot of poets. 

Vol. Page 
Brake adjustments IV, 71 

Brake-drum lathes IV, 45 

Bendix IV, 45 

Reis IV, 47 

South Bend IV, 47 

Tru-Drum IV, 47 

turning the drum IV, 47 

uses IV, 51 

Brake drums IV, 43 
Brake leverage IV, 15 

Brake lining clearance IV, 16 

Brake relming IV, 31 

dummy brake drum IV, 41 

measuring brake lining with 

steel tape or soft iron 

wire IV, 34 

relining brakes by hand IV, 32 

lelinmg brakes with power 

machine IV, 36 
riveting liningB to brake 

shoes IV, 39 
use of hand hack saw for 

cutting brake lining IV, 34 

Brake squeaks IV, 42 

Brake test and adjustment IV, 14 

adjusting brakes IV, 17 

brake leverage IV, 15 

brake lining clearance IV, \q 

equalizers and rods IV, 17 

hydraulic system IV, 14 

mechanical systems IV, 14 

out-of-round brake bands or 

drums IV, 17 
trouble shooting chart for 

brake service IV, 17 

Brake-testing and brake testing 

equipment IV, 19 

Cowdrey brake tester IV, 26 
Jumbo equipment for testing 

brakes IV, 24 

Linendoll hand brake tester IV, 21 
Patterson brake-test 

equipment IV, 22 
Raybestos brake tester IV, 27 

Rite-Way brake tester IV, 27 
Weaver four-wheel brake 

tester IV, 29 
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Vol. Page 
Brakes IV, 11-83 

air brakes IV, 52 

brake-drum lathes IV, 45 
brake drums IV, 43 

brake relining IV, 31 

brake squeaks IV, 42 

brake-testing and brake¬ 

testing equipment IV, 19 

checking internal brake drums 

for conditions and internal 

brake shoes for fit IV, 30 

hydraulic brake design IV, 57 

new service equipment and 

methods IV, 11 

“Noback*’ brake IV, 81 
preparing car for brake test 

and adjustment IV, 14 

transmission brakes IV, 79 

Brass and bronze welding IV, 426 

Buiek 1930 Marvel carburetor II, 111 

Buick multiple-disc clutch I, 354 

Buick starting motor 

engagement V, 127 

Bushing-type universal joint II, 409 

Butt weld IV, 399 

C 

Cadillac carburetor 11,217 

thermostatic control II, 217 

thermostatic throttle pump 

control II, 221 

Cadillac clutch plates I, 381 

Cadillac-LaSalle synchro mesh 

transmission II, 375 

adjustment of yoke 

movement II, 378 

construction details II, 380 

dashpot plungers 11,379 

disassembly and reassembly II, 381 

operation II, 378 

synchronizing mechanism II, 370 

universal joint II, 381 

Cadillac-LaSalle two-plate 

clutch 1,379 

Cam and lever III, 21 

Camber III, 13 

Note,—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Cantilever spring 
Vol. Page 

III, 01 
Car steering equipment III, 34 

ease of steering III, 86 
spring shackling and king 

pins III, 35 
tire inflation III, 34 

Carbon removing IV, 439* 
Carburetor floats and bowls II, 33 
Carburetors II, 11-235 

adjustments II, 53 
atmospheric pressuie II, 18 
Ball and Ball II, 126 
bulk of gasoline as compared 

to bulk of air to support 
< ombustion II, 14 

Cadillac II, 217 
Carter II, 189 
exact carburetion II, 11 
Ford II, 91 
Ford Model “T” car 

vaporizer II, 39 
function II, 11 
fundamental principles II, 11 
gasoline and air mixture II, 14 
Holley-Ford vaporizer II, 36 
Johnson II, 138 
Kingston II, 223 
Marvel II, 95 

Packard “Eight” II, 135 

relative weight of gasoline 

and air for correct 

mixture II, 13 
Sehebler II, 171 

Stewart II, 219 

Stromberg down-draft 

carburetor II, 83 
Stromberg dual or twin 

carburetors II, 89 

Stromberg heavy-duty 

carburetor II, 86 

Stromberg plain-tube 
carburetor II, 50 

temperature regulator II, 44 

Tillotson II, 154 

troubles and repairs II, 227 

vacuum H, 19 

vaporization H, 15 
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4 INDEX 

Yol. Page Yol. Page 

Carburetors (cont’d) Chassis (cont’d) 

weight of air II, 12 final-drive group I, 22 

Winfield II, 145 frame group I, 36 
Zenith II, 44 steering and front-axle group I, 24 

Carburetors—troubles and transmission group I, 21 

repairs II, 227 Chevrolet cone-type clutch 1,352 

cleaning carburetor II, 235 Chevrolet “Six” clutch I, 367 

mechanical troubles and Chevrolet “Six” transmission II, 398 

cures II, 230 Chipping IV, 279 

operation troubles II, 227 Chrysler Ball and Ball Model 

testing level of gasoline II, 231 “SU-43” carburetor II, 126 

vacuum tank floats II, 233 Chrysler multi-range four speed 

worn butterfly shaft and transmission II, 372 

bushings II, 232 Circuit bleaker V, 146 

Carburetor service Circuit-breaker adjustments Y, 146 

information IV, , 236-241 Circuits Y, 21 

Carter carburetors II,189 multiple or shunt Y, 23 

accelerating pump II, 196 series V, 22 

adjustment IT, 200, 205 series-multiple Y, 23 

float level adjustment II, 192 Clutch action I, 359 

idling speed adjustment II, 191 Clutch disc hub I, 381 

low-speed jet II, 191 Clutch facings I, 356 

Model “RJH08” II, 194 Clutch noises I, 363 

Model “RTO8-130S” II, 202 Clutch pedal I, 384 

Model “Rakxo” II, 189 Clutch pressure springs and 

operation II, 189, 197, 203 plates I, 358 

starting engine II, 196 Clutch throw-out collars I, 359 

Casing molds for patch work III, 193 Clutches 1,349-391 

Cast axles III, 133 Cadillac-LaSalle two-plate 

Cast-steel wheels III, 168 clutch 1,379 

Caster III, 13 Chevrolet “Six” clutch I, 367 

Casehardening IV, 319 clutch action I, 359 

Cast-aluminum welding IV, 423 clutch facings I, 356 

Cast-iron welding IY, 409 clutch noises 1,363 

expansion and contraction IY, 410 clutch pressure springs and 

flux IV, 411 plates 1,358 

oxidation IY, 409 clutch throw-out collars I, 359 

preheating IY, 410 cone clutches I, 350 

preparation of welds IY, 412 dog or gear clutches I, 364 

process IY, 413 dry clutches I, 358 

welding rods IY, 410 Ford Model “A” clutch I, 382 

Center-block universal joint II, 409 Ford Model “A” multiple-disc 

Centrifugal governors III, 346 j Y, 102 clutch I, 383 

Chain four-wheel drive III, 79 Ford Model “A” single-plate 

Chassis I, 13 clutch I, 389 

clutch group I, 21 multiple-disc clutch 1,352 

engine group I, 15 plate clutches * 1,354 

Note.-~For page numbers see foot of pages. 
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INDEX 5 

Vol. Page 

Clutches (cont’d) 

Pontiac clutch I, 364 
Studebaker-Long elute) I, 371 

wet clutches I, 357 

Coils and vibrators V, 83 

Commercial car wheels III, 165 

cast-steel wheels III, 168 
requisites III, 165 

steel wheels III, 168 

wood wheels III, 166 

Commercial-vehicle 

construction III, 63 

Commutators V, 31 

Condenser V, 71 

Condenser tests VI, 329 

Conductors V, 26 

Connecting-rod bearings 1,273 

Connecting rods I 

adjusting pressure-fed 

tarings 

, 269-306 

I, 282 

adjusting shimmed connecting 

rods I, 278 

aligning connecting rods I, 289 

aluminum connecting lods 1,272 

balancing connecting rods 1,305 

broken connecting rods 1,278 

connecting-rod bearings 1,273 

connecting-rod offset I, 292 

design characteristics I, 270 

fitting connecting-rod 

bearings I, 283 

fitting connecting-rod big end 

by reaming 1,304 

fitting-die-cast bearings to 

the rods I, 296 

function and design 1,269 

H-section form 1,270 

rebabbitting connecting-rod 

bearings I, 297 

1,276 servicing 

shims 1,281 

tendency to lighten rods I, 269 

tubular rods 1,271 

types of connecting-rod 

oiling systems 1,274 

Contracting-band clutch III, 362 

Per page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 

Cooling-system service II, 

boiling out radiator with 

sal soda II, 307 

flushing a normal cooling 

system II, 307 

flushing a rust-clogged 

radiator II, 307 

flushing a system with a 

thermostat II, 309 

handling radiator II, 306 

radiator-hose troubles II, 311 

tightening cooling system II, 311 ^ 

using air and water as a 

flushing combination II, 310 

Cooling system for tractors III, 309 

a utomobile experience t 

misleading III, 309’r 

care of III, 316 , 

causes of failure of cooling 

system III, 317 

fan drives III, 320 

flexible hose connections III, 319 

forced circulation (water) 

(oil) 111,312,313 

heat efficiency of motors III, 309 

operating temperature III, 314 

thermosyphon circulation III, 310 

Cooling systems II, 281-322 

anti-freeze solutions II, 315 

cooling-system service II, 306 

cylinder-head and cylinder 

block joints II, 284 

danger of driving without 

anti-freeze II, 321 

even temperatures 

maintained II, 285 

flow of cooling solution II, 298 

Franklin air-cooled engine II, 303 

overheating causes II, 314 

parts of engine requiring 

cooling II, 281 

Tadiator shutters II, 300 

radiators II, 891 

servicing a car with alcohol IX, 317 

servicing a car with Eveready 

Prestone II, 318 



6 INDEX 

Vol. Page 

Cooling systems (cont’d) 

servicing a car with radiator 

glycerine II, 317 

servicing a water pump 31, 313 

sleeve-valve engine cooling II, 291 

testing strength of anti-freeze 

solution II, 319 

thermostats II, 289 

tighten fan belt II, 321 

troubles in vacuum tank IT, 250 

types II, 283 

watch motometers and heat 

indicators in winter II, 320 

water pumps II, 297 

Copper welding IV, 424 

Cord front drive III, 120 

Cord tires III, 188 

Corner weld IV, 400 

Cowdrey brake tester IV, 26 

Crank-case dilution I, 374 

Crank-case service I, 424 

care of oil screens I, 427 

draining crank case I, 424 

dropping crank case and 

cleaning 1,428 

tilling crank case I, 426 

flushing crank case I, 425 

replacing damaged oil screens I, 428 

worm oil-pump gears I, 428 

Crank-case ventilation I, 420 

Crank cases I, 393 

constructional features and 

metals 1,393 

crank case as engine support I, 393 

engine pans and oil pumps I, 396 

engine suspension I, 395 

repairing damaged crank case 

by patching 1,399 

repairing damaged crank case 

by welding I, 401 

rubber mounting for engine 

suspension 1,395 

Crank cases and engine 

lubrication 1,393-430 

crank-case dilution I, 418 

crank-case service I, 424 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 

Crank cases and engine lubri¬ 

cation (cont’d) 

crank-case ventilation 1,420 

crank cases I, 393 

engine cleaning 1,429 

lubricants and tests I, 401 

lubrication 1,404 

oil pumps I, 414 

oil rectifiers 1,421 

Crankshaft balance I, 309 

deflecting balance I, 310 

dynamic balance I, 310 

static balance I, 309 

Crankshaft torsional balancer I, 314 

Crankshafts—main bearings— 

flywheels 1,309-347 

counterbalanced shafts I, 314 

crankshaft balance I, 309 

crankshaft material I, 312 

crankshaft torsional balancer I, 314 

design and function I, 309 

flywheels 1,316 

front-end crankshaft vibration 

dampener 1,315 

mounting flywheel on 

crankshaft 1,317 

servicing crankshafts and 

main bearings I, 319 

variation of crankshaft design I, 312 

Cut-outs II, 339 

Cutting gears IV, 321 

Cycle of explosion engine I, 33 

crankshaft determines engine 

design I, 39 

four-cylinder engine I, 41 

four-stroke cycle I, 34 

horsepower I, 49 

six-cylinder engine I, 41 

straight eight-cylinder engine I, 43 

theory of crank effort I, 46 

two-stroke cycle I, 36 

V-type eight-cylinder engine X, 42 

V-type twelve-cylinder engine I, 45 

Cylinders 1,85-121 

boring 1,118 

construction I, 85 

grinding 1,116 
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INDEX 7 

Vol. Page 

Cylinders (cont’d) 

lapping 1,108 
locating cylinder faults 1,101 

oversizes for cylinders 1,121 

reaming 1,120 

reconditioning cylinders by 

honing I, 110 

remedying cylinder faults 1,108 

repairs 1,100 

troubles 1,100 

valve Beats 1,121 

D 

Dashpot plungers II, 379 

Dashpots IT, 27 
Dead axle II, 419 

Delco magneto-type interrupter V, 102 

Delco timer with resistance unit V, 89 

Dies IV, 301 

Dimming devices VI, 38 

Disassembling an engine I, 67-83 

cleaning engine 1, 69 

inspecting engine for repairs I, 67 

parts for repair I, 76 

removing crankshaft I, 74 

removing cylinder head I, 70 

removing electrical equipment I, 69 

removing fan and fan pulley I, 69 

removing flywheel I, 73 

removing oil pan I, 71 

removing oil pump and water 

pump I, 75 

removing pistons and 

connecting rods I, 72 

removing timing-gear cover I, 70 

removing timing gears I, 71 

removing transmissions I, 69 

removing valves I, 76 

Disc wheels III, 162 

Dixie magneto III, 344; V, 59, 99 

Dog or gear clutches I, 364 

Double-chain drive II,413 

Drill presses IV, 334 

Drill sizes for standard threads IV, 299 

Drills IV, 295 

2Vote.—For page numbere see foot of pagee. 

VoL Page 
Drive, special types III, 74 

advantages of four-wheel 

drive III, 83 

chain four-wheel drive III, 79 

electric drive III, 83 
four-wheel driving, steering, 

and braking III, 76 

four-wheel steering 

arrangement III, 77 
front-wheel drive III, 74 
Jeffery quad III, 79 

Driving reaction II, 416 
Drop forgings III, 134 

Dry clutches I, 358 

Dummy brake drum IV, 41 

Durant four-speed internal-gear 

transmission II, 363 

Dyna motors V, 121 

E 

Economizer reducer II, 66 

Edison cell V, 160 

Eisemann magneto III, 344 

Eisemann magneto impulse 

starter III, 343 

Electric drive III, 83 

Electric or gas furnace" IV, 315 

Electric horns VI, 30 

Electric welding processes IV, 361 

arc welder IV, 362 

spot welder IV, 361 

Electrical circuit V, 19 

circuits V, 21 

conductors V, 26 

voltage drop V, 27 

non-conductors V, 28 

Electrical current V, 19 

Electrical principles III, 323; V, 11-43 

circuits III, 325 

conductors III, 325 

current V, 19 

electric current III, 323 

electrical circuit V, 19 

electrical units III, 324 

generator principles V, 30 

V, 12 
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Vol. Page Vol* Pftge 

Electrical principles (eont’d) Engine governors (coat’d) 

mechanisms to make and governor hunting in, m 
break circuit III, 329 Pierce III, 848 

questions and answers V, 229-380 Engine lubrication 1,404 
safety spark gap III, 330 Engine pans and oil pumps 1,396 

Electrical repairs VI, 275-361 Engine parts for repair 1, 76 

condenser tests VI, 329 cam followers 1, 80 

Ford magneto VI, 317 camshaft I, 80 

ignition cable pointers VI, 314 connecting rods I, 78 

magneto coils VI, 321 crankshaft I, 80 

Ohm's law VI, 307 cylinders I, 77 

testing and charging fan bearings I, 83 

magnets VI, 323 flywheel I, 82 

testing equipment VI, 275 gaskets I, 76 

testing high-tension coil main engine bearings I, 80 

and armature VI, 326 oil pump I, 82 

testing magneto armatures i VI, 325 oil tubes I, 81 

testing wiring VI, 333 piston pins I, 78 

Electrical systems (typical) VI, 16 piston rings I, 78 

diagram A VI, 16,17 pistons I, 77 

diagram B VI, 18, 19 timing chains I, 82 

diagram C VI, 21, 22 timing gears I, 82 

diagram D VI, 21, 23 valve seats I, 78 

diagram E VI, 24, 25 valves I, 77 

diagram F VI, 26, 27 water pump I, 83 

size of conductors VI, 27 Engine suspension I, 395 

Electrolyte V, 154 Engine troubles I, 53-65 

Electromagnet V, 14 end play in the camshaft or 

Elementary dynamo V, 30 crankshaft I, 64 

Elliott front axle III, 129 engine fails to start I, 54 

Engine cleaning I, 429 engine has poor power I, 61 

Engine construction I, 85 engine knocks I, 62 

classifying cylinder forms I, 85 engine misses fire I, 57 

combustion chamber design I, 98 chronic overheating of engine I, 60 

F-head engine I, 90 engine overheats I, 60 

I-head engine I, 89 engine refuses to stop I, 61 

L-head engine I, 87 engine spits and backfires I, 59 

methods of casting cylinders 1, 93 engine stops suddenly I, 57, 59 

Overhead camshaft I, 92 gasoline supply fails I, 56 

removable sleeves for primary circuit O. K. but no 

cylinders I, 95 high-tension spark I. 56 

spark plug position I, 99 starting motor fails to crank 

T-head engine I, 88 engine I, 55 

V-type engine I, 91 Equalizers and rods IV, 17 

water jackets I, 99 Essex Marvel carburetor II, 105 

Engine governors III, 345 Essex Marvel heat control II, 106 

centrifugal III, 346 Essex speedster over-drive IX, 400 

Note.—For page numbere see foot of pages. 
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VoL Page 
Excelsior motorcycle engine 

lubricating system IV, 248 

Exhaust gases, handling of II, 336 

Exhaust-valve setting I, 244 

Expanding-shoe clutch III, 360 

Explosion engines 1,29-50 

cycle of I, 33 

history of I, 32 

principles I, 29 

External-internal gear set II, 360 

Durant four-speed internal - 

gear transmission II, 363 

for transmission use II, 362 

F 

Fan drives III, 320 

Farm-All tractor III, 238 

Field magnets V, 36 

Filing IV, 283 
Firing order of four cylinder 

motors V, 111 

Firing orders-typical V, 110 

Fitting connecting-rod bearings I, 283 

filing or grinding bearing cups I, 286 

scraping the bearings I, 284 

testing fit of a scraped 

connecting rod I, 288 

use of bearing blue I, 283 

Flange weld IV, 399 

Flat-plate recoil spring III, 110 

Flux IV, 359 

Flywheel 1,316 

Flywheel markings I, 241 

Ford carburetor II, 91 

Ford hydraulic shock 

absorbers III, 107 

Ford magneto V, 66 j VI, 317 

Ford Model “A” clutches I, 382 

Ford Model “A” engine 

lubrication 1,410 

Ford Model “A” final drive II, 433 

Ford Model “A” multiple-disc 

clutch 1,383 

Ford Model “A” shock 
absorber III, 110 

Ford Model “A” single-plate 

clutch 1,389 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 
Ford Model “A” transmission II, 384 

Ford Model “T” car vaporizer IX, 39 

Ford planetary transmission II, 344 

Ford spring III, 94 

Ford truck four-speed 

transmission II, 399 

Fordson carburetor III, 269 

Forging III, 134 j IV, 313 

blacksmithing repair outfit IV, 314 

casehardening IV, 319 

electric or gas furnaces IV, 315 

equipment IV, 313 

heat treatment IV, 315 

Four-wheel driving, steering, 

and braking III, 76 

Four-wheel steering 

arrangement III, 77 

Fracture of frame III, 68 

Frame alignment III, 73 

Frame bracing methods III, 71 

Frame trouble and repairs III, 64 

fracture • III, 68 

frame alignment III, 73 

frame bracing methods III, 71 

reboring cracked steel 

channel III, 68 

repairing a wrecked car 

frame III, 65 

riveting frames III, 70 

sagging III, 67 

stretching out a car frame III, 67 

worn rivets and rivet holes III, 74 

worn spring hangers III, 74 

Frames and special types of 

drive III, 53-85 

auto frame of pressed steel III, 55 

characteristics III, 53 

classes III, 64 

commercial - vehicle 

construction III, 63 

design III, 56 

effect on springs III, 67 

frame troubles and repairs III, 64 

pressed-steel frames III, 56,59 

recent types of frames III, 60 

rigid frame III, 67 
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Vol. Page Vol. Page 
Frames and special types of Fuel systems II, 237-279 

drive (cont’d) “A C” fuel pump II, 266 

steel underpans III, 62 air cleaners II, 272 

sub-frames III, 57 care of vacuum tanks 11,248 

wood frames III, 59 magnetic auto-pulse 11,270 

Franklin air-cooled engine II, 303 methods of securing higher 

Friction drive III, 363 vacuum for vacuum 

Frictional-plate shock tank operation II, 255 

absorber III, 105 re-assembling vacuum tank II, 254 

Front axles and bearings III , 129-150 servicing “AC” fuel pump II, 268 

classification III, 129 servicing Stewart-Warner 

Elliott type III, 129 vacuum tanks II, 248 

Lemoine type III, 131 Stewart-Warner electric fuel 

Marmon self-lubricating feed system II, 261 

axle III, 132 Stewart-Warner lever less- 

materials III, 133 type vacuum tank II, 245 

Front axle materials III, 133 Stewart-Warner mechanically- 

cast axles III, 133 driven fuel pump II, 256 

change of axle type III, 136 Stewart-Warner Model 

drop forgings III, 134 “377-A” vacuum tank II, 243 

forgings III, 134 superchargers 11,274 

pressod-steel axles III, 135 vacuum tank troubles II, 243 

tubular axles III, 135 Van Sicklen fuel pump II, 259 

Front axle troubles and 

repairs III,137 ci 
alignment of front wheels III, 137 

VT 

spindle troubles and repairs III, 140 Gabriel triple hydraulic spring 

straightening an axle III, 139 control III, 108 

Front-wheel drive III, 74 ,119-127 Gardner front axle drive III, 125 

Cord front drive III, 120 Gasoline tractors III, 235-394 

Gardner front-axle drive III, 125 control system III, 345 

merits of the front-axle development of tractor 

drive III, 119 industry III, 236 

other features of design III, 123 electrical principals III, 323 

Buxton front-wheel drive III, 126 engine governors III, 345 

servicing the front-axle Farm-All tractor III, 238 

drive III, 123 general purpose tractor III, 237 

universal joint III, 121 ignition system III, 323 

Frozen battery cells V, 165 John Deere tractor III, 240 

Fuel strainers III,274 magnetos III, 330 

Fuel supply systems for relation of tractor to 

tractors III, 266 automobile III, 235 

Fordson carburetor III, 269 Bumely DoAll tractor III, 240 

fuel strainers III,274 selecting tractor III, 235,243 

Hart-PaTr kerosene shunt III, 273 tractor clutches III, 353 

Kingston carburetor III, 267 tractor mechanisms III, 248 

oil-pull carburetor III, 270 tractor operation in, 384 
Sole.—For vast numbers tte foot of potto. 
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Vol. Page Vol. Page 
Gasoline tractors (cont’d) Horizontal engine IIL 254 

tractor transmissions III, 365 Hornet specifications of aviation 
types of tractors III, 237 engines IV, 123 

Gassing in battery V, 169 Hotchkiss drive II, 418; III, 93 
Gear cutting IV, 321 Hot-spot manifolds II, 336 
Gear pullers IV, 327 Houdaille shock absorber arm 
Gemmer steering gears III, 37 clamp bolt I, 385 
Generator principles V, 30 Hudson single-plate cork-insert 

armature windings V, 34 clutch I, 357 
brushes V, 42 Hydraulic brake design IV, 57 
commutators V, 31 Bendix three-shoe “Servo” 
elementary dynamo V, 30 system IV, 75 
field magnets V, 36 brake adjustments IV, 71 

Generator troubles V, 147 Lockheed hydraulic four-wheel 
Generators V, 133-149 brake IV, 68 

methods of regulating output master cylinders IV, 64 
of generator V, 136 supply eylindef^S^llilv. 66 

methods of regulation V, 135 three-shoe internal e^tttt®8|| m principles V, 133 rigging If, 64 
protective devices V, M3 wheel cylinders IV, 63 

Glossary of automobile terms VI, 371 Hydraulic four-wheel brake 
Goodyear universal tire rim Hi, 215 system IV, 61 
Grinders IV, 327 Hydraulic system for brake 
Grinding cylinders 1,116 test IV, 14 

H 
Hydrometer V, 161 

Hand keyseating IV, 307 I 

Harley-Davidson power plant IV, 245 Ignition cable pointers VI, 314 
Harley-Davidson roller-cam oil Ignition fundamentals V, 45-69 

pump IV, 250 high-tension system V, 50 
Hart-Parr kerosene shunt III, 273 ignition current, source of V, 52 

Hart-Parr tractor III, 257 induction principles V, 45 

Haywood vulcanizer III, 191 low-tension system V, 49 

Headlight glare VI, 37 magnetos V, 52 

Heat II, 31 Ignition operations r, 95-114 

Hele-Shaw disc clutch I, 353 automatically timed systems V, 101 

Henderson four-cylinder firing order V,110 

motorcycle IV, 248 ignition setting point V, 108 

High-speed air bleed II, 66 late spark V, 113 

High-tension coil and armature magneto speeds V, 100 

testing VI, 326 possible combination firing 

High-tension magneto V, 53 orders V, 112 

Hindley worm gear III, 23 power strokes per crankshaft 

Holley-Ford vaporizer II, 36 revolution V,100 

Holley temperature regulator sparks per armature 

attached to carburetor II, 43 revolution V, 100 

Holt Caterpillar engine III, 257 spark timing V, 95 

Note*—For page number* see foot of pages. 
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Vol. Page Vol. Page 

Ignition setting point V, 108 Kinner airplane engine IV, 144 

Ignition systems III, 323; V, 71-94 accessories IV, 148 

Atwater-Kent system Y, 80 carburetion IV, 147 

condenser y, 71 carburetor IV, 149 

hydraulic analogy in an care of engine TV, 151 

ignition system y, 71 cowling IV, 149 

induction coils V, 83 crank case IV, 145 

spark control devices V, 90 crankshaft IV, 146 

spark plugs y, 75 cylinders IV, 144 

Incandescent lamps VI, 33 disassembling IV, 154 

Induction coils V, 83 engine trouble IV, 152 

coils and vibrators V, 83 fuel system IV, 149 

resistance unit y, 88 ignition IV, 147 

Inductor-type magneto V, 58 gasoline connections IV, 149 

Inner tube repairs III, 201 low compression on one or 

inserting new section III, 203 more cylinders IV, 152 

large patches III, 201 lubrication IV, 147 

simple patches III, 201 magneto wiring IV, 150 

Intake manifolds 11, 325 master rod IV, 147 

Intake manifolds for eight- mounting IV, 148 

in-line engines II, 331 pistons and wrist pins IV, 147 

Intake manifolds for “V”-type reassembling IV, 158 

engines II, 334 regulating oil pressure IV, 151 

Internal brake drums and starter IV, 150 

internal brake shoes IV, 30 tachometer drive connection IV, 150 

Internal-external gear set for valve operating mechanism IV, 146 

transmission use II, 362 valves and valve springs IV, 147 

Internal-gear drive for trucks II. 428 wiring and oil lines IV, 148 

Knight sleeve valve 1,198 

J Knight sleeve-valve engine I, 

Knox tractor 

180,198 

III, 94. 
Jacox worm and split-nut¬ 

steering III, 26 

Jeffery four-wheel drive III, 79 D 
John Deere tractor III, 240 Lamp voltages VI, 35 
Johnson carburetor II, 138 Lap weld IV, 399 
Jumbo equipment for testing 

brakes IV, 24 
Lapping cylinders 

Lathes 
1,108 

IV, 337 

rr 
Lead burning IV, 433 i;V,197 

H LeBlond aviation engine IV, 129 

Keyseating IV, 307 connecting rods rv,m 
Keyseats, standard sizes of IV, 308 crank case IV, 134 
Kingston carburetors 11,223; III, 267 crank-case cover assembly IV, 135 

adjustments II, 223,226 crankshaft IV, 129 
dual type II, 224 cylinders IV, 135 
enclosed types II, 223 engine support IV, 140 
Model *%» n,226 dying instructions IV, 148 

Note.—for ptge nonnberr lee foot of pogee. 
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LeBlond aviation engine (cont'd) 

gear ease IV, 137 

gear-case cover IV, 139 

inspection before starting 

engine IV, 140 

landing instructions IV, 144 
oil pump IV, 139 

pistons TV, 130 

propeller hub IV, 137 

starting instructions IV, 142 

Lemoine front axle III, 131 

Lever position for external 

contracting brakes IV, 15 

Lighting VI, 33 

dimming devices VI, 38 

headlight glare VI, 37 

incandescent lamps VI, 33 

lamp voltages VI, 35 

reflectors VI, 36 
Lincoln distributor V, 106 

Linendoll hand brake tester IV, 21 

Live axles II, 420 

Lockheed hydraulic four-wheel 

brake IV, 68 

Love joy hydraulic shock 

absorber III, 108 

Low-tension magneto V, 53 

Lubricants and tests 1,401 

oil tests 1,402 

oils 1,401 

Lubricating system for 

tractors III, 289 

circulating-splash system III, 292 

effect of temperature and 

pressure III, 291 

fresh-oil system III, 299 

keep oil and containers 

clean III, 303 

oil circulating pumps III, 303 

oil filters HI, 307 
oil-pressure regulation III, 306 

pressure circulated system III, 294 

pressure gauges III, 306 

Imbrication 1,404 

engine lubrication 1,404 

Ford Model “A” engine 

lubrication 1,410 

N<tt*>~~For page numbers tee foot of pages. 

EX is 

Vol. Fage 

Lubrication (cont’d) 

oil indicators 1,404 
Stearns engine lubrication 1,411 
variation of lubrication 

systems 1,410 

M 

Machining pistons 1,140 
Magnetic auto-pulse II, 270 

Magnetic field V, 15 

Magnetic substances V, 14 
Magnetism y, 12 

effect of iron core on strength 

of solenoid V, 19 

electromagnets V, 14 

laws of magnetic attraction 

and repulsion V, 13 

lines of magnetic force V, 17 

magnetic field V, 15 

magnetic substances V, 14 

natural and artificial magnets V, 12 

poles of magnet V, 13 

solenoids V, 17 

Magneto armature VI, 325 

Magneto coils VI, 321 

Magneto generators IV, 259 

Magneto impulse Btarter III, 341 

Magneto speeds V,1Q0 

Magneto, testing and charging VI, 323 

Magneto timing V, 97 

Magnetos III, 330; V, 52 

Bosch III, 343 

care of III, 336 

Dixie magneto III, 344; V, 59 

Eisemann 111,344 

Ford magneto V, 66 
high-tension III, 3315 V, 53 

induction-type magneto V, 58 
low-tension V, 53 
magneto impulse starter m, 341 
magnetos for eight-cylinder 

and twelve-cylinder 

motors V, 62 
Mea magneto V, 65 
spark plugs m, 338 s 

testing ignition circuit III, 839 
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Vol. Page 
Magnetos (cont’d) 

wiring in, 341 

working principles V, 52 

Magnetos for eight-cylinder and 

twelve-cylinder motors V, 62 

Magnets V, 12 

Malleable-iron welding IV, 419 

Manifold construction II, 325 

cut-outs II, 339 

hot-spot manifolds II, 336 

importance of handling 

exhaust gases properly II, 336 

intake manifolds II, 325 

intake manifolds for eight- 

in-line engines II, 331 

intake manifolds for “V”-type 

engines II, 334 

manifolds cast separate II, 327 

manifolds cast together II, 328 

muffler II, 337 

muffler abuse II, 340 

muffler troubles II, 339 

six-cylinder intake 

manifolds II, 329 

square-type manifold II, 330 

Manifolds cast separate II, 327 

Manifolds cast together II, 328 

Marmon “Big Eight” clutch I, 360 

Marmon down-draft carburetor II, 332 

Marmon self-lubricating axle III, 132 

Marquette “Six” Marvel 

carburetor II, 117 

Marvel carburetor Model “A” II, 123 

Marvel carburetor Model “T” II, 121 

Marvel carburetors II, 95 

Buick 1930 Marvel 

application II, 111 

carburetor operation II, 101 

Essex Marvel application II, 105 

Essex Marvel heat control II, 106 

Marquette “Six” Marvel 

application II, 117 

Marvel heat control II, 96 

Oakland Marvel Model “A” 

application II, 97 

servicing Model “A” Marvel 

carburetor II, 123 

for page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 

Marvel carburetors (cont’d) 

servicing Model “T” Marvel 

carburetor II, 121 

Master cylinder IV, 64 

Master vibrator Y, 85 

Mea magneto V, 65 

Metal universal joints II, 408 

Metering pins II, 25 

Micrometers, use of IY, 293 

Midco magneto generator IV, 250 

Midwest engine III, 259 

Milling machines IV, 347 

Model “O” carburetor II, 67 

Model “U” carburetor II, 75 

Motorcycle mechanisms IV, 243 

brakes IV, 253 

clutches IV, 254 

drive IV, 253 

electrical equipment IV, 257 

four-cycle engine IV, 245 

gear sets IV, 254 

lubrication IV, 248 

starting IV, 250 

two cycle engine IV, 245 

Motorcycle operation IV, 261 

carburetor IV, 262 

control IV, 265 

engine IV, 245 

ignition IV, 263 

lubrication IV, 264 

tires IV, 264 

valves IV, 262 

Motorcycle overhauling IV, 266 

air leaks IV, 267 

big-end rod bearings IV, 272 

carburetor IV, 266 

cleaning chains IV, 275 

dirty muffler IV, 275 

gaskets and washers IV, 273 

oily clutches IV, 274 

piston pins IV, 272 

truing-up crankshafts IV, 273 

valve timing IV, 269 

valves, exhaust IV, 272 

Motor-generator V, 209 

Motor windings and poles V, 125 
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Vol. Page 
Motora V, 117-130 

counter E. M. F. V, 120 
dynamotors V, 121 
operation V, 117 
starting motors V, 123 
starting principles V, 117 
types of motors V, 121 

Muffler II, 337, 339, 340 
Multiple disc clutch I, 352; III, 354 
Multi-vibrator V, 84 

N 

Needle valves II, 34 
“Noback” brake IV, 81 
Non-conductors V, 28 
Non-vibrator coil V, 86 
Normal atmospheric pressure 

regulates carburetor 
design II, 22 

automatic control of air and 

fuel mixture II, 25 
pneumatic control of air and 

fuel mixture II, 28 
regulating flow of air and 

gasoline II, 23 

0 

Oakland Marvel Model “A” 

carburetor II, 97 

Ohm’s law VI, 307 
Oil circulating pumps III, 303 

Oil filters III, 307 

Oil indicators I, 404 

Oil-pressure regulation III, 306 

Oil-pull carburetor III, 271 

Oil pumping 1,164 

Oil pumps I, 414 

gear pumps I, 414 

plunger pump I, 415 

vane-type pump I, 417 

Oil rectifiers I, 421 

Oil tests I, 402 

acid in oil I, 403 

flash or fire test I, 402 

pour test I, 402 

viscosity test I, 403 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 
Oily clutches IV, 274 

Oldsmobile clutch housing 1,360 

Oldsmobile semi-floating rear 
axle 11,423 

Oldsmobile single-plate clutch I, 350 

Outer shoe or casing repairs III, 204 
blowouts III, 205 
retreading III, 208 
rim-cut repair III, 207 
sand blisters III, 205 
use of reliner III, 210 

Out-of-round brake bands or 

drums IV, 17 

Overload springs III, 114 

Oxy-acetylene welding IV^ , 351-454 
aluminum IV, 420 
brass and bronze IV, 426 
carbon removing IV, 437 
cast iron IV, 409 
copper IV, 424 
costs IV, 451 
cutting IV, 360, 428 

examples of automobile 

repair IV, 439 

for different metals IV, 385 
lead burning IV, 433 
malleable iron IV, 419 

metals, properties of IV, 418 

operation of apparatus IV, 366 

processes IV, 351 

preheating IV, 390 

steel welding IV, 393 

technique of IV, 364 

Oxy-acetylene welding process IV, 353 

advantages IV, 353 

blowpipes IV, 357 

cutting IV, 360 

expansion and contraction IV, 358 

flame IV, 358 

flux IV, 359 

gases IV, 353 

generators IV, 355 

preparation of work IV, 358 

strength of weld IV, 359 

welding rod IV, 358 
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Vol, Page 

P 

Packard “Eight” carburetor II, 135 

accelerator pump II, 136 

air valve and stabilizer II, 136 

economizer II, 137 

high-speed adjustment II, 136 

instructions for starting cold 

motor II, 137 

primary air passage II, 135 

servicing II, 137 

Packard “Eight” four-speed 
transmission and 

dutch II, 381-384 

Parker rim-locking device III, 231 

Patterson brake-test 

equipment IV, 22 

Peening IV, 322 

Perlman rim patents III,227 

Pickling IV, 323 

Piston clearance 1,137 

Piston failure 1,131 

Piston pin bushings 1,127 

Piston pins I, 123-168 

fitting piston pins with drive 

fit 1,149 

fitting piston pins with push 

fit 1,148 

fitting piston pins with shrink 

fit 1,150 

methods of locking 1,127 

piston pin bushings 1,127 

removing 1,145 

Piston-ring travel and ring 

wear 1,151 

Piston rings I, 123-168 

fitting piston rings to cylinder 

wall 1,158 

fitting piston rings in piston¬ 

ring groove 1,156 

fitting simplex rings 1,160 

piston-ring travel and ring 

wear 1,151 

removing piston rings 1,152 

tapered ring groove 1,157 

Pistons I, 123-168 

balancing pistons 1,163 

Note,-—for pope mmbers set foot of pages. 

VoL Page 
Pistons (cont’d) 

compression 1,133 

construction 1,123 

drilling holes in pistons 1,165 

failure of lubrication 

system 1,133 

machining pistons 1,140 

overheating of 1,135 

piston clearance 1,137 

piston failure 1,131 

placing piston and rod 

assemblies in cylinders 1,167 

reaming piston bosses or piston 

bushings 1,146 

rebushing pistons 1,144 

reconditioning cylinders for 

new pistons 1,137 

rounding-up out-of-round 

pistons 1,151 

Pittsfield multi-vibrator coil V, 85 

Plain bearings III, 147 

Planetary gear III, 25 

Plate clutch 1,354; III, 356 

Platform type of spring III, 89 

Pneumatic control of air and 

fuel mixture II, 28 

air-bleed II, 29 

carburetor floats and bowls II, 33 

heat II, 31 

needle valves II, 34 

throttling the ear II, 32 

venturi tube II, 30 

Pontiac clutch I, 364 

Pontiac transmission II, 395 

Poppet valves 1,171 

Power hack saws IV, 336 

Pratt and Whitney aviation 

engines IV, 118 

accessories IV, 127 

bearings IV, 125 

carburetor IV, 127 

connecting rods rv,m 
crank case IV,122 

crankshaft IV, 124 

cylinders rv,m 
distribution system IV, 127 

ignition IV, 127 
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Pratt and Whitney aviation 

engines (cont'd) 

induction system IV, 127 
lubrication IV, 126 
reduction gearing IV, 127 
valve gear IV, 125 

Wasp reduction gearing IV, 123 
Pressed-steel axles 111,135 
Pressure gauges III, 306 

Q 

Question and answers on 

electrical principles V, 229-380 

R 

Radial and thrust bearings Ilf, 147 

Radiatpr shutters II, 300, 301, 302 

Radiators II, 29 i 

cross-flow II, 295 

flat-tube radiator core II, 292 

honeycomb II, 295 

round-tube radiator core II, 291 

square honeycomb core II, 294 

Raybestos brake tester IV, 27 

Reading wiring diagrams and 

auxiliary electrical 

equipment VI, 11 40 

auxiliary electrical 

equipment VI, 30 

explanation of wiring 

diagrams VI, 11 

lighting VI, 33 

tracing the circuit VI, 14 

typical electrical systems VI, 16 

Reaming IV, 302 

Reaming cylinders 1,120 

Reaming piston bosses 1,140 

Rear axle final drive II, 405-457 

dead axle II, 419 

double-chain drive II, 413 

driving reaction II, 416 

dropped rear axle of full 

floating type II, 428 

effect of differentials on rear 

axles II, 434 

Xot€.-~-Far page m^bert see foot ol page*. 

ft 

Vol. Page 
Rear axle final drive (eont’d) 

Ford Model “A” final drive II, 488 

full floating type of axle II, 482 

internal-gear drive for trucks II, 428 

live axles II, 420 

metal universal joints II, 408 

Oldsmobile semi-floating 

rear axle II, 423 

other flexible joints II, 411 

rear-axle housings II, 430 

rear-axle lubrication II, 440 

rear-wheel bearings II, 439 

semi-floating axle II, 424 

shaft drive II, 412 

slip joints II, 409 

spiral bevel gears II, 434 

Therrooid-Hardy universal 

joint II, 407 

Timken full-floating rear 

axle II, 422 

torque bar and its function II, 415 

troubles and repairs II, 441 

types of final drive II, 433 

units in the final drive II, 405 

universal joints II, 405, 412 

wheel attachment in full 

floating axle II, 425 

wheel attachments in full 

three-quarter and semi¬ 

floating types II, 426 

worm and gear for rear axle II, 435 

Rear-axle gear adjustment II, 448 

Rear-axle housings II, 430 

Rear-axle lubrication II, 440,455 

Rear axle overhaul II, 451 

cracking noise in rear wheel II, 456 

draining and flushing the 

differential II, 456 

facing a differential housing II, 453 

rear-axle lubrication II, 455 

removing differential carrier II, 463 

repair for broken spring 

clips 11,457 

riveting ring gears II, 454 

rubbing noise in rear wheel II, 456 

Rear-axle shafts breaking If, 448 
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Yol. Page 
Bear-axle troubles and repairs II, 441 

bevel pinion gear installation II, 446 

jacking-up II, 441 

lining up axles II, 450 

noisy bevel gears II, 444 

rear-axle gear adjustment II, 448 

rear-axle overhaul II, 451 

rear-axle shafts breaking II, 449 
ring-gear installation II, 445 

workstand equipment II, 442 

Rear-wheel bearings II, 439 

Bebabbitting connecting rod 

bearings I, 297 

Beboring cracked steel 

channel III, 68 

Bebushing pistons 1,144 

Reflectors for lighting VI, 36 

Beis brake-drum machine IV, 47 

Belay adjustments V, 144 

Belay troubles V, 146 

Bemy motorcycle generator IV, 257 

Bemy single non-vibrator coil V, 87 

Beo silent second transmission II, 384 

Resistance unit V, 88 

Betreading vulcanizers III, 196 

Rigid frames III, 57 

Rims III ,213-232 

clincher III, 213 

demountable III, 219 

Goodyear universal rim III, 215 

other removable forms of 

rims III, 230 

Parker rim-locking device III, 231 

Perlman rim patents III, 227 

plain III, 213 

quick-detachable III, 213 

rim troubles III, 232 

standard sizes of tires and 

rims III, 228 

Bing gear installation II, 445 

Bite-way brake tester IV, 27 

Riveting frames III, 70 

Riveting ring gears II, 454 

Rivets and rivet holes III, 74 

Boiler bearings III, 147,149 

Boss cam and lever steering 

gear III, 143 

Note.—For page numbers see loot of pages. 

Yol. Page 

Rumely DoAll tractor III, 240 

Buxton front-wheel drive III, 126 

S 

Sagging of car frame III, 67 

Sand blisters III, 205 

Schebler auxiliary air-valve 

action II, 182 

Schebler carburetors II, 171 

adjustments II, 178 

Model “S” II, 179 

Model “S” duplex carburetor II, 186 

Model “U” II, 171 

operation II, 172 

Scintilla aircraft magnetos IV, 191 

adjusting fiber stop IV, 210 

breaker cover IV, 199 

cleaning IV, 201 

coil IV, 197 

contact-breaker assembly IV, 196 

contact points IV, 210 

design IV, 194 

disassembling IV, 199 

distributor blocks IV, 198 

electrical check-up IV, 207 

electrical operation IV, 191 

front end plate IV, 197 

inspection of parts IV, 202 

installing IV, 208 

magneto housing IV, 198 

main cover IV, 198 

mechanical check-up IV, 206 

oiling IV, 211 

reassembling IV, 203 

rotating magnet IV, 194 

timing IV, 209, 211 

Selective transmission II, 343-402 

Cadillac-LaSalle synchro¬ 

mesh transmission II, 375 

Chevrolet “Six” transmission II, 398 

Chrysler multi-range four- 

speed transmission II, 372 

Essex speedster over-drive II, 400 

external-internal gear set II, 360 

Ford Model “A” transmission II, 386 
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Vol. Page 
Selective transmission (cont’d) 

Ford truck four-speed 

transmission II, 392 

overhauling a transmission II, 352 

Packard “Eight” four-speed 

transmission and clutch II, 381 

Pontiac transmission II, 395 

Reo silent second 

transmission II, 384 

sliding-gear transmission II, 343 

three-speed forward selective 

transmission II, 344 

three speed gear box II, 345 

three-speed sliding gear 

selective transmission II, 346 

Warner Hi-Flex internal gear 

four-speed forward set II, 365 

Semi-elliptic springs III, 87 

Semi-elliptic truck spring ITT, 94 

Semi-floating axle II, 424 

Semi-reversible gear III, 25 

Servicing crankshaft and main 

bearings 1,319 

adjusting main bearings I, 319 

“burning in” bearings I, 337 

fitting bearing by alignment 

reamer 1,337 

fitting main bearings by 

scraping 1,330 

fitting new flywheel ring gear I, 344 

handling shims when 

adjusting bearings I, 322 

machining crankshafts in 

lathe 1,342 

marking main engine bearing 

caps 1,322 

polishing crankshafts I, 323 

reconditioning crank pins and 

main bearing journals I, 329 

running in main-engine 

bearings 1,335 

testing crankshaft for 

straightness 1,325 

testing crankshaft for taper 

or out-of-round 1,327 

straightening crankshaft in 

arbor press I, 325 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of page& 

Vol. Page 
Servicing timing gears, chains, 

camshafts, and push rods 1,252 

adjusting timing chain 1,259 

checking timing chains and 

sprockets for engine¬ 

timing marks 1,251 
checking timing gears for 

markings for engine 
timing 1,254 

checking up on camshaft 1,265 

inspecting timing gears for 
wear 1,253 

installing new timing gears 1,258 

installing shortened chain 1,265 

lubricating timing gears and 

timing chains I, 266 

opening up timing gear case I, 252 

polishing cam followers I, 266 

pulling timing gears 1,255 

removing timing chain I, 262 
shortening timing chain I, 263 
testing timing chain I, 263 

Shackles and spring horns III, 100 
Shaft drive II, 412 
Shaler vulcanizer III, 191 
Shapers IV, 344 
Shims I, 281 

Shock absorbers III , 104-117 
air-cushion III, 111 

classes III, 104 

ease of riding is 

standardized III, 106 

flat-plate recoil spring III, 110 

Ford Model “A” III, 110 

frictional plate type III, 105 

function III, 104 

Gabriel triple hydraulic 

spring control III, 108 

iLovejoy hydraulic shock 

absorber III, 108 

overland springs III, 114 

servicing Ford hydraulic 

shock absorbers III, 107- 

Shop information IV, 277-349 

arbor presses IV, 324 

bench work IV, 277 

chipping and filing IV, 279 
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20 INDEX 

Vol. Page Vol. Page 
Shop information (cont’d) Spring shackling and king 

cutting gears IV, 321 pins III, 36 
drill presses IV, 334 Spring and shock absorber 
drilling IV, 295 troubles and remedies III, 115 
drilling hard metals IV, 323 spring noises and squeaks III, 116 
firing methods IV, 283 spring repairs III, 117 
forging IV, 313 spring troubles III, 115 

grinders IV, 327 worn shock absorber 
hand keyseating IV, 307 bushings III, 117 

lathes IV, 337 Springs III, 87-104 

micrometers IV, 293 adjusting spring hangers III, 101 

milling machines IV, 347 attaching springs III, 99 

miscellaneous tools IV, 348 cantilever springs III, 91 

peening IV, 322 classification III, 87 

pickling IV, 323 Ford spring III, 96 

power hack sans IV, 336 full-elliptic springs III, 88 

reaming IV, 302 Hotchkiss drive III, 93 

shapers IV, 344 Knox tractor III, 94 

soldering IV, 290 platform type of spring III, 89 

tapping IV, 298 semi-elliptic springs III, 87 

Side-wall vulcanizer III, 195 semi-elliptic truck springs III, 94 

Single-plate clutch I, 355 shackles and spring horns III, 100 

Six-cylinder intake manifolds 11, 329 spring construction and 

Sixteen-valve engine III, 263 materials III, 103 

Sleeve valves 1,186 spring lubrication III, 102 

Sliding-gear or dog clutch 1,364 three-quarter elliptic 

Shding-gear transmission II, 343 springs III, 88 

Slip joints II, 409 Squeaky wheels III, 171 

Soldering IV, 290 Starting motors V, 123 

Solenoids V, 17 drives and flywheel 

South Bend brake-drum lathe IV, 47 engagements V, 126 

Spark control devices V, 90 motor windings and poles V, 125 

contact makers or timers V, 90 requirements in design V, 123 

ignition failures V, 92 troubles—causes and cures V, 129 

ignition methods V, 90 voltage V, 124 

Spark plugs III, 336; V, 75 wide variation in starting 

Spark timing V, 95 speeds V, 124 

Spiral bevel gears II, 434 Stearns engine lubrication 1,367 

Splitdorf magneto V, 97 Steel underpans IH, 62 

SpBtdorf magneto generator IV, 259 Steel welding TV, 893 

Spot welder IV, 361 after-treatment IV,395 

Spring construction and annealing IV, 895 

materials HI, 103 expansion and contraction IV, 398 

Spring hangers III, 74,101 hammering TV, 396 

Spring lubrication III, 102 heavy sheet IV, 401 
Spring noises and squeaks 111,116 jig* IV, 397 

Spring repairs in, in light sheet IV, 898 

Nile,—Tor pttgt ntmbtrt its foot of poets. 
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Vol. Page Vol. Page 
Steel welding (cont'd) Steering rod III, 27 

neutral flame IV, 394 cross-connecting or tie rods m, m 
oxidation IV, 393 cross-rod connections III, 33 
preparing plates IV, 396 gather III, 81 
quenching IV, 396 lost motion and backlash III, 32 
tacking IV, i 597 lost motion in wheel III, 32 
welding rod IV, 394 operation III, 27 

Steel wheels III, 168 tires wearing out quickly or 
Steering apparatus III, 11*50 unevenly III, 33 

steering gears hi, 11 types III, 29 
steering rod hi, 27 wheel wabble III, 33 

Steering gears hi, 11 Stewart carburetors II, 210 
action of wheels in turning in, 14 Stewart-Warner electric fuel- 
adjusting cam and lever feed sj stem II, 261 

steering gear m, 45 Stewart Warner leverless type 

adjusting sector type steering vacuum tank II, 245 

gear m, 48 Stewart-Warner mechanically- 

adjusting worm and roller driven fuel pump II, 256 

type steering gear in, 48 Stewart-Warner Model “377-A ” 

cam and lever in, 21 vacuum tank II, 243 

cam and lever steering geai Stewart-Warner vacuum tank- - 
with sliding stud large size II, 238 

contact iii, 44 Stewart-Warner vacuum tank- - 

camber in, 13 small size II, 241 

castor iii, 13 Storage batteries V , 151-227 

characteristics iii, 17 action of cell on charge V, 155 

Gemmer steering gears in, 37 action of cell on discharge V, 156 

Hindley worm gear iii, 23 adjusting the specific gravity 

Jacox worm and split nut of the electrolytic v, m 

steering gear in, 26 alternating-current rectifiers \ V, 213 

lubrication of steering-gear battery connections for 

assembly iii, 34 constant-potential 

planetary gear iii, 25 charging V, 210 

roller mounted cam and lever battery troubles and cures V, 183 

steering gear iii, 45 batteries in series connection 

Ross cam and lever steering for charging , V,209 

gear in, 43 capacity of battery V, 1S7 
Saginaw roller-bearing care of battery V,1«0 

worm-type m, 48 charging from outside 

semi-reversible gear in, 25 source V, 205 

steering knuckle pins in, 12 charging in series for 

steering levers in front of economy V, 208 

axle in, 16 clearing battery V, 187 

worm and full gear III, 19 clearing repair parts V,224 

worm and nut gear in, 21 constant-potential charging V, 209 

worn and sector gear iii, 18 construction details V, 150 

Steering-knuckle pins m, 12 detecting deranged cells y,wi 

page Members see foot of pages. 
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Vol. Page 

Storage batteries (cont’d) 

drilling off connectors Y, 188 

Edison cell V, 160 

electrolyte V, 154 

equalizing charges necessary V, 207 

frozen cells Y, 165 

function of battery V, 152 

gassing in battery V, 169 

higher charge of battery 

needed in cold weather V, 173 

hydrometer V, 161 

installing elements in jar V, 190 

installing new battery Y, 203 

internal damage V, 180 

joint hydrometer and 

voltmeter tests V, 182 

lead burning V, 197 

lifting elements out of jar by 

hand V, 190 

low cells V, 166 

methods of charging ‘V, 208 

motor-generator Y, 209 

overhauling battery V, 191 

parts of cell V, 153 

potential charging ehart V, 211 

reburning b ittery connections 

with soldering iron V, 191 

replacing jar V, 188 

restoring sulphated battery V, 178 

result of overfilling battery V, 187 

separators V, 154 

softening sealing compound 

on cell V, 189 

specific gravity V, 155 

specific gravity of cells 

too high V, 179 

starting and lighting V, 151 

storing battery V, 203 

sulphating V, 176 

syringe hydrometer in use V, 174 

temperature variations in 

voltage test V, 182 

testing rate of charge V, 218 

testing rate of discharge V, 215 

Tungar rectifier V, 213 

uncharged plate V, 173 

Note.—For page number* see foot of pages. 

Yol. Page 
Storage batteries (cont’d) 

voltage readings V, 181 

voltage tests V, 180,222 

Stromberg airplane engine 

carburetors IV, 212 

accelerating pump IV, 227 

accelerating system IV, 227 

accelerating well IY, 227 

air port control IV, 213 

altitude mixture control 

range IV, 215 

automaticity of control IV, 215 

back-suction type IV, 235 

carburetor service 

information IV, 236 

combined economizer and 

accelerating pump IV, 233 

economizer system IV, 229 

float action IV, 217 

float-chamber atmospheric 

vents IV, 216 

float-chamber suction control IV, 212 

float mechanism IV, 216 

float needle valve IV, 220 

fuel level IV, 220 

fuel strainer IV, 220 

idling adjustment IV, 225 

idling metering system IV, 224 

main discharge assembly IV, 221 

main metering system IV, 221 

mixture control IV, 212 

needle valve IV, 234 

needl-valve control IV, 214 

operation IV, 226 

piston type IV, 230 

poppet valve IV, 230 

pulsation control nozzle IV, 223 

Stromberg down-draft 

carburetor II, 83 

Stromberg dual or twin 

carburetors II, 80 

Stromberg heavy-duty 

carburetor II, 86 

Stromberg plain-tube 

carburetors II, 59 

action of air-bleed II, 61 

gasoline economizer II, 64 
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Vol. Page 
Stromberg plain-tube car¬ 

buretors (cont’d) 

idling system II, 63 
Model “0” II, 67 
Model “U” II, 75 
steady load and acceleration II, 59 
venturi tubes II, 62 

Stromberg vis-a-gas II, 80 
Studebaker-Lsng clutch 1,371 
Stutz-Blackhawk Noback 

design IV, 83 
Sub-frames III, 57 
Sulphating V, 176 
Supercharges II, 274 
Supply cylinder and pump IV, 67 
Supply cylinder or lank IV, 66 

Syringe hydrometer V, 174 

T 

Taco air washer III, 279 

Taps IV, 299 
Tempering steel IV, 316 

Testing equipment for electrical 

repairs VI, 275 

bearing puller VI, 299 

generator test bench VI, 294 

generator test stand VI, 290, 292 

growler armature tester VI, 282 

ignition switchboard VI, 296 

magneto test stand VI, 289, 290 

small tools VI, 304 

undercutting machine VI, 285 

wash rack VI, 304 

work bench VI, 303 

Testing wiring VI, 333 

armature winding VI, 349 

brushholder tests and 

troubles VI, 356 

cautions VI, 340 

commutator maintenance i VI, 352 

ground in starting or in lighting 

2-wire circuits VI, 336 

lamp troubles VI, 340 

localising any ground VI, 338 

localizing a short-circuit VI, 339 

locating breaks in wires VI, 336 

Note.—For page numbers tee foot of pages. 
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Vol. Pige 
Testing wiring (cont’d) 

locating grounds VJ, 333 

locating shorts VI, 333 

seating the brushes VI, 334 

short-circuit tests VI, 333 

testing armatures VI, 343 

testing circuit-breaker VI, 343 

testing cut-out VI, 341 

testing field coils VI, 356 

Thermoid-Hardy universal 

joint II, 407 

Three-quarter elliptic springs III, 88 

Three-shoe internal expanding 

IV, 64 

Three-speed forward selective 

transmission II, 344 

Three-speed gear box II, 345 

Three-speed sliding-gear selective 

transmission II, 3 46 

low speed II, 349 

neutral position II, 351 

reverse II, 350 

second speed II, 348 

Throttling the ear II, 32 

Tillotson carburetor II, 154 

Deluxe II, 158 

Model “S-4D” as applied on 

Overland and Willys- 

Knight II, 160 

plain tube carburetor with 

air-bleed II, 157 

servicing II, 164 

Timing gears, camshaft, and 

engine timing I, 227 

cam function 1,227 

eccentric shaft for Knight- 

valve engine 1,233 

half-time shafts 1,227 

relation of valve opening to 

crankshaft travel 1,232 

timing chain and timing-chain 

sprockets 1,237 

timing gears 1,234 

timing the Willya-Knight 1,248 

valve timing 1,283 

Timken full-floating rear axle II, 422 
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Tire construction 

Vol. Page 

III, 183 Tractor mechanisms 

Vol. Page 

III, 2*3 

bend III, 185 air cleaners hi, m 
composition and cooling system 111,309 

manufacture III, 183 fuel supply systems HI, 266 

cord tires III, 188 lubricating systems III, 289 

inner tubes III, 188 tractor motors III, 248 

tire valves III, 186 types of motors III, 253 

Tire inflation III, 34 valves and valve timing III, 260 

Tire repairs III, 189 Tractor motors III, 248 

casing molds for patch work III, 193 four-cycle motor III, 248 

equipment III, 189 motor parts III, 249 

inner tube repairs III, 201 steam tractors vs. internal 

inside casing forms III, 195 combustion tractors III, 248 

layouts of equipment III, 197 types III, 253 

materials III, 201 Tractor operation III, 384 

outer shoe, or casing, attention required III, 389 

repairs III, 204 care III, 385 

retreading vulcanizers III, 196 covering of tractor III, 393 

side-wall vulcamzer III, 195 different designs III, 384 

small tool equipment III, 199 overloading III, 390 

vulcanizing kettles III, 194 power at higher altitudes III, 391 

vulcanizing outfits III, 191 supply spares 111,386 

vulcanization of tires III, 189 tractor repair plant III, 393 

Tire valves III, 186 troubles III, 386 

action of valve III, 187 use tractor more III, 392 

leaky valves III, 187 winter care III, 394 

Tires III, 173-211 Tractor transmissions III, 365 

balloon III, 179 bevel friction III, 364, 365 

construction III, 183 Caterpillar twenty III, 367 

demountable rim types III, 175 Cotta automobile III, 371 

Dunlop III, 173 Dual automobile type III, 375 

interchangeable tire final drives III, 374 

sizes III, 181,182,183 function III, 368 

non-skid treads III, 175 Hart-Parr tractor III, 373 

pneumatic III, 173 heavy types III, 370 

proper tire inflation intermediate types HI, 372 

pressures III, 176 oil-pull III, 369 

repairs in, 189 75 H.P. tracklayer tracior III, 370 

Torque bar II, 415 special types 111,373 

Tractor clutches III, 353 speed vs. weight 111,305 

Contracting band clutch III, 362 speeds 111,367 

expanding shoe clutch III, 360 10-ton Holt Caterpillar 111,375 

friction drive clutch III, 363 Twin City 27-44 111,374 

function III, 353 wide range of types HI, 369 

multiple disc clutch HI, 354 Transmission 

plate clutch IH, 356 checking worn pkrts 11,357 

Twin City clutch III, 360 disassembling a transmission II, 353 

2fpte.-~~Far page numbers see foot of pages. 
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Vol. Page 
Transmission (cont’d) 

installing transmission in car II, 359 
overhauling II, 352 

reassembling transmission II, 359 

removing clutch shaft II, 355 

removing countershaft bearings 

and reverse idle shaft and 

gears II, 356 

removing splined transmission 

shaft and sliding gears II, 355 

removing the transmission II, 352 

removing universal flange and 

bearing retaining flange II, 354 

Transmission brakes IV, 79 

Trouble shooting chart for brake 

service IV, 17 

Trouble shooting on Betidix 

Duo-Servo brakes IV, 77 
Tru-Drum lathe IV, 47 

Tubular axles III, 135 

Tubular rods I, 271 

Tungar rectifier V, 213 

Twin City clutch III, 360 

Twin City multiple valve 

engine III, 265 

Y 

Vacuum II, 19 

Vacuum tank, care of II, 248 

Vacuum tank, re-assembling II, 254 

Vacuum tank troubles II, 243 

Valve guides 1,218 

Valve lifters 1,177 

Valve-operating mechanisms I, 227-267 

servicing timing gears, chains, 

camshafts and push rode i 1,252 

timing gears, camshafts, and 

engine timing I, 227 

Valve seats 1,121 
Valve Spring tester I, 225 

Valve-stem clearance 1,243 

Valve timing I, 239 j IV, 269 

exhaust-valve setting I, 244 

flywheel markings 1,241 

how to divide flywheel circum¬ 

ference for valve timing * 1,247 

jVote,—For page number» see foot of page*. 

Vol. £age 
Valve timing (cont'd) 

relation of settings in each 

cylinder 1,244 

valve-stem clearance 1,243 
Valves 1,171-225 

construction and arrangement 1,171 

details of sliding sleeve valves 1,126* 
F-head engines 1,175 
I-head engines 1,173 

inspecting and servicing 

valves I, 199 
checking and adjusting 

valve clearance 1,191 

cleaning carbon 1,195 

cleaning valves 1,204 

grinding Ford Model “A” 

valves 1,207 

grinding valves I, 206 

installing new valve guides I, 218 

installing valve seat rings I, 223 

installing valves and valve 

springs 1,221 

keeping track of valves I, 202 

Knight sleeve valve 1,198 

proper valve seat 1,209* 

refacing valve seats I, 214 
refacing valves with electric 

grinding machine 1,210* 

refacing valves with hand 

tool 1,213 

refacing valves in lathe. 1,212 

removing carbon by burning 1,209 

removing cylinder head 1,193 

removing valves I, 204 

reseating valves with 

reamers 1,216 

testing valve fit 1,219 

testing valve springs 1,224 
testing valve stem and head 

for straightness 1,209 

valve grinding compounds 1,208 

valve guides 1,218 

valve spring tester 1,225 

L-head engines 1,173 
overhead camshaft engine I, J79 

poppet valves 1,171 

T-head engines 1,177 
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Vol. Page 

Valves (cont'd) 

rotating valves 1,189 

special forms of poppet-valve 

design 1,180 

V-type engine 1,177 
valve lifters 1,177 

Van Sicklen fuel pump II, 259 
Vaporization II, 15 

by means of heat II, 16 

by production of vacuum II, 17 

by spraying II, 16 

Venturi tube II, 30 

Verticle engine III, 257 

Vibrating regulator V, 136 

Viking “V-8” down-draft intake 

manifold with 

carburetor II, 333 

Voltage drop V, 27 

Voltage readings V, 181 

Voltage tests V, 180, 222 

Vulcanizing kettles III, 194 

w 

Warner Hi-Flex internal gear 

four-speed forward set II, 365 

as used on Graham-Paige 
cars II, 365 

care and lubrication of 

transmission II, 369 

disassembling Hi-Flex 

transmissions II, 370 

parts II, 368 

reassembling Hi-Flex 

transmissions II, 371 

securing other speeds II, 367 

speeds illustrated II, 367 

Warner “Scarab” airplane 

engine IV, 161 

complete overhaul IV, 176 

connecting rods IV, 164 

crank case IV, 162 

crankshaft IV, 164 

cylinders IV, 165 
gear case IV, 164 

general specifications IV, 168 

induction system IV, 162 

Rote.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Vol. Page 

Warner “Scarab” airplane 

engine (cont'd) 

installation dimensions IV, 169 

lubricating system IV, 166 

pistons IV, 165 

starting and operation IV, 167 

top overhaul IV, 171 

valve mechanism IV, 166 

valve timing IV, 183 

Wasp Junior specifications of 

aviation engines IV, 122 

Wasp specifications of aviation 

engines IV, 122 

Weaver four-wheel brake tester IV, 29 

Weld, defects in IV, 382 

Welding apparatus IV, 366 

backfiring IV, 374 

blowpipe IV, 366 

blowpipe flame IV, 374 

connecting apparatus IV, 372 

hose IV, 371 

position of blowpipe IV, 377 

position of hose IV, 377 

position of welding rod IV, 379 

regulators IV, 369 

Welding in automobile repair IV, 439 

axle housings IV, 446 

bodies and fenders IV, 442 

crank eases IV, 449 

engine cylinders IV, 447 

frames IV, 439 

manifolds IV, 446 

shafts and axles IV, 445 

springs IV, 444 

transmission cases IV, 449 

Welding of different metals IV, 385 

charcoal fire IV, 393 

coefficient of expansion IV, 386 

expansion and contraction IV, 386 

gas and oil burners IV, 392 

melting point IV, 385 

preheating IV, 390 

specific heat IV, 386 

thermal conductivity IV, 885 

Welding processes IV, 428 

backfiring IV, 432 

carbon removal IV, 437 
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Welding processes (cont’d) 
cutting IV, 428 

lighting blowpipe IV, 431 

lead burning IV, 433 

Welded steel spoke wheels III, 171 

Westinghouse air brakes IV, 54 

Wet clutches I, 357 

Wheel cylinders IV, 63 

‘‘Whirlwind” engine operation IV, 106 

carburetor fuel nozzles IV, 112 

crankshaft and rod hook up IV, 109 

cylinder-head construction IV, 112 

magneto construction IV, 107 

magneto drive IV, 107 

manifold assembly IV, 112 

oil lines IV, 110 

oil strainer and fuel pump IV, 116 

pr opeller hub IV, 111 

rod assembly IV, 107 

Stromberg carburetor IV, 112 

valve action IV, 306 

valve mechanism IV, 109 

Wheel pullers III, 168 

Wheels HI, 153-171 

commercial car wheels III, 165 

disc III, 162 

pleasure car wheels III, 154 

sizes III,153 

squeaky wheels III, 171 

troubles and lepairs III,168 

welded steel spoke wheels III, 171 

wheel pullers III, 168 

wire III, 158 

wood III, 154 

Willys-Knight three-speed selec- 
tive gear transmission II, 345 

Winfield carburetor II, 145 

accelerating wells II, 147 

cylinder throttle II, 146 

half- to wide-open throttle II, 149 

idling II, 148 

idling to half-open throttle II, 149 

installation II, 149 

rotary throttle II, 148 

Note.—For page numbers see foot of pages. 

Winfield carburetor (cont’d) 
servicing II, 149 

sixteen-hole spray tube II, 146 

Wire wheels III, 158 

Wiring diagram index VI, 401 

Wiring diagrams and data 

sheets VI, 43-273 

Wood frames III, 59 

Wood wheels III, 154,166 

Work vises IV, 279 

Worm and full gear III, 19 

Worm and gear for rear axle II, 435 

Worm and nut gear III, 21 

Worm and sector gear III, 18 

Worn shock-absorber bushings III, 117 

Wright “Gypsy” aviation 

engine IV, 116 

Wrright “Whirlwinds”—aviation 

engines IV, 92 

accessories IV, 105 

air cooling IV, 102 

bearings IV, 95 

carburetor IV, 101 

connecting rods IV, 97 

crank case IV, 94 

crankshaft IV, 95 

cylinders IV, 97 

durability of engine IV, 102 

economy IV, 102 

engine specifications IV, 103 

firing order IV, 101 

ignition IV, 100 

installation of controls IV, 102 

lubrication IV, 99 

pistons IV, 97 

power curves IV, 102 

valve gear IV, 98 

valves IV, 99 

“Whirlwind” engine opera¬ 

tion IV, 106 

Z 

Zenith carburetor II, 44 
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